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FOREWORD

Welcome to the 2011 edition of our annual Indian Media and Entertainment (M&E) industry
report. At the very outset, FICCI would like to thank KPMG, our Knowledge Partner, for their
ongoing commitment to the conceptualization and development of this report at our behest.
Bolstered by increased advertising spends in 2010, the M&E industry witnessed a significantly
improved growth rate compared to 2009. The year was full of interesting developments with an
influx of new content distribution platforms, growing regional markets, surge in DTH subscriber
base, and the eventual 3G auction and rollouts. Over the next few years, these trends are
expected to change the dynamics of the M&E industry, and the future looks extremely
promising!
However, the media universe is increasingly becoming more complex, specialized and
fragmented. Today for media businesses, it has become essential to understand rapidly
changing consumer behavior and preferences. These learnings could then be utilized to help
build focused content, marketing and delivery strategies for each target audience segment.
Moreover, in order to become high performance enterprises, companies will need to evolve in a
manner in which they distribute content over secure platforms, optimize costs and adopt best
practices in operations.
FICCI acknowledges the valuable inputs provided by the Media & Entertainment industry
players who have graciously devoted time to share their views in helping KPMG put this report
together.

Yash Chopra

Karan Johar

Chairman,
FICCI Entertainment Committee

Co-Chairman,
FICCI Entertainment Committee

Some the cost optimization initiatives adopted in the previous year continue to benefit industry
players. Many companies also have begun to deepen their focus on consumers and their
understanding of media consumption behavior through robust research . This year we requested
some senior industry executives to share their experiences on the benefits of monitoring
consumer behavior and internalizing the same in content and audience strategies.
The year saw landmarks in terms of the highest grossing Indian film, unprecedented growth in
the DTH platform, digital music sales surpassing that of the physical formats, onset of 3G and
the government's regulatory push towards digitization and addressability.
We are looking forward to 2011 being a very exciting year in terms of growth for the industry
with increasing penetration of traditional and new media, evolving content and delivery
platforms and improving top line and bottom line growth for companies. The overall M&E market
in India is expected to grow at a compounded annual growth rate of 14 percent per annum
through 2015 to reach INR 1.3 trillion. Factors like the potential for penetration of different
mediums, greater segmentation of audiences and catering to individual niches, growth expected
from regional markets, government and industry players' push for digitization, increasing mobile
and broadband penetration and consolidation are pointing towards a very promising future for
the whole industry.
Our attempt to bring forth the trends and analysis for the sector has been done after extensive
discussions with senior stakeholders of the Indian M&E industry. KPMG is grateful to them and
all others who contributed towards the building of this report.

Rajesh Jain

Jehil Thakkar

Executive Director
Head - Media and Entertainment
KPMG in India

Executive Director
Performance & Technology
KPMG in India
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2010 has been the year of resurgence for the India Media & Entertainment (M&E) industry. The
year saw growth in advertising revenues for the industry as a whole after the subdued
performance of 2009 owing to the impact of the economic turmoil world over. Subscription
revenues continued to grow at a healthy rate as India is still a nation with low media penetration
and significant growth potential.
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An Introduction

2010 – A year of resurgence
Overcoming the gloom that had set in during the economic
slowdown of 2008-09, the Indian Media & Entertainment (M&E)
industry bounced back in 2010 registering a growth rate of 11
percent compared to a mere 1.4 percent in 2009*. This growth
was primarily driven by the resurgence of media spends by
advertisers across media platforms.
While most sectors witnessed double digit growth, the film
industry witnessed a decline in revenues owing to content that
failed to make a strong run at the box office. Television and print
resumed their pace of growth as did radio and out of home.
Meanwhile, with the growing popularity of digital platforms,
content creators looked to build strong foundations to prepare
themselves for the exciting road ahead.
Overall, 2010 was a year of great dynamism for the M&E industry
globally. The launch of Apple’s i-Pad and competing products from
other manufacturers added another screen for consumers and an
alternate monetization platform for content owners. New
technology accelerated growth with HDTV gaining popularity and
Microsoft’s Kinect for Xbox 360 emerging as the fastest-selling
consumer electronics device1. Hollywood, meanwhile moved
towards a de-risked strategy as sequels dominated the box office
collections in 20102. And finally, it was a year when Newscorp
took the online editions Wall Street Journal and The Times behind
the paywall3, and Kindle e-book sales surpassed those of hard
bound books at Amazon4 indicating a likely shift that might
emerge for print in the developed markets.
For the M&E industry in India, it was also a year that witnessed a
shift in favor of digital technologies as DTH touched 28 million net
subscribers and digital music sales surpassed that of physical
formats*. With growing interest from advertisers and private
equity firms, regional print markets continued to attract their

* KPMG analysis and industry interviews
1. Microsoft Press Release – 9 March 2011
2. Box Office Mojo - Five of the top 10 box office hits of 2010 were sequels
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share of attention. Animation and VFX companies geared up for
the huge opportunity in film restoration and 2D to 3D conversion
and the Commonwealth Games provided a unique platform for
Outdoor advertising. Moreover, India also emerged as the
seventh largest global market for social media consumption5 and
as a consequence saw greater focus from companies to identify
more relevant and personal ways of reaching out and engaging
with their target audience.

The next few years indicate tremendous
potential for M&E
Industry Size and projections
The Indian M&E industry grew from INR 587 billion in 2009 to
INR 652 billion in 2010, registering an overall growth of 11
percent. Backed by positive industry sentiment and growing
media consumption, the industry is estimated to achieve growth
of 13 percent in 2011 to touch INR 738 billion. As the industry
braces for exciting times ahead, the sector is projected to grow at
a CAGR of 14 percent to reach INR 1,275 billion by 2015*.
While television and print continue to dominate the Indian M&E
industry, sectors such as gaming, digital advertising, and
animation VFX also show tremendous potential in the coming
years. By 2015, television is expected to account for almost half
of the Indian M&E industry revenues, and more than twice the
size of print, the second largest media sector.
The contribution of advertising revenue to overall industry pie is
expected to increase from 38 percent in 2007 to 42 percent in
2012*.

3. Times of India – March 2010
4. www.dailyfinance.com
5. Comscore

Overall Industry
size (INR Bn)*

2007

2008

2009

2010

CAGR
(2007-10)

2011P

2012P

2013P

2014P

2015P

CAGR
(2010-15)

Television

211

241

257

297

12%

341

389

455

533

630

16%

Print

160

172

175

193

6%

211

231

254

280

310

10%

Film

93

104

89

83

-3%

91

98

109

120

132

10%

Radio

7

8

8

10

11%

12

15

18

21

25

20%

Music

7

7

8

9

5%

9

11

13

16

19

17%

Out of Home

14

16

14

17

6%

19

22

24

27

30

12%

Animation and VFX

14

17

20

24

18%

28

33

40

47

56

19%

Gaming

4

7

8

10

32%

13

17

23

31

38

31%

Digital Advertising
Total

4

6

8

10

39%

13

18

22

28

36

28%

516

579

587

652

8%

738

834

957

1104

1275

14%

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews
* Taken for calendar years
Note: Numbers have been rounded to the nearest integer

Contribution of advertising revenues to overall industry size
43%
42%

42%
41%

Percentage

41%

42%

42%

42%

2013P

2014P

2015P

41%

40%
39%

39%
38%

38% 38%

37%
36%
35%
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011P

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews
Note: Percentages have been rounded to the nearest integer

2012P
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Advertising spends and projections
The advertising spends across all media accounted for INR 266
billion in 2010, contributing to 41 percent of the overall M&E
industry revenues. Advertising revenues witnessed a growth of
17 percent in 2010 against a marginal decline of 0.4 percent
observed in 2009. Print continued to be the largest contributor,
accounting for INR 126 billion and 47 percent of the advertising
pie. Advertising spends are expected to grow at a CAGR of 15
percent to reach INR 541 billion in 2015.
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Advertising
Revenues
(INR Bn)*

2007

2008

2009

2010

CAGR
(20072010)

2011P

2012P

2013P

2014P

2015P

CAGR
(20102015)

Television

71

83

88

103

13%

118

136

157

183

214

16%

Print

100

108

110

126

8%

143

162

183

208

236

13%

Radio

7

8

8

10

11%

12

15

18

21

25

20%

Out of Home (OOH)

14

16

14

17

6%

19

22

24

27

30

12%

Digital Advertising

4

6

8

10

39%

13

18

22

28

36

28%

196

221

228

266

11%

306

352

404

467

541

15%

Total

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews
* Taken for calendar years
Note: Numbers have been rounded to the nearest integer

As new channels and media formats get added, advertising
inventory is expected to increase and consequently drive
advertising growth. There also exists significant potential to tap
existing advertisers and penetrate them across different media
platforms. Moreover, several categories of advertisers including
first time and local advertisers are expected to leverage relatively
cost effective platforms such as radio, out of home and
subsequently expand to regional print and TV.
In 2010, amongst the categories, FMCG, Services and Auto
dominated ad spends on television while Education, Services and
BFSI6 continued to contribute the bulk of advertising on print.
Percentage share of advertising spend by media
100%

4
14.0
7

10
16.5
10

35
29.6
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100
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0
Television
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Print

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

6. Banking and Financial Services
7. Industry interviews, press articles

Radio

2015P
OOH

Digital Advertising

Key trends and drivers for growth going
forward
Focus on profitable growth
Indian M&E companies implemented cost reduction strategies to
weather the economic slowdown of 2008-09. While industry
projections look optimistic, increasing competition is creating
greater pressure on margins. In order to sustain profitable
growth, several cost control initiatives implemented during the
slowdown have continued to prevail despite the industry
resuming its double digit growth rate. Incorporation of technology
across key business performance areas such as planning,
budgeting, CRM, strategic outsourcing, etc. could enable more
consistent and profitable growth given the technological
advancements in these areas.

Increasing media penetration and per capita
consumption
Low media penetration particularly across SEC B, C and D
segments offers significant headroom for growth. With increase
in per capita consumption, discretionary spends are expected to
grow and entertainment and leisure platforms are likely to
beneficiaries of this trend. Moreover, as metros and tier 1
markets get saturated, media companies are looking to penetrate
the tier 2 - tier 3 towns and rural markets. For e.g. multiplexes
have expanded across tier 2 towns, while DTH players have
helped achieve greater C&S penetration across rural India7.
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Digitization continues to be a key growth driver for the Indian
M&E industry and this trend was even more pronounced in 2010.
Film studios saw greater adoption of digital prints over physical
and it was the first time in India that digital music sales
surpassed that of physical unit sales.
DTH achieved a robust growth of 75 percent in the net subscriber
base over 2009, by adding 12 million subscribers8. The
government is also attempting to gradually shift towards
increased digitization and addressability by making it mandatory
to convert to digital addressable infrastructure by March 31,
20158. The industry is expected to incur significant capex
investment during this digitization process.
With the regulatory push on digitization, increasing mobile and
broadband penetration and ongoing 3G rollouts, the market for
digital distribution platforms is only expected to grow.

“Niche” is in
Increasing audience segmentation is catering to different tastes
and thereby driving content and delivery. Television showed signs
of this growing trend through the launch of several new niche
channel genres - from India's first 24-hour food channel to a
dedicated channel for Hollywood Action movies dubbed in Hindi.
Similarly, movies targeted at specific segments of society that
seem to capture the vibe of the local audience and their social
issues (e.g. Peepli Live, Band Baja Barat etc.) appear to have
found an audience. It has now become a business prerequisite to
assess trends for continually changing customer preferences,
lifestyles and media buying habits and incorporate the
understanding in focused content, marketing and delivery
strategies for each target audience segment.

of media, m-commerce and emergence of an app economy are
the trends likely to emerge. Availability of infrastructure and
appropriately pricing content across these new media platforms
will be critical success factors for the India market.

Regulation to trigger growth
The Government’s thrust addressibility for cable television, is
expected to increase the pace of digitization leading to
tremendous growth in DTH and digital cable. The phase III
auction of radio is expected to add ~700 licenses across tier 3
and few tier 2 towns. Moreover TRAI has submitted
recommendations to the government to increase the FDI limits
across several broadcast and distribution platforms including
Radio, TV, DTH and cable. The government is also evaluating the
industry’s suggestion to allow radio companies to own multiple
frequencies in an area, air news and current affairs and permit
networking of content across categories of cities. As the
government, regulatory bodies and members of the industry
actively work together, reforms that aid the development of
Indian media companies will act as a catalyst to the growth of the
sector.

Consolidation
The Indian M&E industry is currently extremely fragmented.
Mature players are increasingly looking to build scale across the
media value chain and explore cross media synergies. In addition,
existing foreign players are looking to expand their Indian portfolio
and several others are expected to make an entry into India.
Inorganic growth is likely to be a preferred route for many of
these players. With increased digitization and accountability,
Indian media companies are also expected to generate greater
interest from private equity players.

Consumer Understanding

Bucking the global trend - Print continues to grow

With increasing fragmentation and intensity of competition, a
deeper understanding of cultural and social references through
focused study groups will enable players to target their
consumers specifically and build loyalty.

Contrary to most other markets in the world where the Print
media continues lose market share, the trend in India is strikingly
different. Print media witnessed a growth of 10 percent in 2010
and is expected to continue to grow at a similar pace over the
next five years. Rising literacy levels and low print media
penetration offer significant headroom for growth. The growing
regional markets are a testimony to the increase in newspaper
consumption and hence the potential for advertising revenues.

Regionalization
The regional story in India is here to stay! Backed by the
increasing purchasing power across tier 2 and tier 3 cities,
regional media consumption is expected to continue to rise. In
the print sector, revenues from Hindi and Vernacular segments
are expected to catch up with English which has to date enjoyed
a majority share. Advertising volumes on television also saw a
shift in favor of regional channels. In 2010, of total ad volumes on
television 53 percent was on regional channels as opposed to
national channels, growing from 47 percent in 20097. Realizing
the power of regional media, national and foreign players have
ventured into regional markets and several others are likely to
follow suit. Meanwhile regional players have achieved scale and
are now looking to go national and build a pan India presence.
Geographical expansion by existing players in television, print and
radio is expected to intensify competition and create a dynamic,
challenging but opportunity-filled environment for these sectors.

Growing importance of New Media
The past decade marked the convergence of media and
technology; of user generated content, social media and new
publishing models that have changed the way media is
consumed. These changes in media consumption are being
driven by factors such as content pull from telecom service
providers due to the 3G launch, emerging gaming platforms and
innovation in technological devices such as tablets. Convergence

8. KPMG FICCI report 2011 - refer to television chapter
9. TAM AdEx
10. Comscore

Social media as an influencer
In India, social media reaches 84 percent of the online user
base10. With expanding global reach of social media, companies
are increasingly experimenting with various online marketing
strategies. Given the interactive ability of the medium to provide
direct access to consumers, media companies and advertisers
are expected to leverage this platform to understand consumer
behavior and influences. These insights could help them build a
more consumer oriented product and exploit the opportunity and
promise of targeted advertising.
While the industry is poised for exciting times ahead, the road
may not seem as smooth. The industry grapples with certain
challenges such as increasing fragmentation, revenue leakages
and a need for more sophisticated industry measurement
systems. While some of these issues are likely get addressed
through digitization, government intervention, adoption of secure
distribution platforms and thrust on addressability, the process is
likely to be gradual.
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Power of digitization
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Switched back on
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Indian TV industry has shown continued
growth in reach
India is the world’s third largest TV market with almost 138 million
TV Households (HHs) next to China and USA. Cable and Satellite
(C&S) penetration has reached close to 80 percent with the
soaring growth shown by the DTH platform. New technologies
like High Definition (HD), STBs (Set Top Boxes) with inbuilt
recorders and delivery platforms like mobiles are rapidly evolving,
creating further opportunities for innovation and growth.
The television and broadcasting industry has grown tremendously
over the last two decades, with an average growth rate in double
digits. The industry added almost 100 million viewers in 2010 to
reach 600 million viewers and crossed the 550 channel mark from
460 in 20091. New players are entering the market with niche
offerings like food channels and more channels in English
Entertainment space. Viewers are able to access niche content
easily on DTH platform even in smaller markets.

Television industry unable to match global
counter parts in revenue and profits but
potential for growth
India is one of the largest media consuming markets in the world;
however, the size and scale of industry is limited when compared
with global M&E Industry. Majority of companies are still small in
size or profits when compared to other growing sectors like
Retail, Telecom or Information Technology.
However, the medium has many drivers in place for growth in the
years ahead. India is the only country in the world with 88 million
non TV HHs2 indicating the potential for growth in the market.
There are still more than 2503 channels awaiting approval as there

1.
2.
3.
4.

TAM
KPMG Analysis
Industry discussions, Press Articles
Interview of LV Krishnan, CEO, TAM Media, Pitch Magazine

is growing optimism in the industry. There will be great demand
for satellite bandwidth with the introduction of HD channels, the
HITS platform, existing DTH channel expansion plans, new
channel launches, and VSAT services. The consumers in India are
less amenable to paying for content, compared to counterparts in
other countries representing a gap which can be addressed. In
advertising, only 10 percent of advertisers on print advertise on
television currently and a portion of the remaining 90 percent still
could be tapped for further growth of the medium4.

“There is currently no over crowding in TV broadcasting and
there is room for new players if they bring in differentiation.”
– L V Krishnan
CEO – TAM Media Research

Average Hours per US person per week
40
35

33.8
31.1

30
25
Hours

Average time spent on TV is still low in India with two hours in a
non metro market and 3 hours in a big metro market because in
smaller towns capability and willingness to watch TV exists but
the supply of power is an issue. In the US, the average time
spent on TV is close to 5 hours in spite of fragmented viewing
and in Asian countries like Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia the
average time spent watching television is higher than in India.

20

15.8
13.8

15

Average Time spent Watching television

2.5 2.4

1.6 2.3

4.00

3.33

3.30

3.00

3.02

2.60

2004

2.55

Music

TV
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Radio

0

0.1 0.4
Mobile
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Video Games
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5.00

2.8 3.5
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6.00

Internet

10

2009

Source: Nielsen Media Research

2.00
1.00

Indian consumers are king!

0.00
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China

India

Source: 'How People Watch: A Global Nielsen Consumer Report', August 2010

Global trends have indicated the dominance of TV in terms of
media consumption inspite of new mediums like internet and
mobile. It is expected to be the most dominant in terms of time
spent by the average Indian consumer, inspite of growing
penetration of other mediums.

Indian consumers pay USD 3.5 per month on pay TV compared to
USD 15 by Americans as our nation has traditionally not been
used to paying for media content. But there is interesting
audience behavior emerging in terms of number of channels
being consumed and the amount of time being spent and it is a
matter of time when it translates into a willingness to pay for high
quality content as well. There is also a small segment of premium
consumers who are willing to pay for niche content and platforms
for a better experience.
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The number of channels that are consumed in a digital home has
increased by 30 percent5 compared to last year largely due to
increased content push as a result of a STB. The time spent has
increased by 15 percent5 as specific channels have been launched
resulting in higher engagement metrics with different target
groups and due to better AV quality, the engagement level with
the content has increased.

Digitization and Content management
The advertising revenues worldwide indicate a trend in terms of
spend on TV surpassing that in print over last few years. TV is also
expected to sustain share of advertising going forward. We can
expect a similar trend in India with TV maintaining its share. In
terms of overall revenues (advertisement and subscription), the
growth rate is expected to be higher than most other media,
except online.
Change in worldwide Advertising revenue by media
160

120

127.4

119

129.4 130.5

141.7
124.2

42%

80

121.9 106.8
42%

110.2
41%

41%

68.2

40%

40%

38.3

35.1

30.1

26.2

2007

22.6

2006

21.7

0

25.1

20

25.2

60
40

“Indian consumers are not used to pay for TV content. The
market in terms of demand and consumer preference for niche
content exists but an effort has to be made to change the
consumer mindset to paying for that content. This poses a
challenge for the entry of niche channels as they have to
depend largely on advertising revenues.”

134.1

100

22.9

Billion EUR

– Sunil Lulla
MD and CEO – Times Television
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45%

140

2009

2013

2008

TV Advertising

Radio Advertising

Internet Advertising

Share of TV advertising

35%

Press Advertising

Source: TV Markets and Trends, IDATE Consulting & Research

– Preet Dhupar
Director Finance and Operations – BBC World (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Indian television industry value chain
The TV industry value chain consists of content production,
broadcasting and distribution.

CONTENT PRODUCTION
?
Content production is expected to grow at

a CAGR of 15-20 percent for next 2-3 years
?
Growth is expected to be driven by a sharp

increase in number of new channels and
the intrinsic need for differentiated content
as these channels compete for the limited
time share and mind share

BROADCASTING
?
The broadcasting industry is expected to

witness robust growth in revenues, driven
by growth in advertisement revenues and
subscription revenues
?
However, profitability may be affected by

factors such as:
-

?
However, key challenges likely to be faced

are:
-

Consistency of programming quality
providing some visibility in earnings

-

As differentiated content needs to be
unique, scalability (beyond translating
into different languages) is a
challenge.

-

Low entry barriers

Fragmentation of advertising revenues
amongst existing and new
broadcasters (36 mainstream channels
and 68 regional channels are
expected to start operations in next
few months)

-

Increased payout in form of carriage
fee

-

Increased production costs to create a
differentiated offering

?
The broadcasting industry is expected to be

the key beneficiary of the projected 15
percent CAGR in advertising revenues

Source: KPMG Analysis

5. Discussion with LV Krishnan, TAM, Article in Pitch Magazine

DISTRIBUTION
?
India is the 3rd largest cable TV market in

the world, with 104 mn C&S households
out of a total television-owning household
base of 140 mn
?
Currently, the market is highly fragmented

with over 50,000 Local Cable Operator
(LCOs) controlling over 74 percent of the
market. This results in widespread
leakages (under declaration), poor service
mix and low ARPU
?
However, the scenario is changing, driven

by rising digitization in the form of CAS,
DTH, HITS and IPTV, which is expected to
reduce under-reporting
?
Multi System Operator (MSOs) and

Operating Companies are expected to be
key beneficiaries of the estimated CAGR of
29 percent in subscription revenues

percent

“The biggest challenge in front of the industry is to command
say a INR 1000/ per month cable subscription fee, in the next
few years, in line with other markets where the customers are
more amenable to paying for TV content. This will help in
unlocking the value of the television industry for all
stakeholders - broadcasters, distributors, content creators and
the government.”
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“For expansion into other parts of the value chain, it is easier
for a distribution player to launch a TV channel (like Big CBS)
than for a broadcaster to launch a distribution business.”
– M K Anand
CEO – UTV Global Broadcasting Ltd.

Reliance joined hands with CBS to launch three channels in India,
including Big CBS, an English GEC channel. Times Television
Network marked their foray into English movies space with
Movies Now.
2010 saw a spurt in niche category launches like Food. As many
as three players announced an entry into the market. These
included the Alva brothers' first offering from a planned bouquet
of lifestyle channels 'Food first', Malaysia-based Astro and
celebrity chef Sanjeev Kapoor's 'Food Food' and ZEEL's 'Khana
Khazana' on Dish TV7.

2010 – The year gone by
“Globally, digitisation has boosted the progress of distinct and
high-quality networks. India is also showing similar trends.
Therefore, Discovery's established and new networks
including Discovery Turbo, Discovery Science and the high
definition offering Discovery HD World would benefit from this
growing and exciting phenomenon.”
– Rahul Johri
Senior Vice President & General Manager – Discovery
Networks Asia-Pacific, India

DTH growth
The biggest growth story of 2010 came from the DTH platform
which exceeded industry growth expectations to reach a net base
of 28 million subscribers, clocking a 75 percent growth over its
subscriber base of 2009. Contrary to popular belief, 2010 saw a
large part of the growth coming from urban India6. Bigger metro
markets grew, specifically among the lower socio economic
segments, as a result of subsidies offered such as reduced cost
of STBs, free installation of STBs6 and free services, etc.
In an attempt to rationalize pricing for customers, the year also
saw ala-carte options being provided by DTH players. For
example, Airtel and Tata sky followed a TRAI directive to operators
requiring them to allow customers to select and pay subscription
for channels they choose to watch instead of offering only
bundled packages7. This practice is being adopted by other
players as well.

“With the growth of DTH, the compulsion for non-mass
channels to be available on the analog platform is coming
down. Channels can now adopt alternative models, as was
witnessed in the case of Fox channels, which chose the DTHonly route. As digital platforms gain further share, more
channels will be able to make such choices and this will have a
sobering impact on carriage and placement costs.”
– Anuj Poddar
Head – Strategy and Business Development,
Viacom 18 Media Pvt. Ltd

New and existing players looking at entry into
different genres
The past few months have seen existing players implement a
portfolio strategy and expand into different genres and niches. For
example, Fox consolidated their presence in the Indian market by
launching channels in different genres like general entertainment,
wildlife and music.
6. Industry discussions
7. Industry discussions, Press Articles
8. Press Articles

“Niche channels like food and women focused channels should
do well as such channels have opportunities for ad funded
programming. Advertisers will thus be able to target traditional
TV in innovative ways.”
– Suman Srivastava
CEO – Euro RSCG India

HD growth wave
Another trend witnessed in 2010 was the entry of HD channels.
Apart from 'Food First', India's first HD food channel, 'Movies
Now' was also launched in HD. Doordarshan broadcasted the
Commonwealth Games (CWG) in HD format. Sports, Movies and
Events are expected to be the key demand drivers for HD
content.
India currently has channels like NGC HD, Discovery World HD,
Star Plus HD, Zee TV HD, and two Tamil HD channels and others
are expected. DTH operators like SUN Direct, Tata Sky, Dish TV
and Reliance BIG TV are heavily promoting their HD services in
India7.
LCD TVs and HD ready STBs are becoming affordable for
consumers and pay-TV operators. Premium TV sales like LED,
LCD and plasma priced >INR 25,000 have reported growth rate
of 60-70 percent in 2010. The Color TV market is 13.5 million units,
of which premium sets are expected to have sold 3 million units
in 2010 as compared to 1.5 million units sold in 2009 indicating
increased demand for this category due to the existing small
base and increasing disposable incomes of consumers8.
Dish TV has come out with an offering of 30 HD channels on its
platform while at the same time making it more affordable7 to
consumers by lowering the price for new HD connections. The
HD offering is expected to lift the overall ARPUs going forward.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

2010 has been a year of resurgence for the television business as
it bounced back after the weak performance of the recession year
of 20096. The year saw higher than expected growth in the DTH
platform, new and existing players in broadcasting looking at
entry into different genres, growth in HD channels, competition
intensified among the major Hindi GEC players vying for top spot
as viewers shifted preferences based on superior content, the
window between theatrical release and TV screening becoming
narrow and Bollywood integrated even more strongly into
Television.
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“We believe that customers have realized the benefits in
opting for future ready technology- a case in point being HD.
While HD adoption on our network in the metros is about 15
percent, over 60 percent of TV sets being sold today are HD
compatible. With service providers on different compression
and transmission standards, we believe that if interoperability
is to be made a possibility, the industry should move towards
adopting MPEG4 DVBS2 as the common, latest technology
standard.”
– Ajai Puri
Director & CEO – Airtel Digital TV, Bharti Airtel

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

“The 6 DTH operators in India together contribute the
maximum share of subscription revenues to broadcasters and
with India set to become the largest DTH market in the world
very soon, this share is also expected to increase. With more
HD channels coming in, growth in consumption of HD content
will help increase DTH ARPUs.”

Near immediate launch of movies on
broadcasting and DTH following theatrical
release, albeit at high acquisition costs
The recent trend of broadcasting just-released movies on
television marks a sharp contrast to the earlier practice of
maintaining a gap of 90 or more days10. It reflects the search of
broadcasters for fresh content and is forcing them to spend more
on acquiring satellite rights for movies.
The trend of near-immediate broadcast of movies upon release on
DTH and on television has been growing in 201010, encouraged in
part by the pressure on movie production houses to generate
early liquidity, given the increasing size of film budgets.
TRPs of films shown on TV in 2010 are much higher than those in
2009. The shortening of the window between a film's theatrical
release and its telecast on a GEC has led to higher viewership. In
comparison, the fiction and reality shows on television managed
to get lower ratings than films in 2010. The average TRP achieved
by the top rated fiction show was 3.7 and by the top rated non
fiction show was 3.311.

– Anil Khera
CEO – Videocon d2h

TRPs of Films in 2009

Battle for the Hindi GEC top spot open to all as
viewers display no channel loyalty and continue
to make shifts based on superior content
display by broadcasters
In one of the major happenings of 2010, Star regained the lead
from Colors owing to a revamped content strategy and image and
Sony became No.3 leaving behind the erstwhile strong Top 3
contender Zee TV9.
Star Plus enjoyed supremacy for a large part of the year as it
crossed the 400 GRPs mark twice in 20109. The channel
conducted a re-branding initiative to break free from the mould of
traditional family sagas and appeal to the younger set of
audiences. The tagline 'Rishta wahi, Soch nayi' and the ruby red
logo were a step in this direction. Colors retained its No.2
position, but a large part of GRPs came from reality shows and
expensive movie acquisitions. Zee lost its third position to Sony
during the year. Sony gained momentum owing to sequels of
successful reality show properties. It also strengthened its
content beyond high cost reality shows in the prime time with
new fiction properties. It can be seen as a continued attempt to
attract male audiences with strong male protagonists and a tried
and tested comedy formula in fiction shows10.
Content has hence emerged as a critical success factor for
success of broadcasters as we saw viewers shifting loyalty with
innovative and high quality content. This was also demonstrated
by SAB TV dominating the Tier 2 GECs with its successful
comedy formula10. It demonstrated a good performance in both
GRPs and the channel's bottomline, without huge acquisition
costs on reality shows and movies. It indicates consumer
preferences in terms of comedy and wholesome family
entertainment content. Sony and SAB combined have been
getting a fair share of GRPs of the Hindi GEC market9.

9. TAM
10. Industry discussions
11. TAM Peoplemeter Systems, All India Market, TG : CS 4+, 2010

TRPs of Films in 2010

Ghajini

4.79

3 Idiots

10.88

Bhool Bhulaiyaa

4.39

Dabangg

9.19

Singh is Kinng

3.27

Ajab Prem Ki Ghazab Kahani

7.45

Rab ne Bana Di Jodi

3.11

Khatta Meetha

4.82

Chandni Chowk to China

3.11

All The Best

4.23

Blue

3.05

Housefull

4.0

Welcome

2.94

De Dana Dan

3.97

Bhoothnath

2.85

Wanted

3.95

Jab We Met

2.40

Veer

3.55

Vivaah

2.16

Athithi Tum Kab Jaoge

3.32

Source: TAM, DNA Bollywood Mag, Dec 26, 2010

Until 2008, most movie production houses followed the outright
exclusive rights model to monetise satellite rights. In this model,
the broadcaster typically had exclusive titles and broadcast rights
for five years with unlimited airings from the date of acquisition.
In 2009, however, with broadcasters facing a liquidity crunch,
movie production houses moved to the syndication model,
allowing multiple channels to share the movie and determining
the price of satellite rights on the basis of airings. But with this
model, the broadcasters found their viewership ratings
deteriorate because of non-exclusivity. Now, broadcasters are
switching back to the outright exclusive rights model. While this
can improve viewership ratings, the upfront investment in
exclusive content would increase.
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Reality shows are using star power for charming their audiences
and are trying newer ways of engaging them. For example, on
the eve of release of 'Once Upon A Time In Mumbai', actors Ajay
Devgan and Emraan Hashmi made an appearance on Emotional
Atyachaar on Bindass where they became a part of the crew and
not a single promo of the movie was played during the show12.

registering a growth of 14 percent, higher than the growth of 10
percent recorded last year13. A large part of this growth came
from the DTH homes being added.
In spite of growth in DTH, cable has unique benefits like lower
initial set up cost, perception of better after sales service and
perception about interruptions in DTH reception due to weather
conditions, particularly in coastal regions. Due to the impact of
transponder shortage on DTH rollouts, DTH players cannot focus
on all markets as the 15-20 most relevant channels change for
each market12. Getting additional capacity involves significant
cost.

Growth in number of TV households in India

Apart from the above, there are shows like Koffee with Karan,
Awards nights, etc. which are Bollywood based and talent hunt
shows like DID Lil Masters, Indian Idol, etc which use some
Bollywood celebrities as judges12.

2009

2010

Kya Aap Panchvi Paas Se
Tez Hain? (Shahrukh Khan)

Bingo
(Abhishek Bachhan)

Bigg Boss 4
(Salman Khan)

Fear Factor
(Akshay Kumar)

Dance Premier League
(Rani Mukherjee)

KBC
(Amitabh Bacchan)

Bigg Boss 2
(Shilpa Shetty)

Big Boss 3
(Amitabh Bachhan)

Khatron Ke Khiladi 3
(Priyanka Chopra)

Fear Factor
(Akshay Kumar)

Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa
(Madhuri Dixit)

Roadies 7
(Irfan Khan)

Masterchef India
(Akshay Kumar)
Chak Dhoom Dhoom
(Mallika Sherawat)

Source: TAM, News Articles, KPMG Analysis

Zor ka Jhatka
(Shahrukh Khan - 2011)
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Penetration is increasing with growth in the
number of TV households

Non C&S

The number of TV households grew at a rate of seven percent to
reach 138 million in 2010 compared to 129 million in 2009. The
penetration of TV in the country grew from 58 percent in 2009 to
61 percent in 2010. Currently TV penetration in India is much
lower compared to some of the developed markets like US, UK,
which are almost fully penetrated13. Hence, the numbers have
significant headroom for growth.
The penetration for Cable & Satellite (C&S) households increased
from 74 percent of total TV households in 2009 to 78 percent in
2010. The overall number of C&S households reached 108 million

12. Industry discussions
13. KPMG Analysis

Source: KPMG Analysis, Industry discussions

2010
C&S
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Bollywood and TV's marriage
There has been a growing integration of Bollywood on TV, be it
top film stars hosting TV shows, movie promotions on reality
shows or just the Bollywood theme being used on TV. The
relationship is symbiotic as it is fruitful for the film industry before
the release of a film to catch the audiences' attention and the TV
channels benefit due to film stars' association as Bollywood and
Cricket are two interests which still rule the hearts of the masses.
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Digitization enhanced the reach of the
subscription market
Digital platforms comprise digital cable, DTH and IPTV platforms
as opposed to the traditional analog cable which still dominates
the Indian market. The number of analog cable subscribers is
witnessing a flat or de-growth with increasing penetration of
digital distribution systems. The digital subscribers are expected
to outdo the analog subscribers by 2013.
Growth in the number of Digital subscribers

“Currently more and more channels are being launched in
niche genres. Digitization is facilitating viewership of niche
channels since broadcasters now can reach a targeted set of
audience.”
– Siddharth Jain
VP and Deputy GM – Distribution & Business Operations,
South Asia, Turner International India Pvt. Ltd.
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– K V L Narayan Rao
Group CEO & Executive Director – New Delhi Television
Limited
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“The opportunity represented by the Indian market is huge and
by the end of this decade it is expected to have close to 1000
channels. DTH cannot support so many channels and digital
cable is the only answer to this problem.”
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Source: KPMG Analysis

The government is attempting to gradually shift towards digital by
making it mandatory to convert to digital addressable
infrastructure. March 31, 2015 has been set as the revised
deadline by TRAI for digitization of the entire industry in a phased
manner. Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai are required to shift
to digital addressability by March 31, 2012. The next phase will
include 35 cities with population greater than one million to make
the transition by March 31, 2013. All urban areas are expected to
convert by November 30, 2014 and the remaining areas by March
31, 201514.

“Both analog and digital distribution platforms are expected to
co exist for some time as distribution move towards
digitisation and analog cable eventually diminishes, though not
earlier than 2015 but latest by 2017. Analog industry is in the
same danger as pager was before mobile.”
– Ashok Mansukhani
Director – Hinduja Ventures and President, MSO Alliance

One gap that needs to be addressed with respect to promoting
niche content is to include more digital households in current
measurement systems so that the niche channels get adequate
representation in viewership. TAM is already making efforts in this
direction by gradually extending their measurement to digital
homes. There needs to be a separate mechanism for measuring
TRPs of niche channels in order to realize better effective rates.

DTH all the way
As per our discussions with the industry, DTH displayed more
than expected growth to reach 28 million subscribers by the end
of 2010, net of churn. The amount of churn is still expected to be
around 5 percent of the overall DTH subscriber base per month.
The platform has reached a penetration of 26 percent of the total
C&S homes in a market like India which has traditionally been an
analog market15.

Pay TV subscriber base
120
0.5

100
80

Digitization, mostly driven by DTH till now, has been of great
advantage to the players looking to enter the industry and those
already present. It eases out bandwidth constraints to some
extent and facilitates carriage of a larger number of channels. This
can enable more niche content being available in future using the
same network or spectrum. Transparency in reporting is expected
to increase subscription revenues for broadcasters.
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Further, DTH operators are also riding on an opportunity to
convert digital cable homes to DTH homes and promoting an
absolute control to subscribers due to a self-owned dish. This is
primarily seen as an incentive for rural subscribers who are
plagued by frequent power cuts in the locality. A self-owned dish
allows them to watch uninterrupted television through personal
generator sets.
Today, rural households with a monthly income of less than Rs
3000 are also purchasing DTH. MDU i.e having one dish and
splitting the connection to different individual houses in an
apartment is also spreading in tier-I, tier-II cities like Salem and
Trichy17.
The DTH industry is very competitive with 6 players already in the
market, excluding Doordarshan, which is a free platform. The
sector has seen exponential growth in subscribers with almost 1
million subscribers being added each month17.
Profitability is an issue for players as the business model is
saddled with high taxation (License fee, Service Tax and an
additional State Entertainment Tax for the DTH players adds up to
30 percent to 35 percent of total revenues), price elasticity
leading to rising subscriber acquisition costs and low ARPUs,
limited transponder capacity and potential challenges from digital
cable17. The DTH companies have extremely high costs; they
currently compete with the analog businesses and are in a very
competitive DTH environment, limiting their ability to raise pricepoints. The industry average for Subscriber Acquisition Costs
stands at around INR 3500 while ARPU still hovers around INR
160, with Tata Sky being at the highest end with INR 195 due to
its strong presence in metros and urban markets17. However, the
environment is expected to stabilize once critical mass is
achieved, i.e. enough number of digital homes in each market.
Subscriber acquisition costs, which were initially as high as INR
6,000, have now stabilized at somewhere between INR 3,000
and 4,000 and should fall further because of stabilization in price
wars, reduction in the cost of STBs and expected consolidation in
the industry17.
We estimate that DTH subscriber base could reach 70 million by
2015. There are substantial interests which are driving the DTH
business and that is reflected in the kind of investments that are
being made both in terms of brand building, product
enhancements and hardware subsidies to the consumer. The
operators are part of well capitalized big industrial groups and
some very strong brands.

“Despite being one of the fastest growing sectors and having
been at the forefront of digitalizing India, the DTH industry
continues to suffer from high cost of content (60-65 percent)
and taxation (30-35 percent). The tax levies on the DTH
industry include a five percent custom duty on set top boxes
(STBs), an average of 10 percent entertainment tax, 10 percent
in license fees and another 10 percent in service tax. The
absence of a level- playing field on content cost versus
analogue cable, due to rampant non-transparency / underdeclaration by cable industry for years have made it impossible
to have a level playing field on cost of content for all operators.”
– Ajai Puri
Director & CEO – Airtel Digital TV, Bharti Airtel

Digital cable unable to gather momentum but is
there light at the end of the tunnel?
The number of digital cable subscribers reached an approximate 5
million size in 201016. This was largely due to the push from MSOs
in terms of free STBs and pricing at par with Analog levels.
With the current regulatory push towards digitization and
addressability, MSOs are well placed to capitalize on the growth
momentum as most leading MSOs have raised funds either
through PE or IPO in the last three years17. The rapid growth of
DTH players has also served as an eye opener for the LCOs. They
are beginning to cooperate with MSOs for digitizing the
subscriber base in a bid to prevent customers from moving to
DTH.

“In India, the biggest issue is of ownership of subscribers. Last
mile is still not owned by MSOs. MSOs, Distributors and LCOs
all claim subscribers. The current model is a distress model
which needs to be changed.”
– Jawahar Goel
Managing Director – Dish TV India Ltd.

“The real strength of digital cable lies in triple play - television,
broadband and telephony. It will also lead to reduction in under
declaration by LCOs. However, investments needed to be
made by the cable industry before the move from analog to
digital can happen.”
– Ashok Mansukhani
Director – Hinduja Ventures and President, MSO Alliance

Digital cable is difficult to grow unlike DTH as it requires large
upfront last mile investments in infrastructure and customer
acquisition which the cable companies have been shying away
from. This has slowed the progress of digital cable in the country
and it reached only five million subscribers in 201016 as opposed
to 10 million which was expected last year. Hathway, the largest
cable distribution company in the country, witnessed a slow
digital subscriber addition in 2010 due to a delay in delivery of
lower cost STBs18. Going forward, with the TRAI deadline on
digitization, the company is expected to utilize a significant
portion of their IPO proceeds for digitization. The pace of
digitization is expected to pick up with these investments as
demand remains robust.
16. KPMG Analysis
17. Industry discussions
18. Company reports
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The DTH industry sees opportunity for growth at three distinct
levels: First, with an estimated 88 million homes that don't have
access to TV; second, with nearly 30 million households that
currently have TV but don't have access to cable and third, it is a
clear opportunity to replace the current 68 million analog cable
households16 with digital signals and better quality viewing –
however, this opportunity will see competition from digital cable
as digitization regulations begin to see implementation.
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Companies have been currently focusing on high carriage fee
markets, Bombay or Delhi, putting in boxes at subsidized costs to
hold on to their subscribers in those markets19. Investment will be
needed by these companies to fund the use of STBs at the
customer end and also to consolidate LCOs/ MSOs through
buyouts. As per industry estimates, for complete digitization the
cable industry will be expected to make investments to the tune
of INR 8,000 – 10,000 crores on infrastructure, excluding the cost
of subsidizing STBs for the consumers.
In the long term, large digital cable players such as Hathway and
DEN are also betting big on their dual play offering in terms of
Cable + Broadband to increase their digital subscriber base and
improve business profitability19.

“Whole cable industry has invested only INR 2000 cr till date
while DTH has already burnt ~INR 25000 crores.”

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

– Jawahar Goel
Managing Director – Dish TV India Ltd.

The Services category including the DTH service providers, real
estate players, telecom and internet based services, travel &
tourism related services etc is the largest category with 10
percent volume share, next only to FMCG. DTH service providers
were the largest category of spenders with top 3 advertisers
within Services category being Tata Sky, Sun Direct and Dish TV.
This evidences the growing competition and investments in the
sector. Increased competition in the telecom industry and launch
of 3G services has spurred a growth of overall spends and has
also opened up a huge new category in the handset business.
Other categories like consumer durables and automobiles no
longer spend only at festival time, but advertise throughout the
year. 2010 was a much better year in terms of advertising spends
by industry as there were product launches, brand extensions
which were kept at bay in 2009. There were certain sectors which
saw a slowdown in 2009 like real estate which mushroomed back
in 2010. Advertising by the entertainment sector like films and
television channels also came back into the scene.

Top 10 categories advertising on TV
2010
(% Share)

2009
(% Share)

Food & Beverage

14

14

Personal Care/ Personal Hygiene

13

11

Services

6

6

Hair Care

5

5

Telecom / Internet Service Providers

4

5

Auto

4

4

Personal Accessories

4

4

Banking/ Finance/ Investment

3

4

Personal Healthcare

3

3

Household Products

3

3

59%

59%

Top Sectors

IPTV – Current low revenues and profitability
On the horizon are newer modes of broadcasting such as IPTV
and streaming of content over wireless broadband. IPTV also has
constraints like digital cable in terms of last mile connectivity and
hence infrastructure is a limiting factor. The technology is
promising due to its superior quality and interactive service but
the reach is limited to households having a broadband connection.
In a country like India where internet penetration is very low, the
acceptability for the platform continues to be low.
Besides slow uptake, profitability is also an issue for players. Both
capital and operating costs are higher for IPTV players as
compared to DTH and digital cable, whereas the ARPU is similar
due to competition and hence this platform faces a double edged
sword. Also, telecom companies are investing more in DTH rather
then IPTV and a lack of focus on IPTV is likely to result in slow
traction with consumers for this platform going forward.

Total

Advertising revenues
FMCG, Services and Auto were the sectors with
highest spends on TV advertising
Ad sales growth rate in 2010 was 17 percent compared to the
previous year19. The growth was driven by FMCG, Services and
Auto as the top three sectors. Traditional heavy spenders like
Banking and Finance sectors are also still among the top
advertising sectors. Top 10 sectors accounted for ~60 percent of
the overall TV advertising volume share during 2010, similar to
200920.
FMCG players, including categories like food & beverage,
personal care and hygiene, hair care, personal accessories,
personal health care and household products, are increasing their
marketing spends substantially. The television industry saw 42%
of their ad volume share coming from FMCGs in 2010.

19. Industry discussions
20. TAM Adex

Source: TAM Ad Ex

HUL with the maximum number of brands maintained its position
as the number one advertiser on TV20, followed by other FMCG
brands. Top 10 advertisers on TV consisted only of FMCG players
showing the dominance of the consumer business on media
spending. The new brands introduced and advertised on TV in
2010 also consisted largely of FMCG brands, with Airtel 3G and
Nokia 5233 being the only exceptions. 'Colgate Total Clean Mint',
'Airtel 3G', and 'Cadbury's Perk Glucose' were the top three new
brands20.
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Ad volumes on TV increased, whereas the
rates remained flat in 2010

% Share in 2010

Hindustan Unilever Ltd.

8%

Reckitt Benckiser (India Ltd)

3%

Cadburys India Ltd.

2%

ITC Ltd.

2%

Coca Cola India Ltd.

2%

Procter & Gamble

2%

Colgate Palmolive

1%

Ponds

1%

Smithkline Beecham

1%

L’Oreal

1%

Total

23%

In terms of volumes, TV advertising recorded a growth of 24
percent in 2010 compared to the same period in 2009. However,
rates remained flat or dropped. Also, compared to print, where
the ad volumes have shown a CAGR of only eight percent in last
five years, TV has shown a healthy growth rate of 26 percent21.

“2010 has been a good year for the broadcasting industry with
growth in advertising volumes and rates. While new players
entered the market, they were able to get good advertising
rates and volumes without hurting existing players.”
– M K Anand
CEO – UTV Global Broadcasting Ltd

“Shifts in advertising spends from Print to TV - The huge cost
efficiency advantage of TV, fuelled by the glam and chic for the
brand and the brand managers – is now showing in categories
like PSU banks, education, retail – so we will soon see a new
low for Print share of spends.”

Source: TAM Ad Ex

One observation from the data of ad volumes on TV was almost
53 percent advertising happening on regional channels as
opposed to national channels, which has grown from 47 percent
in 2009. Due to ad rates being higher on national channels, they
command a larger share of the ad sales pie. With rationalization
of ad rates expected going forward, there is a potential for
revenue growth for the regional channels21.

– Shripad Kulkarni
CEO – Allied Media Network Pvt Ltd

The advertising inventories have gone up due to new channels
being added and due to increase in commercial time per hour of
programming. The total number of active channels increased from
461 in 2009 to 550+ in 201022.

Growth in the number of TV channels
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TVI
In Mumbai
Sun -2
Raj -2
JJ TV
GEC
E TV
Gemini
PTV
Yes
Discovery
Sony
ESPN
NEPC
ABNI
Money TV
Venus
Zee Cinema
El TV

Star World
Star News
Surya TV
AXN
Punj World
DD Sports
FTV
Alpha TV
Ani Plan
Jaya TV
Raj+
ATN Ben
NGC

CVO
Vjjay TV
TNT
Home TV
NBC
CNBC

1999

2000

363

Colors
NDTV Imagine
9X
ET Now
Warner Brothers
Lumiere Movies
Large number of
Regional GECs
and news
channels

2007

2009

308

10+ ETV
Aastha
Gurjari
Lashkara
NDTV 24X7
NDTV India

2002

461

263
200

75

Delhi Aaj Tak
DD Urdu
Makkal TV
Manorama News
Neo Sports

HBO
Star Gold
B4U
Sun News

170
130

UTV Action
Discovery Turbo
FOX, FOX Crime
Baby TV
Nat Geo HD/ Wild/ 550
Adventure/ Music

2004

Awaaz
NDTV Profit
Zoom
Star One
Hungama
Pogo

2005

2006

Aug-10
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Broadcasters’ reliance on advertising revenues
Traditionally, broadcasters have been relying on advertisement
revenues, which account for 70-90 percent of their total
revenues23. Globally, pay TV market dominates 'Free to Air' and
hence the subscription revenues form a leading revenue stream
for networks. Since broadcasters are more dependent on
subscribers for their business viability, the onus is on them to
provide better quality content to meet consumers' rising
demands for quality.
The industry in India is heavily dependent on the advertisers for
their earnings. The share of subscription revenues remains very
small and is likely to see an increase only after successful
implementation of digital addressability.
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With the exception of Zee Entertainment Enterprises Limited
(ZEEL), which is the oldest broadcasting company with its fair
share in the distribution part of the value chain as well, all the
other broadcasters still see ~80 percent of their revenues coming
from advertisements23. There are two possible sources of revenue
for broadcasters apart from advertising income – subscription
fees and monetizing of content on other platforms, both of which
will see a gradual increase in share of total revenues.

“Critical Success Factors for an international broadcaster in the
Indian market are investing in the right kind of talent,
meticulous planning and execution at every stage, an eye on
the bottomline, embracing technology and 'Glocalisation'”
– Monica Tata
Deputy General Manager and Vice President – Entertainment,
South Asia, Turner International India Pvt. Ltd.

Revenue Break-up for Some Broadcasting Companies
Maa TV
(2008-09)

ETV Network
(2008-09)

ZNL
(standalone)
(2008-09)

Advertisement Revenue (Rs. crore)

59.4

341.3

394.5

Subscription Revenue (Rs. crore)

17.2

118.3

78:22

74:26

Ad : Sub Revenue Ratio

ZEEL
(2009-10)

NDTV
(2009-10)

SUN TV
(2009-10)

1,067.0

440.8

845.0

96.5

986.9

53.8

343.1

80:20

52:48

89:11

71:29

Maa TV: Maa Television Network Limited; ZNL: Zee News Limited, ZEEL: Zee Entertainment Enterprises Limited, NDTV: New Delhi Television Limited
Source: Company reports

Power ratio ( Ad revenue/viewership) analysis for different genres
in India shows that certain niche genres command higher ad
revenues in relation to their viewership. This is due to advertisers
paying a premium for a focused group of audiences. Majority of
these channels depend on ad revenues due to low subscriber
revenues and high carriage fees per subscriber. English News and
Sports have very high power ratios compared to mass genres like
GEC, Movies, etc. owing to advertiser's preference for quality of
reach in terms of focused male audiences.

23. Industry discussions, Company reports
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Genre

Power Ratio
(Ad % /
Viewership %)

Ad Revenues %

Viewership %

English General News

0.40%

3.56%

8.95

English Business News

0.19%

1.51%

8.06

Sports

3.17%

16.15%

5.10

Hindi News

4.07%

8.51%

2.09

1.86%

2.88%

1.55

Regional GEC + Movies

27.30%

25.06%

0.92

Hindi GEC

29.25%

23.14%

0.79

5.01%

3.63%

0.72

Kids + Music

10.61%

7.11%

0.67

Hindi Movies

12.91%

5.02%

0.39

English Movies + Infotainment

Regional News

Source: TAM data for 2010, Discussions with ad agencies

Genres
Comparing the Indian television industry with other countries, it is
observed that while India has a high number of GECs and News
channels, it lags behind others on the number of sports,
documentary, lifestyle and home shopping channels indicating
headroom for growth in these niche genres.

Share of genres for different countries (number of channels)

Indonesia

South Korea

India

Hong Kong

Singapore

Malaysia

UK

USA

GEC

35% (49)

34% (82)

37% (197)

20% (49)

35% (53)

40% (64)

27% (166)

37% (250)

News

14% (19)

6% (14)

27% (141)

18% (44)

12% (18)

9% (15)

6% (36)

8% (51)

Sports

8% (11)

9% (22)

2% (13)

17% (42)

13% (20)

9% (14)

5% (34)

11% (75)

Movies

11% (16)

20% (48)

7% (39)

11% (27)

10% (16)

7% (11)

9% (55)

4% (26)

9% (12)

4% (10)

2% (13)

6% (15)

10% (15)

7% (11)

6% (36)

5% (34)

Music

6% (9)

3% (7)

9% (47)

3% (8)

3% (5)

4% (7)

7% (45)

5% (31)

Kids

6% (9)

16% (38)

3% (17)

6% (14)

7% (11)

7% (12)

5% (32)

5% (36)

Lifestyle

4% (5)

4% (10)

3% (16)

4% (10)

6% (9)

6% (9)

4% (28)

4% (25)

1% (5)

5% (13)

4% (6)

11% (18)

7% (41)

Documentary / Culture

Misc

7% (10)

Shopping

2% (5)

1% (4)

Adult

9% (21)

Religious
Total
Source: KPMG Analysis, Secondary Research

140

2% (5)

7% (35)

241

527

243

153

161

8% (50)

6% (39)

11% (70)

2% (11)

5% (33)

14% (98)

626

676
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Source: TAM AdeX Data analysis
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Hindi GECs led among the genres with a 29.6 percent share of
viewership. This is an increase from the 2009 figure of 26.9
percent. Regional GECs followed with a share of 22.9 percent.
The genre slid from its 2009 share of 24.3 percent. Hindi movies
was placed third with a genre share of 11.4 percent, a marginal
dip from the 2009 figure of 11.7 percent. Kids genre has
successfully increased viewership share to reach 6.3 percent24.
Regional News and Regional movies are other successful genres.
Regional genres like Movies and News also garner a good share
of viewership. Other genres with more than two percent share of
the market are Hindi News, Sports and Music. Sports is a
powerful category but the target audience is largely male and the
viewership is seasonal depending on the event calendar.
Viewership share (%) by genres

Share of channel genres at all India level
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Genre

2006

2007

2008

2009

Jan - Dec
18, 2010

Business News

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.3

Cable

9.9

10.6

8.7

7.6

6.5

English Entertainment

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.1

English Movies

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.7

0.7

English News

0.5

0.7

0.6

0.4

0.3

Hindi GEC

23.0

22.6

23.2

26.9

29.6

Hindi Movies

10.5

10.5

11.6

11.7

11.4

Hindi News

4.5

4.8

4.8

3.6

3.4

Infotainment

1.0

1.0

0.8

1.1

1.2

Kids

5.8

5.9

5.4

5.8

6.3

Music

1.8

2.1

2.5

2.2

2.5

26.6

25.6

24.8

24.3

22.9

Regional Movies

5.2

4.7

4.6

3.9

3.4

Regional Music

2.6

2.5

2.1

2.1

1.9

Regional News

1.7

2.4

2.7

3.6

3.6

Religious

0.8

0.9

0.8

0.6

0.6

Sports

3.8

3.2

3.3

2.8

2.9

-

-

-

0.8

1.1

0.6

1.0

0.5

1.3

1.4

Regional GEC

Regional Others
Others

Source: TAM PeopleMeter Systems, TG: CS 4+ Market: All India, Period: 2006-2009 & Jan - Dec 18, 2010

24. TAM
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TV viewing largely serves two purposes, entertainment and
information / education. From an average audience perspective,
90 percent viewership still comes from entertainment and it is
expected to remain so for some time. The number of Hindi GECs
has risen from three in 2000 to nine in 2010. More importantly,
there were about three news channels, whereas now there are
about 60 today in the Hindi space25. Majority of news channels
play large amounts of entertainment content. Hence, the
audience for the entertainment genre has expanded not only
from GECs but from other genres as well. Also, general
entertainment should not be considered as only Hindi general
entertainment. The Regional GECs have also added to the mix
and the category overall has expanded.

Hindi GECs
The genre will continue to grow and be the main revenue driver
for broadcasters owing to the reach it delivers. There is expected
to be consolidation in the genre as it is an investment heavy
business and hence only players with a strong value proposition
or those with deep pockets can survive.

Tier 2 GECs becoming ambitious and following a cost
effective content strategy
Success of SAB TV has demonstrated consumer’s preference for
light hearted fiction content. In the midst of increasing content
acquisition costs for GECs due to movies, reality shows, events
etc, Tier 2 GECs like SAB, Star One have managed to hold their
own on the strength of innovative fiction show formats which are
much cheaper to produce25.

It’s all about the package
Re branding seemed to be the flavor of the season for 2010, with
five key players adopting a new ‘avatar’. Sahara One and UTV
went for complete makeovers, with UTV celebrating its 20th
anniversary by brandishing a new logo. Star Plus adopted the
‘Ruby Star’ as its channel look and Sab marked 15 years of
existence with a brand campaign titled ‘Ab Bache Bache ko Pata
Hai ki Asli Mazaa SAB Ke Sath Aata Hai’. Star One made the
strategic move of redefining its core target group from 18 years
olds to 23 year olds and adding two fresh shows to compliment
their new audience26.

Impact of social media on traditional television
Growing importance of content
With consumers having a much wider choice of channels,
ownership of quality content is increasingly being seen as a key
differentiator for broadcasters. Globally, broadcasters are
developing a majority of their programming in house.

2010 saw the major Hindi GECs – Star Plus, Imagine, Zee TV and
Sony engaging with their younger audiences by way of the
growing power of social media. For the high investment reality
shows buzz was generated through viral campaigns and
Facebook applications were used as a popular medium for
marketing of shows like 'Sach ka Saamna' 'Pati, Patni aur Woh',
Dance India Dance' and 'Dance Premier League’26.

US Networks’ share of in house programming

'Reality' beckons

100%
16%

78%

38%

59%

24%

67%

32%

63%

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

84%
1993 94

22%

2010 11

62%
1993 94

FOX

41%

2010 11

76%
1993 94

CBS
Others

33%

2010 11

NBC

68%
1993 94

37%

2010 11

Reality TV is continuing to find its place amongst prime time
viewing and impacting the channels’ GRPs to a large extent.
Inspite of it being expensive for channels to produce and acquire,
given the rising costs of film stars who draw audiences to these
shows, it has become an important content category. The fiction
vs. ‘reality’ divide is far more balanced today.
The table below illustrates this point using data from a study
‘Characters India Loves’ (CIL), 2010. The percentage of
respondents choosing characters from reality shows over fiction
characters has improved consistently in the last year and a half.

ABC

In House

Source: Time Warner Brothers Investor Presentation, May 2010

Since 1950, the growth in the number of channels in the US
market had led to a decline in the average rating of the top 10
shows due to fragmentation25. However, there has been a recent
reversal of this trend as faced with a surfeit of choice, consumers
are turning to hit programs with great content and known brands.
This demonstrates the importance of owning IP and hence
investment in television content becomes an imperative for a
group with long term interest in television.

Month

Fiction Share %

Non Fiction Share %

September 2009

80

20

December 2009

74

26

March 2010

75

25

June 2010

64

36

September 2010

64

36

December 2010

62

38

Each CIL study covers 2400+ respondents across six cities in 15-44 yrs. SEC ABC (70%
females, 30% males)

25. Industry discussions
26. Industry discussions, Press Articles
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General entertainment
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The table below lists the top 10 reality and fiction launch
marketing performances in 2010, as measured by Showbuzz,
which tracks the UA (Unaided Awareness) and TA (Total
Awareness) of new shows on television, indicating a clearly high
awareness for reality properties.

Top 10 Non-fiction and fiction launches in 2010 (Showbuzz)
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Non-Fiction

Fiction

Show

UA

TA

Show

UA

TA

Big Boss 4

63

96

Gulaal

38

76

KBC

50

98

Tere Liye

35

87

Khatron Ke Khiladi 3

42

98

Ganga

34

89

DID Li'l Masters

33

90

Kaali

30

75

Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa

31

92

Behenein

27

92

Indian Idol

30

94

Kaashi

24

71

Rahul Dulhania Le Jayega

25

92

Jamuniya

24

61

Masterchef India

19

75

Rishton Se Badi Pratha

21

79

National Bingo Night

18

78

Sasural Genda Phool

21

74

Zara Nachke Dikha

17

78

Chaand Chhupa Badal Mein

21

73

‘Reality’ bites
The high awareness and popularity of reality shows and
characters on TV has not necessarily resulted in high TRPs as the
fiction shows have garnered higher TRPs than reality shows
across channels in 2010.

Top ten non fiction programs in 2010

Top ten fiction programs in 2010

Show

Channel

Average Prime Time TVR

Jhalak dikhhla jaa-4

Sony Entertainment TV

3.3

Kaun banega crorepati

Sony Entertainment TV

2.6

Dance india dance-2

Zee TV

2.5

Did lil masters

Zee TV

2.5

Bigg boss season 4

Colors

2.5

Ff-khatron ke khiladi-3

Colors

2.3

Zara nachke dikha-2

Star Plus

2.0

Indias got talent khoj-2

Colors

1.9

2.8

Music ka maha muqqabla

Star Plus

1.9

2.8

Entertainment ke liye kuch-2

Sony Entertainment TV

1.6

Show

Channel

Average Prime Time TVR

Yeh Rishta Kya Kehlata Hai

Star Plus

3.7

Pavitra Rishta

Zee TV

3.7

Bidayi

Star Plus

3.3

Pratigya

Star Plus

3.2

Uttaran

Colors

3.2

Saathiya Saath Nibhana

Star Plus

3.0

Na Aana Is Des Laado

Colors

2.9

Jhansi Ki Rani

Zee TV

Tere Liye

Star Plus

Source: TAM Peoplemeter Systems, Market: All India, TG: CS 4+, Time Period: 2010

Source: TAM Peoplemeter Systems, Market: All India, TG: CS 4+, Time Period: 2010
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With viewers getting more choices in terms of content, television
rating points (TRPs) of hitherto popular dramas or soaps have
declined while reality shows, talent hunts, game shows, etc.
have broken into the Top 100 TRP list (which used to feature only
soaps earlier)27. There is a growing acceptability from viewers and
growing share of Reality TV in programming content on GECs.

Colors maximum GRPs from high cost programming' Sep 10
100

(%)

80

81

59

91

60

“80-90 % of content is still fiction in the form of family dramas,
there could be themes like social / love stories / light hearted
but all revolve around family dramas. It has been a tough year
for Reality as it was the loss leader for 9 months, before the
last quarter in which properties like BB4, KBC and Jhalak
worked.”

40

13

20

2
17

0

– Puneet Kinra
CEO – Balaji Telefilms Ltd.

28

Zee TV

Colors

Reality

Movies+events

5
4
Star Plus
Serials

Source: TAM ratings, IIFL Research

Also, reality shows have a shorter life of three to four seasons,
which makes achieving breakeven difficult. Despite highinvestment, these are considered important by broadcasters
since they generate good media coverage, thereby helping in
building GRPs and channel branding. However, with costs of
acting and technical talent rising, managing production costs is
likely to be critical for broadcasters.

High Profitability
Low Profitability

English channels command a higher advertising share with
respect to the viewership share due to the strength of English
premium audiences in the advertiser’s mind, similar to the case
with English newspapers over Hindi and vernacular languages.

English Channels

Long running family soaps

Low - cost game shows

Mythological Serials

Hindi Channels

GEC – 4.95

GEC – 0.78

Movies + In fotainment – 1.52

Movies – 0.38

News – 8.78

News – 2.05

Source: Discussion with Ad Agencies, TAM Data, KPMG analysis

Recently released movies
Celebrity realty shows

High GRP

Source: Industry, IIFL Research

Reality formats and movies form a large part of Colors’
programming strategy, giving rise to high programming costs. The
weekday prime time 9 to 10 pm slot is dominated by reality
shows (KKK3, BB4) as opposed to soaps on Star, Zee28.

27. TAM
28. Industry discussions

The genre saw a lot of interest from players making an entry with
new channels, in spite of a small viewership share. The English
speaking population is being offered unprecedented variety and
choices. Apart from the established players like Star World, Zee
Café, AXN, new players like FX and Big CBS have joined the
group27. The content consists of popular international English
series but the channels have been customized for Indian
audiences.

Power ratio (Advertising Share % / Viewership Share %)

Program type wise profitability v/s GRP

Low GRP

English GECs

English genre across the Movie, Entertainment and Infotainment
segments has seen growth this year mainly due to entry of
newer channels. This trend is expected to continue well into the
future and genre is likely to reap the benefits of digitization. An
increase in the number of homes with a 2nd television set and
greater penetration of DTH in the metro markets will benefit this
genre, as there is a substantial growth in the SEC A & B
segments of viewers, a key target segment for advertisers. An
increasingly affluent middle class population is a key consumer of
this genre. Another big consumer of this segment in the metros
is the youth which is also a target segment for most brands.
The programming cost for these genres is low compared to Hindi
channels as limited original content is produced and is largely
acquired from international production houses.
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Reality shows with a celebrity host are more expensive to
produce compared with soaps and hence are not a sustainable
way of attracting audiences and building channel loyalty.
According to industry estimates, one reality-show episode hosted
by a celebrity could cost up to INR 1-2 crore even as one episode
of a normal fiction show costs INR 8-10 lakh. Channels continue
to need a successful fiction content strategy.
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Regional GECs
High on viewership but low on value
The regional channels are next only to Hindi language channels in
terms of viewership and hence command a very high audience
share. Out of the regional channels, Regional GEC is the most
dominant genre in terms of viewership share as it gets more than
70% of the audiences29.

Kids 6%

– Media Consultant

Relative viewership share for genres in Malyalam market

% share of viewership for Regional Channels

Sports 3%

“Niche genres have expanded the regional entertainment market. 'SUN' grew
the market in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh by genres like comedy and kids.”

Others 11%
English Channel 2%

Comedy 0%

Kids 0%

Music 10%

Youth 10%

Movies 0%
Devotional 0%

News 3%

Regional
Channels 33%
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Hindi Channel 45%
GEC 77%

Source: TAM

Source: TAM

While the national broadcasters are venturing into the regional
space by launching regional channels, the regional players are
strengthening their product portfolio by launching niche regional
channels. Niche genres like Kids, Youth, Comedy, etc. have also
begun to find viewers in regional markets, besides the
traditionally popular ones like GEC, News, Movies and Music.
To leverage the benefits arising out of foray into regional markets,
in general, the basic strategy followed by new entrants in regional
markets is to first establish their presence through a GEC, a news
channel and a movie channel, and then get into more niche
categories. Regional media is greatly undervalued by advertisers
compared to national in mediums like Print and TV. Regional TV
viewer is currently valued lower than the Hindi market viewer in
spite of growth in advertising volumes over past few years.

Relative viewership share for genres in Tamil market

Strong underlying potential for Regional Markets
Regional markets are characterized by strong demographic
potential in terms of –

Size - Home to a large proportion of India’s population and

hence important for advertisers. The regional markets are
some of the most populous states in India – with
Maharashtra at No. 2, Bihar at No.3, West Bengal at No. 4
and Andhra Pradesh at number No. 5 in terms of population.
Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and Gujarat are also within the top 10
Indian states in terms of population. Collectively the states
mentioned below constitute ~50 percent of Indian
population.

Population across Indian states (2011 E)
113

Maharashtra
Kids 4%

Devotional 0%
Youth 0%

Comedy 7%

98

Bihar
West Bengal

90
85

Andhra Pradesh

Music 8%

Madhya Pradesh
Movies 14%

News 3%

Source: TAM

29. TAM

GEC 64%

73

Rajasthan

68

Tamil Nadu

68

Karnataka

60

Gujarat

59

Source: Projections compiled from the statistics released by Census of India, 2001

Population (Millions)
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Purchasing power - Per Capita Income in regional markets

greater than national average; Per Capita Income wise,
Punjab is No. 1 among Indian States, Kerala is No. 2 and
Maharashtra is No. 3. Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and
Andhra Pradesh are all above the national average. The Per
Capita Income of the South Indian states is in fact 18 percent
greater than North Indian states
Per capita income

State-wise per capita income

1000
49140 46890
45585 44910

40860 40770

43920

950

37350

36180

INR

52695

23895
INR

900

37485

800
750
North

South

Source: RBI Data for 2008-09


Consumption - Strong demographic potential based on

consumption in untapped regional markets. Monthly Per
Capita Consumption Expenditure (MPCE) for regional markets
is higher than national average. Currently, media spend on
Hindi / English / Regional languages is disproportionate to the
consumption of goods and services there.
This genre has significantly consolidated its position over the last
few years and now contributes close to 25 percent of the overall
revenues. Marathi, Bengali and Southern markets are the fastest
growing and more significant regional markets in terms of ad
spend. The Southern states continue to be the mainstay for this
genre. Tamil market dominates in terms of ad spends, followed by
Telugu. Bengali and Marathi which saw growth rates in ad
revenues of more than 50 percent in 201030.

Language

Ad Market Size (INR Cr)

Tamil

~1000

Telugu

~700

Bangla

~700

Malayalam

~500

Kannada

~500

Marathi

~350

Source: Discussion with Ad Agencies, TAM Data, KPMG analysis

30. Discussions with Ad agencies

“There is room for more players in the Regional GEC space. The 4 Southern
states have a bigger viewership base than the 22 states for Hindi combined.
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Karnaraka are big retail markets and there are
potential regional advertising sectors like jewellery, sarees, education etc waiting
to be tapped.”
– Media Consultant

The potential of regional markets is gradually getting recognized
by advertisers and these markets are expected to present a high
growth opportunity going forward as well. Majority of regional
broadcasters are still at a nascent stage as far as subscription
revenues are concerned. Nonetheless, as the purchasing power
of people in these markets increases further and digitisation
becomes a nationwide phenomenon, these may also be
expected to contribute significantly to the subscription pie for
broadcasters.
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All India (NNP)

Bihar

West Bengal

Andhra Pradesh

Karnataka

Tamil Nadu

Gujarat

Maharashtra

Kerala

Punjab

850
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The six key regional markets are highly fragmented yet see a very
strong leadership by regional players.
Relative viewership share % for Regional Channels

Leader Contribution to overall viewership in State
Marathi News 2%

Marathi GEC 12%
Bangla News 2%

Tamil GEC 27%

Bangla GEC 10%
Malyalam News 0%

Tamil News 1%

Malyalam GEC 6%

Language

Leader Share

Telugu

24%

Malayalam

25%

Kannada

26%

Kannada News 2%

Telugu GEC 18%

Tamil

48%

Kannada GEC 11%

Telugu News 9%

Marathi

34%

Bengali

39%
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Source: TAM

“For a regional channel, it is of utmost importance to establish
a strong emotional connect with viewers by investing in a local
team which understands local aspirations, dreams and
desires.”
– Ravish Kumar
EVP & GM (Regional Channels),
Star Entertainment Media Pvt. Ltd.

News
Several companies in the genre registered a drop in revenues in
201031. English news channels seem to be particularly hit and
ratings continue to be a challenge. Competition, differentiation
and quality news and content continue to be challenges faced by
this genre.
The genre has seen a phenomenal rise in number of channels as
half the number of total channels in the industry are news
channels. Entry of players in the space is usually not only due to
industry profitability and robustness but is guided by other factors
like political ambitions, will to drive public opinion etc.

Channel
Type

Hindi GEC

Hindi
News

English
GEC

English
News

Power ratio

0.79

2.09

4.95

8.95

Source: Discussion with Ad Agencies, TAM Data, KPMG analysis

The news channels cater to the valuable male audiences and
hence are seen to command a premium in terms of advertising
share with respect to the viewership share. The news channels
are almost double in power ratio terms compared to the GECs in
the same language, indicating that they are a preferred medium
for advertisers hoping to reach the male demographic.

“This has not been a good time for media sector with almost
98 percent of the broadcasters facing a tough time. The case is
especially true for news channels which have been facing a
very trying time with low revenues and extreme cost pressure.
People costs have gone up 3 – 4 times across the industry. At
the same time carriage rates have become a cause of
concern.”
– K V L Narayan Rao
Group CEO & Executive Director, New Delhi Television Ltd.

31. Industry discussions
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Music

Most of these channels are targeting the young population and
hence are altering their content mix to suit their dynamic tastes
and preferences. Some channels continued their journey of
moving away from music based content to reality shows. 2010
saw channels like Channel V experimenting with youth centric
fiction for the first time. Some legacy music channels stayed with
pure music and others diversified more aggresively into non
fiction content targeted at youth.
Channel V cut down its reliance on music drastically with music
being aired only in the morning 7 – 10 am band. Others like 9XM
and Mastiii achieved success with their pure play music focus.
MTV changed its positioning twice in a year with first cutting
down music content to 20 per cent and then increasing it to 50
per cent in the later part of the year32. The channel is trying to
optimize the combination of music and reality shows and one
consideration could be the high costs of producing reality shows.

Kids
Kids genre is the largest genre in terms of viewership after the
mass genres like GEC and movies. The number of channels
increased from 12 in 2009 to 13 in 2010 with the entry of
Kalaignar TV’s channel ‘Chithiram TV’. The genre is beginning to
find acceptability in regional languages as well. Sun has three
kids channels in Tamil and Telugu markets. For Tamil, viewership
share of Kids is higher than News. The channels have been using
international licensed content and are also looking at sourcing
local content and entering into co-productions32.
Relative viewership share for genres in Tamil market

Kids 4%

Devotional 0%
Youth 0%

Comedy 7%
Music 8%

Movies 14%

GEC 64%

News 3%

Source: TAM, All 4+, TG: CS 4+, Time Period: 9 month data for 2010 Jan-Sep

Channels like Cartoon Network, Pogo and Nick are increasingly
focused on 360 degree communication by interacting with kids
through websites, phones, SMSes and polls, etc. The channels
are also offering complete 360 degree marketing solutions to
advertisers by tying up with other mediums like radio, OOH,
events, etc. Merchandising revenue stream which is being
targeted particularly by the kids genre also continues to form a
small part of the revenues for these broadcasters. However, it is

32. Industry discussions, Press Articles

very small currently compared to international markets but
gaining traction quickly. A growth catalyst for licensing will likely
be multi brand retail in India – as and when permitted by the
government.

“Localization or Indianization is still the dominant trend in the
kids genre but an attempt is being made to move away from
only Indian mythological characters to mythology inspired and
other characters”
– Monica Tata
Deputy General Manager and Vice President, Entertainment,
South Asia, Turner International India Pvt Ltd

Hindi movies
The genre has shown consistently good performance in terms of
viewership and has also been successful in garnering good
advertising revenues. Advertisers consider it a more cost
effective way to reach the mass audiences. The top three players
– Max, Zee Cinema and Star Gold control more than 80 per cent
of the revenues, despite some new players entering in the last
couple of years32. These channels are part of the big broadcasters
with the entire range of genres in their bouquet. With the
exception of Viacom, all the major broadcasters have a movie
channel as there are synergies to be derived from the same.
Viacom has also announced their plans to enter the space in 2011
and have been consciously building a library of movies for the
same32.
The movies acquired for prime time airings on GEC channel can
be used to build a library for the movie channel. The window
between theatrical release and TV premiere has shortened. But a
movie channel gets the movie after it airs on the GEC. The
premiere typically happens on GEC as the effective rates on a
GEC are far higher than a movie channel. It is a good way to
recover the high costs of movie acquisitions for a GEC- Movie
channels combination. The movie channels are very successful
businesses in spite of the rising movie acquisition costs as their
content costs are shared with GECs and once a movie is acquired
it forms a part of the library and can be shown multiple times at
different time slots.
2009 saw ‘Syndication model’ emerging, whereby movies were
shared between different broadcasters. However, 2010 again saw
‘Exclusive rights model’ becoming more dominant. There are few
movies that have been shared between broadcasters but a large
part of the library for major players is exclusive.
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2010 saw the launch of a new player ‘Mastiii’ in the Music
space32. The genre is crowded with several players focusing on
music and youth. Over the last 2-3 years, channels in this genre
have experimented with content and positioning strategy to
appeal to the audiences.
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English movies command a higher viewership share compared to
the English GEC genre, as opposed to the trend in Hindi market.
This is reflected in the rates they command from the advertisers.
The target audience for movie channels is largely male audiences.
The cost of airing English movies is marginal compared to Hindi
movies.

Viewership
Share

Hindi GEC

Viewership
Share in % 29% - 5579
Effective Rate
in Rs

Hindi
Movies

English GEC

English
Movies

Outlook for the TV industry
Overall the industry grew from INR 257 billion in 2009 to INR 297
billion in 2010 recording a growth rate of 15 percent compared to
7 percent last year, owing to resurgence after the recessionary
pressures of last year. It is expected to reach a size of INR 630
billion in next five years i.e. by 2015 at a CAGR of 17 percent. The
growth in advertisement revenues in 2010 happened at a rate of
17 percent owing to resurgence witnessed in the industry34.

TV industry size
13% - 1648

0.16% - 980

0.78% - 1539

700
600

Source: Discussion with Ad Agencies, TAM Data, KPMG analysis
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Previously, major growth in this genre would only be seen when a
cricket World Cup happened. This is not the case any longer and it
has now become a significant genre with IPL, four to five India
series and some ICC tournaments taking place every year. IPL
has expanded the overall viewership base for Sports. The
advertiser base for cricket has expanded as large FMCGs are now
taking big positions on the league and are no longer restricted to
only brands with a male TG skew.
Given the continuing increase in high impact live sporting events
being broadcast like IPL, Commonwealth Games, the sports
channels are doing well in terms of ad revenues and have a very
high power ratio. After the slump of 2008, and marginal
improvement in 2009, 2010 definitely delivered a marked
improvement in advertising revenues. The rates improved and
settled back to superior levels, and some T20 matches
commanded very high premiums33.
Cricket continues to be 80 per cent of the ad revenue by share33.
Viewership trends emerging within the industry, indicate that
ODIs and Tests are holding their ratings, while T20s continue to
drive viewership growth. IPL numbers continue to demonstrate
the fact that the there is a clear shift from GEC to this category in
those months - especially when the more popular and successful
teams play.
Worldwide, sports broadcasting industry is driven by subscription
revenues, and the same model is expected to be seen in India.
Sports is premium and specific content, supported by viewers
who are driven by loyalty to franchises and teams and will pay for
this quality content. This is essential as the sports rights are very
expensive to acquire for the broadcasters due to exclusivity.

INR Billion

500

Sports
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Source: KPMG Analysis, Industry discussions

The growth estimates till 2015 are in a similar range as projected
last year, as the underlying drivers remain the same, adjustments
being an even faster growth in subscriber base for DTH and a
lower growth rate for the Digital cable platform and lowering of
ARPU expectations for digital cable as well. This revision has
come about in light of industry dynamics as DTH penetration is
happening at a much faster rate than expected due to continued
investments by the DTH players. This is not true of digital cable as
not enough investment has gone into building the infrastructure
needed. However, if addressability occurs as per the timetable
laid out by the government, the dynamics of the business could
change.
The growth of 13% in market size which was expected for 2010
last year has increased to 15 percent, driven by the rise in both
subscription revenues due to increase in number of DTH
subscribers and advertisement revenues34.

2011 is set to be an exciting year for the genre as India is poised
to witness for the first time World Cup and IPL in the same year.
Both are mega events and follow one after the other. It is
expected to impact all media companies. World Cup and IPL ad
revenues expected to be ~10-15% of the total TV ad revenues
next year. Impact on the viewership of other channels might be
lower due to close proximity of the events.

2006
Subscription revenues
Advertisement revenues
Total
Source: KPMG Analysis, Industry discussions

33. Industry discussions
34. KPMG Analysis

2007

2008

2009

2010

CAGR (06-10)

2011P

2012P

2013P

2014P

2015P

CAGR (11-15)

122

140

158

169

194

12%

222

253

298

350

416

17%

61

71

82

88

103

14%

118

136

157

183

214

16%

183

211

241

257

297

13%

341

389

455

533

630

17%
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Broadcasting industry is expected to perform
well in the next five years
The share of broadcasters in the total subscription pie is
expected to go up from the current levels of 21 percent of the
overall subscription revenues in 2010 on an average across
platforms to 30 percent in 201535. It is expected to improve with
addressability as more transparency takes hold. The share of
subscription revenues in the top line of the broadcasters is
expected to increase from the current level of 28 percent to 36
percent by 2015. It is growing at a higher CAGR of 24 percent
compared to the CAGR of ad revenues at around 16 percent35.

Similarly the subscribers for addressable digital cable are
expected to grow once the investments are made at the end of
the players. Currently, owing to an evolving market structure,
almost all major MSOs have plans to make large investments
over the medium term in setting up digital network infrastructure
and acquiring interests in smaller MSOs and LCOs to capitalise
on the opportunities in the digital and broadband space. The initial
funding requirements at the MSO end are high. While certain
digital cable operators and DTH players have received the early
round of funding, many require further capital to sustain growth.

Broadcasting industry

Nevertheless, once digitisation is achieved, the subscription
economics may undergo a very significant change.

30%

35%

36%

40%
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183

30%
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The underlying forces behind the estimated market growth are
set out below :
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Growth in subscription revenues due to digitisation
The penetration for digital cable and DTH is expected to increase
at a much faster rate than was anticipated earlier. The total
number of DTH subscribers to be added in 2011 are expected to
be ~10-12 million as the industry is adding almost a million
subscribers each month35.

While it is expected that the addresable digital mode would
eventually replace the analog cable distribution mode, the pace of
digitisation would be dictated by several factors including
consolidation of the MSOs and LCOs, and funding availability
with the MSOs. Consolidation at the distribution end may limit
the extent of benefits to broadcasters since very large
distributors would have superior bargaining power over them.
MSOs too will see better revenues from addressability.
Nonetheless, it is expected that the reduction in bandwidth
constraints would facilitate rationalization of the carriage fees paid
by the broadcasters.
A few broadcasters are also considering launching innovative
platforms for reaching the end user. Keeping in line with the
growing needs of the mobile subscriber, they are aggressively
partnering with mobile operators, handset manufacturers, TV
manufacturers and gaming platforms to capture more of the
consumer attention pie. Turner International India has partnered
with Zapak for launching games around their Cartoon Network
characters and mobile TV with USB dongle operators36.

35. KPMG Analysis
36. Industry discussions
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28%

34%
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ARPUs expected to remain low due to competition in
distribution space and no trigger in the medium term
expected to increase the value for viewers
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ARPUs are expected to remain almost flat with only inflation led
growth witnessed in the short to medium term. Digital Cable
ARPU is expected to remain similar to other platforms as the
anticipated VAS proposition has been unsuccessful in increasing
the price point. DTH ARPU is likely to remain under pressure due
to large number of players in the market and growth coming from
price point propositions as opposed to product propositions. The
ARPU in this platform is expected to be under pressure due to
excessive competition, not only from other players but also from
other platforms. The flat trend in prices can be compensated by
the growing subscriber base for the players.

ARPU

2010

2011P

2012P

2013P

2014P

2015P

Analog

160

165

165

170

170

171

Digital

160

170

180

201

226

253

DTH

160

170

180

201

226

253

IPTV

160

170

180

201

226

253

Source: KPMG Analysis, Industry discussions

New channel launches and increase in Free Commerial
Time (FCT) to drive growth in ad inventory
The growth in ad inventory will come from new channel launches
and FCT increases. The current scenario of high investments in
content and distribution is likely to continue over the medium
term with newer players emerging to capture newer sets of
audiences. Such competition among broadcasters is expected to
keep the pressure high on profitability. Since advertisement
revenue still accounts for bulk of the channels’ revenues,
monetisation of the FCT inventory remains critical. With
competition exerting pressure on advertisement rates,
broadcasters are being forced to increase the FCT per hour of
programming.

Increased interest by new sectors, regional and local
advertisers
Sectors like Telecom, Real Estate, Education, DTH services, etc.
are already making their presence felt amongst the top categories
on TV advertising and are expected to continue their interest in TV
ad spends going forward as well37.
Mediums like Print and Radio see a majority of advertisers which
are exclusive on those mediums and are of the regional / local
nature. There is a potential to tap these advertisers to convert a
share of their advertising dollars to television as well in order for
the sector to grow.

37. Discussions with Ad agencies
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Themes going forward
Consolidation

The broadcasting industry saw steps towards consolidation in
2010 with NDTV Imagine being acquired by Turner Asia Pacific
Ventures and 9X by ZEEL. Turner also sold its stake in Imagine
Showbiz to the JV partner and eventually Reliance Broadcast
Network Ltd. (RBNL)38 will be taking ownership of the Bollywood
music channel.
The distributors too appear to be on the verge of a consolidation
phase. Last year saw Digicable being acquired by Reliance. The
cable industry is looking at consolidation within MSOs and
acquisition of LCOs/alliances by MSOs. In DTH, we could
perhaps, see consolidation in the next few years with strong
players emerging as it will be difficult to sustain the current high
number of operators in the industry based on current cost
structures.

Broadcasters’ attempt to extend presence in value
chain by entering the distribution business
The lack of transparency in case of analog cable systems has
traditionally been a challenge for the broadcasters and MSOs and
they have still found no respite. However, broadcasters are
increasingly getting a share of the distribution industry by
investing in it. Examples exist of all the major broadcasters being
present in the aggregator / distribution space rather than solely
depending on advertising to generate revenues.

Financial Interests / Stakes of broadcasters in
Aggregator / distribution business
Aggregator

Digital Cable

DTH

Zee

Zee Tunes

MSO WWIL

Dish TV

Star

Star Den

MSO Hathway

Tata Sky

Network 18

Sun 18

-

-

Tuner

Zee Tuner

-

-

Times Group

Media Network and
Distribution (India) Ltd

-

Sun 18

Sun Direct

Sun TV

Sumangali Cable
Vision

Source: KPMG Analysis, Industry discussions

Carriage and placement fees continue to stay
The key parameter in calculating market shares in the case of
broadcasters is the channel’s GRP, which takes into account both
its reach and viewers’ stickiness. A prime slot placement of a
channel enables good reach, while good quality content ensures
stickiness or viewer loyalty. Prime slot placement is particularly
important for mass viewership channels (e.g. GECs) to be able to

38. Press Articles
39. Industry discussions

sell advertising slots. With limited bandwidth available to cable
operators, there has been a sharp increase in the carriage fees
and placement fees paid to DTH, MSOs and LCOs over the last
two-three years. The fee varies in accordance with the type of
band selected, popularity of the channel and the negotiations
between the broadcaster and the DTH operator, MSO or LCO
concerned.
Even though digitization facilitates higher bandwidth capacity, the
number of new channels is also growing and hence both carriage
and placement fee might continue to remain a concern for
broadcasters, especially after introduction of carriage fees by DTH
players. This can, however, be seen as true of other mature
industries like FMCG companies paying for shelf space to
retailers and mature markets like UK where placement fee is still
being charged.

Competition leading to increasing content and
distribution costs
In the current scenario, broadcasters are vying for a share of
viewer eyeballs, in order to chase ad spends. Fragmentation of
viewership ratings and excess capacity are forcing players to
incur high marketing, content and distribution costs to stay
competitive. Production costs are estimated to have gone up by
10-15 percent39.
Acquiring content, whether it is sports' rights, movie rights,
reality shows and even the basic daily fiction shows, at a
competitive price has become challenging. A box office hit can
command anywhere between INR 15-25 Crores from satellite
rights, which for certain movies covers more than half of the
entire production budget . This has gone up considerably in
comparison to acquisition costs three years back, for example,
the highest satellite rights for any film in 2007 was sold for Rs 10
Crs indicating a 50-150 percent increase39.
This increase in cost is pushing up breakeven levels. Although a
television channel can be launched with a relatively low initial
capital expenditure, challenges lie in acquiring the broadcasting
license, securing prime slots in television bands, and delivering
content that results in strong viewership — factors that
determine the channel's ability to earn advertising and
subscription revenues and tide over the losses initially when
advertising revenues are still not adequate.

“Production costs have gone up by 10-15%, largely driven by
inflation cost. The talent cost is increasing which forms almost
60-80% of the total cost.”
– Puneet Kinra
CEO, Balaji Telefilms Ltd
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Over the medium to long term, once broadcasters achieve
significant audience penetration and the advertising budgets
continue to get fragmented, consolidation may be the only way
left for broadcasters to rationalise their investments.
Consolidation is inevitable in the broadcasting industry, especially
considering the large investments in content and distribution
required to attract viewers who already have a wide variety of
channels to choose from.
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Developments in the measurement systems

Sector specific regulatory snapshot

TAM continues to be the dominant television broadcasting rating
agency in India. It has announced initiatives to broaden its
coverage and geographic reach. With the rapid growth in digital
households, TAM is increasing coverage of digital homes for their
fair representation. It is also extending the measurement service
to rural India in order to be more representative.

1. The Telecommunication (Broadcasting and Cable
Services) Interconnection (Sixth Amendment)
Regulations, 2010

In addition to TAM’s efforts, the Indian Broadcasting Foundation
(IBF) has registered the Broadcast Audience Research Council
(BARC) as a not for profit body with the primary objective to
conduct and commission market research including TV ratings.
This will provide an alternate method of measurement of reach of
different mediums for consumption by the industry.
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Opportunities for Content producers / Broadcasters for
augmenting existing and adding alternate revenue
streams with advent of technology in the form of 3D,
HD, 3G, broadband, mobile TV etc
Most players in the industry are aware of the opportunities that
new platforms are bringing. The strategy teams for players are
working on maximizing the benefits from the onset of new
technology rather than getting marginalized by the evolving media
consumption habits of consumers. Content producers are looking
at partnerships with platform owners for greater reach of their
content and broadcasters are also increasing focus on owning
and investing in quality content which can be customized for
different mediums. Existing content is not only being altered to
suit these platforms but new content is being developed
exclusively for these platforms. With rollout of 3G services, live
streaming of content and mobile TV is expected to take off. Some
of these platforms are expected to have premium pricing and
drive ARPUs for service providers. High Definition and 3D
channels are expected fetch greater revenues for the industry.
Moreover broadcasters and content houses are increasingly
working towards building anytime anywhere access to content.
With technological evolution, porting this content across
platforms without any additional cost for a definite period of time
is expected to become a reality.

“Appointment viewing is passé. Viewers want 'TV
Everywhere'. Thus broadcasters have to go beyond linear
offerings and ensure that the content is 'compelling' and
available/carried on all devices being used by the viewer to
consume it.”
– Siddharth Jain
VP and Deputy GM, Distribution & Business Operations,
South Asia, Turner International India Pvt. Ltd.

“The growth wave expected in digital advertising in the next
18-30 months - The massive mobile user base, 3G and the tech
savviness of Indian Upper middle class youth, will come
together and we shall showcase to the world some new
communication trends in the digital convergence space !”
– Shripad Kulkarni
Allied Media Network Pvt. Ltd.

The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (‘MIB’) had
announced Policy guidelines for providing Headend-in-the-Sky
(HITS) broadcasting service in India on 26 November, 2009.
Based on the Policy guidelines and the comments of various
stakeholders on the Consultation paper prepared by TRAI, the
Interconnection Regulations have been amended to modify
the definition of the “Headend in the sky operator” (HITS
operator) to provide for use of both C and Ku band by these
operators (earlier only C band was permitted). Further, since
the Policy guidelines issued by the MIB permit HITS operator
to distribute multi channel TV programmes on its own cable
network (after first downlinking the signals at its terrestrial
receiving station) and also provides for HITS operator to be a
passive infrastructure facility provider to other MSO or
consortium of cable operators, the scope of the existing
definitions of “HITS operator” and “multi system operator”
have been appropriately enlarged.

2. Recent TRAI recommendations
a. Uplinking/Downlinking of channels

Guidelines for uplinking and downlinking of TV

channels were issued by MIB in 2005. Based on a
request of MIB, TRAI has formulated its
recommendations on “Policy Issues relating to
Uplinking/ Downlinking Television Channels in India”
after consultation with the stakeholders. Some of
the key recommendations of TRAI are as follows:

No cap to be placed on the number of satellite

broadcasting channels in India to be downlinked for
viewing in India or uplinked from India
-

The minimum networth limit is recommended to
be substantially increased:

-

Non-News and Current Affairs Channel - INR 15
crore for first channel, and enhanced by INR 5
crore for each additional channel

-

News and Current Affairs Channel - INR 75 crore
for first channel, and enhanced by INR 15 crore
for each additional channel

-

For recognized Universities who may come up
with Educational channels, there should not be
any networth requirement


One of the persons occupying a top management

position (i.e. Chairperson or MD or CEO or COO or
CTO or CFO) should have had minimum five years of
prior experience in a top management position in a
reputed media company for News and Current
Affairs Channels. In so far as other channels are
concerned, three years of prior experience in top
management position has been recommended.

Transfer of permission for uplinking / downlinking

channels to another company shall not be allowed
(currently there is no provision in this regard).

India should be developed as a teleport hub. The

applications seeking permission for uplinking for
channels which are not for viewing in India should be
processed and decided within a period of three
months. Further, the content brought to India for
uplinking of such channels should not be counted as
import because it is not being used in India and
therefore, should not attract any duty. Also, such
channels should not be subject to the programme
and advertisement code of India.
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Foreign investment limits in the broadcasting
sector

Sr. No.

Segment

Existing Limit

Recommendations*

1

Tleport (Hub)

49%

74%

2

DTH

49%

74%

3

HITS

74% (49% on automatic route)

74%

4 (a)

Cable Networks – MSOs operating at National or State
level

49%

74%
provided they undertake upgradation of networks towards
digitalization with addressability

4 (b)

Other MSOs

49%

Status quo

5

Cable Networks – Local Cable Operators

49%

26%

6

FM Radio

20%

26%

7

Downlinking of TV Channels

100%

Status quo

8

Uplinking of TV News & Current Affairs Channels

26%

Status quo

9

Uplinking of TV Non-News & Current Affairs Channels

100%

Status quo

10

Mobile TV

No Policy

74%

* FDI below 26% is recommended through automatic route.

c.

Implementation of digital addressable cable TV
systems in India
As the cable and satellite television sector is largely
analogue and non-addressable, the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting (‘MIB’) and TRAI have
been making efforts to promote digital addressable
systems i.e. direct-to-home (‘DTH’), headend in the sky
(‘HITS’), internet protocol television (‘IPTV’) and digital
addressable cable television in order to improve quality
of services to subscribers.
Conditional Access System (‘CAS’) was introduced as a
move to make Cable Operators and Multi System
Operators (‘MSO) digitise their signals, curb revenue
leakage and to enable pay channel system. However,
CAS was implemented sparingly in a few cities.
In line with its efforts to promote digital addressable
systems, TRAI issued a new tariff order applicable from
1 September 2010 to all digital addressable systems.
Key provisions of this order are as under:

Every Broadcaster/distributor shall offer pay channels

on a-la-carte basis and as bouquets (if they so
desire) at specified rates. In addition, it shall be open
for distributors to specify a minimum subscription
period not exceeding three months.
The wholesale rate of pay TV channels on a-la-carte

basis and bouquet basis for all addressable systems
has been capped at 35 percent of the corresponding
rates for cable operators / MSOs in the nonaddressable market. However, distributors will be
free to specify retail tariffs. They have also been
empowered to specify a minimum monthly
subscription rate per subscriber. However, such
minimum rate specified should not exceed INR 150
per month per subscriber.


Broadcasters shall be free to specify tariffs for High

Definition and 3D TV channels.
The provision to cap wholesale rate for pay channels
at 35 percent of the rate charged to cable operators
in non-addressable market was challenged by many
broadcasters in Telecom Disputes Settlement and
Appellate Tribunal (‘TDSAT’). The TDSAT has set aside
the said provision and has instructed TRAI to conduct
a detailed study and fix afresh the tariffs that the
broadcasters can charge distributors using digital
addressable systems.

3. Advisory issued by MIB to private TV channels
Rule 7(10) of the Cable Television Networks Rules, 1994
(‘Cable TV Rules’) provides that all the advertisements
should be clearly distinguishable from the program and
should not in any manner interfere with the program viz.
lower part of the screen to carry captions, static or moving
alongside the program. Taking serious note of the
complaints received by the MIB about the violation of the
above Rule by Private TV channels, it has advised all the TV
channels including News and current affairs channels to
follow the above Rule.
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Print

Indian print media: Geared for growth
India is one of the largest newspaper markets with more than
107 million copies circulated daily, surpassing China and
accounting for more than 20 percent of all dailies in the world1.
The total literate population in India is estimated to be 579 million
with over 30 percent readership penetration2. The Indian print
media is a highly fragmented industry comprising of 77,600
newspaper types in multiple languages and as of 2010, there
were 613 pending newspaper requests for registration3.

In contrast to the US, UK and global trends, print circulation
numbers in India continue to be on an uptrend. Furthermore,
given rising literacy levels and no immediate threat of new
media platforms, the trend is expected to sustain over the
next five years.

The Indian print market is well off in comparison to the global
market, which is witnessing a decline in print revenues over the
past few years. Developed regions such as North America and UK
are witnessing a significant decline in newspaper circulation
while India defies the trend.

The overall Indian M&E sector is estimated to be INR 65,244
crore in 2010, with print accounting for approximately 30 percent
i.e. INR 19,288 crores of the total M&E revenues. It is expected
to grow at a CAGR of 10 percent reaching INR 31,010 crores in
20154.

Global print circulation trend

Print revenue contribution to overall M&E revenues
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However, Print is the second largest contributor to the overall
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Print contributed 47 percent of the overall advertising pie. It is
expected to be the largest contributor to the overall
advertising revenues closely followed by television through
2015.
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Print sector market analysis

Total Print industry size
INR BIllion

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2010
Growth

2011p

2012p

2013p

2014p

2015p

CAGR
(2011-14)

Advertising

69

85

100

108

110

126

14%

143

162

183

208

236

13%

Circulation

48

54

60

64

65

67

3%

68

70

71

72

74

2%

Total industry size
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193

10%

211
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10%
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11%
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266
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10%

9
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13

13

13
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5%

117
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10%

211
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10%

Magazines
Total industry size
Source: KPMG Analysis
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However, there are a few dominant players in each geography or
genre. A few magazines in the film, beauty and lifestyle
segments are defensively positioned and held ground. On the
other hand, niche magazines that typically have high operating
costs found it difficult to scale. Going forward, we expect the
newspaper-magazine revenue contribution to reach 95-5 percent
in 20155.
Newspaper/Magazine revenue contribution
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Highlights of the dominant themes
A) Increasing dependence on advertising
The fortunes of the print industry in India are increasingly tied
to those of the advertising industry, which in turn is correlated
with nominal GDP growth. By 2015, we expect advertising to
account for upwards of 75 percent of total revenues with
circulation making up for the balance5.

Regionalization
Industry participants agree that regionalization will gain
prominence in the years ahead as a key growth driver. One
indicator to track this trend would be to track the revenue
contributions from Vernacular, Hindi and English languages in
the coming years. Traditionally English language revenues have
enjoyed a majority share, however, revenues from regional
languages (Hindi and Vernacular) will catch up with English by
2015 erasing the historical advantage that English enjoyed.

60%
40%

8

20%

100%
39

8

30%

B)

80% 41

8

70%

Advertisement/Circulation revenue contribution
120%

8

80%

Percent

The total print industry revenues in India are based on
advertisements in newspapers and magazines and circulation
revenues from subscriptions, news stands and other retail
channels. The print industry revenues are estimated to be INR
193 Billion in 20105. Revenues have grown by more than 10
percent in the last year. It has been a mixed story of a rebound
from 2009 along with a healthy pick up in advertising. Advertising
revenues grew over by 13 percent while circulation revenues
increased marginally by 2-3 percent. Companies such as HT
Media reported a 20-25 percent growth in their advertisement
revenues in the Diwali period from Oct-Dec 2010 compared to the
same period in 2009. Similarly, Jagran Prakashan and Dainik
Bhaskar grew their ad revenues by approximately 30 percent7 last
year. Circulation revenues, on the other hand, saw marginal
growth with several newspaper companies dropping cover prices
by 10-15 percent on an average to aid their geographical
expansions6. In the Indian sub-continent, in countries such as
Pakistan and Sri Lanka, average newspaper cover prices are as
high as INR 8-12 while it is INR 2-4 in India7. Yet, on average,
cover prices have dropped further last year! For prior years, the
advertisement-circulation revenue mix has been approximately
60:40 in favor of advertising in 2005 and has been increasing
gradually through 20096. In 2010, this ratio is now estimated to be
65:35 and going forward we expect the print sector to have an
increasing dependence on advertisement revenues, such that by
2015, they will account for over 75 percent of total revenues6. This
is because advertising spend is likely to be strongly correlated to
economic growth. In 2011, the outlook on advertising is expected
to remain buoyant driven by expanding corporate marketing
budgets and events such as the cricket world cup, IPL expansion
and upcoming state elections in some states in India.

Percent
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Advertising revenues to stay robust; circulation
revenues to remain flat
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With a quicker than expected rebound in the economy last
year, print players are looking to scale up through geographic
and product expansions as well as foraying into digital delivery
formats. Localization of news through special editions has
plenty of growth opportunities as well. We may see
differentiated models being developed by industry participants
to generate additional revenue streams. Industry participants
claim that localized and targeted advertising is difficult to
achieve in nationwide broadcast media giving print an edge
with respect to local businesses such as restaurants, malls,
retail shops and neighborhood services.

2010 2011p 2012p 2013p 2014p
Circulation revenue contribution

Source: KPMG Analysis

Newspaper revenues gain further share
marginalizing magazines
The print market is heavily skewed in favor of newspapers which
account for 94 percent of the total print revenues in 2010 with
magazines contributing the rest5. In 2010, newspaper revenues
continued growing on the back of product and geographic
expansion by print players and increasing advertisement spends
while magazine revenues declined by approximately 4 percent6.
The magazine market in India is highly fragmented with a large
diversity in languages, genres, cover prices and target customers.

5. KPMG Analysis
6. Industry sources
7. News articles

Industry Expansion and Diversification

D)

Innovations
Intuitively, story-boards for advertisers are more easily created
and presented in audio-visual formats. In order to continue
attracting a large share of the total advertising spends in India,
print players have introduced several innovations to assist
media planners in engaging their target audiences.
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Encouraging inbound investment
Additional capital infusion into the print sector could lead to
more aggressive expansion strategies, possibly more
competition, quicker industry growth, and internal operational
improvements.

Sector wise contribution to print media advertisements

A closer look into the above themes:
A)

pecking order has remained largely unchanged in comparison to
2009, these sectors witnessed a growth in their print
advertisement volumes in excess of 25 percent in 20109.

Increasing dependence on Advertising

Currently advertisements continue to be the major source of
revenues for both newspapers and magazines contributing
roughly 65 percent of total revenues for the print industry in
20108. In the period from 2003 through 2010, advertisement
volumes have doubled9.

"Advertisement revenues have historically been linked to
macro-economic indicators such as GDP. Given the strong
rebound witnessed in key consumer segments over the past
year, we (at HT) have seen robust growth upwards of 20
percent in advertising revenues. Notwithstanding external
shocks to our economy, we expect this trend to continue in the
medium term.”
– Vinay Mittal
Chief Financial Strategist, HT Media

Sectors

% Share (2009)

% Share (2010)

Education

15%

15%

Services

12%

12%

Banking/Finance/Investment

9%

10%

Auto

7%

6%

Retail

6%

5%

Durables

4%

3%

Personal accessories

4%

4%

Personal healthcare

3%

3%

Corporate/Brand image

2%

3%

Textiles/Clothing

2%

3%

Source: TAM AdEx, Exchange4media.com

Print advertisement volume

Average col’ cm Publication (mn)

0.35

0.32

0.3

0.28

0.25
0.2

0.16

0.18

0.2

0.21

0.23

Education sector Ad spends in line with education
sector growth
The education sector is estimated to have witnessed a 14
percent growth in total revenues in 201010. The Education sector
saw a 4 percent rise in ad volumes this year9. The educational
institutions category accounted for 73 percent of the total
education sector print ad pie, while coaching/competitive exams
and computer education occupied the 2nd and 3rd place
respectively9. Planman Consultant India Pvt. Ltd., Annamalai
University and VIT were the top three advertisers in the Education
sector during Jan-Sep ‘109.

0.25
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0
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Education sector print advertisement pie

Source: TAM AdEx

Vocational training 5%

Print has been the medium of choice by the majority of
advertisers. On an average there are 3.2 lakh column centimeters
per publication for advertisements in 20109. As reported by TAM
AdEx, out of the 650 odd categories of businesses advertising on
various media platforms, nearly 450 categories have advertised in
print, followed by radio as the next preferred medium9. The print
medium clearly has a wider base of advertisers as compared to
other M&E verticals.

Coaching centre 15%
Computer education 6%

Educational
instituitions 73%

Education, Services and Financial Services are the
dominant sectors advertising in print
Education, Services (including real estate) and BFSI sectors have
dominated the total print advertisement pie. The Education sector
leads the share of print advertisements closely followed by
Services and BFSI. Auto and retail are other sectors that
significantly contribute to advertisement revenues. Although the
8. KPMG Analysis
9. TAM AdEx
10. IDFC – SSKI 2009

Others 1%

Source: TAM AdEx, Exchange4media.com
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Top advertisers in education sector
Rank

Top advertisers in service sector
Top advertisers

Top advertisers

1

Planman Consultant India Pvt Ltd

1

Naaptol.com

2

Annamalai University

2

Kesari Tours

3

Vellore Institute of Technology

3

Home Shop 18 India Ltd

4

Teerthankar Mahaveer Group

5

Manipal Group

4

Hindustan Construction Co Ltd

6

Career Point

5

Living Media India Ltd

7

Aakash Institute

6

BSNL

8

Ritnand Balved Education Foundation

7

Cox & Kings India Ltd

9

Forum for IIT-JEE Limited

8

Kuoni Travel (India) Pvt Ltd

10

Allen Career Institute

9

Times Internet Limited

10

Times Business Solutions Ltd

Source: TAM AdEx, Exchange4media.com
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Rank

Source: TAM AdEx, Exchange4media.com

Services sector ad spend to stay healthy
The services sector saw a 39 percent increase in ad volumes,
with properties/real estates category leading the share of print ad
pie at 32 percent11. Hospital/clinics and internet services-B2C &
online shopping categories accounted for 20 percent and 12
percent share respectively11. The healthcare industry is projected
to grow at 23 percent per annum over the coming years driven by
increasing demand for better medical services12. Real estate on
the other hand is closely correlated to the overall economy and
off-take of housing/commercial property purchases in Tier 2/3
cities. With the economic recovery on track in India, this sector is
poised to grow at 10-15 percent y-o-y13.

Banking, Financial Services and Insurance ad spend to
be economy led

BFSI sector print advertisement pie

Housing/construction loans 4%

Fixed deposits 4%

General Insurance 4%

Retail Banking 2%

Mortgage Loans 6%

Service sector print advertisement pie

Securities/ Share broking 8%

Mutual Funds 14%
Airlines 2%
DTH Service Providers 3%
Hotels 3%

Public issues 23%

Restaurants/Lodges 2%
Internet Services
(general) 2%

Banking services/products 16%

Life insurance 19%

Professional Services 8%
Travel and Tourism 11%
Properties/
Real estates 34%
Internet Services 13%

Hospital/Clinics 22%

Source: TAM AdEx, Exchange4media.com

The top three advertisers in the Services sector were
Naaptol.com, Kesari tours and Home shop 18 India Ltd. Amongst
the Top 10 advertisers, Naaptol, Home Shop 18 India Ltd, Cox &
Kings India Ltd, Times Internet Limited and Times Business
Solutions Ltd belong to the internet services category11.

11. TAM AdEx
12. Cushman and Wakefield real estate report 2010
13. Analyst reports
14. PITCH-Madison Media Advertising Outlook 2010

Source: TAM AdEx, Exchange4media.com

The quick recovery in the capital markets in the past eighteen
months led to the government continuing with its divestiture
program through public issues and new / follow-on offerings from
private players. Traditional spenders such as Insurance
companies, banks, mutual funds, and brokerages together
contribute roughly 40 percent of the total spend for BFSI11. Apart
from the above, FMCG and automobiles are also showing
interest in print.
It was also observed that different regions exhibited varying ad
spends with Maharashtra bagging the largest share of 23 percent
of the total ad pie14. Times of India (Mumbai), The Economic Times
(Mumbai) and Daily Sakaal (Pune) emerged as the most desired
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It is expected that sectors requiring feature-based advertisements
and high volumes such as education, services, BFSI, auto and
FMCG will continue to dominate the print media ad pie, and
industry sources believe that under tapped genres such as
kids'advertising will emerge stronger in the years ahead15.
B)

Local and regional markets to grow faster

Regional markets dominated by three-four players in each
geography
Historically, the vernacular market has enjoyed the highest total
readership closely followed by Hindi and then by English and this
trend continued last year also. However in terms of revenues,
English continues to garner the lion's share of revenues
accounting for 40 percent of total revenues16. English market
scope is primarily restricted to urban pockets and hence sees its
consumer base limited in comparison to the regional language
markets. Times of India, HT Media and The Hindu dominate the
English landscape. Dainik Bhaskar, Dainik Jagran and Hindustan
have dominated the Hindi market17. The Hindi market can further
be sub classified into Hindi heartland pockets and urban/semi-

urban areas as the extent of market penetration and competitive
intensity varies across the states within the Hindi segment.
For Hindi newspapers, in a particular geography, the top three to
four players tend to dominate the market16. The combined market
share for the dominant players varies from 60-85 percent with
Rajasthan seeing the top two players leaving very little room for
the others16.
Vernacular print readership split

Punjabi 3%

Kannada 7%
Bengali 11%
Gujarati 11%

Telugu 14%

Source: TAM AdEx, Exchange4media.com

15. PITCH-Madison Media Advertising Outlook 2010
16. KPMG Analysis
17. Industry sources

Malayalam 17%

Oriya 5%

Tamil 16%

Marathi 16%
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newspapers for advertisers. Delhi was the second most
preferred region for advertisers with 14 percent and Times of
India, Hindustan Times and Economic Times emerged as the top
three newspapers cornering the largest ad spend in Delhi. Andra
Pradesh, UP, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, each garnered roughly Seven
percent of the total ad spend15.
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Within the vernacular category, Malayalam, Tamil, Marathi and
Telugu together account for 63 percent of the total readership18.
Similar to Hindi, the vernacular market is also dominated by 2 to 3
publications for each language category19.

Source: News articles, industry sources, KPMG Analysis

Ad premium disparity between English and regional language
publications expected to correct
Despite the fact that regional languages command better
readership in comparison to English, advertisers have had a
higher preference towards urban geographies with English
newspapers catering primarily to SECA/B households as target
audiences. Though the top six metros constitute only 30 percent
of the total consumption of goods and services, roughly 60
percent of the media spend is diverted to these top 6 cities21. In
2007-09, the advertising rate premium commanded by English
newspapers was roughly 10x times that commanded by regional
languages. This was because English newspapers were perceived
to have better coverage in Sec A, B homes corresponding to
consumers with higher purchasing power and concentrated in
urban pockets. However in 2010, this disparity contracted from
the historical 10x multiple to roughly 8x19. Tier 2 and 3 cities
witnessed higher advertisement spends in consumer sectors in
regional languages and local newspaper editions. Regional
language dailies also demonstrated increasing coverage in Sec A,
B homes while holding on to their broader readership bases in
semi-urban and small towns. Going color was another strategy to
increase advertising premiums by regional players. We expect the
ad premium disparity between English and Regional languages to
continue correcting as the value proposition of a strong and
expanding regional readership base gains momentum in the years
ahead.

18. TAM AdEx
19. KPMG Analysis
20. Industry sources
21. RK Swamy BBDO Guide to Market Planning 2008

Monetization
Newspaper by
language

Reach (Mn)

Ad INR/per person

English

40

1248

Regional

468

148

Source: KPMG Analysis, Based on Industry sources and analyst reports

“With increased spending power, brand consciousness, better
education levels and aspirations, we expect buoyant
consumerism in regional markets and Tier 2/3 cities. These
consumers have also preferred Hindi and regional dailies over
English. The traditional monetization gap between English V/s
Hindi and other language newspapers has already narrowed
and we will see this trend continue on the back of this buoyant
market condition in Tire 2/3 cities.”
– Mr. P.G. Mishra
Group CFO, Dainik Bhaskar
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Following graph illustrates projections of circulation and
advertisement revenues by language from 2011 through 2015.

Summary
2012p

2013p

2014p

2015p

CAGR (2011-15)

English Market

85

91

97

105

113

7%

Advertising

58

64

70

77

84

10%

Circulation

26

27

27

28

28

2%

Hindi Market

64

70

78

86

96

11%

Advertising

42

48

55

64

73

15%

Circulation

21

22

22

23

23

2%

Vernacular Market

63

70

79

89

101

12%

Advertising

42

49

57

67

79

17%

Circulation

21

21

22

22

22

2%

Total print market

211

231

254

280

310

10%

2015p

Vernacular 33%

English 36%

Hindi 31%

Source: KPMG Analysis

The English language market is projected to grow by 7 percent
where as Hindi is pegged at 11 percent and Vernacular languages
at 12 percent given their larger reach and relevance to the
emerging geographies in India22. The advertising growth rates of
Hindi and vernacular segments are expected to be higher than
that of English in line with the expected correction in
advertisement premium disparity, going forward.

2015p

Vernacular
Hindi
English
Vernacular

2013p

Hindi
English
Vernacular
Hindi

2011p

English
50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

percent
Advertisement

Circulation

Source: KPMG Analysis

As illustrated in the right half of the graph, in 2011, English
language newspapers are expected to account for about 40
percent of the total newspaper advertising revenues with Hindi

22. KPMG Analysis

and Vernacular languages accounting for 30 percent each22. This
mix is expected to gradually equalize across the three categories
through 2015.
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2011p

Print media market
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Print companies get aggressive on expansion
and diversification
C)
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Over the past couple of years, Indian print players undertook
several initiatives such as geographic expansion by entering new
cities and states, horizontal expansion by venturing into related
media assets such as television, radio & outdoor and extending
delivery platforms by adopting new media technologies such as
the Internet and mobile to create communities of loyal
customers.
Entry strategies into new markets usually involving aggressive
pricing tactics have become commonplace. The rationale to cut
prices is to win readership in a market with high entry barriers
especially when the market is dominated by a few leaders. With a
widening geography, circulation numbers tend to increase but the
drop in cover prices forces incumbents to follow suit and keeps
total revenues largely flat. However, this strategy helps in
achieving scale that can be monetized through larger advertising
revenues in the future. The launch of Lokmat in Pune can be cited
as a classic example of the above. Lokmat slashed its cover price
by 30-40 percent to gain entry into the Pune market24 which was
the erstwhile home ground for Sakaal. Though this move was
welcomed with opposition from the city's hawkers, Lokmat
innovated a new distribution model that involved the local
population to beat the resistance and emerged successful in their
implementation. Dainik Bhaskar reduced its cover price to
INR1.50 to penetrate the Bhopal market24. But slashing cover
prices may not sustain for too long since distribution margins get
squeezed and the channel may offer resistance to further cuts.
Going local is the mantra for success!
Industry participants have also built their print asset portfolio
through supplements, city tabloid editions and magazine
launches. Local news has proved to garner enough demand to be
considered a separate business model by itself! Many districts
and sometimes even parts of cities, now have their own editions
carrying localized content. City tabloids have been quite
successful in the metros and hence a natural extension would be
into Tier one and two cities where per-capita income levels will
continue to see rising trends. Many recent launches are a
testimony to the same.

Dainik Bhaskar

Rajashthan Patrika

Dainik Bhaskar launched a special Ranchi edition In
Jharkhand. Amar Ujala launched its 'Compact' edition
in Gorakhpur and Bareilly (Uttar Pradesh) and

Lonely planet,
Fortune, Traveller

Magazines such as Fortune, Lonely Planet, and Conde Nast
Traveller have recently hit the Indian shores.

Disney

Disney Publishing Worldwide has signed an agreement with
India Today Group to introduce Disney Princess, Disney
Pixiar cars, Disney Junior and Art Attack in India.

Luxury brands and FMCG sectors are the largest spenders in
magazines using it as a medium to reach their higher SEC
category households. E-magazines have also been launched in
India to capitalize on new media platforms but their reach and
popularity is limited at present.
In niche supplements, segments such as auto, realty, lifestyle and
education have been the most popular categories. Upcoming
genres such as 'wealth' and 'photography' are expected to create
additional opportunities in the supplement space. Business
supplements and periodicals have also seen increased traction
last year. Advertisement rates for supplements are usually
discounted by 50-60 percent compared to the main paper making
them more dependent on volumes23. Hence supplements may
not to be viewed as strong EBITDA contributors but rather as an
additional channel to connect with the customer.

The Economic
Times

The Economic Times launching its wealth management
supplement targeted at people with high net worth and
considerable 'disposable' income

Nayi Duniya

Nai Dunia Media launched Yuva in Bhopal targeting the
youth

Patrika launched a special regional edition for Gwalior
in Madhya Pradesh.

Newspapers have also employed editions specially to cater to the
hyper local market. It carries local breaking news and keeps
people informed about the happenings in their immediate
neighborhood. For example, Times group has a separate South
Bombay edition23. Industry sources claim that content localization
strategy has in fact helped engage narrower audiences better and
appeals strongly to local advertizers. Local retailers and
restaurants see an advantage in advertising their
products/services in local newspapers as opposed to television
since their addressable market is limited to these specific hyper
local markets. A similar case is cited for Radio advertising.

23. Industry sources
24. News articles

Niche segments to differentiate and connect better with
consumers
Both niche magazines and supplements cater to focused viewers.
The magazine market is overcrowded by the presence of more
than 68 genres across 19 categories, such as art, computers,
education, entertainment, sports, women, science & technology,
tourism, automotive, health, lifestyle, business, youth, men,
fashion, career, environment, parenting and spirituality. As a
whole the magazine segments’ contribution to the overall print
industry has declined over the years. Industry participants cite the
lack of adequate measurement mechanisms for magazines to
ascertain the reach, popularity and return on investment. The
niche magazine segment is seeing influx of international titles and
we see this trend continuing.

The afternoon and evening newspapers can also be categorized
as niche segments. In the summer of 2010, Jagran Prakashan
acquired the print business of Mid-Day (an afternoon daily based
in Mumbai) through a share-swap arrangement valuing the niche
paper at about 180 Crores24. The acquisition points to an
increasing appetite of larger established players seeking out niche
segments to grow through the inorganic route rather than setting
up operations on their own.
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Starts as print business in
Australia; Expands to UK and US

Enters television business
in US and UK markets

New media: A threat to the traditional print platform?
The increasing importance of new media technologies such as
mobile and Internet platforms has posed a significant challenge to
print players across the globe. New media technologies have
significantly altered the print market landscape. However the
scenario in India has been quite different. There are two
contrasting views amongst global industry players. The first camp
believes that the overall print media sector is in a mature phase of
the business cycle characterized by high rivalry, stagnant revenue
and high cost of operations. Their view is that new media
platforms have cannibalized advertising share and consumer
eyeballs diverting revenues to these platforms at the cost of
traditional print media. While select print markets such as Asia are
still growing, Western economies have witnessed a significant
decline in standalone print revenues due to digitization. This leads
to a radical stand indicating that new media platforms will lead to
the extinction of the traditional newspaper industry over a finite
timeline that varies with consumption patterns and technological
adoption curves across different countries as illustrated in the
accompanying table. India is considered among those developing
countries that will last see the wrath of digital penetration
because Internet penetration (both wireless and wireline) is still
nascent and consumer migration has not yet happened.

Portfolio expansion, targeting additional markets
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25. Company annual reports, news articles, analyst reports
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This strategy helped News Corp maintain a healthy contribution
from its Television and Other Media assets cementing its
leadership position as a Media conglomerate. In summary,
diversification and rapid expansion helped reduce its dependence
on print while minimizing dependency on any particular
geography or media asset.

Diversification may not only help in growth but also de-risks
the dependency on any single platform
One prominent de-risking strategy that many Indian players have
employed is diversification of product offering across the media
platforms such as TV, Radio Films and Outdoor, implemented
either via the organic or an inorganic route. Print players have
expanded their media presence and are gradually evolving into
national media conglomerates. To substantiate, Dainik Jagran
started off as a Hindi newspaper in Jhansi in 1942. In addition to
newspaper publishing, its current asset portfolio comprises of a
research and consulting organization, news channels, OOH
division, mobile and online divisions, a radio arm and a web
portal. HT Media has separate SBUs for print and digital services,
radio, event management and marketing solutions that cover a
wide spectrum of media product offerings. Several other players
have gone down the same path with ownership of multiple media
assets. However, one point to note is that Indian media
conglomerates, over the past few years, seem to be in their early
phase of transformation and are yet to achieve a meaningful
global size. Indian media conglomerates have not expanded
internationally. An inspirational example is News Corp, which
started its business as a print player in Australia in the 1950s and
then expanded its global footprint by entering the UK and US
market over the next three decades. News Corp subsequently
ventured into television broadcasting through the 1980’s and
expanded into Asia Pacific in the past two decades. While its core
TV businesses were built through acquisitions, it continued
investing in its print business. Today it owns several marquee
brands such as SKY, FOX, National Geographic, STAR, 20th
Century Fox and DowJones25.
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The other camp is of the view that New Media technologies
would augment and supplement traditional channels for
distribution of content. Companies will adapt presentation
formats and delivery platforms for content and build communities
of loyal customers to not only sustain print revenues but also
open doors for innovation. These adaptive practices will de-risk
the impact of technology keeping print media conglomerates safe
from value erosion over time.

“New Media channels such as Internet and Mobile will find
their place in the Indian M&E landscape. However, these will
be complementary to traditional media channels such as print,
television, radio, etc. Demographics, culture and consumption
preferences of Indians will ensure that traditional channels will
continue to dominate the industry and we don't see New
Media substituting the traditional print model”

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

– Devendra Darda
MD, Lokmat Media Limited

Many Indian print firms have forayed into digital and mobile
services such as online portals that encompass live and updated
news, classifieds (job boards, matrimonial, realty, travel), blogs,
editorials, business sections, city wise editions, etc. But these
moves were more reactionary in nature since industry
participants do not view technology as a threat to their business
models and hence have not made any radical changes to the way
they operate in India. According to them, India is still far away
from a mass market shift to alternate channels for consumption
of news and information.
Both viewpoints have merit and different geographies point to
different consumption patterns and business models that have
survived the onslaught of technology. A case in point is the
technologically advanced Japanese market. Despite high
digitization and broadband access, 91 percent Japanese news
readers continue to read daily in print form – a truly remarkable
figure for such a wired society26. Further, Japanese consumers
tend to favor paying for newspapers than for digital news due to
the availability of abundant free information/news on the internet
and a strong perception of print being more reliable than “pulling”
information from digital platforms. The same may hold true in the
case of India.

Wall Street Journal (WSJ): A successful transition from pureplay print to print and digital
Wall Street Journal, the legacy print brand transitioned from print
to online smoothly by boosting its online revenues through
unique delivery formats and business models without
cannibalizing its print revenues.
WSJ's Unique Selling Proposition:
1. Rich, timely and pertinent content targeting a global audience
2. WSJ's digital media pyramid delivering content on multiple
media platforms in various formats
3. Implementation of hybrid internet archetype where 15
percent of content is free and the other 85 percent is
premium content for members only, popularly known as pay
walling28
4. Presence of abundant inbound links and keywords making it
more easily accessible and visible on the internet.
WSJ's media pyramid:
A media pyramid represents multi-platform publishing and the
commitment to being platform agnostic. Each level in the pyramid
depicts a media platform. Whilst the lower levels of the pyramid
represent external and free information required to publicize the
brand and build audience relationships, the higher levels
represent products and services offered to monetize audiences.
Description of the levels:
Level

Delivery format

Description

7

Live events

WSJ executive conference

6

Memberships

WSJ online edition

5

Subscriptions

WSJ Kindle edition, daily stock alerts

4

Digital events

WSJAM: Virtual events such as audio conferences,
online seminars, webinars, webcasts, radio and TV

3

Books and products

One shots: Online store

2

Free email newsletters

WSJ email center

1

Free periodical
websites

WSJ.com, MarketWatch.com,
Barrons.com, AllThingsD.com, SmartMoney.com

Source: Mequoda daily.com

In summary, whether the extinction timeline becomes a reality or
not, Indian print players cannot ignore the potential of new media
platforms. One clear benefit for Indian print media players is
being able to watch and learn from the strategies adopted by
their Western counterparts. Indian print players can analyze tried
and tested models and employ contextualized business models
that are best suited to Indian demographic and economic
conditions to ride the new media wave.

However there have also been some failures abroad. For example
Times UK lost 90 percent of its online readership within less than
three weeks of introducing a paywall system. Only 1.5 percent of
its former readers became paid subscribers29.

Though western countries are yet struggling to keep up with the
rapid growth of new media technologies, some foreign
newspapers such as Wall Street Journal and Financial Times have
been able to embrace and successfully implement new media
strategies without losing out on their print revenues. On the flip
side, Times UK did not have a successful implementation,27
resulting in considerable loss of readership.

The decision to paywall content in India could combine learnings
from successes and failures of global players. The strategy should
address key questions such as identifying the boundaries
between premium and regular content, pricing strategies to be
adopted, enhancing customer stickiness and loyalty, interactivity
of content and channel, capturing customer feedback and
opinions, etc. Unlike traditional print the online platform provides

26. WAN Ifra 2009, December 2009
27. News Articles
28. Mequoda daily.com
29. News articles

A bundled offering by combining many or all of above, targeting
segmented customers has led to its success
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D)

Innovations are here to stay

In 2009, print players faced severe headwinds from a
recessionary cycle leading to lower advertising spends along with
higher newsprint prices. The combination of these factors led to
squeezed margins. At the time, it was considered easier to storyboard and sell in audio-visual formats with advertisers preferring
television for mass market reach at affordable costs. But print
players have fought back hard to regain their place in media
planning exercises. The recession time jolt had forced print
players to introduce innovations in advertising to assist
advertisers in story-telling and retain their business. Innovations
have continued to stay through the recovery. For example coveron-cover, 3D, text wraps, die-cuts, jacket and sleeve insertions,
Ads with product samples, pop-ups, audio insertions, etc. are
seen more often in leading editions to engage the reader. The
rationale is to convert the monotony of reading into an interactive
experience that introduces the element of 'feel'.

Dainik Bhaskar

Technology enabled ad innovations such as the launch of 3D
newspapers in late 2010 in Rajasthan, the first of its kind,
was introduced by Dainik Bhaskar and repeated
subsequently in Ranchi. There were 21 ads which were
printed in 3D35. The 3D glasses were imported and a
dedicated team ensured that the glasses were sent across
to the readers along with the newspaper.

Inbound investment to help in scaling up and
streamlining operations
E)

As per the Master circular from RBI on Foreign Investment in
India and the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) in print media is capped as follows31:
1.

Publications of newspaper and periodicals dealing with news
and current affairs: FDI/NRI investment in Indian company
upto 26 percent with prior approval from FIPB.

2. Publications of Indian editions of foreign magazines dealing
with news and current affairs: FDI/NRI investment in Indian
company upto 26 percent with prior approval from FIPB.
3. Publications of scientific and technical magazines/ specialty
journals/ periodicals: Upto 100 percent FDI with approvals
from FIPB.
However, there have been discussions between industry
participants, I&B Ministry and other government bodies to relax
the limit and raise it to 49 percent but there has not been much
progress in the matter. The industry tends to favor increasing the
cap claiming that larger capital infusion will improve working
conditions for journalists, allow for equipment upgrades and
assist in expansion plan outlays. Investment in end to end
processes, technology and systems will also help streamline
operations. At present, the feedback loop between the customer
and the publisher remains open. Independent measuring bodies
remain the only source for obtaining readership and demographic
metrics. Customer relationship management (CRM) systems to
map and track the end consumer are virtually absent. With
investments in technology, the industry might get to know its end
consumer better – a simple application which profiles its
customers is still not the norm. Even renewing periodic
subscriptions through an outbound call-center is still not prevalent
in India. The publisher view of the market ends at the distributor
with print companies relying on media planners and external
measurement bodies to understand their consumers.

Print industry costs heavily dependent on newsprint prices
120%

Print Industry Cost Break-up

100%

Mid-Day

The Hindu

30. News articles
31. http://www.mib.nic.in

Another print ad innovation was seen in Times of India and
The Hindu editions in 2010, when Volkswagon, an
automobile major, bought a single page ad in the
newspapers' edition across all cities on a single day to
launch a “talking advertisement” to launch its sedan –
Vento. The papers had pasted a pressure-activated
microchip within a black speaker box about 2.5 inches x 1.5
inches in size that played a pre-recorded message about
Volkswagen's Vento as soon as the paper was spread
open30.

15-20

80%
Percent

QR (Quick Response / Read) codes have also been
introduced in India. Mid-Day has used them to create a
connect between newspapers and mobile phones. The QR
code is a two dimensional bar code that a reader can scan
using a mobile camera and a bar code reader. The code
unlocks additional information on the product or
advertisement through a website link. Bonus features such
as a ring tone, wallpaper, song or coupons are added to
make the exercise engaging and worthwhile for the reader.
It's an innovative step to intermingle the traditional
and wired worlds!

60%

15-20
40-50

15-20
18

18

18

40%
20%

45

0%
Newprint Price

Personnel

Sales and marketing

Other costs

Source: Industry sources, KPMG Analysis
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easier and real-time measurement statistics, the ability to reach a
targeted audience, and a unique way of closing the
communication loop with the consumer of news and information.
Traditional print is a one-way communication channel. The most
important consideration is to create a profitable business model
that balances paid and free services. However there are
additional challenges in India on the digitized platform such as the
lack of mature online or mobile payment mechanisms due to
under penetration of credit/debit cards and higher risk aversion to
divulge personal or financial data online. But we should expect
consumer behavior to beginning shifting over the next five years
as Indians become more comfortable with technology, payment
mechanisms online and appreciate its ease of use. Furthermore,
the audience with access to the Internet in India is skewed
towards the higher SEC categories to begin with and will be the
early adopters in making the shift. Ignoring this base will not be
an option for advertisers.

1. Limited control over newsprint costs
Newsprint prices account for the greatest share of 40-50
percent of total costs, on an average for the industry32.
However, this average is subject to fluctuations based on the
mix of imported versus domestic newsprint, foreign
exchange fluctuations and volatile prices. Furthermore, the
print industry is a price-taker having no influence in setting
prices, while being largely impacted by it. Newsprint is a
direct variable cost for the industry. Domestic newsprint is
usually at a 5-10 percent discount compared to imported
newsprint32. Typically large industry players maintain a three
month inventory on hand. Industry sources indicate that
when global newsprint prices increase, domestic newsprint
of comparable quality may see prices converge with the
imported variety. However declining global newsprint prices
widens the price gap between domestic and imported
newsprint. Risks related to foreign exchange may be hedged
in currency markets while futures contracts with newsprint
suppliers may be utilized to lock-in prices upfront and reduce
volatility. In the first half of 2010, newsprint prices increased
from a low of USD 520 to USD 600 per metric ton. In the
second half of the year prices were fairly stable at about USD
600-620 per metric ton33. Going forward participants indicate
that prices may move up gradually on the back of a global
economic recovery.

FOEX PIX Newsprint US price
800

3. Innovation in distribution models: A challenge
Distribution models have remained largely the same. Newsstands, malls and home-delivery models have matured over
the years thereby providing a shared delivery platform for all
players. Distributor margins are usually capped at 30 percent
of the cover price32. Industry players state that there is little
scope for innovation or differentiation in distribution models in
India.
4. Cover prices may hold ground
With rising talent cost, lack of control over newsprint prices,
and resistance from distributors, the industry feels that
further decline in cover prices is unlikely to happen. Rather,
publishers may have to apply differentiated prices for their
editions in contrast to the current norm of bundled pricing. As
a case in point, Hindustan Times has already begun
implementing this strategy by unbundling its publications and
selling them separately. Their rate cards also reflect different
pricing for different regions based on readership.

Wish List from Industry Participants
A summary of the wish-list from industry participants indicates a
larger consciousness towards the bottom-line. We have six listed
players in addition to Lokmat having recently filed a Draft red
herring prospectors (DRHP) with SEBI, leading to a growing
investor community.
1.

Newsprint Prices Dec’08-Jan’11

750
700
USD/Metric ton

Limit the use of Directorate of Advertising and Visual Publicity
(DAVP) rates: Many public sector units are profitable and
successfully compete with their private sector counterparts
in their respective industries. However PSU's still enjoy
preferential advertising rates.

650
600
550
500
450
400
Dec-08
Jan-09
Feb-09
Mar-09
Apr-09
May-09
Jun-09
Jul-09
Aug-09
Sep-09
Oct-09
Nov-09
Dec-09
Jan-10
Feb-10
Mar-10
Apr-10
May-10
Jun-10
Jul-10
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Sep-10
Oct-10
Nov-10
Dec-10
Jan-11
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Source: Bloomberg

2. Retaining personnel a challenge
Personnel costs including content generation account for 1520 percent of total costs32. Nurturing and retaining talent
remains a challenge for the industry. Although regional
newspapers have not faced high churn rates, English
newspapers are more prone to such risks. With strong
growth projected in regional languages we would expect the
talent crunch to increase further. Personnel costs also
witness an upward creep of 6-10 percent yearly in line with
overcoming inflation32.

32. Industry sources, KPMG Analysis
33. Bloomberg

2. Keep zero duty on newsprint imports: Newsprint is a direct
variable cost for the industry over which it has minimal
influence. India still constitutes a small portion of total
newsprint consumed globally. Hence the entire industry is a
price taker for newsprint. Any moves to impose duties on
imported newsprint will severely impact the industry.
3. Wage Board concessions: Some players have indicated that
the print sector is the only media sub sector with a wage
board. Government could consider concessions for the same.
4. FDI cap increase: Some participants would like the
government to increase the FDI cap for the print sector from
26 percent to 49 percent32.
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Films
Scripting the future

04

Introduction
The year 2010 might well be a year of learning and reflection for
the Indian film industry. While there was no multiplex – producer
standoff or prolonged black window for theatrical release,
collections were poor, largely due to lack of quality content that
was able to generate mass appeal. While movies with superstars
and big budgets managed strong opening week collections, most
did not succeed in sustaining footfalls across cinema halls in the
weeks that followed.
However, movies with original storylines and content attuned to
the evolving target audience gained wider acknowledgement,
even if they were small-medium budget films. This was the flavor
that dominated the Indian film industry in 2010. Success of
movies such as “Peepli Live”, “Udaan”, “Love Sex Aur Dhoka”,
“Band Baaja Barat”, “Tere Bin Laden”, “Phas Gaya Re Obama”,1
among others, appear to indicate an increasing audience demand
for strong content. 2010 was a year that proved that there was a
market for movies beyond “stars” and you could also bank on
new talent to deliver success. These factors helped production
houses build a renewed focus towards providing a platform for
unique scripts and promoting newcomers.
The year also saw the release of several big budget movies such
as “Kites”, “Raavan”, “Guzaarish”, “Action Replay”, “Khelein Hum
Jee Jaan Sey”, “Tees Maar Khan”1. While most of these films met
with limited success at the box office, the opening weekend
collections and presale of cable and satellite rights ensured
moderate recovery for the filmmakers.
2010 was also a year of tapping previously untapped markets.
This was well demonstrated by Fox Star Studios distribution of
“My Name is Khan”. As on March 2011, the film had seen a
theatrical release across 64 countries and is expected to open
across other non traditional markets such as Korea in the coming

1. Industry Interviews
2. Fox Star Studios
3. Indian Express

months2. 2010 was was also the year of India's greatest success
with Rajnikant's “Robot”, emerging as the highest grosser for an
Indian film, breaking the previous records set by 3 Idiots3.
Dwindling sales of home video, proposed copyright reforms in
favor of music composers and lyricists, increased budgets for
marketing and publicity, growing potential of cinema advertising
and investments in better infrastructure were some of the other
highlights of 2010.
With a low success rate and spiraling costs, filmmakers are
expected to focus on profitability and build a stronger connect
with the target audience. In the coming years, greater impetus is
expected to be levied on leveraging alternate marketing and
distribution platforms and tailoring content to suit changing
consumer preferences.

Industry performance and projections
2010 was a challenging year for the Indian film industry as most
films failed to create a mark at the box office. The Indian film
industry was estimated to be INR 83.3 billion in 2010, indicating a
decline of 6.7 percent in overall industry revenues vis-a-vis 2009.
The industry believes that lack of quality content led to an overall
drop in occupancy levels and box office collections. While
overseas theatrical revenues experienced some decline; it was
the home video segment that witnessed a steep fall in revenues.
Cable and Satellite rights experienced a healthy growth of 33
percent owing to growing demand from broadcasters. Ancillary
revenue streams also witnessed a growth of 15 percent over
2009.

Size of the Indian film industry
Film Industry (INR bn)

2007

2008

2009

2010

Domestic Theatrical

71.5

80.2

68.5

62.0

Overseas Theatrical

8.7

9.8

6.8

Home Video

3.3

3.8

Cable & Satellite Rights

6.2

Ancillary Revenue Streams
Total Industry Size

CAGR (2007-10)

2011p

2012p

2013p

2014p

2015p

CAGR (2010-14)

-4.6%

67.4

72.2

79.2

87.0

94.8

8.9%

6.6

-8.8%

6.7

7.2

7.9

8.7

9.5

7.5%

4.3

2.3

-11.0%

2.5

2.6

2.8

2.9

3.0

5.0%

7.1

6.3

8.3

10.3%

9.6

11.0

12.6

14.5

16.6

14.8%

2.9

3.5

3.5

4.1

11.4%

4.7

5.4

6.2

7.1

8.2

15.0%

92.7

104.4

89.3

83.3

-3.5%

90.9

98.4

108.6

120.1

132.1

9.6%

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

Overall Industry Size

– Akshaye Widhani
Vice President – Strategy & Business Affairs,
Yash Raj Films Pvt Ltd.

140.0
8.2

CAGR 10%

120.0
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INR Billion

“Earlier, all small budget films were typically
slotted as “art films” and had a limited and
selective run with a hugely different
audience. That has changed with a spate of
these films having made it big at the box
office, catering to the normal cinema going
audience. This trend is encouraging for
Studios and will form a viable model going
forward – low COP’s with aggressive
promotional budgets usually gets the
blockbuster weekend that these films
require to even out. A lot of them, with good
content, also continue to deliver with long
tails.”
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Ancillary Revenue Streams
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In 2011, as a consequence of the World Cup and IPL, fewer film
releases are expected from February to May. However, with an
interesting line up of films in the second half of the year the
industry is estimated to achieve a 9 percent growth to touch
~INR 91 billion.

“Satellite rights value for movies increased significantly over
the course of the last year, along with shortening of theatricalto-TV window, a move back from syndication model to
exclusive model and a practice of forward selling of libraries
resulting in limited supply.”

The Indian film industry is projected to grow at a CAGR of 9.6
percent to touch INR 133.5 billion in revenues by 2015. The
contribution of domestic theatrical revenues to the overall
industry pie is expected to reduce slightly, while the share
revenues from cable and satellite rights is expected to increase
going forward and account for 13 percent of overall industry size.
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Revenue Split - 2009

– Anuj Poddar
Head – Strategy and Business Development,
Viacom 18 Media Pvt. Ltd.

Revenue Split - 2010

Revenue Split 2015P

Ancillary Revenue
Streams 4%

Ancillary Revenue
Streams 5%

Ancillary Revenue
Streams 6%

Cable & Satellite
Rights 7%

Cable & Satellite
Rights 10%

Cable & Satellite
Rights 13%

Home Video 5%

Home Video 3%

Home Video 2%

Overseas
Theatrical 8%

Overseas
Theatrical 8%

Overseas
Theatrical 7%

Domestic
Theatrical 76%

Domestic
Theatrical 74%

Domestic
Theatrical 72%

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

“The International diaspora market has always been an
important revenue opportunity for Bollywood . With My Name
is Khan,we were able to expand the market for Indian films by
opening up new markets, as also increasing the penetration for
Bollywood in the key markets by leveraging the combined
muscle of Fox and Star."
– Vijay Singh,
CEO – Fox Star Studios India Pvt. Ltd.

“Due to the intense competition amongst Hindi GEC/Movies
channels, the cost of acquiring satellite television rights of
blockbuster Hindi movies has witnessed a steep increase in
the last 12 months. Increasingly, deals are being done well
before the theatrical release of a movie; and in some cases,
even before the movie production has commenced! Even in
the case of old library titles, the renewal deals are being done
much before the expiry of current license periods!"
– Nitin Nadkarni,
Chief Financial Officer – Multiscreen Media Private Limited

“NO ONE KILLED JESSICA is an example of a film that has
managed to shatter myths across the entire spectrum from
creative to distribution to commercials to marketing. A film
with 2 female leads, based on a real issue, without lip sync
songs, released in the mythical “disaster weekend“ of first
week of Jan, without typical film media vehicles like full page
ads and outdoor advertising - managed to gross almost INR 40
crores at the worldwide box office.”

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

Segment wise performance
Production
There are a number of production houses mushrooming in India,
many of which are ventures by Indian actors. Several “A” list stars
today largely work under their home production banner, or
selectively undertake a co-production with an established studio.
This model has largely come into play on account of the revenue
sharing pattern that is able to compensate the high fees otherwise
demanded by these stars.

Film Star

Production House

Recent Movies Produced

Shah Rukh
Khan

Red Chilies Entertainment

Om Shanti Om, My Name is Khan,
Ra. 1

Aamir Khan

Aamir Khan Productions

Dhobi Ghat, Peepli Live, Jane Tu Ya
Jane Na, Taare Zameen Par

Akshay Kumar

Hari Om Entertainment Co.

Patiala House, Action Replay, Khatta
Meeta, De Dana Dan, Sing is Kinng

Saif Ali Khan

Illuminati Films

Love Aaj Kal, Agent Vinod

Salman Khan

Arbaaz Khan Productions
5
Sohail Khan Productions

Hirtik Roshan

Film Kraft Productions

Kites, Krissh

Ajay Devgan

Ajay Devgan Films

All the Best

4

6

– Siddharth Roy Kapur,
CEO – UTV Motion Pictures

4. Owned by brother Arbaaz Khan
5. Owned by brother Sohail Khan
6. Owned by father Rakesh Roshan

Dabaang, Partner 1 & 2
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This trend has not been restricted to India alone. Hollywood
studios such as Universal and Disney have roped in first time
directors on big budget films such as “47 Ronin” and “Tron
Legacy”7.
Meanwhile the industry has seen some cost rationalization for big
budget films in comparison to 2009. While talent costs have seen
some correction, the marketing budgets have seen a marginal
increase. According to industry sources, the high production
costs have brought in tight schedules and efficiencies in the film
making process.

Average estimate of movie cost for big budget films
All figures in INR Million

2009

2010

Star Cast

250

200

Director

100

70

Total Talent Cost

350

270

Pre-production + production

200

200

Post production

50

50

Marketing

50

60

Total cost of movie

650

580

Producers margin

250

150

Total cost of movie to a studio

900

730

Source: Based on estimates from discussions with Film Studios and Producers

Distribution
Given the high stakes and risks involved, independent distributors
are more selective while picking up films. As a consequence,
bargaining opportunities available for distributors have increased
and some large studios are increasing their focus on distribution
in order to take advantage of such opportunities.
With increasing fragmentation of the audience, even large
distributors are considering distribution in select territories, as a
opposed to all-India distribution8. Films are expected to focus on
particular segments (as against mass-market), and the
distribution strategy is likely to reflect this.

“The distribution space is becoming an increasing opportunity
as more and more films struggle for release. Strong
distribution offices and networks can take advantage of an
oversupply of films by striking advantageous bargains for films
that lack huge star power. Targeting the right audience is
becoming key, and skilled distributors can earn their keep by
using their understanding of the market to turn quick profits.”
– Rahul Puri
Executive Director – Muktaa Arts Limited

7. The Hollywood Reporter – February 2011
8. Industry discussions
9. Estimates from UTV (numbers are indicative and vary by movie)
10. Business of Cinema

The number of prints for domestic theatrical release has seen an
approximate 50 percent increase 2010 vs. 2009. This trend is
largely reflected for big and medium budget films, and is not as
pronounced for small budget films.

Average number of prints
for theatrical release9

Big Budget

All figures in INR Million

2009

2010

2009

2010

Domestic

800

1200

400

600

International

250

250

100-200

100-120

Medium Budget

Given its distribution muscle and worldwide reach, Fox Star
Studios was able to distribute My Name is Khan across
previously untapped markets such as Poland, Russia, Lebanon,
Egypt, etc. and dubbed versions across Germany and Italy to
name a few10. Keeping in mind the audiences in some of these
non traditional markets, the length of the movie was brought
down for 2 hours 41 minutes to 2 hours 7 minutes11. Robot was
also released across 300 screens outside of India12. However,
both these films were exceptions given their star power and
scale of investment in marketing and promotional activities.
In fact, contrary to expectations, the market for overseas
distribution has not opened up to the levels anticipated. As a
consequence, several smaller movies are giving international box
office a miss given the high cost involved in marketing and
promotion across each region. Moreover, in case of a phased out
release that involves rotation of prints, piracy often overtakes the
market before the films make it to the theaters.
Studio18's “Striker” is an example of a film that was officially
released on the internet for its international audience through
video streaming websites and generated USD 100000 in revenue
for the film from through this medium13. With films priced at USD
8 to 10 for a download, the online platform is expected to grow in
the coming years and boost revenues for Indian filmmakers from
the international audience13.

“The honeymoon for all films in the overseas market is over.
These days small and medium films struggle to release in the
main overseas territories as returns are low and promotion
costs are high. The bigger star branded films though are seeing
more screens available to them and can absorb the high
promotion costs by looking at a wider release across the
world.”
– Rahul Puri
Executive Director – Muktaa Arts Limited

Meanwhile, initiatives such as introduction of Intel® Insider™
new chip technology is aimed at preventing illegal copying of high
definition films, thereby providing assurance to film studios to
make more movies available on the internet. Intel has
collaborated with several Hollywood and Indian film studios to
offer HD quality films over a secure platform (HDMI or Wi-Fi) and
thereby help them scale internationally and offer secure content
in any part of the world14.

11. Fox Star Studios India, IMDB
12. Economic Times - October 2010
13. Industry discussions
14. Intel Insider Press Release
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As there are now a limited pool of artists to choose from,
production houses have felt a need to identify and nurture new
talent in-house. These players are increasingly mentoring first
time directors, actors and technical staff under their wings and
providing them a platform for their debut.
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“The PC continues to be one of the most versatile and
available platforms for digital entertainment, with over 300
million units shipping in 2011. The introduction of Intel®
Insider™ technology and our collaboration with Bollywood
studios and distributors means that India can deliver one of its
most precious exports in a high quality and secure fashion to
audiences all over the world.”
– George Thangadurai
General Manager – PC Client Services, Intel Corporation

D-Cinema20 vs. E-Cinema21
Despite the cost difference between D-Cinema and E-Cinema
being almost ~120 percent18, players are increasingly investing in
D-Cinemas. While some players have undertaken a replacement
cycle to convert some E-cinemas to D-cinemas, others are
investing in this technology for all the new screen additions. It is
estimated that within the next 5 years 80-90 percent of multiplex
screens with be D-Cinema18.
Key Growth Drivers
?
Urbanization and growing middle class: Rising urbanization

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

Exhibition
Multiplexes
2010 witnessed significant capacity expansion by multiplex chains
such as PVR, Inox Leisure and Cinema. These players have
several planned investments in the near future with PVR alone
planning to add 80-100 screens in FY1215. Moreover, Mexican
multiplex chain Cinepolis is planning to add 500 screens across
40 cities in India16 and Mukta Arts Limited, is expected to venture
into the film exhibition business17. The industry which currently
has approximately 1000 multiplex screens is likey to double its
screen count over the next 5 years. This multiplex growth is
expected to be the key driving force for the growth of Indian film
industry.

is expected to drive multiplex growth through two levers – (i)
a population that increasingly spends on discretionary items
such as entertainment, and (ii) availability of quality spaces
such as malls which are suitable for multiplexes.”
?
Under screened market: When compared to global

benchmarks such as USA, UK, France, Spain, India is a
significantly under screened market22. Mumbai and Bangalore
have a higher number of screens per million at 23 and 21
respectively, while cities such as Hyderabad and Chennai
have only about 623
?
Better viewing experience: Multiplexes offer a better

viewing experience, audio capability and comfortable seating.
Moreover, they also offer better hygiene and cleanliness
making it a popular medium for cinema consumption.
Key Challenges
?
Competing

“The domestic box-office is on a phase of very fast and
positive growth, and would be highly supported by the
expansion in the multiplex sector. Expansion is the key and I
believe it will be fuelled by: Penetration in both Metros and
non-metros; Digitization and technological advancement in
projection and sound; Increase in the number of 3D films; and
last but never-the-less - Good content. However, it must be
added here that this evolution in the Multiplex industry is just
the tip of the iceberg. For a country which produces the
maximum movies in the world, the screen density stands as
low as 12 screens per million people. The scope of this
industry is huge, to say the least.”
– Alok Tandon
CEO – Inox Leisure

With the length of Indian movies coming down in recent years,
multiplexes are able to accommodate more shows per screen18.
This trend coupled with the increase in number of screens has
led to an overall increase in footfalls19. All these factors combined
with a marginal growth in average ticket prices have accounted
for greater revenues for most multiplex players in 201019.
Meanwhile, multiplex operators have been intelligently
programming their shows across locations to ensure a healthy
mix of films across genres and languages to suit the varied tastes
of the audiences. In addition, multiplexes are rolling out
innovative schemes to lure audiences to cinemas and address
drop in occupancy levels. While some have reduced ticket prices
for specific shows across properties by INR 20-30, others have
successfully been running programs such as 'Thank God its
Wednesday' and “Vodafone Tuesday's” by offering discounted
tickets and buy 1 get 1 free options respectively across select
properties and locations18.

15. Business Standard – 24 February 2011
16. http://investing.businessweek.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=62362606
17. DNA India – 17 February 2011
18. Industry discussions
19. Annual Reports

entertainment formats such as cricket:
Competition from sporting events, particularly cricket and IPL
has created an 8 week black window for multiplexes. Some
multiplex owners are now starting to screen alternative
content such as India's matches for the cricket world cup and
thereby bring in audiences.

?
Escalating rental costs: With a boom in the real estate

market, rental costs have seen an upward trend for most
multiplexes24. These escalating costs are causing pressure on
margins, thereby impacting their profitability.
?
Revenue share: As the theatrical window for movies has

reduced, the first two weeks now account for majority of the
box office collections. The opening week collections account
for as much as 50 percent of the revenues of box office
collections for a movie at a multiplex25. With the revised
revenue sharing policy in 2009, multiplexes are now sharing
slightly greater revenues with producers. Industry players
believe, that as pressure on margins increases, we could
once again expect a likely shift and renegotiation in the
revenue sharing pattern.

“As exhibitors, we cater to a wide spectrum of audiences - not
just in age-groups but also in social and economic profiles.
Apart from Indian movies, there's the hollywood fare too
meaning a wide variety to choose from. As a exhibitor - we are
retailers and hence need to dynamically review and tailor our
film programming and pricing offering depending on the movie,
neighbourhoods, audience profiles - ranging from students to
families. This results in better efficiencies, occupancies and
better realisations. Good for exhibitor, distributor and more
importantly customer as he makes the choice.”
– Anil Arjun
CEO – Reliance MediaWorks Ltd.

20. D-cinema refers to DCI compliant, 2K technology
21. E-cinema refers to 1K digital technology
22. KPMG Analysis, CIA world fact book
23. Reliance Mediaworks – Investor presentation – February 2011
24. Investor Presentations, Annual Reports – PVR, Cinemax, Inox, Fame
25. Data compiled by Reliance Big Cinemas
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“Digital Cinema is finally delivering on its promise of
democratization to the movie industry in states where there is
sufficient digital penetration – the breadth of films has indeed
increased significantly and we're seeing what is perhaps the
reverse of the multiplex effect – movies with themes that
appeal more to non-urban audiences!”
– Senthil Kumar
Co-Founder – Real Image Media Technologies

Digital Cinema Exhibition
The number of movies release on digital prints has seen a
remarkable shift in the last five years. Few years ago, the physical
prints accounted for almost 85-90 percent while digital accounted
for 10-15 percent of an Indian movie. However, the share of
digital today is as high as 70 percent in case of some films, with
the average being about 50 percent28. The cost arbitrage of a
digital print over a physical one is also significant making it a more
viable and secure distribution platform. The cost of each physical
analog print is about ~INR 50,000, while that for digital is about
INR 7000 to 10000 per print28. Moreover filmmakers have the
flexibility to increase or decrease the number of screens at any
given time subject to the availability of screens.

“Earlier a big budget film would release with around 600 prints
and the smaller films would release with as less as twenty five
prints. Today a big budget film releases in more than 1700
theatres with more than 1200 theatres in the digital format
alone. Thus while the number of physical prints has gone
down, the number of total prints (digital+ analogue) has
trebled. This is having a multiplier effect on the revenues at the
box office.”

Cinema Advertising
The growth in multiplexes and digital cinema exhibition has
brought in greater transparency in ticket sales. Moreover with the
installation of effective monitoring systems and metrics to
determine reach, cinema advertising market is estimated to see
high growth in the coming years. Most digital cinema companies
such as UFO Moviez and Real Image are now selling their
advertising inventory in bulk instead of the erstwhile per cinema
per week model, giving advertises the ability to maximize the
network effect offered by these players and allowing flexibility of
movie schedule.

“Even though cinema provides a captive audience and unique
eyeballs to the advertisers, cinema advertising has traditionally
been affected by the fragmented nature of the exhibition
industry and the inherent lack of proof of play out. There was a
huge challenge for the advertisers to reach the individual
exhibitors, enter into contracts, schedule the ads, handle the
billings, get authentic proof of play out etc.
With the advent of UFO both these issues have been
addressed. UFO has aggregated the exhibitors and now
provides a one stop window to the advertisers and provides
authentic system logs for the play outs as a result of which the
in-cinema advertising is slated to see huge jump in the next
two years.”
– Sanjay Gaikwad
Managing Director – UFO Moviez India Limited

– Kapil Agarwal
Jt Managing Director – UFO Moviez, India

“Advertisers are able to exploit the incredible flexibility of our
digital cinema advertising network while still reaching an
audience as large as many general entertainment television
channels in each state and this is a value proposition that
simply can't be beat. The research shows that cinema
advertising best reaches a population that is not sufficiently
covered by television, thus making it the perfect adjunct
channel for advertisers.”
– Arvind Rangnathan
CEO – Real Image Media Technologies

26. Industry discussions
27. Business Standard – March 2010
28. Industry discussions
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Single Screens
The single screens market in India is expected to co-exist with
multiplexes; however its contribution to the overall domestic box
office collection is expected to reduce as more and more
multiplexes get added and command higher ticket prices. South
India however still continues to be a large single screen
dominated market. While some single screens are investing in
refurbishments of their properties to compete with the growing
competition from multiplexes, not many have the financial muscle
to make such investments26. However, single screens have
started to slowly experiment by showcasing alternate content on
their screens. Last year, UFO moviez screened the IPL across
650 plus single screens in India27. While there is potential for
alternative content, the Indian market still needs to mature for the
same.
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Cable & Satellite rights

Home Video

2010 witnessed revenues from Cable & Satellite (C&S) rights
reach an all time high. Driven by intense competition amongst
broadcasters, C&S rights market grew by approximately 33
percent in 2010. The industry saw the pre-sale of several big ticket
movies to TV broadcasters, including Raavan and Kites. However,
as many of these big budget movies met with limited box office
success, broadcasters are now renegotiating deals based on the
box office success of a film. Some players also appear to be more
inclined towards acquiring the rights of a film post its theatrical
release.

With movies being premiered on television within four weeks of
their releases in theaters, and increased levels of piracy, the
home video market is estimated to have witnessed a steep
decline last year. Its contribution to the overall revenues of the
film industry has reduced from 5 percent in 2009 to 3 percent in
2010.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

Industry participants believe that demand for recent films from TV
broadcasters is usually driven by GEC channels, which view
movie content as a key tool to achieving spikes in viewership,
especially incase of a new channel. While these players do not
foresee new GEC channel launches in the immediate future, the
intensity of competition amongst broadcasters is expected to
drive growth of C&S rights.

“Home Video business has seen fair amount of erosion lately.
Legitimate consumption dropped significantly making new
content acquisitions totally unviable. Last year, nearly half the
movies were not released on Home Videos, and those
released were not profitable. Hopefully, we will see price
rationalisation soon to have a profitable business”
– Harish Dayani
CEO – Moser Baer Entertainment

Amongst the recent movies released on home video, majority
belonged to studios who released the DVDs and VCDs under the
parent company's home video label. These included Reliance
Mediawork's Big Home Video, UTV Motion Pictures under Disney
and Eros International under Eros. As a result the number of
movies available for purchase of home video rights was also
limited.
In 2010, amongst the movie rights available, the rights of 30-40
percent of the movies were not bought29. This was largely
because the high cost of movie acquisition coupled with declining
unit sales put pressure on recovery and profitability. As a
consequence, the industry saw a rationalization in film acquisition
costs towards the end of 2010. At the current price points the
activity on sale of home video rights is expected to gain
momentum. Players are now looking at acquiring movies once
again and the trend is expected to continue if the acquisition
costs do not escalate radically.

Outright acquisition costs for home video rights for Hindi Movies
(in INR million)
2008

2009

2010
Jan -Nov

2010
Dec

2011
Jan-Feb

A

10 – 12.5

20 – 35

15 – 25

10

7.5

B

7.5

7.5 – 12.5

7.5 – 10

4–5

3 – 3.5

C

2.5 and Below

2–5

1.5

1

1 plus

More
Category

Ancillary Revenue Streams
Ancillary revenue streams accounted for 5 percent of the total
size of the Indian film industry in 2010. With rapid digitization, roll
out 3G and BWA networks and introduction of new platforms for
content consumption such as tables, the industry is expected to
leverage these technological innovations to monetize films on
alternate screens.
Licensing and Merchandising
A popular concept in the west, licensing and merchandising
(L&M) in India is viewed more as marketing tool than as a
revenue stream. UTV's Chance Pe Dance, fetched distribution
partner Shoppers Stop INR 15 mn in merchandised apparel sale
while Om Shanti Om had earned the company INR 60 mn30. The
sale of licensed products of a movie is also linked to its box office
performance and having the right distribution partners is also key.
Meanwhile Dabangg, in collaboration with PVR cinemas launched
limited edition exclusive movie merchandise only after the movie
released and was also made available on the official website31.
Pay Per View (PPV)
With DTH subscriber base witnessing a growth of 75 percent in
201032, the pay per view format has also seen a significant jump
especially during the second half of the year. However, only about
1 to 3 percent of the DTH subscribers currently opt for PPV
films33. Dabangg, one of the most-watched films on DTH,

29. Industry discussions
30. www.boxoffice.co.in
31. Mid Day – 7th September, 2010
32. KPMG FICCI Frames Report 2011 – Television
33. Industry discussions, press articles
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Moreover, DTH players have innovated to attract a larger PPV
audience. To drive up volumes, DTH service providers have
reduced prices to INR 25 for some movies and have
simultaneously ensured that there is no drop in revenue share
belted out to producers. Moreover, some players introduced
sponsored ad breaks in films on PPV to help bring down cost of
the product for consumers35. Advertisers are also warming up to
the idea of advertising on PPV as it gives them a certain number
of views.

“New Digital Media created with the development of
technology will change the game by serving huge underserved
markets. The 3G, BWA, DTH, etc platforms will provide
anytime anywhere access to the consumer to any content.
Over the next few years, this revenue stream has the potential
to become a significant contributor to the producer's kitty.
New media is set to shake our very perception of movies and
entertainment. As it does so, newer business models, newer
players and a whole new order is emerging. And with it, a new
star is emerging – the Consumer. ”
– Hiren Gada
Director – Shemaroo Entertainment Pvt. Ltd.

There has also been an increase in acceptance of specialized
training schools, both in terms of students and by the industry.
Production houses such as YRF have a focus on promoting new
talent, and approximately 25 percent of the films green lit have a
focus to promote new talent including actors and directors36. YRF
under its banner of “Y Films”, Dharma Production and UTV
Spotboy are some of the large production houses promoting new
talent.

Growing acceptance of niche movies
2010 saw the release of several small and medium budget
movies, with unique storylines doing well at the box office. These
movies were made on tight budgets and were targeted at some
segments of the population (e.g. Love Sex Aur Dhoka for an
urban population, Peepli Live for a rural audience as well as for an
urban audience that wants a glimpse into life in rural India).
Understanding the segments within the population is expected to
become increasingly important as audience tastes are becoming
more pronounced, and there are more clear segments emerging
within the population. Meanwhile, the high costs involved in
making mass market movies, has restricted this proposition to
those filmmakers with deep pockets and greater risk taking
appetite. As a consequence many filmmakers are looking to
explore unique themes and unexplored subjects to connect with
their evolving audience.
However, many of these movies have had to largely rely on word
of mouth for their box office success. “Band Baja Barat”, one of
the most successful films of 2010 generated INR 24 crore in box
office collections at the end of 7 weeks. A star studded Teez Maar
Khan, although had a shorter run of 4 weeks at the theaters,
generated INR 63 crore at the box office, majority of which came
from the opening weekend collections.

Themes
Marketing and Distribution

Movie

No of Weeks

Increase in advertising rates and need to reach out the audiences
through multiple touch points, have increased the cost of
marketing and promotion for most films. Industry sources claim
that some small budget films spend almost an equal amount on
marketing and distribution as much as that spent on overall
production. Even Hollywood films are now aggressively
marketing their films in India, particularly across metros. With
audience fragmentation, filmmakers are now consciously looking
to rationalize marketing costs. Conducting multiple focused
groups to study the reactions of a diverse audience and then
identifying the right TG for the film have helped filmmakers
develop marketing plans to specifically cater to their audience.

Band Baja Barat
Teez Maar Khan

Box Office Collections
(in INR Cr)37

38

24*

4

63*

7

Success of the non-Hindi film market
The gaining popularity of Hollywood films in India and success of
regional films have caused some shift in the share of revenues for
Indian multiplexes. While Hindi films still continue to dominate
revenues for the Indian film industry, the competition from
Hollywood and regional cinema has resulted in a decrease in
share of overall pie of box office collections for Hindi films39.

Development of new talent
Industry participants see shortage of talent as a key challenge,
and there now seems to be a conscious effort by them to
promote new talent.
There have been array of newcomers in mainstream movies with
new actors being paired opposite an established ones, or debut
directors being backed by a strong star cast and/or production
house. Some examples include established director Karan Johar
helping launch new directorial and acting talent and strong
production and distribution houses, such as Yash Raj Films (YRF)
backing small budget movie “Band Baaja Barat” with newcomer
Ranveer Singh. Industry participants believe that this model may
be better suited to create commercially successful stars.

34. www.boxofficeindia.co.in
35. Box Office India
36. Industry interviews
37. www.bollywoodtrade.com

“As the demand for Indian content continues to grow around
the world, the globalization of Indian entertainment and media
could well be a significant growth story for the next few years.
Whether bringing content into larger markets like US, Europe
or helping Indian companies achieve their global aspirations to
be more ‘mainstream’ players in entertainment and media,
opportunities are abound”
– Karan Ahluwalia
Vice President & Country Head, Media & Entertainment,
Fine Arts & Luxury & Sports Banking,YES BANK

38. Data as per week 7. The movie has crossed a 14 week run at the time of this report release
* Conversion rate used for overseas collections : USD 1 = INR 45 and GBP 1=INR 73
39. Indicative- Based on collections of Cinemax chain of multiplexes
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received 4.32 lakh downloads across five DTH players (Tata Sky,
Airtel, Dish, Reliance, Videocon) and earned INR 83 lakh in
revenue34.
The window between a film's theatrical release and its broadcast
on the DTH platform is a key determinant of the success of PPV
as the recency and box office performance work as attractions for
the service.
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Case in Point: Domestic Box Office Collections for Cinemax
(2009)
Hollywood 12%

42

No of 3D films released in India

2010

2009

2008

14

3

1

Regional 7%
Hindi 81%

(2010)
Hollywood 14%

Regional 8%
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Hindi 78%

To take opportunity of this growing format, cinema owners are
also increasing ticket prices of 3D films by almost 25 percent and
as a result 3D movies are fairing better at the box office than 2D
films for many exhibitors. There are now 22 3D English films
expected to release in 2011 across Indian screens43.
Sequels
Movie sequels have particularly done well for Hollywood in India.
Since the movie brand has been established, the recall value has
drawn audiences to the theaters. Successful movie brands have
done almost 30% better on a sequel to sequel basis44.
Several sequels are slated for release in 2011 and are expected to
do well at the box office.

Key sequels released in 2010

Source: Data recieved from Cinemax


Alice in Wonderland

?
Pirates of the Caribbean 4


The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage

?
The Hangover 2

of the Dawn Treader

Sex in the City 2

Hollywood films
The popularity and share of Hollywood films in India is getting
bigger year on year. While this is largely a metro centric
phenomenon, the dubbed versions in Hindi and Tamil have also
been doing well in non-metros. Hollywood studios are slowly
realizing the potential of the Indian market and have been
aggressively marketing their films. Hollywood films across
universally appealing genres such as event and action are
exploring greater penetration across India.

“We are seeing a robust growth for Hollywood - audiences are
responding beyond the conventional genres of action and
fantasy. Nodoubt ,the aggressive marketing and dubbing
across multiple languages are helping to expand the market for
Hollywood ”


Iron Man 2

Toy Story 3

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows -

3D films
There has been a sudden surge in the number of 3D films released
in India and most of these have done well in at the box office. This
trend particularly picked up in India after the release of Avatar. In
July 2009, Fox Star Studios released ICE Age 3 across 12 3D
screens41 in India and recently the studio released the Chronicles of
Narnia across 120 3D screens across the country.

40. Times of India, 7 February 2010
41. Fox Star Studios
42. Data courtesy - Cinemax
43. www.boxofficeindia.co.in

?
Kung Fu panda 2
?
Transformers 3
?
Cars 2
?
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows -

Part 2

Part 1

“The appetite and acceptance of Hollywood films are growing.
Two factors that have helped Hollywood consumption in India
are A. Higher literacy levels B. Increased Dubbing and Subtitling. This coupled with next boom of technology of VFX, and
3D has pushed consumption. 3D not only delivers higher ticket
price, but also has higher patrons per transaction. Which only
translates that families are watching such films – which directly
translate into higher revenue.”
– Sunil Punjabi
CEO – Cinemax

– Vijay Singh,
CEO – Fox Star Studios India Pvt. Ltd.

Another trend that was witnessed in 2010 was the re-release of
some successful movies in India. Banking on its initial success,
James Cameron's Avatar was re-releases in August 2010 with an
additional nine minutes of never seen footage. Similarly, Sony
Pictures India planed a re-release of “The Social Network” in
February 2011 to capitalize on the 8 Academy Award nominations40.

Upcoming sequels in 2011

Regional films
The proportion of Hindi films to the total number of Indian films
has seen a decline in recent years as indicated in the graph
below. The share of regional films on the other hand has seen a
gradual increase. While the four southern markets including Tamil,
Telugu, Kannada and Malayalam continue to dominate the
regional film markets, Marathi and Bengali cinema are also
regaining their popularity44. Some of these films like “Janala” and
“Natrang” have represented India at several international film
festivals and won honors45. Moreover some Indian states such as
Kerala have been taking initiatives to back their regional film
industry. In 2010, the Maharashtra Cine and Television Sena,
demanded 500 compulsory shows of Marathi movies every
year46. With large production houses such as UTV, Reliance
Pictures and Mukta arts showing interest in producing and
distributing regional films, the industry is poised for interesting
times ahead.
44. Industry interviews
45. Press Articles – DNA India
46. Rediff news
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Certified films by language

Certified films by Regional Language

Other 6%

80%

78%

81%

81%

Hindi 17%

Malayalam 8%

83%

Kannada 11%

Marathi 9%
Bhojpuri 5%

Tamil 16%

2006

22%

19%
2007

19%
2008

Hindi

17%
2009

Gujarati 5%
Telugu 14%

2010

Bengali 9%

Regional

Source: Central Board of Film Certification

Source: Central Board of Film Certification

Endhiran / Robot: India's biggest grosser of all times
A Case Study47
One of the greatest stories of 2010 has been the success of
Sun Picture's Rajnikant starer magnum opus Endhiran (Robot).
Made on a lavish budget of ~INR 200 Crore, the movie is
estimated to have locked in over INR 300 Crore and is
breaking records set by India's biggest blockbuster 3 idiots.
While the lead star cast accounted for 25 percent of the film
costs, an approximate equal amount was spent on marketing
the film. With movie screenings starting at 1 AM in the
morning, Robot redefined the concept of first day first show
in India.
Some of the key success factors for Endhiran / Robot are
highlighted below
?
Superstar presence: While big stars do bring in the initial

draw to the cinemas and ensure a healthy opening weekend,
superstar Rajnikant takes fan following in India to a different
level. To the Indian audience, he's the reflection of a common
man (an erstwhile bus conductor) turned demi-god, and who
even at 61 comfortably plays the lead actor in this Si-Fi film.
Moreover, Robot marked Rajnikant's onscreen presence after
a long hiatus of 3 years and the movie was replete with all
elements of Rajni's famous style and implausible stunts
?
Production Team: Director Shankar and Rajnikant have

successfully delivered blockbusters in the past, the last being
Shivaji. Moreover Oscar winners A R Rahman and Resul
Pookutty were the music director and sound designers
respectively.

Investments in infrastructure facilities
Close on the heels of the shut down of Kamalstistan and Natraj,
once popular studios in Mumbai, the famous Filmistan studio was
also taken over by the booming real estate market48. With
mushrooming television channels competing for floor space and
lavish set design requirements for movies, the demand for studio
space is only increasing in India. However, the steep cost of land
is likely to make it a viable business option only for those with
deep pockets.

47. All figures Indian Express.
48. Mumbai Mirror, 15 February 2010
49. Note: This includes 8 stages by Reliance MediaWorks
Data compiled by Reliance MediaWorks

?
Sourcing global talent: The science-fiction film managed to

rope in creative talent from across the world – With several
technical crew members from Hollywood including Mary E Vogt
for robot costumes, Yuen Woo Ping for stunts and animatronics
technology provided by Stan Winston Studio, USA. Furthermore
ILM, Tippet, Café EFX, Centro and Menfond were some
international studios involved in the VFX.
?
Marketing and Promotion: It is estimated that ~ INR 50 cores

was spent on marketing and promotion of the film. While a
grand music release was held in Malaysia, separate trailer
shows were organized in select theaters in India with
audiences shelling out INR 70 to watch the 10 minute trailer.
Moreover, the film's lead starcast Rajnikant and Aishwariya Rai
were aggressively promoting the film both in Tamil and Hindi.
The film's release and hype associated with it on release day in
Chennai surpassed the viewership of other major breaking
stories like the Ayodhya judgment or the CWG coverage.
?
Distribution: The movie was released across 2250 prints and

3000 screens worldwide. This is among the widest releases
for an Indian film.
?
Well sold rights: While the satellite rights were sold at INR

25 crore across different languages, home video and audio
rights were sold at INR 17 crore and INR 10 crore
respectively. The Tamil theatrical, Hindi, Telegu and overseas
rights together are estimated to have fetched Sun Pictures
INR 188 crore.

Mumbai alone has a total of about 4 lakh square feet shoot floor
area, spread across 61 stages49. Of these, Eight stages
comprising of nearly 25 percent of shoot floor area in Mumbai
were added recently by Reliance Mediaworks studio facility at
Filmcity, Goregaon. Made on a budget of INR 100 crore plus, the
studio is designed by Los Angeles-based J. Scott Carter of Wylie
Carter Architects. Along with the studio infrastructure, end to end
pre-production services are also available like Film Cameras,
Multicam Equipment, Automated Lights and LED walls for
Broadcast shows and events.
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Further, reports suggest that Shree Ashtavinayak Cine Vision has
formed a JV with LFS Global to build Studiocity, a film city near
Mumbai and is expected to be a one-stop shop for making films50.
From shooting floors, post and pre production facilities to a film
processing lab, all the facilities are expected to be housed at the
same complex. It is also expected house theme parks modeled
on Bollywood, hotels, retail and residential facilities.
With studio facilities offering end to end facilities, the efficiency in
production is expected to increase and production time is likely to
reduce.

“Of the Studio capacity in Mumbai, only around 50 stages
operational, of this only 10% are considered grade A. The need
for infrastructure is severely felt by the industry and this need
gap becomes more acute every year with the constant
increase in big budget film, broadcast and advertising
commercial productions. The industry has the huge potential to
absorb capacities for premium and technologically advanced
studio facilities.”
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– Anil Arjun
CEO – Reliance MediaWorks Ltd.

Key industry challenges
Cannibalization of the market
The last quarter of the calendar year has particularly seen a
greater number of film releases in India. As a consequence,
several movies are chasing the limited screen space, resulting to
bunching of films that tends to result in cannibalization of the
market.

Full year

Jan - Mar '10

Apr -Jun '10

Jul - Sep '10

Oct - Dec '10

No of Hindi films released on Big Cinema screens in
India

139

39

33

27

40

No of Regional films released on Big Cinema screens in
India

338

70

92

85

91

No of Hollywood/ Foreign films released on Big
Cinema screens in India

118

34

31

27

26

Source: Data shared by Reliance MediaWorks

“as in every consumer product, we need to listen to consumer
and make the movies they want and tailor the communication
to them - rather that it just being driven by supply side
perceptions. Mulitplexes deal with more than 3 crore
consumers every quarter. We keep learning and building a
superior understanding of who these consumers are and what
content works in which market and can give studios a
perspective on neighbourhood programming which will really
connect with the audiences and help create the right
distribution mix for the movie.”
– Anil Arjun
CEO – Reliance MediaWorks Ltd.

This trend is expected to be a challenge in 2011 as well. With the
Cricket World Cup scheduled from February 19-April 2, and the
IPL scheduled immediately thereafter from April to May indicate
fewer releases during these four months. Most movies will
therefore have an eight month period (i.e. c. 34 weeks) for
release. Assuming 30-40 medium to large movies are expected
to release in 2011, the industry can expect one large release
every week leaving these films with a shorter theatrical window.
Thus a wider film release could help these films from
cannibalizing one another.

Piracy
Piracy continues to be a key challenge and has been one of the
primary reasons for the decline of the home video market. The
piracy market in India is estimated to account for 600 – 700
million unit sales for DVD each year51. The distribution platform for
the illegitimate market is estimated to be spread over 10000

50. Economic Times – 7th February, 2011
51. Industry discussions
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vendors across India52. As this illegitimate market grows,
competition in this business of organized crime has picked up.
While five movies were sold on one DVD and costing INR 50 until
2 years ago, the same is now available for a mere INR 20.
Margins of vendors are therefore declining, which may lead to
some vendors stocking legitimate variants as well.
Similar to music, there is an increasing trend of illegitimate movie
download and streaming of films on the internet. Online piracy is
another huge challenge for the industry. Moreover, the number of
live pirated content distribution sites has also been spiraling.

“One direct benefit of Ultraviolet™ is Convergence, giving
consumer the convenience and choice of accessing media
across variety of registered UltraViolet devices including PCs,
laptops, Smartphone, gaming video consoles and other
connected CE video devices. This brings unique distribution
opportunity to monetize and gain wider acceptance for the
Bollywood content in the western world. In addition to already
growing mobile penetration, services like UltraViolet
permeates increasing need for better broadband connectivity,
Electronic Sell-through (EST) infrastructure for enabling new
ways of media consumption and monetization over the
Internet in India.”

Number of Live Pirated Content Distribution Sites

– Ravi Velhal
Global Content Policy, Intel Corporation
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The popularity of pirated content sites is increasing.
Source: Digital Music and Movies Report through cost of entertainment, McAfee - August 2010

Themes going forward
Possible shifts in Indian Cinema
The high costs of marketing and distribution for films could
possible lead to filmmakers making movies specifically for
release on cable & satellite (C&S) and online media platforms.
Since independent film makers find it a challenge to market their
films for a theatrical release, alternate distribution platforms are
likely to be more viable avenues for them to release their films.
The industry could thus see feature films being made exclusively
for television, home video and internet platforms.
53

Technology as an enabler for growth

The Digital Entertainment Content Ecosystem (DECE) LLC, a
cross-industry consortium dedicated to creating a consumerfriendly open market for digital content distribution, indicated the
launch of UltraViolet by the middle of 2011 in the USA. Ultraviolet
would allow consumers to purchase digital copies of movies that
can be stored online or transferred between devices without an
added cost. Initiatives like these are intended to alleviate one of
the major impediments to the sales of digital copies of movies:
that files are typically limited to a single device and thus are less
usable than a DVD. It is expected that mobile phones, videogame consoles, tablets and computers would soon start getting
software upgrades to make them work with such platforms. To
make this happen in India, there will be a requirement of
improved broadband and EST infrastructure in the long term. In
the short term, it could provide a unique opportunity for the
Indian media companies to come onboard and be a part of this
global platform.

52. Industry discussions
53. LA Times, 6 January 2011; UltraViolet CES Press Release 2011.
54. Bookmyshow.com
55. http://indiacurrentaffairs.org/social-networking-sites-new-hotspot-to-promote-bollywood-films
56. Data as of 7 March 2011

The popularity of social networking sites is also having an impact
on the box office collections and determining audience
preferences for specific movies, genres, actors etc. Indian
consumers today are sharing the verdict of a film within their
individual networks through social networking platforms and
often even before the first critic's review is published.
Filmmakers and exhibitors now have the ability to seek feedback,
understand viewing habits, and thereby build communities and
promotional schemes to reach out to their target audience.
Bookmyshow, an online portal to book movie tickets has
introduced a “Film Society” to cater to like minded movie goers
of Hollywood and World Cinema. Members gain exclusive access
to a club that screen 24 classic films in a year across 5 cities at an
annual membership cost54.
Meanwhile social networks act as a great marketing and
promotion platform for films. As opposed to mass media like
television and print, these platforms offer interactivity with the
end user. In order to promote the film “Teen Patti”, social
networking site ibibo invited players to play Teen Patti, a card
game with lead actor Amitabh Bachchan55.

Fan Club Data

Facebook56


Movie – My Name is Khan

85240


Cinema – PVR

4417


Shah Rukh Khan

10971


Cinema – SRS

3481


Yash Raj Films

217477


Action Movies

1296949

Potential for Hollywood in India
While the share of Hollywood this year for several multiplexes is
higher than what it was over the previous years, it may be an
indication of a trend likely to unfold. Moreover there were 531
Hollywood films made in 201057, but less than half were released
in India58. Of those released, only a handful of films with
sensibilities that cater to a larger audience were dubbed in local
languages. With growing success of Hollywood films at the
Indian box office and most large studios having presence in India,
we could see more Hollywood films being released on Indian
screens and contributing a greater share in overall revenues for
film exhibitors.

57. Box Office Mojo
58. Analysis of data compiled from Big Cinemas, Cinemax, Industry discussions
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Sequels of Indian films
With as many as 8 A list movie sequels in the pipeline, 2011-12
are likely to be promising years for Indian Hindi film industry. The
movie sequels of Munnabhai, Dhoom and Golmaal have each in
the past performed better than the original59 and are therefore
expected to do well.

“Social networking sites are acting as a great marketing and
promotional tool for films. It is also helping take ‘word-ofmouth’ promotion of movies to a different level by encouraging
moviegoers to share their reviews within their network thereby
creating a snowballing effect. Moreover, as these reviews/
opinions come from a trusted source, it resonates better with
the TG.”

Upcoming Sequels

– Sandeep Bhargava


Race 2

?
Don 2


Dhoom 3

?
Dabaang 2


Wanted 2

?
Housefull 2


Partner 2

?
Krrish 2
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Understanding the TG for each genre
in unique marketing initiatives to target local audiences at specific
locations across cities.

Industry players need to understand the size of their target
audience by identifying the right target group and keep in mind
the sensibilities of the audiences across each genre of films. This
could help them to prudently allocate film budgets and estimate
recoveries of their film ahead of its release. As filmmakers and
exhibitors invest in research, analytics, audience profiling and
CRM tools, they will be able to estimate a film's success based
on audience preferences. Exhibitors could also explore investing

The table below indicates preferences of different genres of
movies across age groups amongst a sample of movie goers
surveyed. The results indicate comedy as the most widely
preferred genre followed by action and romance. While there are
a few takers for documentary / short films, family drama is a
genre largely preferred by those who are 55 years and over.

Movie preference across age groups
14 years &
below

Age Groups
% of audience composition in
cinemas across the year
Action
Animation/ Children
Comedy

15 to 19 years

3%

20 to 24 years

21%

25 to 34 years

31%

35 to 44 years

45 to 54 years

55 years and
above

31%

10%

3%

1%

ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
üü
ü
ü
ü
üü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
üü
ü
ü
ü
üü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Documentary / Short Films

û

û

û

û

ü

ü

û

Epic/Period/ Historical

û

û

ü

û

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

Genres Family Drama

ü

ü

ü

ü

Fantasy/ Science Fiction

ü

ü

ü

û

û

û

û

Horror

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Political / Social Causes

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Romance
Suspense/ Thriller

Level of popularity
High

Low

Preference by percentage of cine goers
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Above 50%

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Between 40 to 50%

ü
ü
ü
ü

Between 30 to 40%

ü
ü
ü

Between 20 to 30%

ü
ü

Between 10 and 20%

ü

Between 1 to 10%

û

Below 1%

Note: Analysis based on data compiled by Retail Analytics Group - Big Cinemas
Based on a study conducted across 33 cities with an overall sample size of 12,300+

59. Box of collections
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Radio

The year in review
Revenue growth: Recovering from the impact of the slowdown,
the radio industry registered robust growth of around 24 percent
during the year. Growth was driven by both metros and nonmetro markets. For example, Radio Mirchi generated around 20
percent revenue growth in its smaller markets (Outside its top 10
markets)1. Similarly, the non-metro focused MY FM generated
close to 30 percent2 revenue growth. However, the top eight
metros still dominate the market, accounting for 70-75 percent3
of industry revenues. The average growth rate for the larger,
established players like Radio Mirchi, Big FM and Radio City was
in the range of 15-20 percent. For others like Fever FM, Red FM,
Radio One and MY FM, the average growth rate was in the range
of 45-50percent.

“Growth during the year was largely driven by volumes. In
the latter half of the year, many players also increased rates.
However, rates are still lower than the peak seen towards
the end of 2008.”
– Prashant Panday
CEO – Radio Mirchi

Profitability improvement: The industry showed a significant
improvement in profitability during the year. Profit margins (EBIT)
improved by 5-15 percent for the established players and 25-30
percent for the smaller players. A significant increase in revenues,
on a largely fixed cost base was one of the major drivers for the
profit improvement.
Advertising volume growth in RAM markets
80%

60%
50%

1. Investor conference call transcripts, Discussions with management,
2. Quarterly financial statements, Discussions with management
3. KPMG Analysis, Industry discussions

41%

39%

40%
30%

25%

28%

20%
10%
0%

Industry revenue growth was driven largely by volumes (Volumes
accounted for over 70-80 percent of the growth)4. In the
RAM markets, volumes increased by 39 percent during the year.
Players looked at a price increase only in the second half of the
year (In the range of 10-20 percent). However, prices are still off
the peak levels seen in the latter half of 20084. Utilization levels
are now in the 60-80 percent range in the top eight metros, and
in the 40-60 percent range in key non metros4,5,leaving room for
volume growth.

72%

70%
Advertising volume growth
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Mumbai

Delhi

Bengaluru

Kolkata

Overall

Source: RAM – Radio Consumption Behavior Study 2010

4. Industry discussions
5. Conference call transcripts for ENIL (Entertainment Network India Limited) and DB Corp

In addition, the Copyright Board declared an order in August,
moving from a fixed royalty fee, to a 2 percent share of
revenues6. While the matter has been appealed in court, the
industry is expecting a final resolution that will benefit the
industry as a whole. This is expected to have a significant impact
on profitability going forward. The change in royalty structure is
also expected to make the cost economics of radio in small
towns viable, as industry players are expected to see significant
margin benefits from this. For larger players like ENIL and
Reliance Broadcast Network, royalties accounted for around 7
percent and 12 percent of revenues respectively in FY 107. MY
FM, which is present largely in smaller towns, paid around 23
percent of its revenues as royalties in FY 20107.

Listenership trends: RAM also recently concluded the Universe
Update to its radio establishment survey. The survey showed a
significant increase in FM penetration in the four RAM markets,
from around 59 per cent in 2007 (When the initial establishment
survey was conducted) to around 77 percent in 20118. Penetration
increased significantly in Mumbai, Delhi and Bangalore, while
Kolkata remained flat. This points to a potential for increased FM
penetration, over time, in other cities as well. Another key finding
of the survey was the emergence of FM enabled mobile phones
as the key device for FM listenership across cities.

Growth in FM penetration 2007 to 2011, RAM markets
100%

Profitability improvement 2010 Vs 2009

80%
FM penetration

20%
10%
0%
PBIT Margins

88%

-10%
-20%

60%

87%
77%

71%

70%

63%

59%

64%

59%

51%

40%
20%

-30%
-40%

0%

-50%

Mumbai

-60%

Delhi

Bengaluru

2007

-70%
Radio Mirchi

Fever FM
2009

Radio One
2010

Source: Company quarterly financial reports
Please note: Date refers to calendar year; For Radio One, first 3 quarters considered

6. Press articles, Industry discussions
7. Citi Group report 'Radio – Tune In', November 2010
8. RAM Radio Establishment Survey, Universe Update 2011

My FM
Source: RAM Radio Establishment Survey, Universe Update 2011

Kolkata
2011

Overall
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While music remains the primary format for the industry, the year
also saw some radio channels experiment with new content
forms. These included mythology based formats (E.g. Ramayan
on Fever FM and MY FM), reality shows (Radio Mirchi’s
Generation A-Star) and comedy based formats (Radio City’s Nage
Habba)9,10. Some of these shows received a good response from
the audience.

the top ten during the year. Some advertiser categories are also
becoming more selective about stations, using stations where
they see a fit with their target audience. Events and activations
continued to account for 10 - 15 percent of revenues, for the
major players10.

Ranking of top 10 product categories on radio (2009 and 2010)
Change in FM device ownership - 2007 to 2009

2009

2010

TV channel promotions

Property/real estate

Cellular phone services

Cellular phone services

Social advertisements

TV channel promotions

Independent retailers

Independent retailers

40%

Property/real estate

Social advertisements

20%

Educational institutions

Cellular phones

Airlines

Jewelry

Insurance-life

Educational institutions

Election campaign

Corporate/ brand image

Jewelry

Automobiles

100%

Device ownership

80%
60%

0%
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Source: RAM Radio Establishment Survey, Universe Update 2011

Source: RAM - Radio Consumption Behavior Study 2010

Advertising trends: Local advertising continued to remain a

With a significant increase in utilization levels, prices firming up,
the potential resolution of the royalties issue and profitability
improving, the industry has taken a significant step, during the
year, towards long term sustainability. Industry players will now
look towards the Phase Three policies to improve cost economics
further, and provide an impetus for growth.

strong contributor to industry revenues, accounting for around 40
percent10 of ad revenues. Categories like cellular phone services,
TV channel promotions, independent retailers, jewellery and
educational institutions remained strong advertisers in 2010. Real
estate, which was hit during the recession, jumped to the
number one position during the year. Automobiles, cellular phone
equipment and corporate/ brand image advertisements were new
entrants in

9. Press articles
10. Industry discussions
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Sector Projections
The industry is forecast to grow at a 20 percent CAGR till 2015,
from the current base of around INR 10.0 Bn. Correspondingly,
radio's share of media ad spends is expected to increase from
around four per cent currently to ~five per cent by 201511.

“Some advertiser categories are becoming loyal to
stations where they see a fit with their target
audience, rather than spreading their ad spends
across stations.”
– Sanjay Hemady
COO – Hit 95 FM

Regulatory update
The big story around regulation remains the expectation of Phase
Three licensing. Policy for Phase Three was discussed in the
recent Group of Ministers meeting in January 2011. The following
are the key policy changes that are expected by the industry, as
part of Phase Three licensing:
1.

Industry revenues (INR Billion)

30
24.9

25
CAGR 20%

20

21.2

2. It is expected that the period for licenses awarded in Phase
Three will be extended to 15 years (In Phase Two, the license
period was ten years). The government is also looking at
allowing existing license holders to extend their licenses to
fifteen years, on payment of a migration fee.

18

14.5

15
10

8.1

10.0

11.9

5
0
2009

2010

2011p

2012p

2013p

2014p

2015p

Source: KPMG Analysis; Based on past industry growth and estimated growth
from existing cities and new cities to be added in Phase 3

Increasing listenership is expected to contribute to growth. As
per the recent Universe Update study conducted by RAM, FM
listenership in the four metros where RAM is available has
crossed 70 percent. FM radio is currently available in 91 towns. In
Phase Three, licenses will be up for bidding in over 200 additional
towns. Taking into account potential for increased penetration in
existing locations, and the growth potential from new towns, FM
listenership could increase by a 15 percent CAGR till 2015.
Forecast listenership growth

21
CAGR 15%

40
20
0

55

5. Permission for a single operator to own multiple frequencies
in a city is expected (Subject to the condition the city must
have three operators, with no operator owning more than 40
percent of the frequencies). This will have an impact on larger
cities (with over five frequencies), where operators will be
allowed to own two or more stations.

Potential increase in FDI limit from 20 percent to 26 percent
could result in increased from foreign players, given the
profitability improvement seen in the last year.

In addition to the above, the industry is also looking at support
from the government in other areas such as exemption from
service tax and permission for using corporate brands for FM
radio stations.

55

60

4. Permission for networking of content, within the network of
an operator (networking of stations across operators will not
be permitted), across categories of cities is expected.
However, this may be subject to a stipulation that a minimum
of 20 percent of the content for any station be produced/
sourced locally. Networking of content is currently only
allowed for smaller C and D category cities.

7.

122

120

80

3. Permission to relay news (To be sourced from Prasar Bharati
and broadcast unaltered), sports and current affairs content is
expected. This will enable broadcasters to provide more
variety to their listeners.

6. Prasar Bharati rentals for transmission infrastructure could be
potentially lowered.

140

100

The award of licenses under Phase Three will be through the
electronic auction route, unlike in Phase Two, where it was
through closed auction process.

100

2010
Towns in Phase 3

Impact of Phase Three

2015
Existing towns

Source: KPMG Analysis; Industry discussions

11. KPMG analysis; Based on forecast growth in advertising across sectors

Total

Phase Three licensing is expected to be announced later in the
year. As part of this phase, around 800 licenses are being made
available both in the 91 existing Phase Two and in over 200
additional towns. A majority of the new licenses are on offer in
new, primarily smaller towns. Hence, unlike Phase Two, it is not
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Forecast Sector Growth

FM Listenership (Million)

Radio is increasingly gaining acceptance among advertisers,
which is expected to result in higher ad spends on radio. There
are a number of advertiser categories that are currently under
penetrated on radio, which could potentially increase spend.
Advertisers are also increasingly focusing on non-metro markets,
given the rising purchasing power of these markets. Phase Three
licensing, where licensees will be on offer in over 200 additional
towns is hence likely to be a catalyst for growth. The resolution of
the royalties issue and improved profitability could also encourage
more investment in the sector, facilitating growth.
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likely to result in a significant supply addition in existing markets.
It will therefore not lead to pressures on inventory utilization rates
and pricing, allowing for a more stable phase of industry growth.

Distribution of licenses on offer in Phase Three
Top 8
metros

Other cities
in top 30

Other smaller cities

50

65

143

682

9

8

24

3

Please note: The area under each column indicates the total licenses available in that category of cities
Existing licenses

Unallocated licenses available from phase II

New licenses in phase III

Source: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting; KPMG Analysis
Please note: Analysis refers to top cities by population

Revenue growth
The industry will see growth from existing licenses (through
increased inventory utilization), from new licenses in the existing
cities and through the addition of new cities as a part of Phase
Three12. As the new cities being added in Phase Three are
primarily small towns, they are not expected to contribute a large
share of industry growth in the medium term.

Private FM Radio industry - contributors to growth

120%
100%
Contribution to growth
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80

100%

New cities
in Phase 3

Total

31%

80%
60%

19%

50%

40%
20%
0%
Volume growthexisting licensees

Source: KPMG Analysis

12. Please note: The impact of price increase have been factored into each of these

New licenses
in existing cities
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Cost economics

Strategies for Phase Three

With the high revenue growth seen during the past year, and the
resolution of the royalty issue, cost economics for the industry
have improved significantly. In addition, permission for networking
content across categories of cities is expected to be granted as
part of Phase Three licensing (With a stipulation of a minimum 20
percent local content). This could help players build more cost
effective models, with potential for over 20 percent savings on
operating costs. This could be across staff/ talent costs,
marketing spends, premises and administrative costs.

In addition to improving cost economics, Phase Three presents an
opportunity for industry players to strengthen their network of
stations. Depending on their current network model, players may
adopt different strategies in Phase Three:

Indicative station cost break up (Non metro)

National Network

Metro focused


Reliance: Big FM (44)

?
Mid-day: Radio One (7)


Sun Group: Red FM (46)

?
HT Media: Fever FM (4)


ENIL: Radio Mirchi (32)

MBPL: Radio City (21)

Others 35%

Marketing 10%

Premises 11%
Transmission 13%

Independent / limited network

?
Synergy Media: MY FM (17)


Clear Media: Hit 95 FM (1)

?
Malar Group: Hello FM (7)


Jupiter Capital: Indigo (2)

?
Jagran Group: Mantra FM (7)


ABP: Friend (1)

Please Note: Number in brackets indicates the number of stations
Source: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting; Company websites; KPMG Analysis

License fees 10%

Royalty 3%

Source: KPMG Analysis

“There is a lot of potential for the emergence of regional
radio networks - these could offer an attractive proposition to
advertisers. Resolution of the royalties issue has made
smaller cities more financially viable. In addition, with
permission for content networking across categories of cities
expected in Phase 3, the economics for such regional
networks are attractive.”
– Apurva Purohit
CEO – Radio City

In addition, permission for multiple frequencies in a city is
expected to be granted as part of Phase Three. This could also
potentially improve cost economics as the incremental costs for
an additional frequency are significantly lower than for an
independent station. There is potential for operational cost
savings on staff/ manpower, premises, marketing and overheads
related costs. On the capital expenditure front, there is potential
for savings on studio infrastructure, IT and office infrastructure.

Impact on industry structure
Permission for content networking is likely to result in increased
development of regional network models, given the potential for
better cost economics. For example, Radio City has already built a
successful regional network of nine stations in Maharashtra, by
networking class C and D cities (Permitted under
Phase Two)13. There is potential to extend this model to other
regions/ states.
The permission for multiple frequencies is expected to result in
established players looking to acquire additional stations in larger
cities, to build focused formats.

13. Discussions with management

Regional focused

1. Players with extensive National Networks like Big FM and Red
FM (Over 40 stations each) could use Phase Three as an
opportunity to expand their footprint further, positioning
themselves as the players with the largest reach across India.
National networks with a smaller number of stations, like
Radio Mirchi (32 stations currently) and Radio City (20 stations
currently), may focus on building up select regional networks.
Given their existing presence in metros, the national networks
may look to acquire a second station to build focused formats
in these markets.
2. Metro Focused players are likely to look at expanding their
presence across metros/ mini metros. In addition, they too
may look to acquire a second station in key metros for
focused formats.
3. Regional Players are likely to look at acquiring select metros/
mini metros to strengthen the proposition of their regional
networks. They could also look at expanding the footprint of
their regional networks by selectively acquiring smaller
stations.
4. Independent stations/ Limited Network Players may look to
largely focus on their existing markets, and may not bid
aggressively for new licenses. They could also emerge as
acquisition targets for the larger networks, as they try to
acquire second station in the key metros.
5. In addition, in the light of the improved cost economics, and
the expectation from Phase Three licensing, there could be
interest in the sector from new players. These could include
regional print players looking to leverage the radio opportunity,
as well as music companies.
6. There are plans to grow the network of All India Radio as well.
AIR is looking to launch a total of 320 FM radio stations.
Overall, there is likely to be lot of interest for the limited stations
on offer in the large metros/ mini metros, which could potential
push up license acquisition costs in these markets.
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Staff 18%
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Citadel Broadcasting – regional radio clusters in the
United States
Citadel Broadcasting is one of the largest radio broadcasting
companies in the United States. It is dominant in smaller and
middle markets, through its strategy of developing leading
‘station clusters’ in key regions. A cluster of stations offer a
stronger value proposition to advertisers who want to target an
entire region. This enables Citadel to compete more effectively
with print and television players.
In addition, this generates operational efficiencies through
shared infrastructure and personnel. For example, the company
adopts a cluster sales strategy, and does not have a separate ad
sales team for each location in region.
The content strategy is also critical to the model. By developing
content that caters to regional tastes, it creates a deeper
connect with regional audiences. In addition, a local community
flavor is also created for each station, through local news, public
affairs programming and coverage of community events.
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Citadel Broadcasting was recently acquired by Cumulus Media
Inc, in a USD 2.5 Billion cash and stock deal.

Source: Company Annual Report; Press Articles

Key risks, issues and challenges
The industry has made significant progress, during the year,
towards long term sustainability. While profit margins turned
positive for a few players, most made a significant step in that
direction. The major challenge for the industry will be using Phase
Three licensing effectively, to build on these gains, through the
following:
1.

While the electronic auction planned for Phase Three
increases transparency, it could prove a stumbling block. A
number of players have strong strategic reasons to acquire
stations in the metros/ mini metros. Frequency availability is
limited these markets, and the government may set the floor
auction price as the highest price realized in Phase Two. This
could result in high bid prices for these frequencies. Industry
players should hence be careful in their bidding strategy.

2. The permission for content networking provides an
opportunity to build a profitable business model even in small
cities, through regional networks. However, choosing the
right cities for the regional network (with similar audience
profiles), delivering the right mix of content (E.g. Hindi Vs
regional language, coverage of issues etc.) and building an ad
sales model that leverages both local (retail) and regional/
national advertisers will be critical to the success of this
model.
3. To leverage the multiple frequencies opportunity, players
could build focused formats around language, music genres
and demographics that have a broad based appeal. Niche
formats (E.g. International music) have not been able to gain
significant scale in the Indian market.
4. In addition, measurement continues to remain a challenge for
the industry, particularly in the markets where RAM is not
available. Expanding coverage of the measurement system
remains a challenge for the industry.

“The e-auction methodology for phase 3 could
potentially result in irrational bids. The industry
should be careful to bid based on the cost
economics of individual cities.”
– Prashant Panday
CEO – Radio Mirchi
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Music

From low keys to
high pitches

06
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Music

2010, year of structural shift
The Indian music industry is likely to undergo rapid evolution in an
era of dynamic and multiple business models enabled by
technology and changing user behavior. Unlike before, music
companies are gearing-up to provide consumers legitimate
platforms to download music digitally. Rollout of 3G services,
increased mobile and broadband penetration, technological
advances and availability of low-cost smart phones are operating
in nexus and opening new avenues for music consumption. The
industry is gearing up to unleash the potential of digital music
consumption.

2010 witnessed a transition of the Indian music industry from
physical to digital platforms. For the first time sales of music
through digital platforms surpassed the physical sales. The year
saw music companies entering into partnerships with social
networking platforms to promote music content and exploit the
power of the internet to communicate with their listeners.
Redeveloping business strategies, development of creative
methodologies to package and distribute music content,
consolidation of music labels and convergence of media
platforms were the key highlights of 2010.

Sector performance of Indian industry
20.00

18.66

18.00
14.00

12.71

12.00

10.86

10.00
8.00

7.78

6.00
4.00
2.00
-

1.35
1.38

15.55

16.00
INR billion
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high pitches

0.07
0.26
1.11

7.43 0.12
0.32
1.44

7.30 0.17
0.39
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6.34

5.55
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7.78

0.21
0.46
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8.53

0.50
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14.15

Physical
Source: KPMG Analysis

2007

2008

Digital

0.63
0.61
5.18

7.26

0.94
0.96

9.08

11.80

14.75

4.47
3.20

2006

8.98

0.78
0.77

1.13
1.15

2009

2010

2.56
2011p

Radio and Television

2.05
2012p

1.74
2013p

1.48
2014p

1.18
2015p

Public Performance

Revenue streams
(INR billion)

2007

2008

2009

2010

CAGR
(2007-10)

2011p

2012p

2013p

2014p

2015p

CAGR
(2010-15)

Physical

5.6

4.9

4.5

3.2

-17%

2.6

2.0

1.7

1.5

1.2

-18%

Digital

1.4

1.9

2.6

4.2

42%

5.2

7.3

9.1

11.8

14.8

29%

Radio and Television

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.7

29%

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.1

1.4

15%

Public performance

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.5

61%

0.6

0.8

0.9

1.1

1.4

22%

Total

7.4

7.3

7.8

8.5

5%

9.0

10.9

12.7

15.6

18.7

17%

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

Indian music industry is estimated to be worth INR 8.53 billion in
2010 registering a growth of 9.64 percent over 20091. The
industry witnessed a 28 percent decline in sales of physical
music i.e. sales via compact discs (CDs) and other physical forms
netted by a significant jump of 57 percent in digital musicconsumed either via download or through streaming, from
internet sites and via mobile phones.
Robust growth of few players was a result of the creative
initiatives taken to approach the market and manage delivery of
music content. Some like Universal Music tied up with telecom
companies like Reliance, resulting in an almost 75 percent growth
in their digital revenues in the year 20102 while others like
Saregama went online to register a growth of 19 percent for the
nine months ended 31 Dec 2010, over its revenue for the same
period in 20093.
The industry is expected to grow at a CAGR of 17 percent to be
worth INR 18.66 billion by 2015 with digital music acting as a key
growth driver1.
1. KPMG Analysis
2. Industry research and interviews
3. Saregama's financial results from www.saregama.com
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Diverging trends of Physical and Digital
16.00

14.75

14.00

INR Billion

2010: the year Digital surpassed Physcial
9.08
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7.26
5.55
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-

1.11

1.44

2006
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1.88

2008

2.64

Physical music

5.18
4.15

4.00
2.00

Going forward, the digital music contribution to industry revenues
is expected to touch 79 percent by 2015 as opposed to 14
percent in 20064.

11.80

12.00

3.20

2.56

2.05

1.74

1.48

1.18

2009

2010 2011P 2012P 2013P 2014P 2015P

Physical

Digital

Source: KPMG analysis
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Digital
4.15

Physical formats such as audio cassettes and compact discs,
which accounted for approximately 81 percent of the industry
revenues in 2006 accounted for only 38 percent in 2010. A
consistent volume de-growth of physical formats coupled with
factors such as price erosion, piracy, emergence of non-physical
formats such as mobile value added services, has contributed to
the changing revenue mix. By 2015, share of physical revenues is
expected to decline to 6 percent of total industry revenue4.

Radio and Television
Television and radio together contributed eight percent to the
total industry revenues, up from six percent in 2009. The
relatively low cost of launching a music channel has resulted in 40
music channels operational on television in 20107.

Music industry distribution in 2010 (INR in billion)

Radio and television
0.68

operators. A large part of this growth has occurred in the last 1218 months, i.e. through calendar year 20106.

Public
Performance
0.50

Physical
3.20

Source: KPMG analysis

Digital music
Digital distribution of music is fast gaining prominence over music
distribution in the physical form. The consumption of digital music
has witnessed a CAGR of 42 percent4 marking a significant shift
in consumer preference to consume music in digital formats. As
mobile and broadband penetration in India continues to grow and
with the rollout of high speed 3G data services, the structure of
music industry is expected to witness a sea change.
The industry witnessed emergence of music giants from diverse
fields. With revenues surpassing those of Saregama, India's
largest music company is now Music Bharti, which is part of the
telecom group- Bharti Airtel. The handset manufacturer, Nokia
which diversified into online music sales through its OVI store
considers India as one of its most important consumer markets.
The company has more than 1 million Indian users contributing to
16 percent to its global downloads5. Hungama's online music
store has a wide range of music collection and for INR 99 per
month, one can download unlimited music. Hungama is
considered as a formidable player in the digital music space.
A large number of mobile phone users have started consuming
music using the mobile radio interface given the proliferation of
mobile phones and migration to low cost data plans. Mobile
radio, has grown to an INR 6 billion top-line business for telecom

4. KPMG Analysis
5. Indian music industry on a song, Oct 3, 2010, Economic Times; Nokia launches Ovi Store with
operator billing on Reliance, Feb 24, 2010; KPMG Analysis
6. Industry research and interviews
7. TAM

The segment is expected to grow at a CAGR of 15 percent in
next five years to reach INR 1.38 billion by 2015. However, the
Copyright Board's recommendation of a revenue sharing model
between radio and music companies is likely to flatten the
revenue contribution of broadcasters. As per the
recommendation, around two percent of the net advertising
revenues of radio companies are to be passed on as royalty to
the music companies. This is as opposed to the earlier
arrangement which required some players in the radio industry to
pay as much as 20 percent of their revenues as royalties on a
fixed charge per needle hour basis8. The shift from needle-hour
rate to revenue sharing model is expected to squeeze down
revenues for music companies. Indian music companies will see
a drop in revenues from radio royalties, from 7-8 percent of net
advertising revenues in the needle hour rate era, down to about
two percent of net advertising revenues earned by radio
companies9.
The auction of Phase-III radio licenses is expected to provide
impetus to the music industry with about additional 700 licenses
in tier II and III cities added to the addressable market. Although
the immediate term impact will be negligible, over the medium to
long term music companies are likely to benefit from increased
penetration of radio through both additional radio royalties and
increased revenues from music sales2.

Public performances
On the back of addressability of venues and policy initiatives,
public performance is expected to increase revenue flows for
music companies. The segment has grown at a robust CAGR of
sixty thrice percent in the last five years, to reach a size of INR
0.50 billion in 201010. Increasing coverage of organized merchant
establishments such as pubs and restaurants and emergence of
concert culture amongst youth is expected to provide impetus to
the music industry's revenue streams through this channel. The
segment is projected to be worth INR 1.35 billion by 2015,
contributing seven percent to the revenue streams of music
companies10.

8. Music royalty issue: Music Cos slam Copyright Board's order; fear negative impact on entire
entertainment industry, 31 August 2010, www.exchange4media.com
9. Industry research (http://www.exchange4media.com) interviews and the Entertainment Network
India annual report for 2009-10
10. Industry Discussions and KPMG Analysis
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“As India gets more affluent, aspirational and international in its
outlook, public performances and live concerts will see
exponential growth. People in India will want their lifestyles to
reflect that of their friends in other parts of the world. So if
Shakira comes to India, people will want to witness her live
performance. SONY MUSIC is building a business around
music talent management and live music concerts.”

amongst Indians when compared with consumers in G7
countries and BRIC average. The survey revealed that 65 percent
of Indians are willing to pay for at least some online mobile
content- this is much higher than what consumers in other
geographies are willing to pay.

78%

– Mr. Shridhar Subramaniam
President – India and Middle East,
Sony Music Entertainment India Private Limited

G7: 22%
BRIC: 57%
India: 65%
37%
35%

Trends
Copyright law likely to impact film music

43%
35%

28%
22%
8%

14%

– Mr. Rajat Kakar
Managing Director – Universal Music India Private Limited

G7 (n=1844)

No, I would not be willing
to pay for access to the
site content and would look for
the same or similar content
elsewhere through a free site

Yes, I would be willing
to pay for access to the
site content, but only
for specific sections

BRIC (n=1230)

India (n=300)

Source: KPMG’s Consumers & Convergence IV Survey, August 2010

Music is the largest contributor to VAS revenues of the telecom
industry and is expected to continue being the biggest driver of
revenues as it contains caller tunes, ring tones downloads etc.
which is a popular segment. With the rollout of high speed 3G
data services, digital distribution platforms such as full track
downloads, streaming music and subscriptions, are likely to
evolve.
Breakup of non-voice revenue
(Fy10)

If we correlate this with the trend in US and Europe, Indian music
industry will need to work towards streamlining the processes of
licensing, collection and distribution of royalties along with
keeping the administrative costs under control. Lessons can be
learnt from the way SoundExchange, the performance rights
organization in US has helped streamline the licensing, collection
and distribution of royalties12 and development of Global
Repertoire Database (GRD) in Europe which can lead to
estimated savings of Euros 100 million each year in copyright
administration costs by simplifying the current system of
licensing, collection and distribution13.

Explosion of music consumption with the advent
of 3G
The 549 million-plus active mobile subscribers14 in India will have
their first true broadband experience when 3G services are rolled
out and stabilized. The true impact of 3G is expected to be felt by
early-2012. The imminent entry of large players providing these
services is expected to revolutionize the market dynamics and
create a new set of revenue streams, content delivery platforms
and consumption patterns.

Others 29%
Music 56%

Special SMS 15%

(Fy15)

Others 41%

Music 46%

Special SMS 13%

Source: Crisil Research

According to KPMG Consumer and Convergence Survey IV,
August 2011, propensity to buy mobile content is highest

11. Introduced in the Rajya Sabha on 19 April 2010 and currently awaiting consideration and passing in
Parliament.
12. Industry research on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SoundExchange

13. Music Industry working on global copyright database, Jan 21, 2011, www.reuters.com
14. Telecom Regulatory Authority Of India
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“As the IPR related issues are becoming more and more
prevalent and with copyright changes being suggested, a full
time Copyright Board which understands the nuances of IPR is
the need of the hour.”

Yes, I would be willing
to pay for access to the
content of the entire site

11

The Copyright Amendment Bill 2010 seeks to amend The
Copyright Amendment Act, 1957 by creating rights for the music
composer, lyricist and singers. Once passed, the Bill would bring
in a paradigm shift in the Indian music industry where thus far the
rights are owned by music companies. This will result in reduction
in price paid by music companies for music, since they will no
longer own the right but merely enjoy a right to commercially
exploit the music content. With the emergence of multiple
stakeholders the relative strength of music companies to exploit
the economic rights hitherto acquired upon buying music rights
could go down. However, the precise impact on the music
businesses in the medium to long term remains to be seen.
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Surge in the number of devices leading to newer
platforms for consuming music
The Indian market is witnessing a surge in the volume sales of
mobile devices. About 140 million devices have been reportedly
sold in 2010, which is 19 percent over the 117 million sold in the
previous year. It is estimated that by 2014 this number is likely to
reach 206 million15. India is the second largest wireless market in
the world, after China, with 636 million mobile subscribers
(reported in mid-2010)15. The existing mobile phone subscriber
base plus the technological advancement of handsets coupled
with the 3G platform will help the market for music services
grow, adding to revenues of music companies.

MTV's newly-launched 'Music Meter' has been developed on
the premise that music sales, whether CDs or downloads, no
longer tell the full story about audience's music tastes.
YouTube is the most popular music player and social media
can influence what listeners end up streaming via services
like Last.fm, Spotify and Rdio. The Echo Nest-developed
Music Meter is a chart ranking online buzz around music acts,
taking into account mentions on Twitter; blog posts; news
articles; streams and purchases. The chart is updated daily
and is designed to allow listeners easily discover new artists
and records.
Source: Company Website (Viacom18)

Globally, YouTube has been used by music companies to
distribute music. Licensing arrangements have helped music
companies earn revenues either on a per user view basis or from
a share in the advertising revenues19. In.com partnered with Sony
Music for live streaming Shakira's first single SheWolf20.
Taking cue from global successes various music labels in India
have entered into strategic partnerships with social networking
websites. These social networks are actively being leveraged for
promotion activities.

– Mr. Shridhar Subramaniam
President – India and Middle East,
Sony Music Entertainment India Private Limited


ibibo.com has partnership agreements with Sony Music, EMI

Saregama and Warner Music20

Bigadda.com has promoted Bollywood properties like

Handsets with Music player
(As a percentage of total India shipments)

Kambakht Ishq and Love Aaj Kal20.

Hungama Mobile has launched a unique social music-on-

37%
29%
Percentage
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“Mobile radio could become the next big thing for the music
industry. Its instantaneous, it's portable, it's on-demand, it's
what you want. This has grown from nowhere to an INR 600
crore top-line business for the operators. Mobile Radio is
growing at 25% - 30% every year. This service is a music
business as it is about experiencing full songs on demand.”

20%

CY 2007

demand service called 'MusicConnect' for Aircel subscribers.
The service enables Aircel subscribers to enjoy their favorite
songs via interactive voice response (IVR) on their mobile
device via the mobile internet. This can be shared using social
networking sites like Facebook and Twitter21.

Rise of app-economy promoting music
consumption

CY 2008

CY 2009

Source: IDC's India Mobile Handsets Tracker, Q1 2010 (June release)

Social media is expected to be a significant driver
for music consumption

The era of watching music videos on television is seeing
increased competition with computer and mobile phones
emerging as strong contenders. According to a global music
consumption survey conducted by Synovate22, 57 percent of
respondent claimed that they watched music videos on TV while
46 percent watched them on the computer. Another 16 percent
used their mobile phones, which was highest in India at 38
percent. The young tech savvy consumers are fast opting for
downloading music and music apps via mobile phones. With
emergence of smart phones and tablets the need to carry
separate music players is fast declining.

Indian music fraternity is finally exploring the potential of social
networking sites as a promotional tool. In Nov 2010, more than
35 million16 Indians were logged on to some kind of social
network with more than 17.3 million17 Facebook users.
Social networking sites are emerging as the favoured medium of
labels and independent musicians to promote new albums and
create a buzz. Globally music companies have been leveraging
social networks such as MySpace, Facebook and Twitter to
popularize artists and their music by enabling artists to
communicate to their audiences through these interactive
platforms18.

15. India mobile handset 2010 sales to rise 19 pct – Gartner, Jul 29, 2010, www.reuters.com and
interviews
16. Millions on the wall, Feb 5, 2011, Business today (http://businesstoday.intoday.in/bt/story/facebookexpands-its-reach/1/12900.html)
17. India Tech News (http://www.indian-tech-news.com/248-million-users-registered-on-facebook-in2010/4568/)

18. Industry research (http://profy.com/2009/01/10/music-industry-getting-serious-about-socialnetworking/)
19. Industry research (http://paidcontent.org/article/419-youtube-a-money-maker-for-music-labels-butwhat-about-google/)
20. Industry Research (Packing an online punch, 16 September 2009)
21. Industry research (http://www.radioandmusic.com/content/editorial/news/hungama-aircel-integratemobile-music-and-sns-new-service)
22. Global survey reveals music trends rocking fans across the world, January 28, 2010, Synovate
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Application

Ilike

Features
Provides information about bands, videos, sample tracks, tour
information, and more
12.3 million monthly active users
Provides visitors the ability to stream music while checking out
tour dates and band news

Emergence of Regional Market
Growth of digital formats and increased penetration of radio is
expected to provide a huge impetus to the regional music
industry. The industry has mixed views about the impact of
additional 700 licenses. However, it is likely to provide a boost to
the regional music industry in the medium to long term. Regional
music labels are ensuring monetization of the trend by forging
early partnerships with digital content providers.
?
Mauj Mobile, content and mobile marketing services

RootMusic

Allows users to see Tweets directly on the page
Bands can also enable visitors to download music tracks for free
Fans can stream songs, gift them to friends or share them in their
news feeds

Involver

The application creates a Music tab on the artist's fan page and
houses all of the features, including links to external sites where
people can purchase music and more

provider, has entered into a consortium with major regional
music labels like Inreco, Hindusthan, Manorama Music, JS
Audio, Vani and Audio Tracks to develop a pan-India reach25.
?
Indiatimes 58888 has acquired mobile and internet rights for

Sarthak Music, an Oriya label 26, and entered into content
acquisition alliance with Aananda Audio Video (AAV), a
Karnataka music label27.
?
Spice has tied up with big regional labels such as VeeGee and

SurMandir26.

An application that taps into the viral appeal of Facebook games

The game is trying to create a virtual market for real-life
musicians, and help them make real money in the process

Emerging business models –Bundled services
and Ad-funded services
Most mobile music services are currently offered using the payper-track or subscription based pricing models. However globally,
mobile operators and service providers are now moving towards
offering bundled services or advertising-funded models.

Source: Options Continue to Grow for Musicians on Facebook, March 01, 2010, Inside Facebook

Music companies getting into music related
services – merchandising, artist management
Music companies are increasingly getting into the realm of music
related services, as they focus on the 360-degree aspect of
exploiting music rights. Universal Music Group's expansion into
non-music categories through Bravado, Twenty First Artists,
Trinifold, and 5B indicates the importance the music sector places
on 360-degree music services23.
On the re-release of the Rolling Stones' 1972 album "Exile on
Main Street", Bravado launched more than 100 items, from
baseball caps to boxes containing signed lithographs. The huge
range of items at different prices meant products found their way
into budget stores like Target as well as departmental stores like
Bloomingdale's24.
Scorcher, a rapper from London, set up a clothing label even
before he made his first video. He invariably wears his own
products in the music videos that he gives away on websites like
YouTube. Scorcher is not so much selling music as using music to
sell merchandise.
This way of doing business is expected to pick up in India as
music companies realize the potential of providing the consumer
a 360-degree music service.

A number of operators are now offering mobile music services to
their subscribers bundled as part of their monthly voice and
messaging subscription. Bundled model for mobile music
services also includes services such as Nokia's 'Comes With
Music' and the SingTel AMPed service where access to music is
bundled with the purchase of selected mobile devices.
Advertising-funded content is emerging as an attractive business
model. Sweden-based Spotify and U.K. based we7 for instance,
are sites that allow users the option of listening to free music,
supported by advertisement content, either online or offline, from
the mobile or from their computer. Telecom companies in India
now offer a monthly subscription model to their subscribers
where at a discounted price, users can opt to have
advertisements play on their mobile screen while they listen to
tracks. It also enables labels to let users listen to promotional
tracks free for a limited period of time.
Secure Digital Container AG provides an ad-funded mobile music
service that displays ads on the handset screen while users are
listening to tracks. The company offers a monthly subscription at
a discounted price. Users can opt to have advertising playing on
their mobile screen while they listen to tracks, and it also enables
labels to let users listen to promotional tracks free for a limited
period of time. In both cases, the revenue from advertising is
shared with the label. The first major carrier to start offering
SDC's ad-funded music service is Australian operator Telstra.

“In the future to come, there will not be a plain vanilla music
record company per se, there will be a 'music conglomerate'
which will be doing business in various aspects wherever
music is utilized.”
– Mr. Rajat Kakar
Managing Director – Universal Music India Private Limited

23. Industry research (http://www.universalmusic.com/overview) and interviews
24. What's working in music: Having a ball, The Economist, October 15th 2010
25. Mauj Signs Distribution Deal With Major Music Labels, Aug 3 2010

26. Music Deals: Indiatimes-Sarthak Music; Spice Digital-Hungama, March 9, 2011
27. Indiatimes establishes majority share in Kannada mobile music market, May 19, 2010
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Hit or Not

It gives users the ability to vote up the “value” of certain songs
and artists, as well as purchase the music they hear in the
application.
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Service pricing model

Description

Pay-per-track

Subscriber pay the operator a one time fee to
download individual tracks or an album.

Subscription

Subscribers pay the operator a regular fee (usually
monthly) for a limited or unlimited number of
downloads or streaming services.

Bundled

Subscribers receive a limited or unlimited allowance
of downloads or streamed tracks as part of the
mobile subscription.

Advertising Funded

Subscribers receive a limited or unlimited allowance
of downloads or streamed tracks at subsidised rates,
or for free, if they opt to have advertised displayed
on their mobile screen, or audio advertisements
while they are listening to tracks.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

Source: Informa Telecoms & Media

Indian music companies are also selectively progressing in this
manner.

Hungama Mobile has an 'All you can download' subscription
plan where consumer gets access to content such as music
tracks, ringtones, videos and mobile wallpapers, at a price
point of INR 99/month, alongside other limited download
options. The plan provides users flexibility to access content
using either their computer or their mobile phone28.
29


Other players like Manoramic have similar models, where

they allow users either single download or limited
subscription based options for full track downloads.
Google has launched music search for India called 'Google
music India labs' where people can listen to full track Hindi
songs from their partners (in.com, Saavn and Saregama) for
free supported by advertisements

Sachet-ization of music
With a size of over 400 million30, the base of the pyramid offers a
large explorable market for different players. Indian music
companies are attempting to broad base the market by employing
techniques to sachetize music content and enhance penetration
at the base of the pyramid. The current telecom market
comprises mobile subscribers who download CRBTs or songs
and stay subscribed them for at least a month. Given the ticket
size of INR 15-20, it currently excludes the untapped market of
the low end of the prepaid mobile phone subscribers, who have
credits between INR 2-10 on their mobile phones at any point in
time.
The trend is akin to what FMCG companies did with shampoos
and soaps in the mid-1990s to reach the rural consumer with low
price point preference and a huge pent up demand. A large
number of content owners are bullish on the prospects of tapping
this potential. Some of the prospective models include “All You
Can Listen in a Day”, a single day CRBT use and/or music offer for
a small fee. Mobile operators like Uninor have already launched
unlimited daily download of music at INR 2.5 per day31 and
Vodafone at a price point of INR 39/month32.

28. Industry research (http://www.hungama.com/how_to_download.php) and interviews
29. www.manoramic.com is a website owned by Mallers Inc a privately owned company based in Los
Angeles, USA that allows consumers based around the world to legally download their favorite music,
videos and movies
30. Financial Express - June 2010, http://www.financialexpress.com/news/at-the-bottom-of-thepyramid/633021/0
31. Industry research (http://www.uninor.in/UninorConnDtl/VAS/Pages/Unlimitedmusic.aspx) and
interviews

“RBT has grown by 10 percent in 2010. For 2011, the key is to
increase customer base. There is an opportunity to grow the
RBT business by making it accessible to low balance
subscribers. So we need to go down the route of 'sachet
pricing' and get into place a 'per day RBT' business.”
– Mr. Shridhar Subramaniam
President – India and Middle East,
Sony Music Entertainment India Private Limited

Direct-to-fan business model
As the music industry continues to evolve and search for a
sustainable and profitable business model, the direct-to-fan (D2F)
approach is making great advances, from artists just starting their
career up to superstars with massive fan bases.
Companies such as Topspin and Snocap have simplified the
process of selling music and generate revenues. Websites such
as Reverb Nation and Nimbit offer tools that enable artists to
build, interact with, and sell to their fan base.
Nimbit, a premier D2F provider, launched nimbitPro™ a fully
integrated solution allowing music professionals to easily manage
their entire business from one place. Artists can capture and
manage their entire fan base, execute targeted marketing
campaigns, generate direct sales across multiple storefronts and
distribution channels, and measure those efforts with detailed
real-time analytics from an online dashboard.
Reverb Nation gives artists a sizable toolkit to market and sell to
their fans, including a catalog of widgets that fill many purposes,
including streaming audio and tour routing. The site also provides
a back end for managing fan interaction, organizing street teams,
and social networking.
D2F has been a proven model for bands such as Radiohead and
Trent Reznor and is encouraging emerging musicians to replicate
the success. D2F is the new global business model which can
revitalize India's music industry and benefit artists across levels.

Measures to counter piracy become more
essential with the rise in digital music
consumption
Research by The Nielsen Company shows that in Spain and Brazil,
45 percent and 44 percent of active internet users respectively
use unlicensed services monthly. This compares with an average
of 23 percent across the top five markets in EU. Even in countries
with lower levels of unlicensed services consumption, the
volume of unauthorized music consumption vastly outdoes the
volume of legal music consumption. In the UK, for instance, 76
percent of the music obtained online in 2010 was unlicensed33.
The Nielsen survey found that a majority of the unauthorized
download happened via peer-to-peer networks (P2P) but that
Cyberlockers34 were increasingly used to share pirated music.
Historically, the anti-piracy focus of the Indian Music Industry
(IMI) has been on the physical cassette and CD piracy. However,
with the rapid advent and prominence of digital music piracy, its
focus has broadened to digital music as well. Until significant
initiatives are taken by the Indian Government to combat piracy,
such as the three-strike rule prevalent in certain parts of the
world35 where the government enforces compliance using ISP,
piracy is likely to continue growing in the coming years.
32. Industry research (http://www.vodafone.com/content/index/press/local_press_releases/south_africa/
vodafone_south_africa/another_first_forvodacom-unlimitedmusicdownloadsonvodafonelive.html)
33. IFPI Digital Music Report 2011
34. A cyberlocker is a category of online storage space (examples: MegaUpload, DropBox, HotFile,
RapidShare, MediaFire, MegaVideo), which can be used to store pirated music content in a password
protected environment and shared between users. It is difficult to monitor cyberlockers using
conventional surveillance tools, due to which they are gaining increasing prominence globally as a platform
for piracy.
35. Industry research (http://news.cnet.com/8301-31001_3-10381365-261.html) and interviews
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Radio: Two percent royalty to music companies

– Mr. Neeraj Roy
Managing Director and CEO – Hungama Digital Media
Entertainment Private Limited

“Piracy is rampant. It affects us 100 percent. When they shut
down four pirates, 40 more emerge. In my view, even if piracy
can be curbed to the extent of 50 percent the music industry
revenue can be substantially increased. If people who
download pirated music are put behind bars and their names
declared by the Government it will create a fear against
downloading pirated music. A simple example is how the
Government has jailed people caught drinking and driving. The
law needs to be implemented”.
– Mr. Ganesh Jain
Director – Venus Worldwide Entertainments Private Limited

Challenges for the music industry
Piracy
While the growth in digital music has to a great extent
compensated the steep decline in physical sales and helped the
sector grow, piracy continues to be a serious issue for digital
sales. With the advent and eventual roll out of 3G, the
expectation is that piracy will significantly rise, if specific
measures are not introduced by the Government. Due to the
digital format of music and pirate sites on the internet, piracy is
quickly taking root as a pervasive revenue leakage contributor. If
piracy is not controlled, it is expected that it will have a significant
negative impact on the sector.

“The biggest thing that will happen with 3G is that there will
be internet-on-the-go. If such a situation is not checked by
framing and implementing appropriate law around prevention
of piracy, there will be piracy-on-the-go.”
– Mr. Rajat Kakar
Managing Director – Universal Music India Private Limited

“Piracy has been controlled to a reasonable extent in Andhra Pradesh by
conducting raids, creating awareness and reducing prices. However, business
will further increase only if piracy is controlled.”
– Mr. Umesh Gupta
Chairman and Managing Director – Aditya Music India Private

36. Business Standard dated 26 August 2010 at www.business-standard.com
37. Industry research (http://www.exchange4media.com) interviews and the Entertainment Network
India annual report for 2009-10
38. Rajat Kakar: Why should I subsidize the radio business! , Nov 23, 2010, www.radioandmusic.com

In August 2010, the Copyright Board directed that radio
companies would have to pay two percent of their net advertising
revenues to music providers36. This means that as against
revenue charged previously at a needle hour rate, radio
companies would now pay music companies based on the
advertising revenue they themselves earn. This is expected to
significantly create a dent on revenues of music companies,
while improving the profitability of several radio stations. Indian
music companies will see a drop in revenues from radio royalties,
from 7-8 percent of net advertising revenues in the needle hour
rate era, down to about two percent of net advertising revenues
earned by radio companies37.
The two percent royalty is on the basis of advertising revenue
earned by the radio company which also brings into focus the
aspect cross subsidization by media houses that also run radio
stations, resulting in a possibility of lower advertising revenues
attributed to radio38.

The Copyright amendment bill 2010
This Copyright Amendment Bill 2010, introduced in the Rajya
Sabha on 19 April 2010, currently awaiting consideration and
passing in Parliament, amends The Copyright Amendment Act,
1957. It seeks, among other things, to create rights for the music
composer, lyricist and the singer in the music created. This is a
new paradigm in the music business. Music companies till now,
have been used to buying music rights and exploiting them in
various ways to earn revenues. This will change, since the rights
will not be owned by them. With the emergence of multiple
stakeholders, the might of music companies to exploit the
economic rights hitherto acquired upon buying music rights could
go down.
In addition to developing different business models with
expanded sources of revenue other than just sale and license of
music, Music companies will also have to develop robust
processes and technologies to manage the rights, royalty
calculations and disbursement of fees to various stakeholders. As
outlined earlier, services like Sound exchange in the US and GRD
in Europe have helped streamline this process.
However, the precise impact of the amendment bill on the music
businesses in the medium to long term remains to be seen.

Conclusion
As we have seen writ large across this chapter, the Indian music
sector has seen a fundamental shift with consumer preference
moving from physical to digital forms of music consumption.
Newer delivery formats of digital music content that make it
attractive for consumers to first sample music and then pay for it
are developing. These are emerging as formidable alternatives to
pirated music, given their legitimacy. Sachetization of the digital
music industry is expected to open up a large ‘bottom of the
pyramid’ target audience that will help music companies
significantly improve their revenues. When the Copyright
Amendment Bill turns into an Act, it is likely to also drive the way
the industry is structured, since it is expected to bring about
significant structural change. In the end, while the music industry
has largely taken it stoically thus far, a lot of what growth the
sector actually turns in will depend upon how piracy is addressed.
Concerted Government action against piracy via ISPs using the
three-strike rule is the only real way in which digital piracy can be
controlled.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

“The Indian digital music industry is at an inflection point as
we look toward internet revenues from streaming and
downloads, however, much will depend on how we combat
piracy and whether our government will act decisively as is
happening in Europe and the United States. If we fail to
provide an alternative that is convenient and price friendly
toward the consumer, I am afraid we will lose the opportunity
to the pirates.”
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Displaying renewed vigor

07

The next 'Times Square'
2010 was an inflexion point for the Indian OOH industry in its
collective effort to board a higher growth trajectory. The economic
buoyancy set the stage for the industry to scale new peaks and
new and innovative mediums introduced earlier gained traction.
However, advertisers continued to search for measurement while
the larger industry players began to change their strategic
thinking.

Outdoor advertising is probably the oldest form of advertisingone can trace its lineage back to the earliest civilizations when
the Egyptians employed a tall stone obelisk to publicize laws and
treaties. Modern OOH advertising dates back to 1796 when the
lithographic process was perfected and the illustrated poster
became a reality or one may argue, even to 1450, when
Johannes Gutenberg invented the movable type printing and
advertising in the modern sense was launched in the form of the
handbill1.

Background

The outdoor media includes outdoor advertising in several forms billboards (including digital), transit, street furniture and
alternative mediums. The avenues for out-of-home are growing
and so are the audiences registering the medium. Globally as
well as in India, OOH is one of the cheapest mediums and the
medium offers a range of options to advertisers and the
advantage of flexibility coupled with engagement with the
audience. Changes in consumer lifestyles are causing consumers
to spend more time out of home which is also a growth
stimulator for the medium. Advertisers can use different kinds of
outdoor media according to their product or service. For example,
beverage companies often use sports events like cricket or
football; hotels and eating establishments generally use nearby
billboards to promote themselves, a bus shelter may promote a
mobile service provider and kiosks may endorse the latest movie.
As technology enables greater marketing messaging flexibility
and increases the number of media formats and types of
consumer interactions, the OOH advertising industry is in the
midst of a major transition. While the predominant form of OOH
advertising deployed today is a static billboard, marketers have a
number of different implementations available that include digital
billboards, mass transit displays (airports, railway stations, etc),
taxis, mall displays and street furniture.

2009 – A year best forgotten… but the lessons learnt have
strengthened the industry forever. Fragmented, unorganized,
unregulated, unmeasured and unappreciated – this is how
advertisers viewed this industry in the past; but this is fast
changing - OOH is an effective medium and advertisers are
increasingly accepting it as one and they have started specifically
earmarking budgets for this medium as compared to the
residuary approach used earlier.

“OOH is a great reminder medium and thus it compliments print ads and TVCs in
creating a top-of-mind recall. From a Retail perspective, it is very important to
create maximum visibility of any promotion in the catchment area of the stores.
This can be successfully achieved through careful selection of key OOH
opportunities available in the catchment.”
– Vinay Bhatia
Customer Care Associate and VP Loyalty & Marketing – Shoppers Stop Limited

1. www.oaaa.org

“During the past few years, spends in OOH has witnessed a
trend from a 'residual budget' medium to a mainline mass
medium and we have seen increased / separate budget
allocations for Out Of Home. However, we expect this trend to
become much stronger in future”
– Indrajit Sen
CEO – Laqshya Media

Contribution of various sectors to OOH Industry
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Even as OOH gains traction, advertisers have begun questioning
whether they are using OOH advertising effectively as part of the
marketing mix in their campaigns, as it allows marketers not only
to inform consumers of local sales or store events and provide
brand and product messaging opportunities, but also to drive
awareness and consideration across a wide variety of categories.
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Sector preferences for OOH
While OOH is widely used by various industries, 4-5 sectors
contribute to a large percentage of the revenue. Telecom has
grown in prominence and is estimated to contribute close to a
fourth of the revenue with Financial Services, Media and FMCG
following closely.

“...the advertisers who are growing the pie are telecom, Media,
BFSI and Real Estate”
– Sanjay Pareek
President – Percept Out Of Home

2010
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Performance and Outlook
Marketers spent approximately INR 16.5 billion in 2010 on Out of
Home Advertising which amounts to 6.2 percent of total
advertisement spends. Growth picked up largely during the
second half of 2010 and the industry registered a growth of 20.7
percent over 2009. The growth in OOH has outperformed the
overall growth in the advertising industry (16.7 percent). Static
billboards continue to enjoy the lions share in the total mix and
garner 55 percent of total OOH spends, but other mediums such
as 'in mall' advertising, digital and transit media have registered
the maximum growth.
Revenue split by various formats in 2009

Revenue split by various formats in 2010
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Growth in Tier 2 and Tier 3 Cities
Currently, the Tier 1 towns with metros account for more than
half of the total OOH market but this is expected to change going
forward. OOH is still city centric and a local medium, and due to
increased infrastructure development activities in Tier2 and Tier3
cities, industry players are focusing more on these towns in
future. OOH is also expected to grow at a faster rate in these
smaller cities and towns, owing to the cost effectiveness factor.
Local government is investing heavily in infrastructure projects
and seeking private participation, and municipal bodies have also
discovered value in making OOH companies invest in basic
infrastructure development in lieu of media rights to those
properties For e.g., the Andhra Pradesh Industrial Infrastructure
Corporation (APIIC) Limited has recently invited requests from
leading companies for development of modern foot over bridges,
sky walks and bus shelters in IALAs (Industrial Area Local
Authority) at certain areas in Hyderabad on PPP (public-privatepartnership) mode in lieu of advertisement and commercial
rights. Successful bidders will be allowed to display
advertisements on the exterior and interior space of the FOBs
and bus shelters. They will also hold the commercial rights on the
space within the structures for setting up of kiosks, ATMs, etc.2
Also, with the local authorities and municipal corporations
beginning to frame guidelines to regulate the sector, OOH is
expected to get more organized over a period of time.

“A common forum in IOAA is a step in the right direction
wherein we are looking at consolidation of media owners
nationally under one roof for better quality, control on business
practices & creating a clout for regulatory reform in every city
and town rather than sporadic, motivated units.”
– Indrajit Sen
CEO – Laqshya Media

2. www.network2media.com
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The overall buoyancy in the economy, continued thrust on
infrastructure development in the country, emergence of new
quality mediums (airports, malls, multiplexes) make the future
prospects of this industry very encouraging. The sector's
performance this year saw an expected spike in the latter half and
it is projected to grow at a compounded rate of 12.40 percent
overall (new mediums such as digital are expected to grow at 3540 percent) over the next five years. The OOH market is expected
to reach a size of INR 29.6 billion by 2015.

OOH Industry
Size (INR Bn)

2007
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2009
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CAGR %
(2007-10)
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Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews
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Through our analysis we observed that the OOH CEOs are
managing these challenges by dividing them into two parts; the
ones which can be controlled internally by the organization and
those that need to be addressed collectively as an industry.
Indications are that the successful companies are the ones that
have focused their strategic thinking towards finding innovative
means to address the challenges internally. To cite an example, a
key player in the digital network space is no longer keen at being
present anywhere and everywhere; management believed it
could achieve greater growth by concentrating on few subsectors (eg. cafes) and through innovation and customization
(investing own resources for customizing content for the digital
medium). With this change in strategy, the company today has
higher growth, is more profitable and is popular with its genre of
customers; i.e. creating a niche for yourself in the space you
select to be in.

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

Immergence of new and innovative mediums that
provide for time and place targeting

M&A activity in 2010

As it has with other media vehicles, the advent of new digital
technologies has impacted the OOH advertising industry. There
have been two major developments in the deployment of digital
technology in Out of Home advertising. The first is the advent of
the digital billboard, medium and large-format LED screens that
are both supplementing and replacing traditional static billboards.
The second is the introduction of smaller screen digital video
networks that are making their way into retail outlets, office
buildings, malls, café and taxis. Though some of these screens
were first noticed in 2008, the thrust on these is now being felt
as Digital OOH provides marketers with the opportunity and
ability to more finely target select audiences, as well as update
messaging on a more frequent basis with less of the traditional
production costs associated with static billboards. This new
medium also allows marketers to geographically and temporally
target consumers. For example, enabling brands to message
commuters with pertinent ads during rush hours, or reach sports
fan while watching the game at their favorite hangout.
Additionally, it gives them the flexibility and ease to change
content at a higher frequency. Study has shown that in more
developed markets, nearly 20 percent of those who has seen
digital video ads have made an unplanned purchase after seeing
an item on the screen.

Deal activity was limited - this space has not seen a lot of action
in M&A or from private equity and venture capital recently. Most
players are cautious on the acquisition front and focusing on
business generation and at the same time rationalization of their
asset base across the country and building on core strengths. The
notable transactions included Delhi based LiveMedia's acquisition
of controlling stake in Tag Media, an in-store television network
company and the hive off of Ogilvy Landscape by the group3

Waiting to explode… The way forward
With the advent of new media such as radio, broadband internet
and mobiles and with television growing in leaps and bounds,
there was a fear that the significance of OOH may decline; but
the industry has held its own. To give credit to the industry, it is
adapting fast to the changing ecosystem. Key factors driving this
change are summarized hereunder:

Change in strategic thinking
Some of the key challenges in front of the Indian OOH sector
have traditionally been lack of tailored creative content, lack of
scientific metrics to measure effectiveness, no formal regulatory
code/ policy, higher inventory cost, low inventory utilization and
unorganized players.

3. Industry interview and public media reports

Internationally, a new term is being introduced to the marketing
and advertising vocabulary, 'Gladvertising' – a way of advertising
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based on emotion recognition software (ERS)4 and cameras to
detect whether consumers are happy, tailoring adverts to their
mood. A research report says that 3D outdoor adverts that talk to
mobile phones, adapt messages to certain situations, access
social network profiles and combine holograms, mood lighting
and smells, could all be on the streets by 2012.

“Steven Spielberg got it wrong. We are working on Minority
Report-style technology that will be with us by 2015 – not
2054. Plus it will be more advanced than the director ever
imagined. Instead of just recognising consumers by name – as
in the film – technology, such as gladvertising, will allow brands
to offer interactive experiences.”
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– Daniel Steinbichler
Chief Executive – 3M|GTG4

The digital-out-of-home innovations consumers could be
interacting with by 2015 include
?
Contextual adverts – eg. As consumers wait for their delayed
bus, their bus shelters' 3D screens will display adverts
advocating the benefits of a car sharing service; or when it
starts to rain, holographic billboards will display adverts for
umbrellas
?
Multisensory adverts –multisensory adverts on underground

platforms will combine holographic video, sound, mood
lighting and smells to multiply adverts' impact and extend
consumers' recall time
?
Personal Preference Profiles (PPPs)
?
Phones that talk to adverts – the proliferation of near field

communication (NFC) in phones will enable digital advertising
boards to identify a person, via their PPP, as they approach;
for example, a 3D jeans advert would replace supermodels
with consumers walking towards the holographic billboard.
?
Dance for your discount – For example, sports brands will

challenge consumers to a virtual penalty shootout
competition outside their stores – the winner gets discount
on a pair of football boots via a coupon sent to their NFC
enabled phone.

creatives that maximize wear-in while minimizing wear-out. The
flexibility provided by outdoor digital signage will likely aid in this
effort

Inventory rationalization and utilization
India is a fast growing economy and there is an increased thrust
on infrastructure development, resulting in new inventory. The
industry is recognizing the importance of investing smartly. The
2009 downturn compelled the industry players to go back to their
drawing boards and rethink strategy. With increasing competition
and shrinking margins, it is now accepted that there is a need to
optimize inventory utilization and rationalize costs. Most players
feel that rentals are stabilizing to realistic levels and only serious
players are now seen entering geographies/ locations where they
are confident of generating revenues. There appears to be
increased focus on Tier 2 & 3 city penetration fuelled by
infrastructure growth and increase in spending power of the
people in those areas. The advertisers have realized the need to
increase reach to these areas and OOH is seen as a cost effective
medium of achieving this objective. Moreover, in a country like
ours with cultural diversity, the need to customise content to suit
local tastes cannot be undermined - OOH provides this luxury.
With growth in organized retail and malls increasingly being seen
as family outing centers, OOH presence in these centers is
gaining prominence. This is largely driven by the ability of this
media to package advertisement with spot-activation, Brand
activation is a way to activate your brand so as to connect better
with the consumers. OOH coupled with activation is being used
widely by FMCG companies.

Creating internal research and matrix
Advertisers have always been skeptical of the absence of a
mechanism to measure effectiveness of the OOH medium. While
various other advertising mediums have demonstrated their
effectiveness one way or the other (through rating agencies,
TRPs, etc), this for long has been the bane of the OOH industry.
While there still does not appear to be a systematic
measurement tool in place, most players feel that the perception
is changing – in-house as well as independent surveys are now
being undertaken at regular intervals and these do indicate that
OOH advertising has recall value and customized content tends
to register with the audience.

?
Advanced HD vending machines.

Investing in creativity
More and more media companies are recognizing the need to
create medium-specific content - gone are the days when
‘television content’ was played on digital signage/ networks.
Companies are today making concerted efforts to customize
content for the specified media. This not only helps in catching
the audience’s attention but arresting it. Various surveys
undertaken by these OOH companies has not only confirmed this
but also revealed that the recall value is higher.
A CEO of an OOH company overseas mentioned in one of his
interviews that airport visitors no longer see the screens as
traditional televisions, but as a modern and valuable infotainment
platform. The infotainment platform broadcasts general
information, advertising, entertainment and services. He further
mentioned that even a news operator has created dedicated
news content for the usage on digital signage environment to
cater for the specific needs of passengers and travellers.
However, in today’s fast pace world, jam-packed with distractions,
marketing executives need to consider how often to change their

4. www.dailydooh.com

“Developing an ROI metric is a challenge. MRUC's IOS is a
great aggregated effort from custodians of the industry – both
asset owners and agencies – to bring much required aspect to
commit planned investments as opposed to a bye-product of
overall investments”
– Indrajit Sen
CEO – Laqshya

Lastly, the growth prospects of this segment remain strong and
consolidation is the need of the hour. While the current focus is
on internal consolidation, it is only a matter of time before
external consolidation sets in. Unity of purpose, stable regulatory
environment, maturity and will to develop the industry first before
self interest is the major change that organized players would like
to see.
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(Bolt)ing (Up)wards into
a new “Avatar”

In 2010, the Indian animation and VFX industry was successful in
growing at a healthy rate as compared to the tepid growth in
2009. Backed by a robust business environment for animation
and VFX globally that led to increased contract work in the second
half of 2010, the industry also witnessed some traction with
distributing content overseas as well a pick up in demand for local
content.
Leading studios also focused on co-productions vis-à-vis the
outsourcing model and as a consequence IP creation, particularly
in television found greater momentum.

Typical Business Models for Animation Companies
Outsourcing Model
?
Contractual engagements
?
Commoditized low risk model
?
North American and European countries

outsourcing work

Co-production

IP Creation

?
Companies partner with an overseas

?
Involves complete control on life cycle of

production house
?
Several countries offer co-production

treaties to encourage local animation
industry

product development – from preproduction right to distribution and
merchandising

?
Popular model in Asian countries due to

substantial cost arbitrages

High Volume, Low Value

Shared risk model

High risk – High Return

Several television properties from India such as “Little Krishna”
and “Little Prince” got distributed worldwide and animation
companies are now looking to explore newer territories and
different media platforms such as the mobile phone, tablets etc.
for their content.
While there were approximately seven Indian animated movies
expected to be ready for release in 2010, less than half made it to
the silver screen. “Toonpur Ka Superhero”, “Luv Kush – The
Warrior Twins”, and “Ramayana the Epic”, all Indian releases of
2010 met with little theatrical success. The lack of distribution
partners was primarily responsible for fewer number of Indian
feature films releasing during the year. Meanwhile, Crest
animation studio’s “Alfa and Omega” opened in international
markets in September 2010 and was subsequently released in
India in January 2011. Besides these films, there were several
animated or partially animated movies from Hollywood released
in India, many of which were also released across 3D screens.
Some of these included Toy Story 3, Alice in Wonderland,
Despicable Me, Shrek Forever After and Chronicles of Narnia.
Television continued to dominate the quantum of work
undertaken by Indian animation studios. It is expected to account
for 65 to 70 percent of the work undertaken by Indian studios in
the near future1.

Distribution of work currently
executed by Indian Animation
studios across media formats

2010

2015P

Television

55%

60%

65-70%

Direct to DVD

25%

20%

10-15%

Movies for theatrical releases

20%

20%

20%

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

1.
2.
3.
4.

2009

KPMG Analysis
Analysis of Worldwide Grosses of 2010 – Box Office Mojo
Box Office Mojo
http://www.the-numbers.com

2010 – A year of animation: Amongst the worldwide box
office grosses of 2010, animation as a genre was the most
successful2. Toy Story 3 and Alice in Wonderland one animated
and the other partially animated, were the highest box office
grossers of 2010. Moreover, among the top 10 box office grosser
worldwide in 2010, six were animated films. Shrek Forever After,
Despicable Me, Tangled and How to Train Your Dragon were some
of the other success of 2010. It is also interesting to note that
more than 50 percent of the box office collections of these
animated films came from overseas markets3.
Moreover, while the market share of animation productions
accounted for only seven percent of the films released in 2010,
they amounted to 45 percent of the ticket sales and box office
collections4.
Rank

Worldwide Grosses 2010

1

Toy Story 3

2

Alice in Wonderland (2010)

3

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1

4

Inception

5

Shrek Forever After

6

The Twilight Saga: Eclipse

7

Iron Man 2

8

Tangled

9

Despicable Me

10

How to Train Your Dragon

Source: Box Office Mojo
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Market share for each production method in 2010
Rank

Production Method

Movies

2010 Gross

Tickets

“Indian VFX industry is growing at an
incredible rate and the growth is two fold
– There is an increasing trend to add more
production value regardless of the
medium in the domestic market and high
volume of international VFX work is getting
executed in India. VFX, as an industry, has
huge potential and newer segments like
2D - 3D conversion opens a new
dimension and revenue stream for the
industry.”

Share

1

Live Action

448

USD 7,137,511,721

904,627,604

69.12%

2

Animation / Live Action

14

USD 1,646,526,191

208,685,197

15.95%

3

Digital Animation

14

USD 1,519,619,185

192,600,657

14.72%

4

Hand Animation

5

USD 19,522,207

2,474,298

0.19%

5

Stop-Motion Animation

3

USD 2,028,241

257,065

0.02%

6

Multiple Production Methdods

2

USD 1,033,167

130,947

0.01%

– Gitanjali Sehgal
CEO – Pixion

Rise of the VFX star: Some of the recent successes at the
worldwide box office have relied heavily on VFX. “Iron Man 2”,
“Tron Legacy”, “Inception” and “Clash of the Titans” are some
films in 2010 where VFX played a crucial role in film production.
Nine of the 10 highest-grossing movies worldwide in 2009 relied
heavily on special effects, making the industry more central to
Hollywood's business model than movie stars are5. It is estimated
that as much as a third of the budget of the USD 200 million to
USD 300 million movies that are the foundation of Hollywood
studios' earnings are devoted to special effects6. Moreover, given
the quantum of VFX used in some of these movies, multiple
studios across the world tend to work on a single project taking
advantage of the tax incentives, skill sets and cost arbitrage
offered by Canada, Europe, Australia and Asia.

This trend is not restricted to Hollywood alone. As Indian
filmmakers are experimenting across the sci-fi, adventure and
mythology genres, studios are seeing a growing demand of VFX
from the domestic market.

Overall sector performance: In 2010, the Animation, VFX and
post production industry witnessed a growth of 17.5 percent over
2009 to reach INR 23.6 billion. This growth was largely led by the
VFX and post production segments which saw growth of 42
percent and 17 percent respectively. Animation, on the other
hand, grew by 10 percent in 2010 to touch INR 10 billion.
As billing rates largely remained flat, the overall industry growth
was led by the increase in the number of projects and scale of
work undertaken by Indian studios.

Size of Animation and VFX industry in India
60.0
50.0
22.0

INR Billion
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40.0

18.4
15.3

30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

9.1

7.8

6.8
2.3
3.6
4.8

2008
Animation Services

3.2
3.7

4.5
3.9

5.5

6.2

2009

2010

9.1

7.5

6.0
4.2

4.8

7.2

8.3

2011

5.7

2012

10.9
8.6

6.8

12.3

10.9

9.5

Animation Product Creation

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

5. Time Magazine – May 2010
6. Time Magazine – May 2010
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“Animation is the future of communication! In an ever evolving
and burgeoning market space transcending geographic and
demographic limits, IP's are imperative to success The
matured markets have proven that Creation, Development and
Distribution of original brands are the way forward for
sustainability and profitability of business.”

The animation and VFX industry is expected to grow at a CAGR of
18.5 percent to reach INR 55.9 billion by 2015. Animation sector
alone is expected to touch INR 20.8 billion by 2015 with growth
largely driven by the services market for the next two years, post
which IP creation is also expected to see a significant pick up.
VFX and post production services meanwhile are expected to
grow at 24 percent and 19 percent respectively.

“Once the domestic VFX industry opens up, it will act as a
catalyst for Indian studios to undertake high value work for
international clients”
– Namit Malhotra
Founder and Global CEO – Prime Focus

Investment in high quality visual effects shots by Indian
production houses are expected to drive domestic market
consumption. Indian studios are increasingly taking up high end
VFX projects and investing in technology and training to match
quality standards of major studios in the west. Presentation of
quality content from India could lead to increased amount of VFX
projects outsourced to India. The next two years therefore, are
crucial for Indian studios to drive up domestic demand and
position themselves in the international marketplace.
Meanwhile, 2D-3D conversion, archiving and restoration are also
expected to be key growth drivers for the post production
industry.

“The next two years will be crucial for the VFX and post
production business from the positioning standpoint after
which the floodgates will open up for major substantial work.”
– Namit Malhotra
Founder and Global CEO – Prime Focus

Capacity Expansion
While studios such as DQ Entertainment, Prime Focus,
Pixion,and Reliance Mediaworks have seen significant capacity
expansion in 2010, a large part of this investment has been
undertaken to scale up operations to undertake stereoscopy or
3D content development services. Companies with greater focus
on animation services and IP creation on the other hand have not
seen much change in capacity expansion or employee salaries.
However, some animation studios have now adopted a
contractual model to use resources with specific skill sets on a
per project basis.

Key Trends
Co-productions: Most of the large Indian animation studios have
ventured into co-productions with studios in Europe and North
America. Most of these are for IP creation vis-à-vis independent
productions as the risk on the latter is greater. DQ
Entertainment’s The Jungle Book with ZDF Group and TF1,
France, Peter Pan with Method Animation and France Television7
and Crest Animation Studios recent production Alfa and Omega
with Lionsgate8 are examples of recent co-productions with
overseas studios. This enables studios across different countries
to pool expertise and open new markets for their films and
television series. The participating countries benefit from
favorable fiscal policies (including subsidiaries, grants, etc.) and
access federal and provincial tax credits.

“The quality of animation produced by Indian companies has
seen a quantum leap .The Indian animation industry has indeed
moved up the value chain and into the next level, with a
number of co-production agreements being entered into by
Indian producers. Indian IP's are also crossing boundaries and
gaining acceptance with global audiences.”
– Tapaas Chakravarti
Chairman and CEO – DQ Entertainment International

“Players could first focus on creating a mass market for
animation in India through films with appealing storylines made
at reasonable costs rather than investing in very high cost
animated content which is difficult to monetize in our current
market. Additionally, international co-production / distribution
deals can help enhance recoveries.”
– Hiren Gada
Director – Shemaroo Entertainment Pvt. Ltd.

7. Pickle Magazine – February 2011
8. Crest Animation
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– AK Madhavan
CEO – Crest Animation
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3D conversions
3D content has been presented discontinuously to the viewer
due to a mismatch in 3D content display devices. Now, with
advances in digital cinematography and computing power, 3D
filming techniques, better understanding of 3D viewing
physiology and increasing availability of immersive 3D displays are
driving the demand for 3D movies and content in the developed
markets. The increasing penetration of 3D displays is likely to
result in 3D being accepted as a standard feature with a slight
cost premium in coming years.

Growth of 3D Platforms
DEVICES

3D Cinema Screens
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Content

3D Films

3D Home Video

The supply chain is gearing up for content creation and
distribution as studios and networks increasingly embrace 3D as
a broadcast medium due to higher profitability ratios. For
example, 90 percent of all advance ticket sales for Avatar were for
3-D screenings9. As content owners and pay TV operators convert
large portions of their 2D catalogues to 3D it is likely that
increasing number of consumers will watch their favorite shows
and movies in 3D. This has resulted in a sudden demand to
convert 2D content to 3D formats. With trained manpower and
significant cost arbitrage, Indian studios are likely to be key
beneficiaries of this emerging trend.

“There has been an increase in use of 3D technology as is
evident from recent theatre releases and TV series. The use of
stereoscopic animation though currently limited, is poised to
increase significantly in the near future. Three years ago, if
someone had said ‘Stereo3D TV will be the next big thing’ we
probably would not have taken them seriously. In the next few
years (assuming that the world economy doesn’t have any
more unpleasant surprises in store!) we may be looking at
increasing Stereo3D Broadcasting. Hollywood has already
embraced Stereo 3D films. Now worldwide broadcasters too
are increasingly starting to plan for Stereo3D broadcast.”
– Tapaas Chakravarti
Chairman and CEO – DQ Entertainment International

3D PC / Laptops

3D TV

3D Mobile

3D Broadcast

3D Games

Archiving and Restoration
Archiving and restoration services are in a very nascent stage in
India but offer tremendous potential for growth. With
improvements in technology and new content distribution
platforms such HD Television, blueray technology, mobile, tablets
and 3G services, there is a growing demand for digital content.
Archiving and restoration allows for preserving the quality of old
content and displaying it across these new platforms as the data
can be reformatted to suit each platform.
The restoration work is undertaken in four phases. The films are
first cleaned with ultrasonic cleaners and once that is done they
are scanned on digital formats. In phase 2, the films are restored
frame by frame and post corrections they are archived. Once this
is done they are scanned and stored on digital formats10. Reliance
Mediaworks, Avitel Post Studioz and Prasad Film Laboratories’
film restoration wing EFX are some of the dominant players in the
restoration and archiving business in India. Meanwhile, Pixion,
Prime Focus, Film Lab, Shemaroo Entertainment, have also
ventured into the film restoration business. In addition to
restoring Indian films these companies are also acting as
outsourcing centers for restoration work.
To preserve the rich film heritage of the country, the Ministry of
Information & Broadcasting has set up the National Film Heritage
Mission and allocated a corpus of INR 6.6 billion for restoration of
films and film material11. The Film and Television Institute of India
will also be introducing a film restoration course in collaboration
with NFAI that is expected to result in increase in number of
professionals.

Phase 1
Telecine
(Scanning)

9. www.cinemablend.com
10. Hindu Business Line, Aug 2009, KPMG Interviews
11. The Economic Times – 13 June 2010

3D Tablets

Phase 2

Restoration

Phase 3

Archival

Phase 3
Data storage
on open
formats
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Consolidation

Key growth drivers

Growing demand for content: The growing demand for

television content still continues to be a key driver for growth
of the animation industry. With as many as 14 Kids channels11
in India, broadcasters such as Turner are working closely with
Indian animation companies to create localized television
content. Moreover, Indian studios are working closely with
writers and voice over artists from international markets to
customize Indian storylines for global audiences. For e.g.
Shaktiman, and Big Bees, both Indian productions from Big
Animation have roped in writers from New York to write the
12
series .


Growing competition from other Asian markets: India today

is facing increasing competition from markets such as
Singapore and Malaysia as these countries are now offering
funds and various other subsidies to animation companies. In
India, the industry has collaborated and approached the
government to provide incentives to this industry through
similar grants, but a comprehensive industry incentive
structure or policy is yet to be announced. In the absence of
such government incentives, Indian players are contemplating
setting up of operations in Singapore and other Asian
markets15. In the next few years, while India will continue to
have a lead in CGI animation compared to other Asian
markets, these countries are scaling up operations and
investing in training talent that could emerge as a threat to
Indian players.

Talent development: Most animation and VFX companies in

India invest significantly in training resources with the right
skill set. As the demand for trained manpower exceeds
supply, poaching talent has become common and controlling
attrition has become a key challenge for Indian companies.


Large Talent Pool: While the demand supply issue for

trained talent does persist for Indian animation and VFX
companies, India still has a large talent pool to capitalize on.
Moreover vocational programs are now being introduced
along with B.SC, B.A and B.Com degrees along with the
regular curriculum for students to offset the growing demand
for animation and gain employment by the sector13.

“Government subsidies, innovative scripts, vfx pre-planning,
skilled workforce, acquisitions (technology & talent) can lead to
exponential growth. These factors will feed off each other and
propel India to the forefront of vfx and film making in general.”
– Gitanjali Sehgal
CEO – Pixion


Outsourcing Hub: India continues to remain an important

outsourcing destination offering significant cost arbitrage to
countries in North America and Europe. Moreover growing
presence of Indian studios in international markets has
caused them to capitalize on synergy across their various
offices, locations, talent and projects. Reliance MediaWorks,
Prime Focus, Tata Elxsi, and Pixion are some of the Indian
studios who have established their footprint in overseas
markets14.

Emerging distribution platforms: With growing avenues for

distribution such as video on demand, mobile applications,
Netflix, mobisodes, webisodes, etc. players now have the
ability to adapt an IP for maximum monetization. Though the
revenue streams are not yet well defined, cross media
exploration is still likely to drive consumption of animation
content.

Challenges

Lack of capital: Capital continues to remain the primary

challenge for most animation companies in India. While a high
quality animated production is far more expensive to create
than a live action film, given the wider appeal of the genre, it
has the potential to be monetized across several international
markets as well. However there is significantly high cost
involved in promoting and distributing this content across
multiple markets. Moreover, post the economic slowdown
many of the projects were green lit with limited funding
options resulting in such projects either being delayed or
shelved. Persistent escalations in the cost of production
further drives up break even points and studios therefore find
it difficult to find distribution partners.

11. TAM
12. Pickle Magazine – February 2010
13. The Financial Express and industry interviews
14. Company Websites
15. Industry Interviews

Way Forward
Some of the key success factors for animation and VFX industry
going forward could be

Indian animation companies need to identify innovative

avenues for growing licensing and merchandising revenues.

Players need to create a local market and drive domestic

consumption for animated films. However, it is imperative for
players to do so at reasonable costs.

The education sector presents a great opportunity as an

alternative market for the Animation industry. A greater focus
working with partners and channels to enter this sector can
be a successful strategy if properly planned and executed.

Invest in co-productions that have global appeal and are

easier to distribute across global markets.

Continue to lobby with the government for incentives to

provide the necessary boost to this sector for promoting
outsourced work and co-production deals.

“Hollywood has extended the appeal of animated films to a
larger audience, but India, being a nascent market, is yet to
manage that leap. However, one breakout film from India could
change the game.”
– Hiren Gada
Director – Shemaroo Entertainment Pvt. Ltd.
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Industry players believe that consolidation in the VFX and Post
Production space will continue in the coming three to five years.
While the market is currently fragmented, smaller facilities are
likely to get absorbed by the larger players and the studio model
is expected to dominate in India. Moreover, Indian players are
expected to look at acquisitions in international markets in order
to source international projects and create a robust pipeline of
work for their Indian entities.
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Growth 2.0

The internet has had a profound effect on consumers’ viewing
habits and the proliferation of devices is altering their media and
entertainment consumption behavior. While the traditional media
offered passive consumption, new media facilitates interactivity.
A key aspect of new media is the shift in focus from functional
innovation to humanisation of technology, bringing the ability to
connect with consumers in more meaningful ways.

1994 First Digital Decade

2004 Second Digital Decade

Focus on technological innovation and improved functinality

Focus on connectivity and personalization

NETWORK

CELL PHONE

CHIPS

WIKIPEDIA

myspace

Linkedin

CAMERA

ROUTERS

I POD

shutterfly

twitter

facebook

CONSOLE

COMPUTERS

avatar

Source: KPMG International, 2009

In the first digital decade, “content is king” was believed to be
the key to success. As telecom operators and cable companies
aggressively entered the digital value chain, the debate shifted to
whether controlling distribution channels mattered more than
owning content.

1. KPMG report: “Emerging business models to help serve tomorrow’s digital tribes”

In the second digital decade, the proliferation of devices created
new channels of communication for personalized and localized
content. The realization has sunk in that while content and
distribution are important aspects of the digital business model,
companies can provide value in many ways – by providing
context, coverage or convenience to the target audience1.

(For the purpose of this report, we have considered new
media to include advertising and subscription supportedbusiness models developed for internet and mobile phone
platforms.)
Americans now spend as many hours online as they do in front of
their TV screens2. The key screen has shifted from the TV screen
to the computer screen, and as media and entertainment
consumption on mobile and tablets proliferates, the next key
screen will be the one you hold in your hand.

Region

Television households

Internet users

Mobile

Global

1.2 billion (2009)3

1.9 billion4

5.3 billion mobile subscribers5

US

115.9 mn (Sep 2010)6

245 million7

292.8 million mobile phones (June 2010)8

India

134 million9

81 million10

771.2 million mobile phones and 548.7 million active mobile subscribers11

The cost of network access and handsets is falling, penetration of
wireless networks is increasing and India’s young population is
demonstrating a huge appetite for digital content.
With a rapidly expanding new media universe, companies are
recognizing that new media technologies offer better
engagement with consumers, and are increasing their investment
in this space.
The key themes for new media in India are:

Mobile phones in the spotlight:

market. Handset manufacturers, carriers and content developers
are constantly innovating in order to stay competitive.
Smartphone sales in India accounted for 5.2 percent of device
sales in the first quarter of 2010. This share is expected to
increase to 18 percent by 2014, driven by broadband
technologies, customer aspirational value and peer acceptance12.
The mobile user base is an audience that companies cannot
afford to ignore. Large brands from Adidas to Procter & Gamble
are increasing their mobile marketing budgets13. The launch of 3G
services is expected to further increase the number of mobile
internet users.

Globally, smartphones such as the iPhone have revolutionized the
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Forestor Survey 2010
ITU report on ICT facts and figures “The World in 2010”
Internetworldstats.com, Data as on 30 June 2010
ITU estimate (October 2010)
Nielson estimate of the total number of TV households in the U.S for the 2010-2011broadcast season
CIA World Fact Book, Internet users in 2009

8. CTIA, June 2010 http://www.ctia.org/advocacy/research/index.cfm/AID/10323
9. TAM Annual Universe Update - 2010
10. ITU report
11. TRAI data as on 31 Jan 2011
12. Gartner
13. Mobile Marketer report: "Mobile Outlook 2010"
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Multiple device usage to take off in India:

Monetization of online content

In the next five years, more internet users are expected to
connect to the internet via mobile devices than desktop PCs14.
Consumers in BRIC countries have leapfrogged to newer devices
like tablets, as compared to consumers in more mature markets.

For all the hype surrounding new media, few companies have
figured out how to profit from their initial forays into the arena.
From running a social media website to publishing a traditional
print newspaper online, every company needs to turn the corner
from investing in digital businesses to profiting from them20.
Companies can monetize their offerings through advertising and
subscription-based models.

Unique
Content or
Service
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“We are quite excited about India as it represents a huge
potential market for Google. With close to 100 million desktop
Internet users and 30 million mobile Internet users, the Indian
Internet economy is poised to see robust growth in 2011
especially in areas such as social media, eCommerce, and
consumption of digital media. Digital advertising has now
reached a critical mass and has become an important medium
for large advertisers and we are seeing strong growth within
the small and medium segment as well.
We are expecting an increase in mobile Internet usage, mainly
due to the new affordability of both smartphones and data
plans coupled with the launch of the 3G network. The need of
the hour is to focus on the infrastructure and build an
ecosystem that will reap the benefits of a vibrant Internet
economy.”
– Gautam Gandhi
Head – New Business Development India, Google

Advertising Supported/
Sponsorship

$

Subscription
Based Pricing

$

Explosion of content:
Faster broadband speeds and high user demand in India will drive
content to be presented and consumed in different ways such as
social media, videos and streaming of music and movies.
For instance, last year, YouTube streamed live telecasts of IPL
matches on its website – the first time the company showed a
major sporting event live18. The IPL channel received viewers from
over 200 countries and territories, and grew from 2 million
channel views on the first day of the IPL to 54 million at the end
of the season. IPL was the number one YouTube sports channel
and the number one channel on YouTube India19.

Unique
Content or
Service

Pay Per View/
Use/Download

The entry of affordable tablets for the price sensitive Indian
consumer in time for the launch of 3G services is expected to
boost growth in this segment. Tablets are expected to attract
consumers looking to replace secondary PCs. Ten percent of
Indians plan to purchase a tablet PC in 201116. In India, some
forecasts suggest that there will be 1 million tablet devices in the
market by 201117.

Premium
Pricing

In July 2010, news of India developing the world's cheapest tablet
hit headlines. Initially expected to cost USD 35, the device is
another way to provide cheap computing power to the masses15.

Source: KPMG International, 2009

Advertising
Online vs. Traditional advertising
The advertising ecosystem has undergone a dramatic shift. The
historical boundaries of traditional print and broadcast advertising
disappear in the online medium.
Digitization has not only opened up new ways of reaching out to
target audiences but can also effectively measure this outreach.
The traditional advertising concept of right advertisement, right
time and right place is enhanced with the ability to target the
right consumer online through rigorous data analytics,
measurement and tracking.
While new media has created new opportunities, it also requires
a shift in thinking – moving from advertising based marketing
towards building a dialogue with customers. Harnessing this
potential of interactivity and measurability is key to the success
of digital advertising campaigns.

“A growth wave is expected in digital advertising in the next
18-30 months: The massive mobile user base, 3G and the tech
savviness of Indian Upper middle class youth, will come
together and we shall showcase to the world some new
communication trends in the digital convergence space!”
– Shripad Kulkarni
C.E.O. – Allied Media Network Pvt. Ltd.

The online advertising ecosystem
The online marketer can go directly to the publisher or through an
agency or an advertising network. Advertising agencies now
understand the importance of creating fully integrated, consistent
brand message and experience across a variety of digital
channels.

14. Morgan Stanley “Internet Trends”, April 2010
15. BBC News : "India unveils prototype for $35 touch-screen computer", 23 July 2010
16. Accenture
17. “Samsung Galaxy Tab to compete with smartphones market”, voicendata.ciol.com, Nov 2010

18. Hindustan Times, 11 February 2011 “Google keen to stream live sports on YouTube”
19. Google
20. KPMG report: “Emerging Business Models to Help Serve Tomorrow’s Digital Tribes”
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The Digital Advertising Ecosystem
Ad Agency

Advertiser

Ad Server
Ad Network
Publisher
(Online/Mobile)

Publisher
(Online/Mobile)

Consumer

Publisher
(Online/Mobile)

Content Owner

Ad Flow
Content Flow
Revenue Flow

Sponsored advertising
Sponsored advertisements in search engines (paid searches) are
the most cost effective and results driven form for the advertiser,
with the highest click-to-seen conversion ratios, whereas, viral
marketing ads result in far fewer click conversions. Sponsored
advertisements are more successful as users clicking on these
ads are more likely to have an intention to buy the advertised
product. Ironically, search is the ultimate form of behavioral
targeting because people target themselves. Consequently, paid
search is an effective way for small and medium sized enterprises
to accomplish their marketing objectives.
Online display advertising
Online display advertising is a sizeable portion of the overall
online advertisement market in India. Online display advertising
consists of banner ads, sponsorship links, rich media and digital
video. Social media advertising also has a huge potential for
growth.
Successful social media strategies should effectively monitor
trends, research new product ideas via social networks, have an
online user group for customers, and collect and track customer
reviews on their website. Effective advertisers are also more
likely to know where customers are talking about them on the
Web and prioritize their social media activities accordingly21.

Industry size
The global online advertising industry is forecasted to grow to 17
percent of total media advertising, from USD 62 billion in 2010 to
USD 97 billion in 201422.
The Indian online advertising market was estimated to be INR 10
billion in 2010. Of the total online advertising market, paid
searches constitute approximately 50 percent
Online advertising
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Online advertising exists as sponsored advertising in search
engines and display-related media across digital platforms.
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Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

The biggest online ad spenders are the travel, BFSI, auto and
telecom sectors. The FMCG sector, a large advertiser on
traditional media platforms, is only now increasing spending on
online advertising23.
With low internet penetration and poor understanding of the
return on investment of online advertisements, there is an initial
reluctance by companies and advertisement agencies to spend
heavily on the online medium. However, not only can online
advertising be used to publish advertising content quickly, but the
content can also be customized by viewer location. Consequently,
online advertising in India is expected to grow significantly.

21. Harvard Business Review: “The new conversation: taking social media from talk to action”
22. Emarketer “Global media intelligence report” released in collaboration with Starcom MediaVest
Group, Sep 2010
23. KPMG analysis and interviews with industry
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Mobile advertising
Mobile is expected to be the number one screen through which
consumers can engage with the advertisers' brands24.
Even then, mobile advertising only represents around USD 2.7
billion of the global USD 500 billion advertising market25. In the
U.S. alone, mobile advertising spend is expected to more than
double by 2014 to USD 2.6 billion, from around USD 743 million in
201026. Mobile marketing budgets in the US are expected to rise
124 percent from 2010 to 201127.
India is the second largest mobile internet market in the world28
and now the single largest mobile ad impression market in the
Asia Pacific Region29. The Indian mobile advertising market has
grown rapidly over the past year. This is primarily due to the
increased penetration and also acceptability of mobile phones in
India, which makes mobile phones an attractive medium for
targeted and interactive ad campaigns.
The Indian mobile advertising market is estimated to be INR 0.4
billion in 201030.
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1.1
0.9

1.0

INR billion
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Mobile advertising
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Cin 2009, the Kerala Tourism board launched a Mobile
WAP campaign showcasing unseen destinations of
Kerala. The campaign received over 12.5 million ad
impressions.
In 2010, the board wanted to promote Kerala as a tourist
destination to international travelers. The board's mobile
agency MobMe launched an iPhone and iPad advertising
campaign which coincided with the premiere of its new
tourism video in London. The campaign used AdMob's
interactive video advertisement format to drive viewership
of the tourism film among high-end consumers in US, UK,
France and Germany. The campaign also integrated social
media elements through social connect action buttons
which linked the video to Kerala Tourism's Facebook and
Twitter pages. Users could visit additional video content,
participate in contests and engage with the brand on
Twitter or Facebook, without leaving the video player.
The campaign had a cumulative viewership of over 2.5
million video views, with an average video view duration
of 28 seconds. The social connect action buttons had an
average interaction rate of 5.6 percent. In September
2010, Kerala was chosen as the 'most preferred
destination in India' at the CNBC Awaaz Awards, while
Kerala Tourism Board was adjudged the 'best tourism
board'.
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Case study: Kerala Tourism Board embraces mobile
advertising28
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With the rollout of 3G services, this market is expected to grow
exponentially due to the scope for delivery of rich media content
and value added services31. Further, an InMobi survey32 indicates
that 72 percent of Indians are comfortable with receiving mobile
ads. This comfort factor is at a level far higher than America,
Europe and some parts of Asia.

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interview

“Base of the pyramid subscribers, who drive growth in India
will continue to remain on 2.5G. The real explosion of 3G
services is yet to take place. With operators aggressively
advertising the potential of 3G to educate consumers, mobile
gaming will be a defacto beneficiary. Customers will be inclined
to download increasing number of games with richer
experience and with better quality, resulting in a substantial
base of mobile gamers.”
– Samir Bangara
COO – UTV Indiagames

“Mobile has done what the PC and Broadband never managed
to do in India - make the WWW easily accessible for the
masses. Mobile Web usage is already growing aggressively and
is set to explode with the launch of 3G services. Traditionally
marketing dollars follow consumer behavior. We will see
significantly higher investments coming into Mobile Marketing
in 2011 as marketers realize the changing trend in media
consumption pattern & understand the power of this medium.”
– Mahesh Narayanan
Country Manager – BD, Google India

Challenges:
Complexity arising due to multiple mobile platforms
In USA, the iPhone and Android are the predominant mobile
operating systems with Nokia's symbian and Windows mobile
also having prominent shares. Consequently, advertisers are able
to develop highly focused ad campaigns targeting users of these
platforms. In India, multiple OEMs and the proliferation of cheap
devices used by a large segment of the population, make it
difficult to reach consumers using the kind of rich media
capabilities available on smartphones. Currently, only 4-5 percent
of mobile phones in India are categorized as smart phones33.
24. Official google blog
25. Magna
26. eMarketer press release
27. Mobile Marketing Association survey
28. Google
29. InMobi report

30. KPMG analysis and industry interviews
31. Mobile advertising market to see 55percent y-o-y growth, Financial Express, 26 June 2009 edition
32. InMobi survey released in partnership with Comscore - "A Global View of Mobile Advertising" , 23
November 2010
33. Industry meetings
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3G is yet to take off
Although telecom operators in India have launched 3G services,
the number of 3G-ready devices in India is still a small fraction of
the total number mobile phones. With the time required to
upgrade these devices to make them 3G compatible, extensive
3G usage may not happen immediately. Data plan pricing will also
determine how broad 3G adoption will really be. Therefore,
players should be cautiously optimistic of the growth potential of
3G in the near future.
Need to educate advertisers
New media companies face challenges with concept selling of
the ad-funded model to advertisers who are used to traditional
ways of advertising. Even as larger companies are seriously
developing broader multi-channel advertising strategies, mobile
internet advertising remains an afterthought. This is primarily due
to the low levels of understanding of the wide variety of options
available in mobile and internet marketing (ranging from SMSbased advertising to Bluetooth advertising).

As the digital media eco-system evolves, content owners and
publishers will have to innovate to monetize their assets. Unique,
highly relevant content is a key factor for the success of paid
online content. For instance, in 2010 Rupert Murdoch, owner of
News Corporation (the world’s largest media company),
announced plans to launch a new online newspaper, specially
adapted for the iPad. Launched in February 2011, “The Daily” has
a 99 cents a week subscription package, and sources original
content from 100 journalists on the Daily, as well as content from
the Atlantic, the New Yorker, AOL and the New York Times. Taking
advantage of the digital format, the Daily offers video content,
social networking integration for sharing snippets on Twitter or
Facebook, and an audio edition34.
In India, compelling content can be created through more locallanguage content as well as presenting content in ways that can
overcome the barriers of lack of familiarity with the internet and
illiteracy35.

The advertising and subscription revenue models are not mutually
exclusive, and hybrid models of advertising-support and paid-for
content can be applied. For instance, the Financial Times allows
free access to its digital content for the first 30 views in a month,
after which a subscription is required. The advantage of a metered
paywall is that the news is still searchable on Google. Since
newspaper publishing businesses need a share of voice, a
strategy that optimizes audiences as well as revenues is
essential36.
New media has given rise to an array of platforms and business
models.

Social media
Three-quarters of the global internet population visits social
networking/blogging sites, spending an average of almost 6 hours
monthly37. With the expanding global reach of social media
platforms, companies are increasingly experimenting with various
online marketing strategies.

Social Media’s global reach is rising
96.3%
74.8%

86.1%

77.9% 77.5%

74.2% 73.9% 73.5%

71.8%

62.7%

59.2%

April, 2009

April, 2010

Source: Member Community Category Reach over last 12 months

33. http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/pda/2011/feb/02/the-daily-murdoch-launch-live
34. McKinsey Quarterly, February 2011 “Can India lead the mobile revolution”
35. Financial Times, 30 November 2010: “Telegraph plans to charge for online content”
36. Nielsen Asia Pacific Social Media Report
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– Sameer Pitalwalla
Sr. Vice President – UTV Interactive and
Business Head Video Products

Japan

“Over the past three years, the ability for content creators to
fill the demand on this new medium of consumption has
struggled to keep pace with the adoption and proliferation of
the technology. The time is ripe for a new kind of media
company, that creates content indigenous to the medium and
with the same zest and scale that these new technologies that
distribute it, have achieved.”

Switzerland

With consumers becoming accustomed to free content,
monetization of online media assets remains a challenge.
Companies are also struggling with the advertising-supported
model, as online advertisement rates tend to be lower than print
advertisement rates. Newspapers that traditionally relied on both
advertising and subscriptions for revenues are finding it
particularly difficult to extend their business model online.
Consequently, these companies are trying to convert their nonpaying readers into paid subscribers by introducing various
paywall systems on their online properties.
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Case study: Pepsi drops Superbowl for Facebook36
The Superbowl is consistently one of the most watched
television broadcasts in America with over 100 million
viewers37. For the first time in 23 years, PepsiCo broke with
tradition and announced in early 2010 that the company would
be investing the USD 20 million initially earmarked for
Superbowl advertising, in the social media space.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

The company focused its efforts on the Pepsi Refresh Project,
a digital-based project featuring social networking campaigns
that leverage the participate/contribute-and-vote-online model.
Each month, Pepsi accepts 1,000 ideas creating a positive
impact on the community. Participants are encouraged to
nominate and vote upto ten times a day for good causes, and
each month 32 winners receive grants ranging from USD
5,000 to USD 250,000 from Pepsi to launch their projects.
Pepsi's bold strategy has paid off. Within the first month, the
site received 2.5 million visitors. The project attracted nearly
three billion earned media impressions to date. The number of
Pepsi's Facebook fans grew six times to nearly 3 million, and
Pepsi catapulted from 16th on the Forbes list of America's
most reputable companies in 2009 to 5th in 2010.

Most companies have used social media platforms to
establish a large follower base, and are currently trying to
convert these fans into paying customers. For instance, in
2009, Dell announced that it had generated USD 6.5 million
through sales generated from Twitter38. In 2010, Sony’s
European division launched a successful Twitter campaign
which gave users the opportunity to personalize a Sony Vaio
laptop and receive a 10 percent discount. The company
generated over GBP 1 million of sales of Sony Vaio during the
limited period39.

Potential for social media advertising on mobile
phones
Of its 500 million global user base, Facebook has over 200
million mobile users40. The Company claims to have a
larger mobile population than the iPhone and Andriod user
base. Its mobile users are also twice as active on
Facebook as their desktop counterparts.
Facebook could be a huge game changer should it decide
to monetize its mobile user base. With the huge amount
of influence it wields, Facebook is reportedly the fastest
growing source of traffic to other websites41.
Coupled with location-based advertising, social media
advertising on the mobile phones has a huge potential for
growth. Consequently, Facebook has announced that the
mobile platform is its primary focus in this year.

In India, social media reaches 84 percent of the online user
base. India is the seventh largest global market for social
media consumption41.
With 90 percent of business professionals in India believing
that social media impacts business and marketing, advertising
agencies in Tier 1 cities are seeing a growing interest in online
ad campaigns, which usually consist of a Facebook page,
Twitter feed and a micro-site allowing some element of
customer interaction42.

Top Social Networking Sites in India
July 2010 vs. July 2009
Total India - Age 15+, Home & Work Locations*
Total Unique Visitors (000s)

Social Network Ad Revenues Worldwide, by Venue 2010-12
Millions

$ 8,094

$ 5,968

India
Jul-09

Jul-10

% Change

Total Internet: Total Audience

35,028

39,562

13%

Social Netwroking

23,255

33,158

43%

7,472

20,873

179%

17,069

19,871

16%

4,292

4,432

3%

Yahoo! Pulse

N/A

3,507

N/A

Twitter.com

984

3,341

239%

LinkedIn.com

N/A

3,267

N/A

Zedge.net

1,767

3,206

81%

ibibo.com

1,562

2,960

89%

Yahoo! Buzz

542

1,807

233%

shtyle.com

407

1,550

281%

Facebook.com
$ 3,477

Orkut
Bharatstudent.com

2010
Facebook
$ 1,860

2011

2012

$ 4,050

$ 5,742

Myspace
$ 288

$ 184

$ 156

$ 45

$ 150

$ 250

Other Social Networks
$ 1,123

$ 1,310

$ 1,529

Social games
$ 161

$ 274

$ 417

Twitter

Source: ComScore Media Metrix
Source: eMarketer, Jan 2011

36. www.hugeinc.com/casestudies/pepsi
37. Publicly available information
38. Direct2Dell: The official Dell corporate blog, Dec 2009 article
39. Socialmediainfluence.com, 18 March 2010 article: "Selling via Twitter: now it's Sony's turn"

40. Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics
41. Comscore
42. Livemint article: “Viral Infections” 30 Dec 2010 edition
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Brands with the highest recall with respect to social
media in India43:
?
Sunsilk: Gang of Girls

Gaming
The Indian gaming industry is valued at INR 10.0 billion and is
expected to grow at a CAGR of 31 percent to INR 38.3 billion by
2015.

?
Tata Tea: Jaago Re
?
MTV Roadies

?
Pepsi (Youngistan campaign)

40

?
Blogs of Microsoft, IBM, HP and Nokia

35

?
Blogs of Amitabh Bachchan and Aamir Khan

30

38
31
14.2
23

25
17

20
13

15

Social media platforms have empowered consumers and
consequently companies are now focusing on more relevant
and personal ways of reaching out and engaging with their
target audience. For instance, Van Heusen’s Coffee Mornings
is an initiative where a team of 20 online community
members interact with the company’s designing team on
weekends44.
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Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

Primarily social media can help deliver the following for
brands / organizations (%)
“I beleive the Indian gaming industry has reached a inflection
point and we will see exponential growth on all platforms
reaching a critical mass in the next 18- 24 months - this will be
driven by 3G and the penetration of smartphones and tablets
which provide a rich user experience.”

89.4
65.7

61.8

– Prakash Ahuja
C.E.O. – Gameshastra Inc.

46.4

1.6

Console gaming
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35.2

Console gaming is the largest contributor of Indian gaming
industry revenues. This segment generated INR 5.8 billion in 2010
and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 20 percent to INR 14.2
billion by 201547.

Source: www.blogworks.in

Social media platforms are also a powerful tool for
humanitarian organizations. The use of social networks during
and after the massive earthquake hit Haiti in 2010 was a
prominent example. Facebook received over 1,500 status
updates per minute after the quake, and the Red Cross even
received tweets from people trapped under buildings45. Social
media and a text-to-donate campaign enabled the Red Cross
to raise approximately USD 400 million for relief and
development efforts in less than three months46.

43. Exchange4media and www.blogworks.in
44. “Apparel brands chase new design trends on Facebook, Twitter” The Economic Times, 13 April 2010

Console gaming is viewed as the preserve of the teenage or
young urban single male. However casual games being developed
by major players such as Sony, Microsoft and Nintendo are
reaching a wider demographic due to their more intuitive nature
and lower learning skill requirement. Further, these games make
for an interesting spectator sport, involving even the people who
are watching the gamer in action.
While the mobile gaming segment might become a more
competitive alternative to handheld consoles, console gaming
manufacturers believe that it is unlikely to threaten the growth
prospects of console gaming in India on account of the highly
immersive experience that consoles offers gamers. However, the
high costs of legitimate hardware and software due to high
custom duties and indirect taxes remains a challenge. With a one
time investment between INR 5,000 and 20,000 for hardware
and incremental cost of INR 1,000 to 3,000 for each software
product, console gaming is currently an expensive proposition for
an average Indian as compared to other modes of entertainment.
Console prices in India are approximately 1.5 times higher than
those in United States.

45. Social Times 18 Aug 2010 article: “Tweeting for Help: Red Cross Explores Social Media”
46. Red Cross 29 March 2010 press release
47. KPMG Analysis and Industry Interviews
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INR Billion

?
Fastrack
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Source: TAM AdeX Data analysis

Brand

Manufacture

India
(USD)

US
(USD)

X Box 360 (250) GB48

Microsoft

500

299

Play Station 349

Sony

450

300

Wii

Nintendo

300

199

HCL ME50

HCL Infosystems

113

N/A

Trends in the console gaming industry:
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1. Networking devices counter piracy: Mandatory security
patches sent as updates to network consoles prevents
hackers from playing pirated games.
2. Regionalization of content: As growth in gaming remains
a function of awareness and inclination, gaming
companies are investing in developing content that
appeals to a wider demographic. For instance, Sony plans
to launch four games with India-themed content like
Street Cricket by May 201151.

Mobile gaming
Mobile gaming is an INR 2.8 billion market and is expected to
grow at a CAGR of 45 percent to reach INR 17.4 billion by 201553.
The rising number of wireless subscribers coupled with
increasing penetration and affordability of data enabled handsets
provides a large addressable market for the gaming industry.
The advent of 3G is expected to ease congestion of networks
and improve the overall gaming experience. With the huge
investments made by operators for 3G, considerable effort is
being carried out by telecom operators to improve consumer
awareness of 3G services. Further, with ARPUs dropping,
telecom carriers are expected to increasingly focus on growing
revenues from data services. This is expected to fuel the growth
in mobile gaming industry.
In order to monetize the potential of the Indian gaming industry,
global gaming companies are establishing a presence in India. For
instance, in 2010, Zynga the creators of Farmville, set up their
first and largest base outside US in Bangalore54.

Case study: The year of the angry birds55
Angry Birds is a puzzle video game developed by Finnish
game studio Rovio. In the game, players control a flock of
birds that are seeking revenge on a gang of egg-stealing
pigs.

3. Popularity of motion gaming in Indian households
surges: Motion gaming provides an immersive
augmented reality experience that is rapidly becoming a
popular entertainment option for Indian families.

Released in December 2009, Angry Birds went on to
become a massive iPhone hit. Angry Birds became the
top-selling paid application on Apple's UK App Store in
February 2010, and reached the top spot on the US App
Store in the spring of 2010. The game has had over 12
million copies purchased from Apple's App Store56.

“Indian gaming industry is maturing at a rapid pace and
perhaps an unique market where we are seeing growth in both
consumer market as well as game development industry. From
Sony Computer Entertainment business, we are very happy
with the results in India for both the segments. Consumer
acceptance of console gaming is increasing rapidly while we
are seeing a number of game development studios maturing
towards full cycle games in the next generation platforms.”

The company has since designed the game for other
platforms including Android, webOS, the Symbian,
Windows, Mac OS X, Palm webOS, and Nokia N900
operating systems. With a total of 50 million downloads
across a variety of platforms, Angry Birds has been
declared one of the great runaway hits of 2010.

– Atindriya Bose
Sony Computer Entertainment Europe Limited

The success of the game has led to the development of a
range of merchandise from plush toys to key chains. In
February 2011, Mattel showcased its board game “Angry
Birds Knock on Wood” at the New York Toy Fair57. When
the Andriod version of the game released on GetJar, there
were 90,000 downloads within seconds, causing the app
store to crash58. The game is also set to make debut on
Xbox 360, PS3 and Nintendo Wii later this year.

4. The definition of content on the console gaming
platform is now broadening: thereby offering wider
opportunities for monetization. Through add-on services,
console gaming companies are aiming at developing
consoles into central entertainment devices (see text
box).

Critical success factors:
1. Focus on touch screens: Angry Birds was one of the
first games to highlight the potential of the
widespread adoption of smartphones for game
development. A team of twelve developers spent
eight months refining Angry Birds before it released
on the iPhone. Niklas Hed, CTO of Rovio reportedly
attributed the success of the game to the fact that the
company had not attempted to copy games from other
platforms to the mobile.

Select add-on services with Sony PS352
?
Mubi: Free, downloadable application that gives PS3
owners access to the global film library of MUBI
?
SingStar Stores: Users are able to purchase songs

online from the SingStore. Player performances can
be uploaded to the My SingStar Online network
where users are able to rate each others
performances and leave comments on other
people's profiles.

2. High production value: Rovio put a lot of effort into
character development ensuring that the characters
appealed to a wide demographic. Apart from high
quality illustration and detail, the game also has sound

?
Netflix: Streaming of Netflix available on PS3 devices

in US
?
PlayTV: Allows the PS3 to act as an HDTV or DTV

48. www.microsoftstore.com/store
49. Sony Store website, http://www.sony.co.in/product/ps3+move+bundle
50. HCLstore.in
51 “Sony to launch four console games by May”, 13 Nov 2010 edition Business Standard
52. Industry interviews, Playstation website
53. KPMG analysis and Industry interviews

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

CIOL, 17 February 2010: “Zynga India office is not just an offshore center”
awesomegiant.com/blog/app-study-why-angry-birds-so-successful
Wall Street Journal: “Angry Birds Smartphone App takes off for Rovio”, 12 May 2010
Forbes, 17 February 2011: “Angry Birds, Happy Toymakers”
PC Mag, 15 October 2010: “Angry Birds Added to Android Market After GetJar Crash”
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3. Simple yet engaging concept: The game was
developed to be easy to learn but hard to master.
While the simple interaction model enabled first time
users to quickly grasp the basics, the carefully detailed
additions created depth for advanced players in later
stages. For instance, blue birds split into three at a tap
on the screen and white birds drop egg bombs. These
elements make Angry Birds an addicting game to play.
Further, the short gameplay sessions match the
requirements of most casual gamers.
4. Right pricing strategy: The Angry Birds free version is
one of the the top free apps on the Apple’s app store.
Simultaneously, the paid version of the game is also
the number one paid app. Rovio achieved this by
providing just enough features in the free version to
get users hooked.
5. Keeping the popularity alive: Rovio’s strategy of
releasing regular updates and additions ensured that
there was a relentless social media buzz around the
game. As a result, Angry Birds game remains at the
top of the charts, which is crucial to attract casual
gamers.

Online and PC gaming
Rising penetration of internet is driving the online gaming industry
in India. At INR 1.5 billion the Online and PC gaming market
accounts for 15 percent of the overall gaming market. This
segment is expected to grow at a CAGR of 35 percent to reach
INR 6.7 billion by 201559.
Increased usage of social networks in India and awareness
created by online gaming companies through the distribution of
large number of games of different genres has generated
increased user interest. However, the lack of robust payment
systems in India remains a challenge. The introduction of
Facebook currency credits as the main payment method for all
Facebook games could be a possible solution.
Trends in online and mobile gaming:
1. Advergaming leading to better engagement with
consumers: The ad-funded model on the mobile platform
is still at a nascent stage in India as compared to
developed markets. However, companies are increasingly
choosing to promote brands such as ITC, Parle-G and Axe
through advergames60. These games are usually played by
users for about 5-10 minutes, and this level of
engagement is likely to be seen as more impactful than a
10 second advertisement that does not involve such a
high level of interaction with its viewers.
2. Multiplicity of platforms could lead to a fragmented
user experience: The rising number of participants is
leading to a fragmented market. This might make it more
expensive for players to differentiate themselves through
branding.
3. Social gaming is a force to be reckoned with: Social
games such as FarmVille have impacted the way

59. KPMG analysis and industry interviews
60. Business Standard article, 24 June 2010: "Advergaming toys with new media sites”
61. Industry meetings

consumers use social networks. With over 50 percent of
its 500 million users playing at least one game on a
regular basis, Facebook is now the world’s largest online
gaming platform. In India, social gaming is mostly
restricted to urban areas where social media platforms
like Facebook have the most penetration. There are an
estimated 8-10 million social media gamers in India61.

“With India at the digital inflection point, online gaming will
definitely witness meteoric growth within the next 12-18
months. Advent of new access devices like tablets,
smartphones, netbooks etc. will also fuel the growth of online
games further. Growth in social media has also resulted in
proliferation of Social Gaming which is the latest trend in online
gaming. More than 40% of Indian users on Facebook, play
social games and this number will only grow. India will be
amongst the top 5 countries in the world in the next 3 years in
online gaming. We believe that India will be a billion dollar
gaming market by 2015.”
– Rohit Sharma
C.E.O. – Reliance Entertainment – Digital Business.
© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

effects such as slingshot sounds, bird flying sounds,
contact sounds, and broken structures that give a
sense of satisfaction and feedback to the end user.
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53% of Facebook users play games

500 + million total Facebook users

19% Say they’re addicted.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

69% of Facebook gamers are women
20% have paid cash

Upgrade: $3

for in-game benefits

56% million people play daily
(more than the entire population of England)

290 million people play monthly
(near as many people as live in the United States)

421 Minutes
Average time spent per month on Facebook:

(7 hours and 1 minute)

50% of Facebook log-ins are specifically to play games:

(games)

(networking)

265 million Facebook gamers
x 210 minutes of gametime per gamer, per month*
upto

927 million hours per month of collective game-time.
*Assuming 50% of log-ins equals 50% of minutes spent.

That’s 105,878 man-years’ worth of virtual farming.*
*And poker playing, mob-bossing, and frontier conquering

Source: AllFacebook.com, Neilsen, Games.com, IndsideFacebook.
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Mobile VAS
Mobile Value Added Services are those services that are not part
of the basic voice offer and are availed separately by the end user.
They are used as a tool for differentiation and allow mobile
operators to develop another stream of revenue62.

ENTERTAINMENT

INFORMATION

mCOMMERCE

Ringtones, CRBT
Monthly subscription services
Reverse CRBT

Mobile banking

Wallpaper & Screensavers
One time requests

Music and songs
Games

Bill Pay

Voice / IVR

Location Based Services

eBook Reader

Swipe Applications

Productivity Apps

MOBILE APPS
Source: IAMAI” Mobile VAS in India” report, July 2010

Products

Entertainment VAS

Information VAS

mCOMMERCE

?
Provides entertainment for leisure

?
Provides useful information to end

?
Services that involve some

?
Generates mass appeal

?
User interest generated based on

Current Status

?
Presently driving revenues and

?
Certain sub-categories gaining

?
Presently in embryonic stage.

Drivers

?
New players from media and movie

?
Enterprises are utilizing mobile as a

?
RBI guidelines are expected to

Challenges

?
Music is the largest component.

?
Marketing is challenge as

?
Security concerns

Overview

Future Status

time.

volumes for MVAS industry.

houses. Eg. STAR, Rajshri

Challenge is to drive usage of other
contents/services like games.

?
Key driver for VAS industry over the

next couple of years.

user.

transaction on mobile devices.

relevant component of content.

popularity.

channel to deliver information such
as stock updates, bank account info.
etc.

information preference differs across
segments.

?
Information VAS will be key driver for

rural markets.

provide a boost to mBanking.

?
Handset penetration and usage of

GPRS is low in India.
?
Post addressal of security concerns,

can emerge as a key driver.

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

The mobile VAS industry has grown significantly over the last few
years on the back of huge growth in mobile subscriber additions
and increasing acceptance by subscribers to use mobile handsets
for various other applications apart from the conventional voice
communication.

62. Industry meetings

Indian consumers have gradually evolved in their mobile VAS
usage (these services have also been pushed by the network
operators to compensate for the falling voice ARPUs). Indian
consumers started with SMS, and ring-tone downloads formed
the second phase of VAS adoption. Currently, usage of GPRS
(Internet) services is becoming a popular VAS being used by
consumers.

© 2011 KPMG, an Indian Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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MVAS Market Size

As the user base matures, conventional entertainment VAS is
transforming into a commodity. With the introduction of 3G, there
is expected to be a push for innovative new offerings such as
location-based services, mobile apps and m-commerce.

Future High End Interactive Content
New Innovative content
and Applications
Basic Content and Applications

Social
Networking

Video
Conferencing

Multiplayer
Gaming


Players continue to offer more

innovative services

Operators too focus on MVAS to stem


The Indian telecom market takes off

Mobile TV

falling ARPU


A large number of MVAS players enter various

M Commerce
Video Tv

segments across the value chain
CRBT


Launch of 3G to drive high end applications

Consolidation in the industry

Industry players explore operations across the value chain

Ringtones
Wallpapers /
Graphics

Revenues from MVAS contributed a
more 3% of total mobile operator
revenues

Infor Services

Mobile MVAS contributed to total
operator revenues expected to increase to > 18%

PzP SMS

2000

2003

2010
Year

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

The size of the MVAS market in India is estimated to be INR 56
billion and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 26 percent to INR
177 billion by 2015.
Entertainment VAS accounts for 70 percent, information VAS
accounts for 29 percent and Mcommerce accounts for 1 percent
of 2010 revenues63. Going forward, the share of entertainment
VAS is expected to decline in favor of emerging segments such
as VAS services around healthcare, education, services
information, etc.

Trends
Innovative pricing: Low-cost phones such as G5 and
Micromax has resulted in significant wireless subscriber
growth at the base of the pyramid. Further, over 90 percent
of mobile phone subscribers belong to the prepaid
segment64. Consequently, MVAS players have focused on
developing services with micro-charging concepts such as
sachet billing and per second billing that are affordable to the
vast majority of consumers.




From ring-tones to utility MVAS: As mobile phones are a

MVAS (excluding mobile gaming)
200
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180
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160
140
INR Billion
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personal tool, there is a huge scope to develop MVAS utility
services for India’s aspirational middle class. Utility MVAS
services can range from counting calories to digital aartis.
Segments that are gaining ground are education and
vocational-related segments, healthcare, banking, agriculture
and governance. MVAS services can also empower the rural
subscriber base with customized services such as crop price
alerts, micro-finance scheme information, installment due
alerts etc.65

75

Rise in off-deck services to impact current revenue sharing

56

40
20
0
2010

2011p

2012p

2013p

2014p

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

63. KPMG analysis and industry interviews
64. Accenture research report: "Wanted: New business models for profitable rural expansion"
65. Dolat Capital, 16 July 2008 research report
66. Industry meetings

2015p

agreements: Approximately 98 percent of the current VAS
ecosystem is on-deck and telecom operators receive the
majority of the share of revenues (60-70 percent) generated
from MVAS66. With the introduction of 3G services enabling a
range of new off-deck data services, carriers will have to
create better eco systems that incentivize content creators to
develop innovative content.
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Revenue Sharing Arrangement

Outlook
Content /
Application Owner

Content / Application owners
get 10 - 15% of revenue

Aggregator gets approx
20 - 25% of revenue

Aggregator

Operators keeps
60 - 70% of revenue

End users pays for
the content

Market Operator

As the market matures, these consumers are getting used to new
ways of consuming content which bodes well for the success of
3G services. Further, the availability of feature-rich phones at
attractive price points, is expected to boost VAS usage amongst
low-end users.
The online classifieds market is estimated to be INR 10.0 billion
and is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 17.6 percent over the next
five years to reach INR 22.5 billion by 2015.
Online classifieds
25.0

22.5

End User
19.2

20.0
Source: Report on Mobile VAS in India 2010, Industry interviews

Challenges
Hypercompetition destroying value of VAS: With the high
levels of churn among existing consumers, consumers
switching networks may not transfer the VAS services to their
new networks. Consumers are spending a shorter duration
on a network, resulting in a significant drop in yields which
may not be compensated by the growth of the consumer
base.

INR Billion

16.4
15.0

13.9
11.8

10.0

10.0

Potential impact of new TRAI regulations: TRAI regulations
around consumer oriented issues such as mobile advertising
and issues related to violation of customer privacy need be
carefully considered for their impact on the market potential.
Industry players believe that protecting the interests of
consumers should not hamper the ability of carriers to
educate consumers on the various services available to them.

5.0
0.0

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Source: KPMG analysis and industry interviews

?

Piracy: Media companies are seeing a shift of eyeballs
towards new media. If new media services cannot be
introduced in a piracy free environment then there is an
erosion of value. Services such as caller tunes were
essentially piracy-free but the introduction of mobile internet
opens new avenues for piracy. There is a pressing need to
introduce regulations that prevent piracy by making ISP
accountability essential. As voice charges fall, it is in the
interest of ISPs to protect data and block access to websites
encouraging piracy.

?

Lack of coordination between participants: There exists no
common platform for handset manufacturers and VAS players
to ensure consistency of features and software across various
handset models. This leads to an array of testing and porting
requirements prior to the launch of a new application and
often to a poor user experience (some users may not be able
to use a service if their handset does not support it).

?

Imbibing consumer insight: There is a lack of research in
understanding customer preferences and, hence, launching
customized solutions for each strata of the population—it is
easier in music or Bollywood-based content, as the movies
and songs are proven. For newer technologies such as a
push-to-talk or m-commerce applications, adequate market
profiling is not available from the only sources of
information—operators. Hence, the market continues to run
and grow via trial and error. The dilemma remains whether to
invest in a market to help make it grow or to see early-stage
adoption and then go the full distance.

Job boards
Job boards are the largest segment accounting for INR 4.5 billion
of the total market. The CPM from job-related advertisements is 8
to 10 times that of non-job related advertisements.
The largest revenue generator for online classifieds comes from
providing recruiters access to their database of resumes.
Although online job classifieds are growing faster than print
classifieds, the latter still retains several advantages such as
better branding and ability to drive footfall. Further, companies in
certain verticals like PSUs and education etc that are slow to
innovate prefer to advertise job openings using the traditional
print medium. Consequently, print classifieds are unlikely to
disappear any time soon.

“Mobile internet has the potential be a game-changer. While
mobile WAP sites are gaining traction, displaying text-heavy
classified sites on the small screen is a challenge.
Consequently, high value customers migrating to tablets may
be future revenue generators.”
– Sanjeev Bikhchandani
Managing Director and CEO – Info Edge (India) Limited

?

67. KPMG analysis and industry interviews
68. Mid Day, 10 February 2011, “Blackerry-apps play matchmaker”

Matrimonial sites
Matrimonial sites in India continue to gain traction. This segment
generated INR 2 billion in revenues in 201067. The key challenge
remains the cost of customer acquisition as providing a good
service to clients does not result in repeat business!
Matrimonial sites have also innovated, launching specialized sites
like secondshaadi.com and introducing mobile applications that
inform users whenever a potential spouse is in the vicinity68.
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Others
General classifieds generated INR 0.5 billion, education
classifieds accounted for INR 0.25 billion, real estate generated
INR 0.75 billion and the automotive classifieds sector accounted
for INR 0.3 billion in 201069.

Online Classifieds

General Classifieds

Recruitment

Main Sources of Revenue

Other Sources of Revenue

?
Paid Listings

?
Text Ads

?
Featured Listings

?
Banner Ads
?
Google Adsense

?
Job listings and Employer Branding

?
Job Seeker services

?
Resume Database Access

?
Google Adesense, Banner Ads
?
Mobile revenues
?
Resume short listings and screening
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?
Developers, builders and brokers

?
Property listings
?
Microsites, home page links, banners Ads

Real Estate

?
Paid Memberships

?
Walk in services at offices for matching services

?
Lead generated for new cars, auto insurance and auto

?
Text Ads

Matrimony

Auto

insurance and auto finance

?
Banner Ads

?
Subscription and brokage charges from used car dealers

?
Google Adsense

?
Paid Listings

Source: researchonindia.com

Blogs
70

There are over 156 million blogs currently live on the web . The
overall market continues to grow. Short-form content such as
updates via Twitter and Facebook, which some initially believed
would threaten long-form content like blogs, have proved to be a
promotion tool for directing attention and engagement to blogs.
In 2010, Techcrunch sold its entire network of sites to AOL71. In
India, Instamedia Network which owns the blog network
Instablogs.com secured USD 4 million from Times Internet
Limited, a subsidiary of the Times of India Group72. In February
2011, AOL acquired Huffington Post for USD 315 million, paying
an estimated 32 times earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization73.
Blogging in India remains dominated by urban-centric English
speakers. 92 percent of blogs by Indians are in English while the
rest are in regional languages including Hindi, Tamil, Marathi and
Telugu74.

69. KPMG analysis and industry interviews
70. Blogpulse
71. AOL press release, 28 September 2010: "AOL to acquire Techcrunch network of sites"
72. Economic Times, 8 September 2010: "Instamedia closes $4 million series A investment from The
Times of India Group”

73. Reuters, 7 February 2011: “AOL to buy the Huffington Post for USD 315 million”
74. IIMA report: “Executive blogging: Indian corporate heads in the blogosphere”; Ravin and Mishra 2009
study
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e-Commerce

A Decade of Blogging

Currently at a nascent stage, online shopping in India is beginning
to take off. Eight out of ten Indian online consumers expect to
shop online within the next 12 months75.

AOL acquires Huffington Post
for USD 315 million

2008

Blog search engine
Technorati, In its annual
'State ofthe Blogosphere'
report, announces that it
tracks at least 100 million
blogs of an extimated 133
million blogs worldwide.

2006
In the aftermath of the 11
July 2006 Mumbai train
bombings, the
government of India
directs Internet service
providers (ISPs) to block
access to a few blogs for
spreading "hateful of
inflammatory" material.
However, most ISPs
choose to block access
to entire domains, and
access to blogs hosted
on Blogspot.com and
Typepad.com is barred,
then restored within a
few days

2004
Blogs become a vital
news source during the
Deceber 2004 tsunami.
Blogs such as SEA-EAt
post text messages sent
from the ground in the
wake of a
telecommunications
breakdown. relaying vital
information to the media
and to aid workers. Blog
becomes Merriamm Webster's word of the
year

2002

Political blog Talking
Points Memo uncovers
US Senate majority
leader Trent Lott's radally
charged comments at an
event, 13 days later, Lott
resigns. Influential
gossip blog Gawker is
started.

2001
Several popular
American political blogs
are started, including
Instapundit and The Daily
Dish.

1997

The term 'weblog' is
coined by American
programer John Barger
to describe his personal
site Robot Wisdom,
where he linked to
articles on the Internet.

2005

Popular newsblog The
Huffungton Post, called
the 'Internet Newspaper',
is launched. The Indian
blog community calls for
a 'Blog Quake Day' on 26
October 2005, collecting
donations for the 2005
Kashmir earthquake
relief funds

2003

Blogger is acquired by
Google Inc. Rediff begins
offering hosted blogs on
blogs.rediff.com. The
first Iteration of opensource blog platform
Wordpress appears,
Salam Pax, a
pseudonymous blogger
from Iraq, receives
notable media attention
for his posts during the
Iraq Invasion.

1999
The word 'blog' is used
for the first time, on Peter
merholz's personal
website. San Francisco
based start-up Pyra Labs
starts Blogger, which
allows for easy blog
publishing. American
programmer Bradley
Joseph Fitspatrick starts
blog hosting service
Livejournal to help his
freinds stay updated on
each other's activites

Source: livemint.com, 11 Aug 2009: "A decade on, Indian blogs remain mostly urban, niche

75. AC Nielson Report “Global Trends in Online Shopping”
76. Comscore press release, 2 June 2010: “Visitation to Travel Sites in India Surges 50 Percent in Past
Year”

e-Commerce in India is riddled with challenges. Indian consumers
prefer cash transactions, physical contact with products, and
personal interactions with suppliers. Consequently, consumers
prefer to research online and buy offline. Low internet penetration
and lack of confidence in security of online transactions are also
challenges to the growth of online shopping in India.
However, the success of online train ticket reservation proves
that consumers are more comfortable with online shopping
today. Convenience, right pricing, easy access to product
information and availability of user-friendly tools for product
comparison can make e-commerce a more attractive proposition
for consumers. Further, e-commerce in India has adapted to the
Indian environment and many sites now offer cash on delivery
and returns by courier options. This has been a catalyst for ecommerce businesses like Flipkart and Futurebazaar.com
The travel industry is the largest vertical in the e-commerce
space. Travel sites attracted over 14 million visitors in April 2010, a
growth of 50 percent over the previous year76.

Most Visited Travel Sites by Unique Visitors
April 2010 vs. April 2009
Total India Age 15+ - Home/Work Location*
Total Unique Visitors (000s)
Apr-09

Apr-10

33,753

39,562

13%

Travel

9,398

33,158

43%

Indian Railways

5,303

20,873

179%

Make My Trip

1,710

19,871

16%

Yatra Online

1,211

4,432

3%

Expedia Inc.

962

3,507

N/A

Clear Trip.com

689

3,341

239%

Travel AdNetwork

569

872

53

Travelocity

347

812

134

India Rail Info.com

147

647

340

Jet Airways

468

585

25

eRail.in

178

464

160

Total Internet: Total Audience

Source: ComScore Media Metrix

% Change
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Online group buying
Online group buying is a fast growing segment in the ecommerce
space. Online group buying portals leverage social networking to
attract individual buyers who receive a heavy discount for a
product that is bought collectively. Online group buying pioneer
Groupon Inc was named by Forbes as the fastest growing
internet company ever.

The future of new media

DISTRIBUTED
Same content in multiple locations, formats and channels

Unique Visitors
20M

PERSONALIZED

15M

Tailored content to suit individual users based on
what they have watched, read, experienced or shared

10M

CONTEXTUALISED
Creating compelling customer experiences by
delivering contextually relevant content on demand
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5M

0M
Jan 10

Mar 10

groupon.com

May 10

Jul 10
tippr.com

Sep 10

Nov 10

Jan 11

livingsocial.com

Source: idaconcpts.com January 2011 article “Review of the online group buying industry”

In India, there are various players in this segment such as
Snapdeal, Taggle and Dealsandyou. Groupon has entered the
Indian market with the acquisition of SoSasta.com in January
2011.
The group model benefits small merchants who not only
generate large volume sales but are also able to save on online
advertising77. The challenge remains in educating retailers on the
concept.
Exclusive shopping portals are another emerging concept in India.
For instance, Exclusively.in raised USD 2.8 million from Accel
Partners and Helion Venture Partners. In December 2010, Fashion
and You, an invitation only shopping site raised approximately
USD 8 million in funding from Sequoia Capital78.
Outlook for new media
1. Death of the portal and rise of an app fuelled economy:
Global mobile app store revenues are forecasted to triple
from USD 5.2 billion in 2010 to USD 15.1 billion in 2011 on
the back of end users buying applications, and
applications themselves generating advertising revenue
for their developers79.
2. Huge surge on the device-side leading to
experimentation with new media: Online advertisments
offering more in-app interactivity are likely create more
engaging ads. With the growing adoption of smartphones,
this advantage is likely to attract advertisers and ad
creators. Further, online and mobile video consumption is
expected to grow significantly.

77. Business Standard, 19 Feb 2011: “Websites open portals for the new-age shopaholic”
78. Medianama, 7 Dec 2010: “Fashion And You Raises Around USD 8 Million From Sequoia Capital India”
79. The Financial Express, 27 January 2011, "Phone users drive mobile apps downloads to USD 15 billion"
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Know your
consumer

Insight and
Analysis – Bringing
Science to your art

10
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Insight and
Analysis – Bringing
Science to your art

10
Consumers today have a variety of choices, both in terms of content and delivery formats. The
number of channels available on television has increased from 120 in 2003, to around 550 currently.
Across genres, the choice available to consumers has increased significantly. Take sports for
example, where there are now 10 channels available. Consumers have access to a variety of
sporting content, with coverage of even Nascar Racing and various European football leagues being
available. The growth of niche genres such as lifestyle, food, wildlife and auto has added to the
choice. A similar phenomenon has been seen in films, with the growth of genres like horror, thrillers,
children's and animated films. With the growth of DTH, increasing broadband penetration and the
roll out of 3G services, consumers will have a choice of delivery formats to suit their usage needs.
Advertisers are also increasingly looking at specific genres and delivery platforms that can reach
their audience in a targeted manner. Given this context, understanding the consumer, in the media
industry, has become more important today, than ever in the past.
Recent research by Professor Clayton M. Christensen of Harvard Business School highlights the
need for consumer research to focus on how a product or service will be used by the consumer. This
goes beyond research around demographics, attitudes and product attributes, to understanding the
core usage requirement for a product or service. The concept is particularly important for the media
industry (given the variety of content and delivery formats), and has implications across the value
chain, for content creation, marketing (segmentation/ positioning) and distribution.
A case in point is the recent theatrical success of 'No One Killed Jessica'. Given the topic
addressed, such a film could have been produced in a documentary style. However, when
considered from the lens of 'how will it be used', it was clear that the film would have to deliver
entertainment value. The tone of the movie, set as a faced paced thriller, hence contributed to its
success.
Similarly, in news media, content can be packaged and presented differently, depending on how the
target audience is using it. Usage could be varied, from garnering facts and shaping opinions, to
simply using news as a means of unwinding at the end a long day. News media players hence need
to package and present their content appropriately, depending on the core usage pattern of their
target audience.

This chapter hence highlights how consumer research across culture, attitudes, lifestyles and media
usage patterns can be effectively leveraged by media companies. It is structured as a series of six
articles by industry experts, covering issues relating to specific consumer segments, and the
industry as a whole. The articles highlight the impact that strong research insights can deliver to a
media business, and the importance of consumer research as a process – especially in an industry
that is beginning to discover going beyond its 'gut' to with consumer research.
We have articles on emerging consumer trends for three key audience segments – kids, youth and
the South market. To capture the impact of consumer insights across the value chain, we have a
case study on the recent success of 'No One Killed Jessica', and an article on building powerful
media brands. Finally, we have an article on the role of measurement and research, in generating
consumer insights for Television.
We would like to thank all the contributors for their valuable insights.
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Understanding the youth
Give it to them, their way
– Anuj Poddar
Head – Strategy and
Business Development,
Viacom 18 Media Private
Limited

India is a young country. The impact of this is seen not only on youth brands and products, but
across categories. In India all categories tend to skew younger. Take the example of Blackberry,
which repositioned as a trendy youth product, increasing its potential market significantly. From a
media perspective, take the case of GECs, which are essentially a mass, family offering. In India the
core TG or brand identity is anchored to a 25-year old woman. In other countries a similar GEC/mass
channel would be anchored to a 35 year old person. Similarly for movies, 18-25 year olds have the
maximum influence on box-office success. Hence movies too are skewing younger in subject,
attitude, treatment and packaging. A number of recent movies, including ‘Tanu Weds Manu’, '3
Idiots' and 'Band Baaja Barat' are reflective of this trend.
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Consumer research in the media industry is different and challenging, as we cannot do product
testing. In FMCG for instance, a new flavor of noodles or type of shampoo can be developed and
then tested with the target consumers. In media, it is unviable to develop the final product and then
test it. Early stage concept testing is also difficult. We cannot expect to narrate the stunts for
'Khatron Ke Khiladi' and get a meaningful audience reaction. In media, it is all about the complete
experience, including the content, presentation, viewing experience and audience engagement.
Hence, research for us is more about understanding our audience, their lives, beliefs, values,
lifestyles, needs, aspirations and most importantly, their emotional triggers - both on an individual
and societal basis. This then translates to a meaningful understanding of what kind of content will
work with the audience.
Consumer research is particularly challenging in the case of youth, as this is a very dynamic and
constantly evolving segment. Hence, at MTV, for example, there is a strong focus on understanding
Indian youth, one of the outcomes of which is 'mtvplay.in' (a platform that shares youth insights).
The Indian youth is by no means homogenous. There is a lot of diversity based on geography,
economic strata, education, etc. However, our research reveals that despite the diversity, there are
clear, common underlying traits that link them all. For example, a strong sense of confidence,
wanting to be cool and trendy, rising aspirations, the need for achievement and fame are exhibited
by youth across the country. The defining traits and values are similar, only the manifestation may
vary (E.g. which jeans or songs are considered trendier may vary from one segment of the youth to
the other).
One of the keys traits of the Indian youth is the manner in which they respond to international
influences. The youth today have significant exposure to international influences – be it culture,
products, content or lifestyles. However, they are also very proud of being Indian and are keen to
maintain their own identity. They assimilate western/ international trends and cultures (food, music,
etc) on their own terms, and not by blindly aping them. Hence, from pizzas to hip-hop, plenty of
items are 'Indianised' and consumed by Indian youth. Everything is consumed on their own terms.
Indian youth are not rebels or outliers. While there may be a generation gap with their parents, the
Indian youth are still largely conformists, and maintain a strong family orientation. Yet, they combine
this with an equally strong desire to try new things, be adventurous and push the envelope. From a
content perspective too, they have a strong appetite for edgy and extreme content. However, this
needs to be presented in a manner that appeals to their core traits. Hence formats that incorporate
an element of achievement, competition and challenge appeal to the youth. MTV Roadies is an
example of edgy content that has an underlying theme of achievement, taking on challenges,
proving oneself and winning - all of which are core values for the Indian youth.
Recent events in Egypt and elsewhere (where the combined power of youth and social media have
created history), have made me reflect on the tremendous power of youth and media. If you think of
India's young demographic profile, and the vibrant media, the potential transformative power of the
two, combined, is enormous. Media however, cannot expect to preach to or lead the youth. The
youth see media as one amongst them, as a reflection of their lives, challenges and aspirations. The
power of the media for the youth is best leveraged, by giving them what they want, in their own
way.
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From measurement to insights to predictions
...How does it all add up?

Just as the Cable and Satellite revolution that started almost 20 years back began to plateau, the last
couple of years have seen a new growth spurt led by Digitization. This has reinforced the importance
of understanding consumption patterns. One of the key trends likely to impact the industry, is the
potential impact of digitization on audience fragmentation.
With an increase in the number of channels (at last count, 550+ channels are broadcasting in India),
the choice of content for the audience has increased. However, the expected increase in audience
fragmentation has not necessarily materialized. This is because of two reasons: Analog distribution
networks are running on full capacity, and hence are adding new channels only through the
replacement of old ones. New channels are incrementally getting added only on Digital platforms,
where we see increasing fragmentation. However, given that Analog networks control a larger share
of the market (over 75 percent), fragmentation is decelerating. Secondly, market leaders, with deep
financial pockets, are bringing high quality content to the screen and engaging audiences more than
ever before. This has enabled them to skew audiences to few of the programs. Thus we see a
polarization of the audience, with a few programs engaging a large share of the audience on one
side, and a large set of programs engaging a limited share of the audience, at the other end of the
scale.
One of the key drivers of this polarization is the difference in behavior across audience segments.
Elderly Women, Housewives and Kids, who spend more time watching Television, are showing more
loyalty to their preferred set of genres. Chief-Wage Earners (CWE) and Youth on the other hand are
increasingly becoming more fickle. They either watch less Television, or switch across genres in an
attempt to find the content of their choice. This has proven beneficial for GEC, Kids and big events in
the Sports or Movies genres, helping them grow. News, Infotainment and Music have, on the other
hand, come under pressure.
Where does this all lead to in future? The strong marketing approach being adopted by players will
lead to the Digital platform gaining market share from Analog. Given the Digital platform's ability to
serve more content to subscribers interested in specific genres, this will lead to fragmentation
within niche content genres, as the popular genres continue to hold the bulk of audience volumes.
There is neither a dearth of space for new channels to enter existing genres, nor for newer genres to
get born. But businesses differentiated strongly by their content, backed with strong marketing,
packaging and pricing will start capturing a larger audience share. Big Ticket events on GEC, Sports,
News and Movie genres are always likely to aggregate audiences irrespective of platforms. Sighting
eyeballs, Advertisers will back them with more financial muscle, reinforcing their leadership position.
Today, the spread of Television in Rural India is comparable to that in Urban India. While there are 68
million TV homes and 60 million C&S homes in Urban India, there are 73 million TV homes and 56
million C&S homes in Rural India. Further, in Rural India, one in three C&S homes in Rural India have
turned Digital, as compared to one in seven C&S homes for Urban India.
Understanding consumer trends in the rural market will become critical going forward. Hence TAM's
expansion of its measurement panel to rural India comes at the right time.
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– L. V. Krishnan
CEO – TAM India

When it comes to Media, in particular to the largest, dynamic medium – Television, a continuous
panel based measurement has played a huge role in understanding the audience consumption
patterns. Over the last 12 years, since Electronic Measurement came into existence, the width and
depth of measurement has increased, staying in step with changes in the environment. From just a
4 city Metro-based panel over a decade back, today’s measurement covers over 165 cities in Urban
India and is slated to touch almost 250 cities/towns by the end of 2011.
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– Monica Tata,
Vice President and
Deputy General Manager
– Entertainment
Networks, South Asia,
Turner International India

Kids and the new Indian family
Evolving family dynamics and technology are changing the way kids
consume media
Kids in India are going through what we call the “perils of the plenty” phenomena. Till just over a
decade ago, kids had limited entertainment choices compounded with less access to TV and hardly
any internet or gadgets available to them. Today, out of 1.1 billion population of India there are about
52 million* active internet users; 77%** of kids are mobile phone users and 50%** of kids are
computer users clearly showcasing their changing lifestyle and birth of digital natives.
There has been a sea change in the way today's kids' think, process, analyze and respond. They have
become savvier, smarter and of course more informed thanks to entertainment technology
advancements. Urban kids are no longer very different from their global counterparts in terms of
their needs and lifestyle. They have similar wants and desires given the almost similar media
exposure and wide variety of entertainment choices.
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To give a very broad picture here, the biggest window to the world for Indian children, who make up
20 percent of the world's young population, is, of course, satellite television. TV consumption habits
vary for kids based on numerous complex factors ranging from family size, affluence, to family
dynamics that are very peculiar and cannot be generalized. Just to illustrate some key ones:
Single TV households are largely soap and drama watchers leading to kids' subliminal consumption
of content meant for older audience besides stipulated hour/s when they may own the remote. On
the other hand, in multiple TV set households, which still are a very small number, kids tend to
consume content of their choice on television as well as on alternate screens such as internet and
mobile platforms, given the high disposable household income.
With the reduction in average family size and increased household income, Indian families have
more to spend on latest mobile phones, gadgets and their entertainment needs. Children being the
main focus, parents today try their best to fulfill their aspirations - and a direct outcome is that they
get more attention and participation in decision making process.
The modern family set-up is slowly and surely changing from a strict, authoritarian structure to a
more liberal and democratic set-up. Higher boredom levels in nuclear families makes for a voracious
appetite for everyday entertainment, kids explore various platforms to watch, engage with content.
In joint families content is more regulated and all family members including kids are exposed to
pretty much the same genre of content, while there is may be room for kids to explore content on
the internet etc. Content covering the entire spectrum of emotions finds precedence in a bigger
family set up, with soaps, drama (based on social issues) and reality TV dominating the screen.
Kids have emerged as a very important consumer segment. However, it is critical to understand how
we reach out to them. The key is to touch their lives through the day, and not just on television. With
the convergence of TV, internet and mobile – it is imperative to have 360 brand presence and
marketing solutions with integrated messages. Social networking and gaming are the order of the
day for kids. Broadcasters and advertisers need to come up with “out of the box” ideas to catch
kids' ever fragmented attention with the brand's ubiquitous presence to expect any kind of
engagement and loyalty.
In the next 10 years, alternate TV mediums are likely to be the big growth drivers and “must
mediums” for any marketer.

* I-cube
** Cartoon Network's “New Generations 2011”; Applicable for the TG of this survey
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Understanding the consumer helps deliver success at the box office
Case study of “No One Killed Jessica”

Creative
Creatively, this was a fresh genre. While there have been a few films based on real life incidents in
the past, they have often been from events too far back in history, to be accessible for scrutiny by
the media and public. This was the first time that a film covered an incident that was well
documented across media, and had left an indelible market in the psyche of the common man. As a
result, there was a threat that a film of this nature could end up being a docu-drama, and that in fact
was the popular perception about the film before its release. The team was well aware of such a
possibility, and hence the importance of catering to the core entertainment need of the audience,
above all else. Right from scripting to filming, the film’s narrative was developed in the tone of a
thriller, to ensure a fast paced, edge of the seat experience.
Given the subject and genre, it was also recognized that creating mass appeal would be critical to
commercial viability. Hence actors who could generate mass appeal through their star quotient,
were cast in the leads. Leading stars Vidya Balan and Rani Mukerjee were taken on board to
enhance the film’s appeal beyond its subject alone.

Distribution
The distribution strategy focused on key revenue pockets, which were identified based on audience
insights and empirical data on box office performance of various genres of movies. The release and
promotional strategies were built around these priority markets. The film also challenged
conventional wisdom around release dates. For many years, there has been a mindset in the
industry that the first few weeks of the year are not a good period for release. The film was released
in the first week of 2010, and altered this perception, setting a fresh benchmark on the opening
potential for a film in the first week of the year.

Marketing
In terms of positioning, it would have been a natural pitch to depict the movie as the unfolding of
real life incidents and as a movement that took the nation by storm. However, most of this was
already known to public, and lacked the promise of entertainment, the core audience need. Hence,
the pitch of the film was placed around the "fight back" attitude reflected by people in such
circumstances and the power packed chemistry of the protagonists in the film. This clearly
communicated the entertainment value of the film to the audience.
The media strategy reinforced this positioning. PR around the movie and its subject was always
going to be at a high decibel, and would have been an obvious choice for the primary media vehicle.
It was a tight rope walk for the team, as we wanted the focus to remain on the film, and not on the
actual incidents or how they played out. Hence, the effort was to keep every news item on the film
in the entertainment domain, and out of mainline news media/ discussions. Television was chosen
as the driver medium for paid advertising. We also took the bold step of not advertising outdoor, or
doing conventional print ad campaigns. The strategy paid off big time for the film, and despite
controlled spends on marketing, it was successfully able to position itself as a big scale release.
A regional focus, and an understanding of the key revenue markets also allowed the marketing team
to build a focused marketing plan targeting these markets. Penetrated coverage was ensured across
all local dailies and regional papers in these markets, along with city visits. The marketing focus on
the key revenue markets also ensured adequate coverage in the smaller feeder markets in the same
region. Given the complexity of the subject, there was also a specific focus on engaging with
audiences on a direct one to one level. For the first time in a campaign, an IVR (Interactive Voice
Response system) was launched where people were allowed to call up the stars of the film, and
speak to them on their issues. In response our stars conducted real life sting operations on the
culprits. This reinforced the ‘fight back’ positioning, and the film’s entertainment value. Given the
interest of the youth in the topic, we also reached out to the core youth audience through a music
concert.

Commercial
Commercially, the movie was de-risked even before its theatrical release, and got a strong satellite
sale covering the entire cost of production. The theatrical performance shattered one more myth, in
terms of the box office potential of Heroine led films. With a worldwide gross collection close to
INR 40 crores, the film emerged as the highest grossing film ever with a purely female led cast.
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– Siddharth Roy Kapur
CEO – UTV Motion Pictures

“No One Killed Jessica” is a film that challenged conventional wisdom in filmmaking – creatively and
commercially. Given the unconventional nature of the film, audience insights were fed into all
aspects, right from scripting, to production, distribution and marketing, contributing to its success at
the box office.
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Consumer trends in the television space in the south
Experimenting with change

– Tony D'Silva
CEO – Sun Group

South India is home to 45 percent of the cable & satellite homes in India. The region is witnessing
tremendous economic progress with per capita incomes higher than the national average. The major
earning and consuming (mass) population of the region (25 years and above), grew up in the
traditional and conservative environment of the 1980s and 1990s. Across genres, whether for GECs
or for niche channels, the television audience in the four southern states comprise primarily of this
population. The success of any innovation on content therefore largely depends upon its ability to
appeal to this audience.
GECs, which cater to this mass population, have traditionally been driven by soaps and movies.
Serials still remain the main attraction across channels, and there is no real sign of tiredness in the
prime time serials space. However, there is an emerging appetite for different storylines, other than
the traditional family dramas. These could, for example, focus more on social issues.
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South India has a prolific movie industry, making movies a preferred content form. 70 percent of the
annual production of approximately 1000 movies in India is produced in South Indian languages.
Movies constitute more than 50 percent of the GRPs of most of the channels, and all major
networks in South India have created entry barriers by acquiring movie libraries on a long term basis.
However, viewers are becoming more discerning. There is no longer unconditional viewership for
any movies.
While these remain the preferred content forms, there is an increasing audience acceptance for new
nonfiction formats like game shows and reality shows. From earlier talent based reality shows
around singing and dancing, preferences are slowly moving towards big ticket game shows and
outdoor reality shows. The lure of life altering prize money on game shows, or opportunity to see life
as it is on outdoor reality shows attracts audiences. A unique feature of the South market is that
unlike in Hindi GECs, the celeb quotient is not as important. In the south, people prefer ordinary
contestants with an appealing story, and the need to move up in life. The recent success of “Deal no
Deal” on the Sun network is an example of this.
The last two years have also seen kid's channels strengthen their hold in the South Indian market.
The genre is gaining eye balls, but only if the programs are in the native language of the audience.
This is genre has high growth potential, and indicates the appetite of the younger generation for new
forms of content.
For other niche genres like lifestyle, food or travel, it may still be some time before they can
generate significant audience interest and volumes.
Increasing digitization, driven by players like Sun Direct, will provide further opportunities for
television channels to reach their audiences through more differentiated content. The market is
evolving gradually and could start absorbing such formats in the future. However, players need to be
selective on the opportunities they target, as the South is still very much driven by GECs and
movies.
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Media branding unplugged
Creating brands that reflect the target consumer
So let's start this off on a controversial note. We all know that content builds media brands. Right?
Wrong!
If that were true then there would be no media brands in the world. Most newspapers in a city have
similar news on their pages. Most news channels carry similar news on the same day. Most music
channels carry the same music videos.
Yet we know that there are strong media brands. BBC, Times of India and MTV – there are many
more, of course. If you just look at just one market, say newspapers in London, you see many
differentiated brands, such as The Times, The Daily Telegraph, The Guardian, The Sun and The
Independent. And yet on any given day, most of these papers have very similar content.
So it's not just about content.
P G Wodehouse once said that newspapers are supposed to make a man read it and say, “See that
makes sense. That's what I have said all along”. Well, if that is what makes a man addicted to a
newspaper brand, then clearly the first step to building a strong media brand is to identify this
person who the brand is for. Is this the famous Geeta from Gorakhpur or the Sandra from Bandra? Is
this human being a fanatical atheist? Is he pro or anti Government?
Once we have got that, the rest is easy. It is just a matter of reaching out to the person and figuring
out the role he wants media to play in his life. Align the content and the brand to this, and, hey
anchor, you have a strong media brand.
A good example of the possibility for this is news media. There are two kinds of consumers of
news. On the one hand, we have people who are passive observers. They like to know what's going
on, even though they are not keen to do anything with that information. At the opposite end of the
spectrum we can think of people who are active analysts. These are people who need news for their
work. They could be finance people, traders, knowledge workers, social activists, etc.
Similarly there are two kinds of news. On one extreme are fast facts as news. Think of market data,
factual news reports, sports scores and so on. At the other extreme, are thoughtful and analytical
articles. These try to piece together different pieces of news to give readers a new perspective, or to
explain the significance of the pieces of facts that they receive as news.
These two extremes are only abstractions for our understanding. In reality, most news combines
elements of both characteristics, as do consumers. We can combine the previous two thoughts to
create a model that helps us map all news brands. There are potentially four segments, which may
be seen as four different roles that news media plays in our lives. Let’s take a deeper look at these
segments and their importance.

News

The Grandstand

The Ticker

Passive Audience

Active audience
The conversation
Fodder

Opinion Leader

Views
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– Suman Srivastava
CEO – Euro RSCG India
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Media branding unplugged (contd.)
The Ticker
Fast news for the active analyst. This role is played by the internet in our lives. Today an RSS feed
can keep us updated on key happenings on all the key subjects that we are interested in. The fastest
medium is the one that gets this role. In an earlier era, Television and radio played this role. Prior to
that newspapers did so. However, within TV news, there are brands that still play this role. CNBC
has built a global brand by being the channel business people turn to for quick and accurate news.

The Grandstand
At the end of a hard day's work, we are often in the mood to sit back and watch what's happened in
the world over the day. Or perhaps we like to start a day with a summary of the previous day's
news. Either way, we like brands that give us a grandstand view. Currently, TV news brands play this
role, though newspapers can also perform well in this segment. Among TV news brands, CNN and
Aaj Tak have built strong following by always being where the action is.

The Conversation Fodder
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Everyone hates being left out of a conversation. One way to ensure that you aren’t left out is to read,
listen or watch the news. Whether it is the latest political imbroglio, the spiciest gossip or the
hottest movie, it is good to be the one talking about it, rather than being blank when it is mentioned.
A brand that can promise to always keep people in the conversation, always does well. This tends to
be the preserve of market leader brands. For example, NDTV plays this role in India.

Opinion Leader
We don’t just want to hear the news; we also want to have an opinion on it. Most people need
some help in forming their opinions. This is a role that media brands can perform. Typically
magazines do a good job here. The Economist is a good example of an opinion leader for a very
influential audience.
Media marketers need to map their target consumers and their consumptions patterns on this
model. They can then figure out how best to position their brand and content.
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Creativity is not enough...

Introduction
The Media and Entertainment (M&E) sector is today at an
inflexion point. In order to become high performance enterprises,
media companies need to evolve the manner in which they take
content to market, optimize cost of content aggregation and
distribution as well as adopt best practices in enterprise
operations such HR, Finance and IT. This calls for innovative
operational strategies combining people, process and technology.
While M&E players have always adopted technology in content
transformation, editing and post production processes, there is
need to realign content delivery and monetization strategies
based on the emerging delivery platforms. Media houses also

need to perform continuous assessment of whether their internal
business processes and technology are geared to support and
leverage emerging business models.
Focus is needed on improvements in areas relating to customer
connect, content utilization and cost of operations. On one hand
routine operations need to become more agile and lean and on
the other hand customers need to be served relevant content in
an efficient manner. We have identified below certain focus areas
across different layers of the media value chain which the
industry seems to be increasingly adopting to meet the above
challenges.

M&E Value Chain
Customer Relationship

Marketing

Research and Rating

Content Generation /
Development & Editing

Post Production /
Processing

Broadcasting /
Distribution

Media Management,
Storage and Archival

Human Resource

Finance

Information Technology

Other Back Office

Customer Relationship Management
Business Process Automation

Digitization and Content Management

Outsourcing and Managed Services

Cloud Computing

Human Resources

Financial Management

Customer Relationship Management
As an industry having a direct interface with the audience at
large, it is imprative for media companies to establish effective
customer touch points and use technology as a lever to drive the
next level of services to customers. It has now become a
business prerequisite to assess and effectively establish trends
for continually changing customer preferences, lifestyles and
media buying habits.
Today, as companies depend on larger sales volumes with
lowering margins, it is imperative to reach the end user at the last
mile and deliver a ‘personalized experience’ for the customer.
Gathering customer data – both demographic and behavioral,
using the right data analysis and modeling tools and providing the
right level insight for business decisions has become a
competitive necessity .
Customer Relationship Management processes and systems are
the rock bed for such information and analytics – starting from
customer segmentation, mining data around customer habits and
creating predictive models both with respect to content, its
packaging and appropriate pricing.

Current CRM processes in the media industry are federated,
inconsistent and often cover only a part of the customer
landscape. In terms of technology, the industry is seeing
increased adoption of CRM applications with a mix of off-theshelf and custom designed solutions dotting the industry.
For example, many DTH players have borrowed standard
customer tracking processes and the corresponding off-the-shelf
CRM packages from their parent telecom companies, which
handle the entire lifecycle of customers from acquisition to billing
and renewals. On the other hand CRM in the newsprint sector is
almost non-existent or at its infancy. This could be because
traditionally newsprint is sold through newspaper agencies and
newsstands, hence large print media sellers do not have a direct
customer touchpoint; customer feedback is primarily obtained
from surveys and other tertiary sources of information rather than
through CRM.
In the middle are players like film exhibitors who primarily utilize
CRM capabilities for their online (internet booking) customers but
either do not cover box-office customers through CRM or are just
starting to do so. Since the volume of tickets is lopsided towards
the box office sales, investment in CRM systems is not likely to
pay a huge dividend to film exhibitors unless box office sales are
also tracked extensively. Further, CRM systems utilized in the film
exhibition sector are largely custom developed.
Overall, while CRM adoption is growing – a focused push is
required across all players and most players would benefit from
moving to standardized CRM processes and applications both in
terms of quality of processes and capability of the applications to
provide in-depth analysis.
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Business process automation – managing
projects and systems integration
Effecting service improvements is a key driver to profitability
today and significant operational efficiencies can be achieved by
altering workflows and making information seamlessly available
to relevant stakeholders ‘just-in-time’. Adopting effective traffic
and scheduling softwares can help improve project management
for the production and post production workflows, and link the
same with content monetizing and archiving processes.
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For example converting tape based data sharing to digitized
formats can lead to tremendous operating efficiencies for content
production houses. Content can be shared between the post
production studio setup, quality control teams, and final broadcast
through Playout systems in an IP/digitized mode across the
transmission chain. The need for converting data between tapes
to digital formats is averted early in the content production level.
Another area of improvement is transaction processes. Existing
billing systems and the lack of integration with in house
enterprise software is a significant limitation and leads to
potential revenue leakage points in the process chain. Businesses
are also increasingly looking to use technology to implement
effective revenue assurance measures and plug potential leakage
points. This is a crucial element of the emerging content
monetizing strategies.
Transaction processing systems such as those used to enable
sales, billing, production management and other transactional
operations would also need to integrate with the CRM system at
the front tend upstream and content archiving and management
systems at the downstream.
More fundamentally, sale of advertising space/time is an activity
cutting across sub-sectors in M&E which require the existence of
processes and systems. The industry demonstrates a mix of offthe-shelf, custom developed and ad-hoc systems depending upon
the transaction volumes.
DTH operators rely on well formed ERP-grade applications such
as Oracle Apps for customer billing and management while most
players in the Film Exhibition industry rely on industry specific offthe-shelf software to handle all processes from ticket sales to
F&B sales and billing.
On the other hand Ad sales and billing in low volume businesses
such advertising is managed using well defined processes and
basic office automation software such as spreadsheets.
Print Media companies are using enterprise class applications
such as SAP for accounting and operations however the use of
off-the-shelf solutions in areas of content development, layout
composition, final printing, etc. is limited to larger players.
Software used in these processes is often custom developed and
maintained within silos of the processes.

A few players have attempted to develop custom software
integrated across processes. This has helped enable federated
decision making to localize published content in real time while
still providing for centralized editorial control. Integration of sales
capture applications with ERP’s are also IT projects being taken
up in many organizations. Usage of standard middleware
applications for integration of different applications is one of the
best practices for such projects.
This shall pave way for development integrated environments to
capture revenue streams such as Advertising Sales, Ticket Sales,
Royalty and Subscriptions; capture organizational costs through
ERP’s so that Financial Statements and Business Intelligence can
be generated from the same set of data reconciled across
functions. Existing silos between production, content marketing,
distribution channels, and revenue modeling processes need to
be cut down for effective integration strategies for data and
processes.

Outsourcing and managed services
As media companies expand their footprint across new
geographies – internationally and domestically, they are beginning
to follow large Multinationals in other sectors in leveraging Offshoring and Outsourcing. While cost remains the primary driver,
certain players are also looking at outsourcing for the
specialization and expertise that an external vendor brings in.
Back office functions such as Call Center Operations, Finance,
Accounting and IT are prime candidates as outsourcing as
vendors have built considerable expertise in these functions.
However recent trends also indicate increasing activity in core
areas of Content management, Production and Post Production.
With increasing scope of off shoring to locations such as India,
Philippines, China, etc. the sector is expected to follow leaders
like Banking & Financial Services who have managed to realize
substantial benefits in reducing operating costs , improving
process controls and managing talent. For example, certain
service providers are now offering broadcast and network
operations, recruitment and even content research services under
the outsourced model.
However, the key to making this a success will be the media
house’s ability to get organized and consolidate itself at enterprise
level. With Piracy already a key challenge, threat of IP loss will
also need to be effectively managed. We believe that in the
coming years large media houses will lead the way in setting up
centers of excellence for back office processing and expand the
scope of outsourcing beyond transactional processing to high end
services including research, analytics, editorial support and
content design.
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Digitization and content management
“File-based content acquisition is the new revolution for the
broadcast industry”

Content remains king, however, newer ways and means to
distribute content and an ever growing business imperative to
enhance reach and improve customer penetration, are giving rise
to newer markets and revenue models. Harnessing these new
opportunities requires that content libraries be browsable and
searchable, and amenable to systematic archiving and swift
retrieval for utilization across multiple delivery platforms ranging
from the traditional print/TV/radio to the newer interactive and
online channels such as web/mobile/on-demand TV.

– Vynsley Fernandes
Director – Castle Media

so as to maintain artistic integrity and protect revenue leakage
from piracy. With content becoming monetizable on a pay-per-use
basis and with the emergence of content streaming, sharing,
proper implementation of DRM processes is key to countering
threats of content theft while keeping with the evolving customer
preferences.

Digitization is the first step towards achieving such agility of the
content library. Digitization of content makes content searchable,
helps in both deeper as well as wider classification through
multiple layers of annotations and metadata and most importantly
makes content accessible near instantly.

DRM processes include definition of IP Rights, managing selling
and buying IP rights and usage of sophisticated systems to
handle management of IP rights for the most granular piece of
content. Certain critical processes required to handle DRM
include:

As an added advantage, digitization helps in reducing the cost of
content storage. Cost of storing content using old technologies
such as tapes is continuing to increase while cost of new age
storage solutions such as hard-drives and Storage Area Networks
is decreasing. Driven by these complimenting impingements, the
industry is experiencing a gradual but decisive shift from analog
to digital storage. The storage of content is also increasingly
moving to the Cloud.

workflow and documentation around agreements with
licensors, recording nature and number of licenses and
services, and terms for participation/royalty payments

As ‘Pay-per-view’ model gains momentum (DTH, IPTV, ondemand videos/file sharing, telecom channels, etc), it is
becoming imperative to not only digitize content but also
interface content storage and delivery systems with billing,
royalty and subscription management systems.

?
Rights inventory management, availability analysis and usage

tracking: Create and maintain a master data record for
acquired or produced IPs to reflect possible complex rights
situations, track usage of rights such as airing, sub licensing,
sales, etc. relevant for royalties and participation settlements

Digitization also paves way for seamless movement of content
across the chain from production, Quality Control to broadcasting
over the internet or closed fiber networks without the overhead
and logistical challenges of moving tape drives over large
distances. As more and more content gets digitized, traditional
workflows in the media sector will be broken down paving way
for newer and more efficient ways to produce, review and deliver
content.

?
Royalties and participation settlement: Calculate and settle

fees for content consumption or re-licensing based on
acquisition / usage agreements, utilizations and considering
upfront payments, guarantees, etc.
In addition, digitization brings along risks of viruses and other
information security challenges around protection of content.
However, these risks are manageable given the ubiquity of
information technology services and ample availability of
professional expertise in this area. The only eventual barrier
towards an already happening digital content revolution is a
cultural shift which is taking place gradually in the M&E sector.

Digitization brings with it issues relating to Digital Rights
Management (DRM) – a generic term used to denote
technologies used to restrict and control access to digital content
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Rights acquisition and contracts processing: Managing the
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However, there are certain risks associated with cloud services
such as security of data, ensuring high availability of services etc.
M&E companies would need to evaluate these risks before
embarking on cloud projects. Also to start utilizing cloud services,
companies must first consolidate IT infrastructure across
business units into common service centers.

Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing refers to usage of IT infrastructure such as
storage, retrieval or other computational services on a “utility”
basis. Cloud computing, the current buzzword in the technology
sector has immense promise for the M&E sector as well.

“Depending on how you define cloud - we need to consider legal aspects which
make it challenging to move to the cloud.”

Second, Cloud services such as Content Delivery Networks
would enable media companies to transmit high quality content in
a more cost efficient manner. A content delivery network (CDN) is
a cluster of servers containing copies of data, placed at various
locations on the internet (or a closed network) to enable efficient
transmission of content based on the location of content delivery.
For example, a customer accesses a copy of the data near to the
customer, as opposed to all customers accessing the same
central server, so as to avoid bottlenecks near that server. These
services will be especially helpful as convergence technologies
such as 3G, IPTV, internet radio become stronger and require
large amounts of content to be streamed across to multiple
subscribers.
The technology market has developed specific solutions for the
media industry such as ‘Private Media Cloud’ – however adoption
of these is still in its infancy in the US and other developed
markets. Large M&E players in India have also started evaluating
the benefits of Cloud technologies. For example, TV Channels are
evaluating moving the content approval process to the cloud
wherein fresh rushes (raw footage) can be uploaded to the cloud
rather than carried in physical tapes making physical tape
movement logistics redundant and resulting in huge time as well
as cost saving.

– Simon Tsui
ASPAC IT Head, Turner

Financial management
A turbulent economic climate, rising globalization, giant leaps in
technology, heightened need for transparency, ever changing
regulatory framework coupled with demand for tighter controls in
the wake of corporate scandals, pose a grave challenge for the
finance function.
Collectively these factors has resulted in the emergence of
complex accounting processes and systems, renewed focus on
corporate governance, increasing pressure on cutting costs and
demand for more accountability in the market place. As a result,
today finance functions are caught in a state of flux
The M&E sector is not immune to this impact. As with other
facets of the business, finance functions too need to keep pace
with not only this evolution in business across the maturity curve
but also with the challenges poses by growth the business.

Comparing the traditional ecosystem and the Cloud
The Traditional IT Ecosystem

The Cloud Ecosystem
MULTI - TENANT USER ENVIRONMENT
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First, Cloud services help in transforming cost structure by
converting CAPEX on IT Infrastructure into OPEX of hiring Cloud
services. Content storage which until now has required
investment in form of cost of tapes / hard disks/servers will now
become an annual operating expenditure in form of annual
maintenance contracts fees paid to the Cloud services provider
for storage of content.
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Source: KPMG's The Cloud: Changing the Business Ecosystem, 2011
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?
Efficient and mature transaction processing operations
?
Automated processes with embedded controls
?
Integrated finance systems to ensure data integrity,

consistency and faster processing
?
Business intelligence systems to enable better business

performance management
?
Real-time information sharing to enable timely actions and

gain competitive advantage
?
Improved forecasting process and its accuracy to enable drive

efficiencies in the value chain
?
Instill better financial discipline aimed at improved cash and

working capital management
It is imperative for organizations to introspect and assess the
maturity of their finance functions. For most players, it will be a
long journey that will demand visionary leadership, commitment
and effective change management.

Human resources
Human Resource(HR) management In the Media &
Entertainment sector has gained significant maturity and
seasoning having negotiating the turbulence of the economic
slowdown witnessed 2 years back. While on the road to
economic recovery, the last one year has seen serious course
corrections by Media houses in terms of strengthening their HR
management capabilities. The emerging players who were
hitherto managing the HR function as an extended arm of
promoters, typically through long serving but non-specialist HR
heads, invested in getting qualified and experienced HR
specialists in place and worked towards deploying formal HR
policies and processes and frameworks. On the other hand, the
established media houses that already had baseline HR
capabilities in place made significant investments primarily in
deploying IT for optimizing the HR Function and also in rolling out
development programs for identified talent in the organizations.
The fact that technology is in many ways impacting the people
management function in Media houses is becoming evident.
While at one level IT packages have been deployed by most of
the mid sized players for managing their HR databases and typical
employee transactional processes like leave, reimbursement and
employee records, most of the larger players are currently making
efforts to transition their homegrown HR Information Systems
(HRIS) and Performance Management Systems (PMS) stand
alone IT applications to integrated ERP packages. IT is also being
leveraged to disseminate HR policies to employees through
intranet portals. Performance appraisal process in media houses
are increasingly being carried out online. Technology appreciation
and expertise is hence fast being appreciated as the key
competency for the HR leaders in M&E sector.

The other key dimension which has become critical for HR heads
in the sector is the ability to align with business. The last one year
as a trend saw Human Resource heads in Media houses
spending significantly more time than in the past in personally
delivering sessions on integration, employee communications on
business performance and direction also addressing tough
queries from employees alongside business heads and therefore
going beyond the traditional feel good 'employee engagement'
initiatives. Some of the HR teams have therefore mandated HR
team members to familiarize themselves thoroughly with
business context to act as business partners.
One of the key trends in HR management in the sector currently
is the evident focus on bringing in greater Performance
orientation in employees. While most of the established media
houses have attempted to strengthen their performance
management systems through multi rater feedback and inclusion
of Voice of Customer in the employee appraisal process, the
sector is still far behind in terms of leading industry practice of
aligning employee performance management with the key
strategic priorities of the business. The linkages of employee
goals with that of overall organization are largely still undefined.
The Compensation and Rewards management also therefore is
largely ad-hoc and short term focused. Unlike most of the other
mature industries the HR teams in M&E sector have shown little
confidence in sharing data and knowledge amongst industry
players. Since many organizations do not have very well defined
job profiles beyond generic Key Result Areas, the efficacy of
limited compensation benchmarking initiatives have also been
low since the job evaluations and equivalencies across different
organizations are not well established.
The other key missing link within the HR processes in the media
houses is the lack of Workforce Planning. While hiring the
required talent is clearly the foremost expectation from HR teams
in the sector, typically hiring is being carried out reactively with
much shorter lead time as compared to most of the other
industry segments. This is further leading to the pressure to hire
talent going beyond the expected salary norms in absence of a
longer term Hiring plan.
With the recession fading and the industry back on the growth
path, most companies in the M&E sector are looking to
undertake significant expansion and hence building a talent
pipeline both internally and externally is likely the foremost
priority for HR heads in media houses in the country. As a case in
point, for the FM Radio segment in Phase III of expansion with
700 channels in the pipeline, Talent is going to be scarce once
there is an influx of players and the top HR priority would be to
continue to creatively engage and retain the talent. Overall for the
Human Resource management in M&E sector Technology
interface of HR, Strategic Compensation with focus on Long term
incentives and implementation of more comprehensive
Performance Management systems like Balanced Scorecards are
likely to be some of the key ‘next practices’ for HR management
in the sector.

Conclusion
“The cascade of business growth projections into the
manpower numbers and more importantly the competencies
needed for tomorrow's growth would be critical for players in
M&E sector.”
– Dr. Ganesh Shermon
Partner & Country Head – People & Change Advisory,
KPMG in India

The second decade of the millennium presents tremendous
opportunity for the M&E sector in terms of challenging their
performance. While at one end new technologies enable
performance enhancement, operational optimization and
revolutionize content delivery mechanisms, on the other end
changing media consumption habits and market forces compel
them to act fast before they are obligated to change themselves.
Continued sustenance of players will depend on how quickly and
homogenously the sector integrates factors impacting their
business performance.
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As a result, there is increased pressure on the finance function to
not only drive value but also improve efficiencies and controls
across the organization through:
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potential for big leaps
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Subdued market - significant potential
Deal summary1
Deal activity dropped significantly in 2009 across sectors due to
the global economic slowdown, a trend mirrored in the Media &
Entertainment Industry. 27 deals valued at USD 722 mn were
closed in 2009 as compared with 38 deals valued at USD 1.5 bn
2
in 2008 .
While other sectors witnessed a rebound in mergers and
acquisitions and private equity funding in 2010, the M&E sector
did not reflect this trend. Both volume and value of transactions
2
remained flat with 27 transactions valued at USD 693 mn .
Malaysia's Astro All Asia Networks acquired stakes in NDTV
Lifestyle, GETIT Infoservices, Turmeric Vision and Sun Direct TV
and contributed USD 175 mn of the total deal value in 2010.
Other marquee transactions in 2010 included Blackstone PE's
investment in Jagran Media (USD 49 mn), Jagran's subsequent
acquisition of Midday Multimedia (USD 40 mn) and Rajeev
Chandrashekhar's backed Jupiter Media & Entertainment
Ventures' investments in Express Publications for USD 53 mn.
Traditionally PE investments in the M&E sector have been low
and 2010 was no different with 10 deals valued at USD 170 mn as
3
against 12 deals valued at USD 335 mn in 2009 . Restrictions on
FDI and a lack of quality assets apart, most media companies
have traditionally taken to public markets for funding, limiting the
role of PEs.

Type of deal activity (INRm)
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Source: GT Deal tracker, Merger market.

Trend of PE investments in M&E
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Note: above transactions exclude 36 transactions in 2008, 16 in 2009 and 17 in 2010 for which deal
values were not publicly available.
1. GT deal tracker, Merger Market
2. These exclude 36 transactions in 2008, 16 in 2009 and 17 in 2010 for which deal
values were not publicly available

3. These exclude 2 transactions in 2009 and 2010 for which deal values were not publicly
available

Table – Key transactions in 2010

Top deals in 2010
Month

Investee

Investor

Stake %

Deal value ( USD m)

Sector

Sept

Sun Direct TV Private Limited

Astro All Asia Networks Plc

July

Digicable

Reliance Communications

Mar

Express Publications (Madurai) Ltd

Jupiter Media and Entertainment Ventures

26%

53

Print

Sept

NDTV Lifestyle Limited

Astro All Asia Networks Plc

49%

40

TV Broadcast

May

Mid-Day Multimedia Limited

Jagran Prakashan Ltd

100%

40

Print

Jul

Turmeric Vision Private Limited

Astro All Asia Networks Plc

80%

26

TV Broadcast

Aug

GETIT Infoservices (P) Ltd

Astro All Asia Networks Plc

50%

22

Online / Print

Jun

Maya Entertainment Ltd

Aptech Ltd

100%

16

Animation

Jan

Fame India

Inox Leisure

7%

17

Film Exhibition

Apr

Jagran Media Network

Blackstone

13%

49

Print

Sept

Asianet

SIDOFI

9%

36

Cable TV

May

INX Media

New Silk Route

50%

20

TV

Feb

Valuable Media

DAR Capital

26%

21

Film

Apr

Associated Broadcasting Company

SAIF

14%

12

TV

M&A
15%

88

Share swap

TV Distribution
TV Distribution

PE

Key deals in Jan - Feb 2011
Month

Investee

Investor

Jan

Fame India

Reliance Mediaworks

Jan

Imagine Showbiz

Reliance Broadcast Network

Stake %

Deal value ( USD m)

Sector

M&A

Source: GT Deal tracker, Merger market.

32%
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2011 – The Outlook
Our discussions with PEs and industry players indicate that most
are bullish on the segment in general and find almost all the subsegments of interest in varying degrees. We have summarized
some of the key themes coming out of our discussions with
private equity and strategic players below followed by specific
trends within some key sectors of the media and entertainment
space.

“Regional” remains the investment buzzword
within the Print and Television sector
Warburg Pincus invests in Dainik Bhaskar (2004), DE Shaw picks
up stake in Amar Ujala (2006), Blackstone invests in Dainik Jagran
(2010), SAIF picks up a 14 percent stake in TV9 (2010)2 – the
common factor? All these investments are in regional players
within the Print or Television sector. The Print and Television sector
has a clear distinction between regional and national players and,
typically, from an investor's perspective (either financial or
strategic) the regional players appear to be more attractive due to
the following reasons.
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?
regional media opens up a host of new local advertisers

which were hitherto untapped. The sector is perceived to
have a higher growth rate given the low media penetration
levels in Tier II and III cities and
?
the advertisement yield disparity between the regional and

national players is expected to come down.
And it's not just PEs, strategic players are also keen on
consolidation in regional print and television segment largely to
consolidate readers/ viewers and offer a better proposition to
national advertisers.
There are however inherent characteristics of the regional
segment that act as impediments to deal activity – these are
mostly family owned and controlled and promoters are unwilling
to part with stake especially to competition and the regulatory
factors restrict FDI in print and news channels.

Direct to Home (DTH), but in the long term
TV distribution has seen its fair share of deal activity in both the
C&S and DTH categories. All the big players – Asianet, Hathways,
Tata Sky and Dish TV are PE funded. Apollo Management's USD
100m investment in Dish TV was the largest PE deal within M&E
in 20092.
The traditional C&S distribution business has its own
complexities – largely unorganized with a dominance of LCOs,
lack of clarity around actual subscriber base and high cost of
customer acquisition. However, this continues to be an attractive
segment for both financial and strategic investors given its
existing scale.
DTH is however expected to be an important catalyst to change
the distribution segment given that its more structured, even
though an inflexion growth point is not forecast in the next two
years. It is a segment currently characterized by over
capitalization, high operational costs and a hyper competitive
market scenario with limited differentiation in product offering.
Still investors are interested if valuations are moderated and
players get the business model right. For instance, in the UK, one
of the very few countries where DTH has been successful, the
key growth driver was the exclusivity to air the English Premier
League ('EPL') on DTH3. Indian players too will need to think of
differentiating themselves, possibly, through offering value added
services so as to retain existing subscribers and attract new

2. GT deal tracker, Merger Market
3. Industry Discussion
4. TRAI

subscribers. Given the penetration levels of existing DTH players
and the significant potential of further expansion, this sector
promises to be attractive from an investor perspective in the
medium to long term.

New media – Opportunities for consolidation and
VC investments
Online media:
Online media made a significant dent to the print media in most
mature markets like the USA and parts of Europe. India is also
likely to follow a similar trend in terms of the impact that online
media will have on traditional media platforms. Most print and
television players are aware of the risk that online media poses to
their business and have/ or are in the process of developing a
digital strategy to counter this. Further, for online media to have
any significant impact in India, broad brand penetration levels
need to improve significantly in terms of quality and reach.
Accordingly, while this is a sector to look out for, it will be a while
before this sector is able to take away significant market share
from traditional media platforms. However, with the introduction
of 3G there is a huge opportunity for content owners and
aggregators to scale up operations and this could potentially lead
to deal opportunities for financial as well as strategic investors
Gaming and Animation:
Gaming and Animation are and will continue to remain attractive
to strategic investors and the venture capitalist community in the
short run. Aptech’s acquisition of Maya Entertainment in 2010 is
an example2. This sector would also benefit from the introduction
of 3G services which could help content owners and platform
owners/ aggregators scale up operations and attract investments.
Radio:
This sector has seen limited PE activity (India Value Fund’s
investment in Radio City2) and is an industry characterized by
regulatory issues, large number of players with little
differentiation and limited reach. Strategic players like BBC, Virgin
and Astro are also invested in this sector but their investments
are restricted to 20 percent given the existing FDI regulations.
The Phase III round of licensing is expected to bring in certain
regulatory changes such as increase in FDI limit to 26%, ability to
own multiple frequencies in a city and ability to broadcast news4.
If such changes are made, this sector is likely to experience a
spur in deal activity in the form of consolidation of Phase II
license holders, PE investments/ exits and FDI in this sector
(international strategic players continue to remain interested in
this sector).
OOH:
Warburg’s investment in Laqshya Media and Goldman Sach /
Lehman’s investment in Times OOH are some of the transactions
in this sector2, but in general the investor outlook is not very
encouraging. The players in this sector are typically characterized
by a lack of scale, uncertainty over ownership of property and
other operational issues like dealing with local authorities.
Accordingly, this sector is currently not very attractive for
investments.
Regional print players are however looking at acquiring / setting
up their OOH platforms as an extension to their advertising
offerings and hence there is likely to be some consolidation in
2011.
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Sector
TV Broadcast

Outlook

Comments

The global economic slowdown in 2009 resulted in a significant reduction in corporate spending across media

platforms thus adversely impacting the advertising industry. This directly impacted the major revenue source
for broadcasters and resulted in companies rationalizing their existing portfolios by exiting segments that
were non-core. For example NDTV exited the GEC space by selling to Turner International 92 per cent stake in
NDTV Imagine for USD 117 mn

In 2010, there has again been very limited consolidation in this sector with Astro All Asia Networks

accounting for a majority of transactions such as NDTV Lifestyle and Turmeric Vision and Zee’s acquisition of
the 9X channel.

The TV broadcasting industry in India is currently characterized by high fragmentation, low entry barriers and

high carriage fees, with the Top 2-3 channels getting a disproportionate share of advertisement dollars.
Accordingly, the sector witnessed limited PE investments in 2010.
however has indicators of being a strong growth segment. Regional channels are expected to be the next
growth sector given the disproportionate share of viewership and advertisement spend. Further, with sectors
like telecom, consumer goods and automotive showing robust growth in Tier I and II cities and rural areas,
advertisement for regional channels is expected to increase significantly. Many regional channels did not
witness the impact of the economic slowdown in their advertisement revenues as local advertisers did not
defer a significant portion of their ad spends.

This coupled with the fact that regional players will seek to diversify into different genres to create a bouquet

of channels, by pursuing organic and inorganic growth strategies, makes regional channels attractive to PEs.

Consolidation within the industry is also expected with larger TV broadcast networks such as Zee, Turner,

Viacom and Sony expected to acquire / partner with regional networks.
TV Distribution

?
The television distribution industry in India continues to be an attractive investment sector for private equity

investors and financial institutions alike. Apollo Management, a US-based private equity, acquired 11 per cent
stake in Dish TV for USD 100 mn
?
In another significant development, Reliance Communication’s DTH arm acquired Digicable to become one of

the largest global players to offer a full suite of triple pay services.
?
Both Cable and DTH are likely to raise capital in the short term which is likely to accelerate the process of

digitization of the distribution landscape in India.
?
However, the DTH segment is currently characterized by overcapitalization with the different players trying to

capture more subscribers by installing their equipment at low ARPU’s. Therefore this sector is expected to
attract PE investment only after the DTH market stabilizes in ARPU terms. In the near term, the Cable
segment, which is a more evolved opportunity, will relatively see more investment activity.
?
2011 deal activity will continue to be driven by acquisition of LCO’s by MSO’s to secure last mile connectivity.

Further, there is also likely to be fund raise by MSO’s and DTH operators to fund customer acquisitions and
their infrastructure roll out
Print

?
The Indian print market is expected to sustain a compounded annual growth rate of 10 percent on the back off

increasing literacy, favourable demographics, increasing consumption in rural areas and presence of a large
vernacular market
?
In the near term, regional print companies will raise capital either through public markets or private equity to

expand their businesses and compete against larger print companies
?
Historically, consolidation within this sector has been limited given that the industry is characterized by high

entry barriers and promoter mindset against dilution of their stake. Accordingly, it has been difficult for
regional players, other than the No.1 and No.2 to grow
?
However, consolidation within this sector appears to be imminent as large players will seek to improve

margins and expand into newer markets through acquisitions. FDI caps in this sector continues to be an
impediment for investment from international players and rationalization of these restrictions is likely to boost
investment flow into this sector
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The regional advertising market, driven by increasing reach and consumption in Tier I and Tier II cities,
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Sector

Outlook

Internet
companies/
Online media

Comments

After some large web portal transactions in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s there were a number of failed

transactions in the internet/online sector with the dot.com era coming to an end in 2002. Therefore deal
activity in this segment has been very limited in recent years.

PE houses are however unanimously upbeat on the outlook of ‘online media’ which is expected to benefit

from an increase in share of consumers’ media time. On the back of India’s recent investments in building a
strong broadband infrastructure, rising consumer preference for online shopping and largely moderate
valuations (relative to the dot. com era), web portals are fast attracting the attention of both advertisers and
investors alike.

While e-commerce web sites are not strictly comparable with traditional media platforms, they still vie for a

share of advertising dollars and hence compete with media companies with respect to investor interest as
valuations are still driven largely off ad revenues.

Most leading PE houses have significant investments in this segment internationally, track the segment

actively and are keen to replicate their international successes in India.

However, with the exception of a few dot.com players most other players do not have the scale to attract big
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ticket investments as yet. Given that investments are expected to be largely early stage / mezzanine in the
immediate future, PEs may need to evaluate these sectors wearing a VC hat– which is different from
evaluating investments in traditional media.
Radio

?
While the share of Radio in the M&E pie has witnessed an increase over the last few years, it is still an early

stage segment characterized by multiple players with little differentiation in product offerings, FDI restrictions
and regulatory bottlenecks in setting up multiple frequencies and operating News channels.
?
Regulatory changes such as permission to own multiple frequencies in a city, relaxation of FDI limits could

facilitate consolidation amongst domestic players and also attract global private equity to help spur growth in
this segment. The recent ruling by the Copyright Board reducing the royalty burden on Radio companies is
expected to improve profitability and spur PE interest in the segment.

The dark shaded portion in the
sector is likely to experience.

used in the table above are an indication of the level of M&A and PE activity the specific
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Tax & Regulatory

Waiting for changes
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Waiting for changes

Key Tax issues affecting the Media &
Entertainment industry
Income-tax
Film industry
Key Tax issues
?
Deduction of expenses
Specific rules have been provided under the Income Tax
Rules, 1962 (Rule 9A & 9B) in relation to deduction of
expenditure incurred on production of films/ acquisition of
distribution rights therein. These expenses are allowed as a
deduction based on when the copyrights / distribution rights
to the films are exploited and the date of release of the film.
Based on the facts of the case, the expenditure is allowed as
deduction either in first year or over a period of two years.
There are certain controversies surrounding applicability of
Rule 9A/9B as under:
-

Whether Rule 9A/9B is directory or mandatory?

-

Whether Rule 9A/9B overrides all other provisions of the
Income-tax Act, 1961 (‘IT Act’) for e.g. capital v. revenue
expenditure, disallowance of expenditure on which tax has
not been deducted, etc.

-

Deducibility of expenses not covered by Rule 9A/9B.

It would help the cause of the industry if the Government can
issue a circular / clarification on the above aspects.
?
Tax withholding on acquisition of copyrights

Under the IT Act, payments made towards acquisition of
copyrights in content, etc. to Indian residents attract a tax
withholding at the rate of 11.07 percent under Section 194J of

13
the IT Act. This withholding rate is excessive considering the
profit margins on which the industry operates. This in turn
aggravates the cash flow of the industry players. It would be
worthwhile for the Government to consider a lower
withholding tax on such payments.
?
Penal interest on non/short payment of Advance Tax

The release of films and their profitability are subject to a high
degree of uncertainty. On account of this uncertainty, the
estimation of profits for production companies for the
purpose of discharge of their advance tax liability is always a
challenge. Failure to pay advance tax on such unforeseen
profits results in a levy of interest under Section 234B and
234C of the IT Act. It would help the cause of the industry if
the liability to pay advance tax is linked to the release of the
film (i.e. the Government may clarify that advance tax should
be payable in the immediately succeeding installment post
release of the film).
?
Joint production of films

In cases involving joint production of films, care should be
taken to ensure that the arrangement does not result into an
Association of Persons (‘AOP’), which is taxed as a separate
entity apart from its members. If the joint production activity
is assessed as an AOP, several complexities could arise i.e.
filing of a separate tax return of the AOP, TDS compliance of
the AOP, availability of losses in the hands of JV Partners, etc.
Hence, the arrangement between the JV Partners should be
appropriately structured so as to avoid formation of the AOP.
Tax Incentives: Special Economic Zones (SEZ)
The SEZ regime in the country allows tax breaks to eligible
entities on export earnings for a period of 15 years (in a phased
manner). Hence, entities engaged in content development,

animation, etc. may explore setting up units in a SEZ to claim tax
holiday benefits.
Tax Planning in relation to Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
The possibility of tax planning by separating production and
distribution rights may be explored in certain cases. An offshore
special purpose vehicle (‘SPV’) may retain the distribution rights
(including satellite broadcasting rights, audio and music rights,
video rights, etc). Such planning would need to be carefully
evaluated depending upon the business model and in compliance
with the transfer pricing provisions of the relevant jurisdiction.

Broadcasting Industry
?
Deductibility of cost of content

Generally, TV programmes / right to telecast films are acquired
by broadcasting companies either on an outright basis or for
limited number of airings over a period of time. The issue that
arises is regarding the deductibility of the cost of acquiring
such rights. In the case of TV programmes, significant value of
the programmes is derived at the time of first airing itself,
after which there is hardly any residual value of the
programme. Accordingly, the entire expenditure of the
acquisition of TV programmes should be allowed as deduction
in the year of first airing itself. In case of movie rights acquired
for limited period or limited airings, the expenditure may be
allowed over the period of license / number of airings. The
contrary view is that the expenditure on acquisition of such
movie rights, being by nature of an intangible asset, should be
eligible for depreciation. Having regard to the lack of clarity on
the issue,; it is imperative that the Government issues a
clarification on the matter to avoid protracted litigation.

?
Withholding tax obligations on up linking charges and

transponder hire charges
Television channel companies typically make payments
towards the lease of transponder capacity to satellite
companies, which are usually located outside India. In
connection with such payments, the withholding tax issues
may arise on account of the characterization of payment as
royalty or fees for technical service, existence of permanent
establishment/ business connection of the non-resident payee
(e.g. Satellite Company) in India. The OECD has taken the
view that payment towards transponder leasing is not in the
nature of royalty. However, the Delhi Tribunal (Special Bench)
in the case of New Skies Satellite Telecommunications Ltd.1
had taken the view that payment towards transponder hire
charges constitutes royalty, liable to tax in India.
Recently, in the case of Asia Satellite Communications Co.
Ltd.2, the Delhi High Court has held that such payments do
not constitute "royalty" and are hence not taxable in India.
In this regard, the Court observed that the transponder is
an in-severable part of the satellite and cannot function
without the continuous support of various systems and
components of the satellite. Consequently, it is wrong to
assume that the control and constructive possession of
the transponder can be handed over by the satellite
operator to its customers. Further, it also observed that
merely because the satellite had a footprint in India would
not mean that the process took place in India. The ruling of
the Court has, for the time being, settled this longstanding controversy and aligned India's position with that
of the international community.
Developments in relation to the withholding obligations of
broadcasters are covered in the ensuing section.

1. New Skies Satellites NV vs ADIT, Shin Satellite Public Co. Ltd. vs DDIT and Asia Satellite
Telecommunications Ltd., In re [2009] 319 ITR (AT) 269
2. Asia Satellite Telecommunications Co. Ltd. vs DIT [2011] ITA Nos. 131 & 134 of 2003
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?
Taxation of Foreign Telecasting Companies (‘FTC’)

The two primary sources of revenue of FTCs are income from
sale of advertising airtime on the TV channel and subscription
revenues.
-

Taxation of advertisement revenues
Under domestic law, advertisement revenues of the FTCs
would be taxable in India in case the FTCs have a
‘business connection’ in India. In case an FTC operates
from a country with which India has a tax treaty, the
advertisement revenues would be taxable in India only if
the FTC has a Permanent Establishment (‘PE’) in India.
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The taxability in such cases is only on the income which is
attributable to such PE/ operations carried out in India. The
circumstances in which the FTCs constitute a PE/
business connection in India and the determination of
income attributable to such PE/ operations carried out in
India, continues to be a contentious issue between the
FTCs & the Indian Tax Authorities.
FTCs generally appoint an agent in India for marketing of
advertisement airtime slots. The agent also facilitates
collection of advertisement revenues from the advertisers
and its remittance abroad.
The Tax Authorities have been contending that, the agent
of the FTC, who concludes contracts on behalf of FTC or
secures orders wholly or almost wholly for FTC in India,
constitutes its PE in India.
The Bombay High Court in the case of SET Satellite
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd. has held that where a FTC has an
Agency PE in India (i.e. PE on account of its agent), the
payment of arms length remuneration by the FTC to its
Indian agent extinguishes its tax liability in India.
-

-

Taxation of Subscription revenues
Subscription revenues are generally collected by the
Indian distributors and subsequently paid to the FTCs. The
FTCs have been taking a stand that the payment for grant
of distribution rights is not for any 'copyright' and hence, is
not in the nature of Royalty (taxable on gross basis at a
specified rate). The payment is in the nature of business
income and is not taxable in India in the absence of any
PE in India. However, the Indian Tax Authorities are
contending that the subscription fees are liable to tax as
royalties. The issue is pending adjudication at appellate
levels.
Mandatory Permanent Account Number ('PAN')
Budget 2010 mandated higher withholding tax rate of 20
percent (excluding surcharge and education cess) in case
of payees (i.e. recipients of income) not having a PAN by
introducing Section 206AA in the IT Act. This provision also
impacts payments made to non-residents.
With the changed dynamics of the industry, the
involvement of non residents in the industry has increased
to a great extent. While non resident technicians are
assisting in film production, a lot of content is also being
procured from foreign players by broadcasters. Further,
various payments are being made to foreign artistes
participating in films, reality shows, etc.
Most of the above contracts with non-residents are ‘net of
tax’ contracts i.e. taxes are borne by the payer. In case of
one off payments, usually non residents can’t be expected

3. Tips Cassettes & Record Co. vs ACIT, In re [2001] 251 ITR 53
Gramophone Co. Of India Ltd. vs DCIT, In re [1993] 48 ITD 145

to hold an Indian PAN at the time of making the payments
(i.e. when tax deduction has to be made). This has given
rise to a situation, where even if appropriate rate of
deduction of tax at source in terms of the provisions of
the IT Act or the applicable Tax Treaty is much lower, taxes
are being withheld at a higher rate (in absence of PAN).
This has led to a significant increase in the overall costs of
Indian entities.
Accordingly, it is imperative that relief should be provided
in this regard, especially in the case of payment to nonresidents.

Music Industry
Deductibility of cost of acquisition of licence/ copyright in music
has been a controversial issue. The issue is whether such cost
would be entitled to depreciation or is in the nature of revenue
expenditure deductible in the first year or is to be treated as
amortizable over the period of licence. The Mumbai Tribunal in the
case of Tips Casettes & Record and the Calcutta Tribunal in the
case of Gramophone Company of India have taken the view that
payment for acquiring music rights was in the nature of raw
material and hence revenue in nature3. It would help the cause of
the Industry if the Government can issue a circular / clarification
clarifying this position.

Radio Industry
The radio broadcasters are required to pay licence fees, viz. one
time entry fee and recurring annual fees, to the Government as
per the terms of the licence. The issue that arises is whether
such fees are in the nature of revenue expenditure to be claimed
as deduction in the year in which it is incurred or is in the nature
of capital expenditure, entitled to depreciation. Since the annual
licence fee is payable for each year of operation, it should be
allowed as revenue expenditure. Further, the one time entry fee
should be allowable as a deduction over the period of licence.
However, another view is that the payment for the one time entry
fee could be treated towards acquisition of ‘license’ specifically
covered as an intangible asset, eligible for depreciation. This is
likely to be a bone of contention between the tax payer and the
Tax Authorities. The need of the hour is for the Government to
issue a circular / clarification on this aspect so as to curtail
litigation thereon.

Indian Premier League (IPL)
The IPL has proved to be an important sports innovation of the
BCCI. The IPL has thrown up several tax controversies in the
hands of FTCs (as discussed earlier), franchisee companies and
the players. Highlighted below are the key tax issues arising from
conduct of IPL:
?
Deductibility of payment towards acquisition of franchise

rights – the issue that arises is whether the payment for
acquisition of rights is in the nature of capital expenditure or
revenue expenditure? Further, if the payment is treated as
capital in nature, whether it would be eligible for depreciation
under the IT Act?
?
Withholding tax on amount paid towards acquisition of

franchise rights.
?
Taxability of transfer of players to another franchisee.
?
Taxability of franchisee companies in case the matches are

played outside India.
?
Tax implications in the hands of players (both foreign and

Indian players) as also coaches, umpires, physiotherapists,
commentators, cheer leaders, etc.
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Cricket World Cup 2011: ICC's flagship event
The 2011 ICC Cricket World Cup is the tenth Cricket World Cup
and is being played in Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka with 14
national cricket teams competing in the tournament.
Substantial India tax exposure to foreign boards and players from
matches to be played in India
The 2011 World Cup being co hosted between India, Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka will have a majority of the matches being played in
India. There are 13 National Teams (other than India) who are
participating in this mega event. Each of participating teams is
represented by their cricket boards who manage the cricket
administration in their respective countries. On account of their
team participation in the World Cup, money flows to these boards
in various forms from ICC and sponsors. The cross-border flow of
revenue is subject to a whole lot of Withholding Taxes and Hold
Backs on account of nexus of matches being played in India. This
applies to other bilateral tours as well, in which the foreign boards
and their players will be dealing with the BCCI.
Typically, substantial tax implications are likely to arise in the
hands of the Foreign Cricket Board and foreign players in such
international tournaments on the following streams of revenue:

Foreign Cricket Boards

International Players /
Professionals*

?
Participation fees

?
Professional fees

?
Advertising revenues (for

?
Prize money

endorsing logos, marks)
?
Sponsorship revenues
?
Share in revenues from sale of

stadium tickets
?
Share in broadcasting rights of

matches

The increased activity in this sector has also resulted in increased
focus by tax and transfer pricing authorities. Further, the
peculiarities of the industry pose a challenge for appropriate
justification of the arm’s length price of transactions between
related parties from a transfer pricing perspective. The sections
below give an overview of some of the peculiar transfer pricing
issues faced by Media and Entertainment industry.

Transaction-by-transaction analysis
The typical transactions involved in the media and entertainment
industry constitute development of content for related party or
sourcing of contents from related parties, advertisement agency
and distribution of channels owned by the related parties. The
transfer pricing law views each of the activity as a distinct activity,
thereby requiring a separate benchmarking and justification of the
arm’s length price of the transactions relating to each of these
activities. The concept of transaction specific approach has also
been emphasized by the Mumbai Tribunal in the case of Star India
(P) Ltd., wherein the Tribunal held that a robust /detailed
Functions, Assets and Risks Analysis is critical to support
adequacy of arm’s length price concept. However, the industry
has been grappling with the issue of non-availability of exact
comparables in public domain5.
Comparability for unique transactions
In the media and entertainment industry, transaction by
transaction analysis is not always feasible as each of the
transaction will have its own peculiarities. The following examples
will help to better understand the scenario. An Indian channel
company purchases film rights from related party situated abroad.
However, the price paid may vary significantly for various films
and would depend on factors like whether a film is being
telecasted on television for the first time, timing of telecasting,
etc.
Similarly, in case of Indian Company which owns a channel being
telecasted in a foreign country and which grants advertisement
rights on a revenue / profit spilt basis to related parties abroad,
the proportion of spilt may vary significantly depending upon the
markets, the level at which the revenues / fees are being split i.e.
at the gross level or at net profit level, etc.

Transfer Pricing

Given the aforesaid scenario, though similar transactions exist
with various group companies or with third parties, they can be
seldom used for benchmarking the related party transactions
because of various differentiating factors among various
transactions. For such peculiar transactions, not only the
justification to Tax Authorities but the determination of the arm’s
length price of a transaction itself poses a challenge. Another
example in this regard could be of an Indian channel company
which develops and own certain contents and telecasts it in India
also licenses the same to overseas related channel company for
telecasting outside India. In such a case, as the Indian company
does not develop the content for the related party itself, the
question would arise what would be an appropriate consideration
for the same and how the same should be determined i.e.
whether the same could be charged as a royalty for use of license
or any other manner which is consistent with the arm’s length
principle.

Given the increased linkages between the Indian media players
with their counterparts across the globe (coupled with the
impressive growth achieved and targeted for the sector), the
transactions between Indian players and their related parties
overseas have increased manifold. Such related party
transactions come under the purview of Transfer Pricing (‘TP’)
regulations and require the same to be carried-out at arms-length.
These regulations prescribe mandatory documentation which
needs to be maintained annually and also reporting the same to
the Tax Authorities.

Thus, TP policies should be based on a thorough functional and
economic analysis that identifies the various functions including
the value drivers, risks and location of the company assets. The
existence of TP documentation, alongside policy and procedures
documentation, could streamline the discussions with Indian Tax
Authorities. In addition, establishing a robust set of TP policies
and guidelines will help to proactively identify and effectively
manage new TP exposures that are created as a result of
business expansions, acquisitions, restructuring, etc.

?
Prize money
Source: xxx
*Includes other professionals like Umpires/ Referee / Coaches.

Under the IT Act the aforesaid income may be taxable at 10.56
percent on a gross basis or at 30 percent4 / 40 percent4 on a 'net
income' basis depending on the facts of the case and the exact
nature of income.. Such foreign parties could also avail benefits of
the applicable Double Tax Avoidance Agreement to the extent
they are beneficial to them.

4. Excluding surcharge and education cess
5. Star India Private Ltd v. ACIT, In re [2011] ITA Nos. 3585/M/2006 & 3846/M/2006
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The above issues are likely to result into several controversies
with the Tax Authorities. It would help the cause of the industry if
the Government can issue a circular / clarification on the above
aspects.
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Indirect tax6
Central and state levies
There are levies, central as well as state, which directly affect the
media and entertainment industry- central levies being central
excise duty, customs duty & service tax and State levies being
state-VAT and entertainment tax. Of the various indirect taxes
applicable in the media sector, service tax and state-VAT merit
special attention. Applicability of these taxes on programme
production, in-film placements, grant of various rights such as
distribution rights, theatrical rights, cable and satellite rights, sale
of airtime for advertisement purposes, recording / editing of
programme, sale/ lease of programme content, etc. are
becoming increasingly contentious and leading to disputes with
authorities.

?
Barter transaction for promoting products of one another

whereby department is running with service tax stick to levy
tax
?
Transponder charges paid to Indian companies vis-à-vis to

foreign companies
?
Taxability of subsidiary/ agent in India where the principal

broadcasting agency is outside India
?
Transactions involving transfer of right to use film/

programme content
?
Disallowances of CENVAT credit for services provided in the

state of Jammu and Kashmir and in SEZs
?
Special transactions (e.g. cost sharing arrangements, import

of technology, sharing of telecom revenues generated
through contests/ opinion polls, hiring of equipments for film
production, etc.)
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Service Tax
Service tax is levied on provision of certain notified categories of
services (including broadcasting, cable, development and supply
of content, sound recording and video production services).
Service Tax being an indirect tax, normally the service provider
recovers the service tax from the service recipient. However, in
some cases such as services provided by non-residents, goods
transport agencies, sponsorship services, etc., the reverse charge
mechanism is applicable (i.e., the obligation to pay service tax is
that of the service recipient and not of the service provider). A
mechanism for credit of input service tax and central excise duty
on input services, inputs and capital goods is also put in place by
the Government. Effective from 1 March 2007, subject to
fulfillment of specified conditions, exemption is granted from levy
of service tax to services provided for granting right to authorize
any person to exhibit cinematograph film, the content of the film
being in digitized form and is transmitted through use of satellite
to a cinema theatre.

Applicability of State VAT and Service tax on Sale and
transfer of right to use Copyright respectively
Typically, VAT is levied by state governments on sale of copyrights
(such as films, programmes). With effect from 1 July, 2010,
service tax on the copyright related to cinematographic films and
sound recording has been introduced. The industry was already
burdened with applicability of VAT on provision of such rights.
Now, applicability of Service tax would lead to double taxation.
Especially Exhibitors are in double whammy who are not in a
position to claim credit of such Service tax paid as their output
activity of selling movie tickets attracts Entertainment tax.

Entertainment Tax
Entertainment tax is levied on various modes of entertainment
such as on film tickets, cable television, live entertainment, etc.
India has one of the highest rates of entertainment tax across the
globe and there has been a constant cry from the stakeholders to
reduce it. Recently, some states have granted exemption from
entertainment tax to multiplexes.

Other challenges
The key challenge under indirect tax regime in India includes
analysis of transactions and identification of the indirect tax
implications on such transactions and entities involved. Some
typical transactions include:
?
Internet services (eg. sale of space, including ‘content’

provided to telecom companies, e-mail subscription services,
e-commerce transactions, etc.)
?
Authorities are demanding service tax on the repatriation of

subscription and ad revenues by Indian agent of foreign
channel companies even though the service tax has been
paid on the gross broadcasting revenue
6. Service Tax law (i.e. the Finance Act, 1994), state VAT laws

Customs duty
The levy of basic customs duty on import of goods is likely to
remain unchanged. However, Countervailing duty (CVD) and
Additional Duties of Customs in lieu VAT/Sales tax (SAD) would
be replaced by the levy of CGST and SGST. This may lead to
increase in effective Customs duty rate. However, credit of the
CGST and SGST paid on import of equipment such as cameras,
lights, etc. would be available against the payment of output tax
liability CGST and SGST. This may lower the tax cost turning out
to be beneficial to the media and entertainment industry.

Service tax / VAT
Currently, Media and Entertainment industry suffers loss of credit
due to non allowance of cross credit setoff between goods and
services. VAT is paid on purchase of goods such as movies,
programmes, contents. However, the output liability being in
service tax, VAT input tax credit is not available and hence,
becomes cost. Similarly, service tax is paid on certain input
services such as advertisement, renting. However, if the output
liability payable is VAT, credit of tax paid on input services is lost.
GST regime will extend the credit across goods and services and
hence, would lead to huge benefits to the industry.

Print Media
At present the print media enjoys exemption from taxes like
service tax, CST/VAT, etc. There is a possibility that advertising
revenues of the print media may be brought to tax though
exemption on revenues from newspapers and publications may
continue. On the other hand, enhanced credits to advertisers
could boost advertisement spends. The fate of credit
availability/refund of input taxes paid, etc. is unclear at this point.

Meeting the Challenges
GST is likely to throw up numerous challenges for the media and
entertainment industry. The key challenges include issues like
taxation of transactions not exempt earlier, taxable event vis-à-vis
intangibles, transition of exemptions, etc. Some typical
transactions include:
?
Determination of taxable event for internet based services

like content downloading through internet, through mobile,
etc. which are currently under dispute under both service tax
and VAT laws. It will be necessary to provide for
unambiguous 'Place of Supply Rules' to resolve taxation of
such transactions. This is particularly necessary as these are
normally B-2-C transactions.
?
Barter transactions (between goods and services as well)

likely to be comprehensively covered under the tax net under
GST.
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?
Stock transfer of goods and inter branch services may be

treated at par with sales and supplies and subjected to GST.
Though credit of such GST paid should be available, this may
adversely impact the working capital requirements of
businesses.
?
In certain states, multiplexes have been granted exemption

from entertainment tax for a specified period. The
continuation of these exemptions at the time of transition to
GST in the case of entities where specified period has not
expired will be a challenge.
?
The compliance for service providers which are currently

centrally administered (viz. centralised registration for service
tax) will be required at State level in view of the dual GST
regime.
?
Document and record maintenance as well as the IT system

Further, to enable systematic, smooth and successful
transformation of the current indirect tax system into proposed
GST model, Centre is actively engaged with the Empowered
Committee to finalise the GST structure and modalities for its
implementation. There are numerous issues which need to be
addressed before the final rollout as also the preparations
required by the Central and State Governments.

With the Indian government committed to ushering in a new era
in tax reforms through the implementation of the DTC and GST,
the country seems to be gearing up for the next phase of
transformation in the overall tax landscape.
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requirements will be extensive.

Key Tax and Regulatory updates
Direct Taxes Code Bill 2010
Background
In an attempt to simplify the direct tax provisions, the
Government released a discussion paper and Direct Taxes Code
Bill in August, 2009 (DTC 2009) for receiving comments and
representations from various stakeholders. After receiving over
1600 representations, the Government issued a revised
discussion paper in June, 2010 and subsequently the Direct Taxes
Code Bill in August, 2010 (DTC 2010). The provisions of DTC 2010
are intended to come into effect from 1 April, 2012. An analysis of
the proposals in the DTC that are likely to impact the Media &
Entertainment (‘M&E’) sector is set out below.

Key proposals and their impact
Tax rates
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Under the Income-tax Act, 1961 (the IT Act), domestic companies
are subject to corporate tax of 33.22 percent on their taxable
income.
DTC 2010 Proposals:
Under the DTC 2010 also, domestic companies will be subject to
corporate tax at the rate of 30 percent.

Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT)
MAT provisions are applicable on companies at the rate of 19.93
percent of the book profits in a situation where the tax as per
normal provisions of the IT Act is lower than the tax as per the
aforesaid MAT computation. Further, companies are allowed to
carry forward the MAT paid for set-off against regular tax payable
up to 10 years.
DTC 2010 Proposals:
In the DTC 2009, it was proposed that a company shall pay MAT
on its gross assets at the rate of 2 percent (if the tax liability
under the normal provisions of the DTC 2009 is less than that).
DTC 2010 has reintroduced profit-based MAT. The MAT rate has
been increased to 20 percent. A company would be entitled to
carry forward the MAT credit for 15 years. Unfortunately, the DTC
is silent on the availability of credit of MAT paid under the IT Act.

Definition of Royalty
?
Live Coverage, Transponder Charges & Distribution Rights

Under the IT Act, the definition of ‘royalty’ does not
specifically cover the following:
-

Consideration paid for acquiring rights for live coverage of
any event

-

Consideration paid for acquiring distribution rights of
television channel

-

Consideration paid for use of transponder capacity in
satellite

The taxability of aforesaid transactions is in litigation at
various stages.
DTC 2010 Proposals:
The definition of 'royalty' in DTC 2010 now expressly covers
the following so as to bring it into the tax net.
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Use or right to use of transmission by satellite, cable,
optic fiber or similar technology; and

-

Transfer of rights in respect of live coverage of any event.

The intention seems to be to cover within the purview of
‘royalty’, payment towards subscription revenues earned by
broadcasting companies as also connectivity payments and
payments for live coverage of events. Having said this,
depending on the definition of ‘royalty’ under the Tax Treaties,
it could still be argued that the aforesaid payments do not
amount to royalty.
?
Exclusion under the ‘royalty’ definition in respect of

consideration for sale, distribution or exhibition of
cinematographic films removed
Under the IT Act, the definition of ‘royalty’ specifically
excludes consideration for sale, distribution or exhibition of
cinematographic films.
DTC 2010 Proposals:
The definition of ‘royalty’ under the DTC 2010 does not
provide for such exclusion. Hence, consideration received
from sale, distribution or exhibition of cinematographic films
may become taxable as royalty income.
?
Shooting of cinematographic films in India

Under the IT Act, there is an exemption available to nonresidents in respect of income from shooting of
cinematographic films in India.
DTC 2010 Proposals:
There is no such exemption proposed under the DTC 2010.
Removal of this benefit will discourage foreign production
houses from exploring Indian territories for shooting of films.

Deductibility of Film Production Cost / Film Distribution
Rights
Specific rules have been provided under the Income Tax Rules,
1962 (Rule 9A & 9B) in relation to deduction of expenditure
incurred on production of films/ acquisition of distribution rights
therein (a detailed discussion in this regard appears in earlier
paragraphs).
DTC 2010 Proposals:
Under DTC 2010, the Rules are yet to be prescribed and at this
stage it is unclear whether there will be specific provisions
governing the deductibility of cost of film production / film
distribution rights. In the absence of such specific provisions, the
film producers / film distributors would be governed by normal
provisions of DTC for computing taxable income, which could
lead to various controversies.

Tax Holiday for Media and Entertainment Sector
In the past, there was a tax holiday available to multiplex
operators under Section 80-IB of the IT Act.
DTC 2010 Proposals:
Under DTC 2010, no profit linked / investment linked incentives
are proposed for media and entertainment sector. This will act as
a dampener for the growth of media and entertainment sector
which is day by day becoming more capital intensive.

DTC 2010 Proposals:
The CFC provisions have been brought in as an anti-avoidance
measure. Under the CFC provisions, income earned by a foreign
company controlled directly or indirectly by a resident in India and
earning passive income (which includes royalty, interest etc.)
which constitutes more than 50 percent of its total income, shall
be added to the Indian taxable income of the resident.
CFC provisions are likely to bring additional complexity in the tax
legislation and could significantly impact Indian companies having
outbound investment structures. For example, it is likely to
impact overseas subsidiaries of Indian companies earning royalty
from global exploitation of copyrights. Under the CFC regime,
such royalty income would be regarded as “passive” income and
hence may be included in the total income of the Indian parent
entity. CFC provisions could create cash flow problems for Indian
companies since they would be subject to tax even in the
absence of receipt of actual dividends. This may necessitate a
review of the existing overseas investment structure.

Test of Residency
Under the provisions of the IT Act, a company incorporated
outside India is regarded as resident, therefore taxable, in India in
any previous year, if the control and management of its affairs is
situated 'wholly' in India.
DTC 2010 Proposals:
Under DTC 2010, a company incorporated outside India will be
regarded as resident in India, therefore taxable, if its ‘place of
effective management’ is situated in India. The new residency
definition could impact Indian companies having subsidiaries
outside India, where key decisions are taken by executive
directors/ officers of the subsidiary in India and are merely
adopted by the Board overseas.

Transfer Pricing
An Advance Pricing Arrangement (‘APA’) agreement is an
agreement between a taxpayer and the tax authorities for the
upfront determination of the arm’s length price and pricing
methodology in relation to an international transaction. APA
agreements are binding on both the taxpayer and the tax
authorities. There are no provisions under the IT Act in respect of
APA.
DTC 2010 Proposals:
It is proposed to introduce APA for upfront determination of
pricing methodology of an international transaction.

General Anti Avoidance Rule ('GAAR')
Under the IT Act, there are several specific anti-abuse provisions
to deal with cases of tax avoidance / evasion.
DTC 2010 Proposals:
The DTC 2010 seeks to introduce GAAR which provides
sweeping powers to the Revenue Authorities to deal with anti
avoidance situations. GAAR shall be applicable to domestic as
well as international arrangements.

Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC) Provisions

GAAR empowers the Commissioner of Income-tax (CIT) to
declare any arrangement as “impermissible avoidance
arrangement” provided the same has been entered into with the
objective of obtaining tax benefit and satisfies any one of the
following conditions:

Under the IT Act, there are no CFC provisions.

?
It is not at arm's length
?
It results in misuse or abuse of the provisions of the DTC
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?
It lacks commercial substance
?
It is carried out in a manner not normally employed for bona

fide business purposes.
The CIT can determine the tax consequences on invoking GAAR
by reallocating the income or disregarding / recharacterising the
arrangement, etc. GAAR provisions would be applicable as per
the guidelines to be framed by CBDT.

Withholding tax provisions
Under the IT Act, the withholding tax rate on royalty and fees for
technical services payable to non-residents is 10.56 percent,
provided the non-resident has obtained an Indian PAN.
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DTC 2010 Proposals:
The withholding tax rate in respect of payment of royalties and
FTS to non-residents is proposed to be increased to 20 percent.
The higher withholding tax rates would increase the overall cost
of the Indian companies in case of ‘net of tax’ contracts (i.e.
where tax liability is borne by the payer) with tax residents of the
country with whom India does not have a Tax Treaty.

Investigation by Tax Authorities of Channel
companies
Tax Authorities have recently undertaken scrutiny of various
channel companies (by way of “survey proceedings”) to examine
their compliance with Indian tax withholding provisions in respect
of certain payments made.
Some of the payments which broadcasters typically make, which
are liable for withholding taxes, are for channel placement,
production of programs, payment to artistes, acquisition of
music, concepts/ formats and film rights and also payments for
uplinking charges. The Tax Authorities’ contention is that such
payments are liable for tax deduction at source (‘TDS’) at 11.07
percent under Section 194J of the IT Act. While payments for
acquisition of copyrights / format rights and payments to artistes
are in the nature of ‘royalty’ and ‘fees for professional services’ as
defined under Section194J of the Act, there has been a
controversy surrounding payments for production of
programmes, channel placement charges and uplinking charges.
As regards payment to production houses towards
commissioned programmes, despite the Delhi High Court in the
case of Prasar Bharti holding that such payments are subject to
TDS at the rate of 2 percent(2.21 percent including surcharge and
cess) under Section 194C of the IT Act, the Tax Authorities assert
that tax should be withheld at the rate of 11.07 percent under
Section 194J of the IT Act holding that the same qualifies as
“royalty” / “fees for technical services”, thus leading to
unnecessary litigation6.
As regards channel placement fees, the same are paid for
preferred placement of channels vis-à-vis other channels on
certain bands/ frequencies. Here, the industry has uniformly been
deducting TDS under Section 194C. However, the Tax Authorities’
contention is that such payments, too, are covered under Section
194J since payment is for carriage of channels which involves
rendering of “technical services” by the cable operators.
Further, TV channel companies pay uplinking charges to earth
stations for uplinking their signals. The Tax Authorities have been
contending that such payments are in the nature of “fees for
technical services” rendered by the earth station, and hence are
liable to withholding tax at the rate of11.07 percent. However, it is
pertinent to note that these payments are for availing only a

6. CIT vs Prasar Bharti (Broadcasting Corpn.of India), In re [2006] 292 ITR 580
7. Skycell Communications Limited vs DCIT , In re [2001] 251 ITR 53
8. First discussion paper of GST dated 10 November 2009 and various news reports

“standard facility” of uplinking of their content from the earth
station and not for availing any technical services. The Madras
High Court in the case of Skycell Communications Limited7 has
held that payment of subscription charges for use of mobile
phone services does not amount to fees for technical services on
the ground that the payment is for use of a standard facility
provided to all those willing to pay for it and not towards any
technical services. Given the above High Court judgment laying
down the principle that the provision of standard facilities should
not be regarded as “technical service”, arguably, the aforesaid
uplinking facility should not qualify as “technical services”.
The above disputes with the tax Authorities are likely to result
into protracted litigation. The need of the hour is for the
Government to issue a specific circular clarifying that the
aforesaid payments do not qualify as “royalty” / “fees for
technical services”, so as to put this litigation to rest.

Indirect Tax
Goods and Services Tax:
The Media and Entertainment industry suffers from a plethora of
Central and State levies including levies by local bodies and
authorities. These multiple taxes, administered by different
Government authorities, are largely not creditable and add to the
cost of business. The proposed introduction of Goods and
Services Tax (GST) is expected to address this anomaly. GST is
possibly the most significant reform under the indirect tax regime
in modern India. The current indirect taxes such as Excise Duty,
Service Tax, Value Added Tax (VAT), Entertainment Tax, etc.
together with surcharges and cesses thereon levied at Central
and State levels are proposed to be subsumed into the GST
regime.
The new system is proposed to be a dual structure with both the
Centre and the States having the right to levy and administer this
tax. To elucidate, all transactions involving sales and supplies of
goods or provision of services will be simultaneously subjected
to Central GST (CGST), a central levy and State GST (SGST), a
state levy. It is proposed that inter-State transactions be taxed
under the nomenclature of Integrated GST (IGST), administered
by a Central Agency. This will enable credits also on inter-State
transactions and address the loss of credit suffered under the
present Central Sales Tax regime.
The expected rate of tax under GST for goods may range from 12
percent to 20 percent and for services it would be 16 percent.
This impact could be diluted by availability of better credits - the
credit pertaining to input IGST, CGST and SGST would be
available and fungible between goods and services. However,
cross utilization of credits pertaining to CGST and SGST would
not be available.
GST was proposed to be introduced from 1 April 2011, however
due to lack of consensus between Centre and State on the issue
related to constitutional amendment; it is likely to be introduced
from 1 April 20128.

Dual taxation on transfer of Copyright:
Post introduction of the service category of ‘Copyright Service’ in
the Budget 2010 (which is made effective from 1 July 2010),
service tax is applicable on the temporary transfer or permitting
the use / enjoyment of Copyright. Under the state specific Value
Added Tax (VAT) laws, transfer of right to use of the Copyright is
already subject to the VAT. Prior to introduction of levy of Service
tax on Copyright Services, the transfer of copyright was subject
to only VAT under the respective state VAT law.
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In the meantime, the industry is left with no option other than
levying both Service tax and VAT on the transfer of Copyright.
Some industry players have challenged the constitutional validity
of levying Service tax under the newly introduced service
category of ‘Copyright Services’, whereas some are challenging
applicability of VAT on the same.

Entertainment tax
entertainment tax, currently levied and administered state-wise
(and in some states, by the local authorities), is likely to be
subsumed under the GST. Presently, with the levy of
entertainment tax , credit of the other taxes (such as VAT/ Sales
tax, service tax, excise duty, etc.) paid on inputs and input
services is not available against the entertainment tax payable on
film exhibitions, theatrical performances, amusement parks,
games/sports event, DTH and cable operators, live entertainment
etc. Therefore, these input taxes become a cost. With the
introduction of GST, credit of the said input taxes would be
available against the output tax liability which is expected to be
hugely beneficial to this industry. Also, possibly entertainment tax
levied by municipal bodies may not get subsumed in GST.

Key highlights of Union Budget 2011-12
Certain key proposals of the Union Budget 2011-12 ('Budget')
relevant to the Media & Entertainment sector are discussed
below:
?
No changes have been made to the corporate tax rate except

for a reduction in the surcharge on tax from 7.5 percent to 5
percent in case of domestic companies and from 2.5 percent
to 2 percent in case of foreign companies.
?
Effective 1 June 2011, non-residents having liaison offices in

India with approval from the RBI will be required to submit
prescribed annual information statement in respect of their
activities to the Tax authorities within 60 days from the end of
the financial year.
?
In order to incentivise repatriation of profits back to India, the

Budget has proposed to tax dividends received by Indian
companies from foreign subsidiaries at 15 percent on a gross
basis instead of the current 30 percent tax rate.
?
Presently, Animation / VFX in SEZs enjoy a tax holiday on their

export income. SEZ units were exempt from Minimum
Alternate Tax ('MAT') until now. The Budget has proposed a
levy of 20.01 percent MAT on SEZ units. This would be an
additional tax cost for SEZ units in the short to medium term
mindful of the MAT credit.
?
A new anti avoidance measure has been introduced in the

Budget to discourage transactions of Indian taxpayers with
parties in jurisdictions which do not effectively exchange
information with India (to be notified by the Government).
Now, all transactions with such parties shall not only be
subject to Indian Transfer Pricing Regulations but also be
subject to onerous information / documentation requirements
for allowability of such expenditure. Further, payments made
to such parties by Indian tax payers would be subjected to
withholding at a minimum rate of 30 percent. This would
significantly impact Indian tax payers transacting with such
parties vis-à-vis acquisition of content / copyrights / IPRs or
hiring of transponder space, etc.

?
Peak rate for customs and service tax have been kept at the

existing levels.
?
Unlike in excise law, service tax is typically levied on receipt

basis. However with the focus of the Government to
introduce the Point of Taxation Rules (with effect from 1 April
2011), service tax is now proposed to be levied on an accrual
basis on all transactions. Further, service providers rendering
both taxable and exempt services would face an increase in
the cost of running business as input services on which 100
percent CENVAT Credit is presently available under Rule 6(5)
of the CENVAT Credit Rules have been proposed to be done
away with.
?
In the Budget, recorded DVDs/ VCDs/ CDs are made liable to

excise duty at the rate of 5 percent (which were exempted
earlier). However, an option has been given to manufacturers
whereby they can pay the excise duty at the rate of 1 percent
provided that no CENVAT credit is availed. This will increase
the cost of the recorded DVDs / VCDs / CDs. However, excise
duty exemption has been given to manufacture of colour,
unexposed cinematographic film in jumbo rolls of 400 feet
and 1000 feet.

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (‘TRAI’)
The Telecommunication (Broadcasting and Cable) Services
(Fourth) (Addressable Systems) Tariff Order, 2010 ('Order')
As the cable and satellite television sector is largely analogue and
non-addressable, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
(‘MIB’) and TRAI have been making efforts to promote digital
addressable systems i.e. direct-to-home (‘DTH’), headend in the
sky (‘HITS’), internet protocol television (‘IPTV’) and digital
addressable cable television in order to improve quality of
services to subscribers.
Conditional Access System (‘CAS’) was introduced as a move to
make Cable Operators and Multi System Operators (‘MSO)
digitise their signals, curb revenue leakage and to enable pay
channel system. However, CAS was implemented sparingly in a
few cities.
In line with its efforts to promote digital addressable systems,
TRAI issued a new tariff order applicable from 1 September 2010
to all digital addressable systems.
Key provisions of this order are as under:
?
Every Broadcaster/distributor shall offer pay channels on a-la-

carte basis and as bouquets (if they so desire) at specified
rates. In addition, it shall be open for distributors to specify a
minimum subscription period not exceeding three months.
?
The wholesale rate of pay TV channels on a-la-carte basis and

bouquet basis for all addressable systems has been capped
at 35 percent of the corresponding rates for cable operators /
MSOs in the non-addressable market. However, distributors
will be free to specify retail tariffs. They have also been
empowered to specify a minimum monthly subscription rate
per subscriber. However, such minimum rate specified should
not exceed INR 150 per month per subscriber.
?
Broadcasters shall be free to specify tariffs for High Definition

and 3D TV channels.
The provision to cap wholesale rate for pay channels at 35
percent of the rate charged to cable operators in non-addressable
market was challenged by many broadcasters in Telecom
Disputes Settlement and Appellate Tribunal ('TDSAT'). The TDSAT
has set aside the said provision and has instructed TRAI to
conduct a detailed study and fix afresh the tariffs that the
broadcasters can charge distributors using digital addressable
systems.
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This dual taxation (i.e. Service tax and VAT) on transfer of
Copyright is affecting the industry at large and lack of clarity on
the applicability of Service tax and VAT on same transaction from
the Government is fuelling speculations. It is envisaged that the
cloud of dual taxation would be cleared post implementation of
the comprehensive Goods and Service Tax (GST) by the
Government.
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IFRS
Launching a new
financial reporting
medium

With the advent of globalization and the transnational
convergence of business interests, the world has become one
common market place. Thus it becomes pertinent for
stakeholders that all participants follow one common accounting
language, so that the performance of all companies is
comparable and net worth of all market participants is based on a
common set of principles. In pursuit of this objective, accounting
standard setting bodies across the world have converged or are
converging to one accounting framework i.e. International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). More than 100 countries
now require or allow the use of IFRS and by 2011 the number is
expected to increase to 1501.
Indian companies have already adopted global practices in
business processes such as manufacturing, marketing, financial
management and are now either comparable to or better than
their global counterparts.
The constant buzz in the Indian accounting fraternity today is the
convergence of India with IFRS. India has announced plans to
converge with IFRS from April 1, 2011 in a phased manner. Under
this approach, high net worth and listed companies will converge
with IFRS first, and set a precedent for other companies to
follow. The convergence with IFRS will entail a change in the
business and financial reporting processes of companies and
demand awareness in stakeholder groups to understand the
accounting changes to come.
IFRS aims to present financial statements which are a reflection
of the business and economic environment in which a company
operates. The standard setters strive to formulate principles
which would help companies use judgment and reach the
ultimate goal of accounting which is closer to the economic value
of transactions. However, to achieve this goal, it is important that

1. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

14
the principles are applied in their true spirit and in the manner in
which they are intended.
Convergence with IFRS is the most significant change in financial
reporting in India and it challenges Indian companies to look
beyond the legal language of arrangements; shifting the focus to
the substance of arrangements. Indian companies need to be
prepared to face this new age of accounting, and also keep up
with the evolving changes that are taking place in IFRS itself.
Although accounting should not normally directly affect
underlying business economics, it will have an effect on the way
the financial information of companies is reported. For many
companies in the media and entertainment space this change is
likely to be significant as the new IFRS converged standards in
India (which would be called as Ind AS) have more specific and
relevant guidance for media and entertainment companies. The
impact of the above changes on performance metrics will vary
from company to company.
This article focuses on the impact of convergence with IFRS on
the media industry, highlighting the major areas where a
difference from current accounting practices is foreseen. For the
purpose of this analysis, the media industry has been segregated
into the following sub-industry groups:
a) Print and music
b) Advertising
c) Films and television programs
d) Broadcasting
e) Cable television and Direct To Home (DTH)
f) Film exhibition.

Sub-industry-wise summary of key issues
Sub-industry

Revenue recognition

Intangible
assets and
amortization

Property,
plant and
equipment
and leases

Multiple
deliverable
arrangements

Syndication/
Exploitation
rights

Barter
transactions

Free or bonus
spots

Subscription
revenue

Print and music

**

**

NA

NA

***

***

NA

Advertising

**

NA

***

*

NA

NA

NA

Films and television

NA

***

NA

NA

NA

***

NA

Broadcasting

NA

NA

***

***

NA

**

NA

Cable television and DTH

***

NA

NA

NA

***

**

***

Film exhibition

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

***

Source: xxx
Note: Number of dots represents the expected level of impact on each sub-industry

a) Print and music companies
Print and music companies generally follow a business model
whereby upon entering into a contract, the author/artist
undertakes to submit a manuscript or record (“work”) and
grants the print/music company the right to publish the work.
The print/music company publishes, promotes and distributes

the work through various media, in the physical (i.e. books
and music CDs) and/or digital form. The print/music company
remunerates the author/artist through royalties on a lumpsum basis and/or per unit of sales. The following discussion
highlights the areas of impact on convergence with IFRS.
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Revenue recognition

Intangible assets

Overall
For recognizing revenue, the key requirement for a media
company is that the risks and rewards of ownership over the
goods have been transferred; typically, this occurs at a single
point in time. The nature of different arrangements with
customers such as book/music stores will determine whether
it is appropriate to recognise revenue under a consignment
sale model, i.e. only as the book/music store sells the goods
to the end customer, or whether it is appropriate to recognise
revenue in full at the date of delivery to the book/music
stores less a provision for expected returns.

Overall
Generally, printing, title and distribution rights are acquired
separately, and sometimes through a business acquisition.
The costs incurred to acquire these rights are capitalised as
intangible assets, provided that they meet the definition
thereof as well as the recognition criteria under IFRS.

Prior to recognising revenue, a key criterion that print and
music companies must meet is that they no longer should
maintain effective control over goods transferred to the buyer.
Due to the creative and ever-changing ways of managing
inventories of books and music CDs, print and music
companies often deliver goods to retail stores in advance of
their actual release dates. In these situations, a practical issue
arises as to whether revenue can be recognised upon
delivery even though the goods cannot be sold by the
customer until the release date, assuming that the sales are
not on consignment. This may result in a deferral of revenue
until the release date.
Subscription revenue
A major source of revenue for print companies may be
subscriptions to newspapers, professional journals and
magazines. Subscription revenue is generally recognised on a
straight-line basis. However, challenge lies in revenue
recognition for subscription arrangements that contain varied
terms, in which case, it may be appropriate to recognise
revenue based on the value of the specific content provided
in each period.
Revenue from multiple deliverables within the same
contract
Print companies often sell both print and online products for a
single price, as is the case with educational or professional
products. While print products have a fixed edition status at
the time of sale, the online product often includes regular
updates to the information contained in the printed product
for a certain period of time (which are often provided without
any charge). Companies will need to defer the fair value of
services of providing regular online updates and recognize
them over the period of service obligation.
Sales incentives
Print and music companies often provide sales incentives
such as cash discounts, volume rebates, free/discounted
goods or services and vouchers to customers directly or
through third parties. When an incentive programme is based
on the volume or price of the products sold, the cost of these
programmes is generally deducted from revenue when the
corresponding sales are recorded. When the incentive is
based on offering free goods or services prior to or
concurrent with the existing sales transaction, then the
arrangement is analysed to determine if it includes separately
identifiable components. In order to increase their sales, print
and music companies often develop unique sales promotion
programmes that will require careful consideration and
exercise of judgment for accounting under IFRS.

Print companies often incur significant expenditure on
internally generated intangible assets such as developing
printing rights. IFRS, like Indian GAAP, include specific
requirements in respect of such costs, and companies will
need to carefully review their internal capitalisation policies on
converging with IFRS. The internal cost of developing an
intangible asset is classified into the research phase and the
development phase. Only directly attributable costs incurred
during the development phase are capitalised from the date
that the print company can demonstrate that certain criteria
are met. The key criteria for print companies are (1) the ability
to demonstrate the probability of generating future economic
benefits, and (2) the ability to reliably measure the
expenditure incurred.
IFRS specifically prohibit capitalising expenditure on internally
generated intangible assets such as internally generated
brands, mastheads, and customer lists. This is because such
expenditure cannot be distinguished from the costs of
developing the business as a whole.
Launch costs – New titles and magazines
Publishers incur significant costs towards the promotion and
marketing of newly published titles and magazines. Under
IFRS, all advertising and promotional expenditure, including
launch costs, are expensed as incurred. These cannot be
deferred till the time of the release date. This may result in a
significant impact as costs are recorded in one period, while
the revenues may be recorded in a later period.
Amortisation
Under IFRS, companies adopt a revenue-based method of
amortising intangibles such as printing rights, music
catalogues, content in databases, etc. Use of this method
requires the ability to reliably estimate future revenues.

b) Advertising companies
Advertising companies offer a variety of services ranging from
buying advertisement space in print and digital mediums,
producing advertisements, and performing corporate and
market research related activities. Advertisements produced
by an advertising company are displayed in printed materials
such as newspapers, magazines and outdoor billboards, or
broadcast through digital media such as television, radio and
internet. These advertisements are either conceptualised and
produced in-house by advertising companies or produced by
the advertising company based on an idea developed by the
advertiser. Advertising companies generally act as a
middleman between the advertiser and the suppliers, such as
artists and printers. The following discussion highlights the
areas of impact on convergence with IFRS.

Revenue recognition
Primary source of revenue for advertising companies is
commission and fees from media services, such as media
space buying services, producing advertisements, and
offering public relations, corporate and financial
communications as well as market research.
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Barter transactions
IFRS provides elaborate guidance on barter transactions
involving goods and services. An entity is prohibited from
recognising revenue from transactions involving exchange of
goods that are similar in nature and value, as such transactions
lack commercial substance.
Commercial substance is assessed by considering the extent
to which future cash flows are expected to change as a result
of the transaction. More specifically, an exchange transaction
has commercial substance if the configuration of the cash
flows (i.e., the amount, timing and uncertainty) of the assets
received and transferred are different.
Advertisement companies may enter into arrangements for
reciprocal advertisements on each other’s media without cash
consideration. Judgment will be required in determining
whether the exchange of advertisement services is similar in
nature and hence no revenue is to be recognised.
For instance, if exchanged advertising services share some,
but not necessarily all, of the following characteristics, i.e.,
target groups, medium of advertising, prominence (page on
web site, location of page, size of advertisement, etc.), length
of time that the advertisement is displayed; timing (season of
year, time of day, times per week, etc.) and exposure, then the
transactions are usually considered to be similar and revenue
would not be recognised.
'Gross' versus 'Net' presentation
As advertising companies generally act as middlemen in
advertising contracts, the concept of presenting revenues
gross versus net gains additional significance, application of
which can be challenging in practice. Many questions have
arisen in practice, such as whether advertising companies are
actually acting as agencies in transactions with advertisers.
Sometimes this is because of a lack of clarity in the
contractual agreements and the complex relationship shared
between the advertiser and advertising company. Each
advertising contract includes a variety of remuneration
mechanisms, including upfront payments, progress payments
at key milestones and/or settlement upon completion of the
contract.
Following are certain illustrative indicators that an advertising
company should consider in evaluating gross versus net
presentation:

?
Who bears the price risk? Is there latitude in passing on

increased costs to the advertiser?
?
Does the advertising company have primary responsibility

for fulfilling the order or providing goods and services to
the advertiser?
Similarly, judgment is required when advertising companies
buy media space in newspapers and magazines and
subsequently are compensated by the advertiser. Determining
whether the advertising company is acting as an agent or
principal is based on an evaluation of the risks and
responsibilities undertaken by it.

Production in progress
Production in progress comprises technical, creative and
production work (graphic design, TV and radio production,
editing, etc.) incurred towards the production of
advertisements that are in progress at period end and billable
to advertisers. Assuming that the work is being carried out
under contract, production in progress is classified as
inventory or as receivables. Inventory is valued at lower of
cost or its net realisable value (Net realisable value is the
estimated selling price less the estimated costs of completion
and sale). When assessing the net realisable value, inventory
and costs billable to clients are reviewed on a case-by-case
basis and written down, if appropriate, based on criteria such
as the existence of client disputes and claims.

c) Films and television programs
Films and television program producing companies
(collectively referred to as “production companies”) can
expect to incur significant costs, such as costs of signing
artists, the cost of the script, etc., when producing a film or a
television programme. These costs are capitalised as
intangible assets and amortised over their estimated useful
lives. Film companies generate revenues from exhibiting
these films and television programmes as well as from selling
the exhibition rights to others. Often film companies enter
into joint or co-production arrangements with others in the
industry for producing big budget films. The following
discussion highlights the areas of impact on convergence
with IFRS.

Revenue recognition
As a result of the competitive pressure on margins as well as
to make big budget films, film companies often collaborate
with others in order to share the financial burden and risks
necessary to compete in the industry. One strategy is to
enter into co-production arrangements with others in the
media industry, whereby the co-producers share the cost of
producing the film. Various models of remunerating coproducers exist, some more complex than others. When a
film company agrees to compensate the co-producer based
on a percentage of the fees received from exhibition,
questions arise as to whether the fees received on exhibition
of the films should be recorded gross or net of payments
made by the film company to the co-producer. To determine
the correct financial reporting, it is important to develop a
clear understanding of the contractual arrangement, and the
rights and obligations of the parties thereto. This is because
revenue recognition is based on an evaluation of the rights
and obligations undertaken by the film company, including the
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Revenue from commission received by advertising companies
is recognized after the service has been performed. Under
IFRS, revenue for service contracts other than on commission
basis is recognised based on the stage of completion,
provided that certain criteria are met. An advertising campaign
usually is drawn up in the form of project milestones, such as
design layout, illustrative art work, etc. However, significant
judgment is required when attributing contract consideration
to each of these milestones or when measuring various
service performance levels. IFRS do not prescribe a particular
method and advertising companies can use either the output
method (e.g. an assessment of the milestones reached) or the
input method (e.g. costs incurred as a percentage of total
expected costs) for assessing the stage of completion.
Additionally, incentive-based advertising contracts need to be
analysed in order to determine when it is appropriate to
recognise the additional incentives.
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right to determine the price to be charged to the customer,
the substance of the arrangement with co-producers which
are often akin to jointly controlled operations.
Certain arrangements restrict a customer from beginning its
initial exploitation, exhibition, or sale of a film. For example,
the imposition of a street date (the initial date when home
video products may be sold or displayed for rental) defines
the period in time when a customer's exploitation rights
begin. In such instances, an entity should not recognize
related revenue until the restriction has expired. Additionally,
if conflicting agreements impose restrictions on the initial
exploitation, exhibition, or sale of a film by a customer in a
particular territory or market, an entity should not recognize
revenue until the restrictions lapse and it meets all of the
other conditions.
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Certain sale arrangements require consideration to be paid to
the seller even before the license period for the sale of
broadcast, film or exhibition rights begin. Under IFRS,
revenue recognition is deferred till the time the license period
commences.

Capitalisation of costs
Production costs
Production costs for in-house projects are capitalised as an
intangible asset, provided that the film company is able to
demonstrate probable future economic benefits and can
reliably measure the cost of production.
Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs incurred that are directly attributable to the
production of a qualifying asset (a qualifying asset is an asset
that necessarily takes a substantial period of time to be made
ready for its intended use or sale) are capitalised. This means
that film companies will capitalise interest on films that take a
substantial amount of time to produce. IFRS do not define
how long a “substantial period of time” is, and judgment is
required in determining whether interest can be capitalised
when producing shorter-term projects, such as
documentaries and short films. However, borrowing cost is
eligible for capitalization only during the production period. In
case film production is delayed/ deferred, borrowing cost
incurred during the delayed/ deferred period is charged to
profit and loss account.

Intangible assets
Amortisation
Under IFRS, the amortization of movie rights with a finite
useful life depends on the type of right (e.g. music rights,
distribution rights, theatrical rights, etc.) and the license
period. The useful life of an intangible asset that arises from
contractual or other legal rights shall not exceed the period of
the contractual or other legal rights, but may be shorter
depending on the period over which the entity expects to use
the asset. Movie rights are usually amortized from the
beginning of the first exploitation. If a film right is used over
an extended period, it must be amortized over its standard
useful life; the amortization method should reflect the pattern
in which the right is consumed. The straight-line, diminishing
balance or units of production method would be conceivable
depending on the form of exploitation.
In practice, a special unit of production method of
amortization is generally used. This method is designed to
appropriately reflect the decline in value of the film rights

used over time, depending on the achievable revenue.
The amortisation expense is therefore calculated per period
using the “Film forecast computation method”. Film forecast
computation method is a revenue based amortisation method
which appropriately reflects the decline in value of a movie
right over its estimated useful life. Under this method, film
costs are amortised on an individual film basis in the
proportion that the revenue during the period for each film
bears to the estimated remaining total revenue to be received
from all sources for the film as of the beginning of the period.
In terms of formula this method can be represented as under:

Carrying
amount before
amortisation

Attributable revenue in the period

x

Expected revenue in the remaining
period in which the right is exploited

The denominator comprises the total expected remaining
revenue at the beginning of the period under review. As a
result of estimation uncertainty (estimated figures compared
with the actual figures), estimated total revenue should be
reviewed at the end of each reporting period so as to reflect
the current situation as accurately as possible. Any difference
in the amortization expense caused by the calculation of a
new quotient must be recognized prospectively as income or
expense in the income statement during the period in which
the estimates were revised.
Impairment
In applying guidance on impairment of intangible assets,
some of the indicators that film companies should consider
include:
?
an adverse change in the expected performance of a film

prior to release
?
substantial delays in completion or release schedules
?
changes in release plans, such as a reduction in the initial

release pattern
?
insufficient funding or resources to complete the film and

to market it effectively
?
actual performance subsequent to release fails to meet

management’s budgeted plans.

d) Broadcasting
Broadcasters enter into licensing agreements with film and
television programme producing companies for the right to
broadcast films and television programmes on their networks.
Depending upon the nature of the programme asset, such as
sports broadcasting rights or television series, these rights
allow either for a single broadcast or multiple broadcasts.
Broadcasters largely generate revenues from subscription
and advertising. The following discussion highlights the areas
of impact on convergence with IFRS.

Programme assets
Classification
An area involving significant subjectivity is the classification of
programme assets in the statement of financial position.
Currently there exists diversity in practice, whereby some
broadcasters account for the entire collection of programme
assets either as inventory or as intangible assets, and others
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Method of amortization
For programme assets that are intended for multiple
broadcasts, significant judgment is required to determine the
appropriate method of amortisation. Typically, the value is
highest on first broadcast and falls with subsequent
broadcasts or repeats. In making an assessment of the
consumption of economic benefits, it is important to take into
account the business model, management’s assumptions in
the budgeting process, historical experiences with similar
assets, and the nature of the programme asset. All facts and
circumstances should be considered when making an
assessment of the method of amortisation.

Revenue recognition
Advertising revenues – free or bonus advertising time
Television broadcasters sometimes guarantee their
advertising customers certain minimum audience ratings in
their target group. If the audience ratings are not achieved,
then the television broadcaster has a contractual obligation
towards the customer and often grants price reductions on
future advertising or offers free advertising time on its
network. Under IFRS, revenue is partially deferred based on
the fair value of this obligation and is recognised when the
free or discounted advertising is utilised or upon expiry of the
period of utilisation.
Similarly, deals for sale of advertising spots may be structured
with a mix of paid and bonus spots. Unutilised bonus spots at
end of each period need to be valued and revenue recognition
is deferred for such bonus spots. The total consideration is
allocated to all advertising spots, i.e. paid as well as free,
based on the relative fair value method or the residual
method. Revenue is then recognized as and when such
bonus spots are aired. Valuation of such unutilized bonus
spots gets challenging when bonus airtime has a mix of both
prime-time and non prime-time spots.
Barter transactions
Barter transactions are common in the industry and are an
area in which significant estimates are made for accounting
purposes, e.g. the exchange of the right to exhibit certain
popular films by film companies for airtime on television
stations or channels. Under IFRS, revenues with respect to
barter transactions are recognised, provided that:
?
dissimilar services are exchanged; and
?
the amount of revenue can be measured reliably.

Revenue recognition
Cable television and DTH companies provide customers with
a “one-stop shop” experience whereby bundled products
such as internet, television, set top box, etc. for a single
package price. Accounting for these bundled or multiple
component arrangements is increasingly complex since not
all goods and services included in the package are delivered
at the same time. This is a key area for companies to consider
upon conversion to IFRS.

Capitalisation of costs
Cable television and DTH companies can expect to incur
substantial direct costs towards signing up new customers.
These costs include incentives paid to retail stores,
commissions to external dealers or agents, etc. Such costs,
commonly referred to as subscriber acquisition costs, are
capitalised as intangible assets, if the definition and
recognition criteria are met. In determining whether these
criteria are met, the nature of the contract is important. The
accounting conclusion will vary significantly between
contracts that are determined to be of a fixed term and
require minimum consideration including those that are openended and include a penalty clause, as compared to others
that are open-ended with no penalty clause or minimum
committment.

Property, plant and equipment and leases
Cable television and DTH companies provide customers with
set-top boxes, routers and related equipment. Depending
upon the customary business practice and terms of the
arrangement, cable television companies either charge the
customer a fee for the use of the equipment or provide them
free of charge for use during the term of the subscription.
When entering into these transactions with customers, cable
television companies are faced with the issue of whether to
account for the equipment as a sale or to treat them as
assets on lease. Due to the complex nature of the contractual
relationships between the company and the end customer,
the question arises of the point at which these set-top boxes
are considered sold/acquired. In many instances, this comes
down to the evaluation of facts and circumstances to
determine whether the risks and rewards of ownership have
been transferred. As contractual arrangements with
customers differ in practice, what matters is the substance of
the arrangement and companies should examine these
arrangements on a case-by-case basis using the relevant
guidance under IFRS.

f) Film exhibition
With the advent of modern multiplexes having best sound
and picture quality, audience storm to the theatres for an
excellent viewing experience. The following discussion
highlights the areas of impact on convergence with IFRS.

e) Cable television and DTH
Cable television and DTH companies generally provide
customers with access to television programmes and
generate revenues in the form of subscription fees. In order
to increase subscriber base and related fees, cable television
companies also offer customers internet and telephone
through the network. The following discussion highlights the
areas of impact on convergence with IFRS.

Property, plant and equipment and leases
Exhibitors are on an expansion mode with most of them
adding screens and properties at a very fast pace.
Component accounting
Exhibitors commonly operate their screens in leased
premises. Significant expenditure is incurred on
improvements, projectors, installations, etc. Under IFRS, each
significant component of the these assets having a different
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account for programme assets partly as inventory and partly
as intangible assets. Classification is important since the
related consumption will impact gross margins and key
performance indicators, e.g. EBITDA (Earnings before
interest, tax, depreciation and amortization).
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useful life has to be capitalised and depreciated separately.
Subsequent replacement are capitalised and depreciated over
its own useful life.
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Straight lining of lease rentals and incentives
The leasing arrangements are generally long-term with
escalation clauses at regular intervals. Such lease rentals
need to be accounted for on a straight line basis over the
lease term. This leads to higher lease rentals on the initial
income statement, as compared to contracted rates for the
period. Similarly rent-free periods and other incentives
provided by lessors also need to be recognized on a straight
line basis. Such incentives are an integral part of the net
consideration agreed for the use of the asset.
Fair valuation of lease deposits
Lease arrangements require lessees to maintain security
deposits with the lessors for the lease term. Lessees do not
enjoy the benefits of earning interest on such security
deposits. Since such deposits are refundable, they meet the
definition of financial asset under IFRS and need to be
measured at initial recognition at fair value. The difference
between the initial fair value and the nominal value of the
deposit is an additional lease payment made by the lessee
recognised as rent expense over the lease period and the
deposit accrues notional income over the period. Though this
may not have a material impact on profit after tax, it has a
significant impact on operating profits for multiplexes.
The consequences of convergence to IFRS are not solely
restricted to the impact on financial reporting. The issues
shall also extend to various significant and business
regulatory matters such as compliance with debt covenants,
structuring of ESOP schemes, training of employees,
modification of IT systems and tax planning.
In conclusion, convergence with IFRS is expected to have an
impact in varied areas for media companies. However,
adopting this change will result in better comparability of
financial performance leading to higher cross-border capital
flows and a greater level of assurance to investors. The
change will also enable Indian media companies to raise
capital from overseas capital markets in a more seamless
manner.
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